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PERFORMANCE WITH
See Page 330

2

TUBES!

7neiu

SEALED CARTON

to protect you against buying old radio tubes disguised as new

'1

BE

CAREFUL
Hundreds of thousands of used
radio tubes are being sold as
new by "gyp" dealers -slipped
into new open -flap cartons
so you can't tell the difference.

-

BE

SAFE

The new RCA Sealed Carton
guards every tube from factory
to your set. Proof that every
tube is really new!

Chari.. WinnInserea
CAPTAIN HENRY

Insures your getting genuine
RCA Micro- Sensitive

Radio Tubes

RCA has smashed "gyp" sales of
hundreds of thousands of secondhand radio tubes repolished and
sold as new. The new RCA NON -

REFILLABLE CARTON assures
you of getting a new, factory -fresh
tube... not just an old tube slipped
into a new -looking open -flap carton. This sealed carton is your only
reliable guarantee that a radio
tube is new -for even an expert
radio engineer can't tell a new tube
from a used tube by looking at it.
To get the finest reception be
sure you get these remarkable new

Look for this Sign

in your neighborhood. It identifies
a dealer selected
by RCA to serve
your radio tube
needs.

TUNE IN

Radio City Studio
Party Sat..

P.

M..

E. S.

9 to 9.30
T. N. B. C.

Blue network. Big stars

of radio interviewed by

John B. Kennedy.
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Micro -Sensitive RCA Radio Tubes.
For true-to -life reception, a radio
tube must be sensitive enough to
pick up a microscopic electrical
impulse-the millionth part of a
volt. Only in RCA Radio Tubes will
you find such "Micro- Sensitive"
accuracy. Guaranteed by the RCA
Radiotron Company to give you

these five big improvements.
1.QUICKER START. 2.QUIETER

OPERATION.

3.

UNIFORM

VOLUME. 4. UNIFORM PERFORMANCE. 5. SEALED CARTON PROTECTION.
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I WILL TRAIN YOU AT HOME
IN SPARE TIME

FOR

A

GOOD RADIO JOB !
J. E. SMITH, Pres.
National Radio Institute

Good Posit on Station

VIVA
..1

b,

good

make a Mee solar.
and all no' Rames.. Is
due to N. I1.1. I am
operator of Station

WSMK.
1
highly
reranuwod the N.R.I.
Course. It enabled me
to pass the Government exandllatiott for
Ill operator's Ileetlse.'
JOHN IL\JBI'K, Jr., 21 Gerard
Avenue. Southern fillls. Dayton.
Ohio.
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training.

FREE BOOK ¡Á

Act today for better pay. Act today to break
away from a low pay, no- future job. Act to
get away from having to skimp, scrape to pay
your bills. Mail coupon for my free 64 -page
book. It tells you how I will train you at home
in your spare time to be a Radio Expert: about
my training that has doubled and tripled the
pay of many.
Many Radio Experts make
$40, $60, $75 a Week
Consider thes..
..f the good jobs they stand for.
Over 17,000.010 haft.:
in use, over 600 broadcasting
stations, over -10 large manufacturers of Radio sets, over
3,0011 manufacturers of parts, over 100 Police Departments
Radio equipped, airplanes and airports Radio equipped.
Thousands of ships touching every seaport of the world
are Radio equipped, Over 35,000 stores selling sets and
parts, about 2,000,000 autos Radio equipped and about
20.000,000 unequipped.
Loud speaker systems wherever
people gather, indoors and outdoors. Commercial Radio
stations dotting our coast lines. Radio a big industry- in growing bigger fast.
A few hundred $10. 560. $75 a
week jobs. haee moo n to thou-and,.
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Itt:Il NA lin COSTA.
Fnmlllu .t.. I:r,.. dda N. Y.

Course
17o

1

Halte of

t

Hold your job. No need to leave home and spend a lot
of money to be a Radio Expert. I'll train you quickly
and inexpensively right at home in your spare time.
You don't need a high school or college education.
Many of my successful graduates didn't finish grade
school. My practical 50 -50 method of training -half
with lessons, half with Radio equipment -gives you
broad practical experience-makes learning al home
easy, fascinating, practical and rapid. There is opportunity for you in Radio Old jobs are becoming more
complicated many need better trainer) men. New
developments are making new jobs. Short wave, loud
speaker systems, police Radio, auto Radio, aviation
Radio, television -- Radio's newest uses are covered by
my training. Here's' a field that's growing. It Is
where you lind growth that you find opportunity.

d

11

Many make $5, $10, $15 a week extra
in Spare Time While Learning

1,116iti

sales,
1
have serviced almost

profits

Special Equipment Gives You
Practical Experience

A spare time or full time sel
,111111
111,11111111g. maintaining. operating -broadcasts aviation, commercial, ship,
television and police stations. A Radio retail business of
your own. Installing. maintaining. servicing. loud speaker
systems. A service
sales job with a store or jobber.
l'n train .
old .onjob,
d l
in every branch of Radio.

besides Sales
ba.r

SAVE MONEY --LEARN AT HOME

Get ready now for Jobs like these

time,eIt will take a
a
man, aire Min
al fnwdawent al
R o u
trahlhig 111 Itadlu theory. practice sod dcdgu.' STEPHEN .1.
l' 7 \ \'nu Arrll. b
1)11 StsII. \Tr.
.\tr. litt Lrro.tt, nhi,,.
Nets about S50 a Week
I

`Qó

FREE:
Radio Servicing
Tips
Let nie PROVE floc my Course is
clear. easy to understand and (aselpaling to study. Send the coupe
for a free lesson. "Trouble Shooting lit 1).1:.. .\.C.- and Battery
Sete." This interesting lesson glees
s to eerreet ,11111111111 Radio
13_ li
troubles.
ant willing to send this
book Io prole that you tiro tan
1

master Radio just as thousands
of other fellows have doe. Man'
of Mon, without ev.il a grammar
school isluiailnll. all I no Radio or
ashnleal experience. have becomo
Radio ewer's and now earn two
or three tines them former pay.
Mall the coupon now.

Every neighborhood can use

a good part time serviceman.
I'll start giving you special instruction material. plans,
ideas, the day you enroll, for making money in spare time.
(let my book -read how many of my students make $200
to $1,000 in their spare time while learning. Stanley
Tulk. 2705 Hector Street, Montreal, Canada, writes
"I have been doing so much service work I haven't had
time to study. In two months. I made about 5200 in
spare time."
Lloyd V. Sternberg. 217 Fourth Avenue.
Willmar. Minn.. tells meearned enough in spare
time to pay for my Course. In one month I earned $125
in spare titter." Yes, my training pays!

-

I

-"I

I'll

Your money back

if

and

not satisfied

Find out what Radio Offers

cart -NOW.

I'

I

I

Ac/í° Direuiard

in Radio

J. E. SMITH. PRESIDENT
NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, DEPARTMENT 4KB3
WASHINGTON.

J. E. SMITH, President
National Radio Institute, Depf. 41(83
Washington, D. C.

tripled

the salaries
of many

ninth. this agreement with you. if' you are not entirely satisfied with my lesson and instruction service
when you finish. I'll refund your tuition.

Mail the coupon. My hook of information on
Radio's spare time and full time opportunities is
free to any ambitious fellow over 15. Read what
Radio offers you. Read about the training I offer
you. Read letters from graduates -what they are
doing and making. There's no obligation. Mail
coupon in an envelope or paste it on a postal

have doubled

D. C.

Dear Mr. Smith: Without obligation, send me the Service
Manual and your free book ahout spare time and full time
Radio opportunities, and how I can train for them at ham,
in spare time. (Please print plainly.)

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
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Certified Circuits

SHORT WAVE CRAFT goes
to a large expense in verifying
new circuits published in this
magazine. Whenever you see the
seal shown here in connection

installation -Complete Transmitter and

Receiver, by George W Shuart. W2AMN.

Mr. Denton s Important Article -Which Audio Amplifier Should I Build?
A 19 -Tube All -Wave Receiver, With a Range From 140 to 22,000 kc.
New S -Tube Super- Het -Full Working Details.
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with any of the sets published in
this and future issues of SHORT
WAVE CRAFT, this will be your guarantee that
this set has been tested in our laboratories, as well
as privately, in different parts of the country to
make sure that the circuit and selected parts are
right. Only "Constructional -Experimental" circuits
are certified by us.
When you see our certificate seal on any set described you need not hesitate in spending money
for parts. because you are assured in advance that
the set and circuit are bona fide and that this magazine stands behind it.
SHORT WAVE CRAFT is the only magazine that
thus certifies circuits and sets.

OUR COVER
THE Cover painting this mouth shows the "Trans- Atlantic
2 "-an extremely clever new short -wave receiver, in which
two of the NEW type tubes do the work of four of the OLD
type tubes. Read all about its simple construction on page 330
a
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LEARN RADIO IN 10 WEEKS!
By ACTUAL

.

SHOP WORK ON REAL EQUIPMENT
PAY FOR YOUR TRAINING
-In Small Monthly PaymentsAFTER YOU GRADUATE
Come to Coyne now! No need to wait till you have
more cash or for "better times" to get your
training in the World's most fascinating, highly paid profession. I'll train you, here at Coyne, in a
practical way so that you will be prepared to
take a real job and cash in quickly!
AND
I'LL FINANCE YOUR TRAINING! Not until
two months after you have graduated will you have to
start to pay me back
then you can take a whole year
to do it in easy monthly amounts. Get the particulars of
this sensational plan NOW-just mail the coupon below.

...

...

REAL OPPORTUNITIES
FOR THE RADIO TRAINED MAN

-

With Coyne training you will be qualified to accept a job
as Designer, Inspector, or Tester as Radio Salesman or
in Service and Installation-as Operator or Manager of a
Broadcasting Station
Wireless Operator on a Ship
or Airplane as a Talking Picture or Sound Expert or
in any of hundreds of other fascinating, well -paid jobs.

-

-as

-

Coyne comes through actual work, under the individual guidance of expert instructors, on a great
outlay of Radio, Broadcasting, Television, Talking
Picture and Wireless Code equipment. Because
we cut out useless theory, you can get a practical
training in only 10 weeks, if you can understand
simple English and are sincere in your effort.

SPARE TIME WORK WHILE LEARNING
Employment
Service After Graduation
TELEVISION
Yes, Coyne training is complete! It fits you to take an If you need part-time work while at school to help
important place in these new fields that offer great oppor- pay expenses, I'll help you get it. And, when you
tunities for trained men, and which are being developed enroll at Coyne, you get a lifetime scholarship and
rapidly. Be ready for your chance in Television as well free employment service for life after graduation.
as in Sound Amplification and Radio. At Coyne you are
trained on real Talking Pictures and Television equipment.

TALKING PICTURES

-

ELECTRIC REFRIGERATION
AIR - CONDITIONING
Included at NO EXTRA COST
So that you may have the kind of all-round training that

-

-

increases your earning capacity, and enables you to grasp
every opportunity. I am for a limited time including
my big, new course in Electric Refrigeration and Air
Conditioning. Here is a big chance for you to get practical training in a great new field at no additional cost.

NO

ADVANCE EDUCATION

OR

PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE NEEDED
I

don't teach you by book study ! Your training at

H. C. LEWIS,

President

RADIO DIVISION

Founded 1899

COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
500

S. Paulina St., Dept. 74 -21i

MAIL COUPON TODAY!

I'll

Send You All the FACTS

Fill in the coupon below, and mail it to me today.
As soon as I receive it, I'll send you My Big Free
Book, that tells all about Coyne and contains
hundreds of pictures of these great Shops, and
I'll tell you all about my "Pay After Graduation
Plan ", and all the other features of my course.
H. C. LEWIS, President, Coyne Electrical School
Radio Div., 500 S. Paulina St., Dept. 74 -2K, Chicago

Dear Mr. Lewis: Send me your big FREE Book; details of your FREE
Employment Service; and tell me all about your special offer of allowing me to pay for training on easy monthly terms after graduation.

Name
Address

Chicago, Ill.

City

State
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LABORATORY MODEL
Constructed scull the Coil Kit as d.s.rilrid
belata.

MILLER
All -Wave Super - Heterodyne
Model 711

COIL KIT
build an all -ware sliver- hetrl'rslyne of advanced design, hr
following the simple instructions supplied with the Now Miller No. 711 All `.Wave
Poil Kit. The principles employed are the result of years' isprrhnrod alioli In this
field and are of proven merit. Ì'reparerl with the usual thoroughness for snitch all
31111 r kits are ente I. it contains the essential parts reninired to Insure proper
Even the novice ran

results of the completed receiver.

You would not expert a plumber to repair
able a, to suppoe a oadl insoor:1.'tlier

a

I terril

fine snatch. yet this is just .4 reason-

lilt

an,r.nra. ba-

I.r

erre

woes pnslurllan of cheap broadcast eons is capable of offering time -tested short
pave Inductors.
The name Mlecr Ilse been he

sensible

whh High tirade voila for year,

you

w

ttherearofl

eons

Ii.lin'

ill our Ills,

PERF ORMANCE

OUTSTANDING

bl

brings the price rd Miller
anyone.
\II wa
wave leirrs built with 311lier roil kits are Imlay in operation in every part
of the crisi lizwl world. Ris lug rausisleutly Fellable world -wide reception. Please
note we do not state Ibis is passible, but Is actually being done. as numerous letters

prtsluetion

ASSURED

NOTE THES E FEATURES:
FREQUENCY RANGE: 5:31 to 25.nn0 KC (-r'or meters to 12 meter.)
PRE -ADJUSTED COILS: tlilltr calls have been supplied pr.-adjusted for ,l u4.
Ceugelltive nlanufartuters are two offering till, a a ten frame.
AC OPERATION: OF COURSE. Deslg,ers who otter AP operation act a feature
imply admit their antiquated Ideas are bring nardrndred.
TWO UNIT CHASSIS: Moist Orxlhle arrangement and allows up-to-date srniseme n to Install all w
toting unl do In euahnnera' cabinets
speaker are of the he
high fidelity type.
NO PLUG -IN COILS: Thin is a modern receiver kit.

si

amplifier aril
brae amplifier

I
tied icy the Iwo stage intermediate trequeney
amplifier insures consistent reception from weak distant stations.

SENSITIVITY: Digit sensitldty

SELECTIVITY: The Intermediate Frinnenry Tran.afurnurs of the tuned grid and

hie
tuner) plate type have been especially designed for use in this etreult to
the proper selesiivliy and gam.
The name MILLER is sufficient assuraniee
they are the best mailable.
1

2

Meter S.W. Coil No. 711 B
Meter S.W. Coil No. 711 C
1 12 -35 Meter S.W. Coil No. 711 D
1 Input I.F. Transformer No. 711 -1
I Inner-stage I.F. Transformer No. i11 -2
I Output stage I.F. Transformer No. 711 -3
1

75 -200

1

1

35 -75

I

Nye can

supply the Iwo unit eba -.is

as

plelureol

NOISE LEVEL: Ever' precaution has been taken In the design of the roils
cud der a.m.. the greatrt arapiinr'Nllnf with the noise leiel rev iteroi

oI

r

to an t abnullile minimum.

TRUE TRACKING: All bande Per IndkiduNl l)' trimmed and padded. No past'.
operated tel
'r reiluirs.l.
LOW IMAGE RESPONSE: The use of highly emrleut signal tanIng plus a Walt
frequency intermediate amplifier (10:. klhrryrles) prartical b' eliodnates Undesirable image response and at the same tine hit-reuses the seaalilvlly.
FULL WAVE DETECTION: The : -r type tube, nerving the triple purpose of
dete.lor, automatic nichais roli l rol. +old first stage audla, is fed front a ap'cially designed full wave I.F. transformer. Providing greatest cMcienly in
demodulating the carrier ware, thus allowing the high quality of present day
nansdltrrn tu 1w reproduced with exeellett fidelity.
SIMPLICITY: To he really surco..tul any product must be f lament ally sound
nd Simple. Complete alewnee ut ...Talented drruiW to confuse the eornvrsstur and cause dIMeulty 111 proper alignment of the completed revrirer.

Kit:

The following items are supplied in the Miller No. 711 Coil

I H.C. Antenna Coil No. 711 Antenna
I B.C. Translator Coil No. 711 A

LO W

(TC- I- 2.3 -4)
Dual Detector Trimmers
Catalog No, 35
Accurate Padding Condensers PC- 1 -2 -3 -4
Rectifier Plate Filter Choke Assembly No.
$(11,

1
1
1

:11

Oscillator Coupling Condenser C-14
Wave Band Selector Switch
Full size Blue Print (12x15 inches)
et Ibo

oll.

a 1.11..

Receiver Chassis, list price
Power Supply Chassis. list price
3 Gang Variable Condenser, list price

$2.50
$2.50
$3.03

Quality manufacturers srhuse PladurH a
r uamuneudod for
3iuler, Dygrade-Slivatria, 31lgnatrrs, lrasle.

this reeetter

Jobber's Proposition Available in .Come

I orolifi,

yf'.r alar. rari.

II:IL..

111.

1,

.

J. W. MILLER CO.
5917 S. Main Street, Los Angeles, California
lfIfßIfY.iff%YIfYG1fYYlf/l'1 i.

ftc1l%dill(.11f%fif/ Fit/.

l

.Miller

.Yo. 711

Coil Kit, List Price, $16.00

fYefYemoiriAW1i-/erl5l1fYF fiYif%1R`'rilFitYFRYFif7Ul'Ul'RYFi%W1f/îl'1fieUFIi/l1.
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ShortWaves and the Next War
An

Editorial

By HUGO GERNSBACK
ment of the machine itself. but the sighting and firing of
guns, all from a distant point, and by radio short-wave
control.
It is possible today, to blow up fortifications or mined
land, as well as explode sea mines, by means of short waves,
to harass an advancing enemy.
Not so many years ago, the United States Navy sent out
an obsolete battleship into the open sea without a single human being on board. Yet, the ship went through all the usual
maneuvers it would advance in any direction, it could even
run in a circle or cut a figure eight. The boilers were stoked,
guns were discharged, all without a single human being on
board the ship. All this was accomplished by means of radio
waves and radio telemechanics.
In the coming war, the same thing will be accomplished
on a much vaster scale, and not only will we be enabled to
send unmanned tanks into the enemy's camp, but we can do
the same thing with torpedoes in the open sea and with submarines, all of which can be guided by short waves, without
the loss of a single human being.
Such heroic exploits whereby a one -man torpedo, piloted
by a single man against an enemy vessel and then exploded,
resulting in the death of the operator, are no longer necessary. Such single torpedoes can be readily steered along a
given course, without any human being on board, all by
short waves. There are, of course, hundreds of other similar
applications for war purposes, which will come about in the
next war. Many of these instrumentalities are now being
experimented with by various nations.
For communication between the different units, should they
become separated, there is always the short -wave radio telephone using micro- waves, which waves are directed in such a
manner that they do not reach the enemy. Thus, different
regiments or platoons can keep in constant touch with each
other. Such an episode as that of the "Lost Battalion," which
happened in our own forces, during the World War, is therefore, unlikely to happen in the next war. By means of shortwave telephony, the forces would always be in touch with
each other; and it should be noted that these short -wave
transmitters and receivers are not cumbersome affairs, but
weigh only a few pounds, and can be readily strapped around
the waist or carried on the hack, without encumbering the
soldier on foot or on horseback.

IT IS NOT pleasant to talk about the next war, but all
authorities are pretty well agreed upon the fact that war
is with us to stay and that, for many thousands of years to
come, war will be with us. The next large conflict is probably
not so far away as many think, and it behooves us, in view of
the circumstances, to look ahead a bit and see where short
waves will fit in during the next struggle.
In 1912, several years before the World War started, I
found it necessary to talk in a similar vein, and I was then
mindful of the radio amateur and how he would fit in with
the then coming struggle. At that time there was no broadcasting; so amateurs contented themselves with code and,
when war finally came and the United States entered the
conflict in 1917, my publications were responsible for recruiting many amateurs for military services abroad and at home.
Today, the amateur short -wave experimenter and the fan
are in a similar position. The knowledge which they are
gaining today may be priceless in a future struggle. Technical knowledge in short waves is most important because, in
war, communication is of paramount importance.
In the World War, short waves, as such, were not very well
understood. Signalling was crude because the vacuum tube
was still imperfect, and radio was not the precise science
that it is today.
In the future war, short waves will play a tremendous rôle
-especially micro -waves, which can be directed like a search-

:

light.
It will become possible for armies to be in constant touch
with each other without the enemy being able to overhear
the signals, for by means of reflectors the waves will be
directed, so that the signals cannot possibly go over into the
enemy's camp. These micro- waves, also called "centimeter"
waves, are of utmost importance for communication, and they
will be used in portable sets not only by the infantry, but by
men on horseback, by machine -gun platoons, by tanks, by
airplanes, etc. Remember that the war of the future will, in
many respects, be a machine war. Not so many human beings
will he sacrificed. Tanks, airplanes, and other armaments,
will be dispatched toward the enemy without a single human
being on board the machines! All the movements of these war
machines will be conducted by radio telemechanics-a new
radio art, whereby it is possible to direct not only the move-
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YVZRC-The

SSW Voice

From Caracas, Venezuela

THE official name of the short -wave
broadcasting station located at Caracas, Venezuela, and known to thousands of listeners all over the world by
its call, YV2RC, is "Broadcasting
Caracas." This station has its transmitter proper located 4t/z miles from
the studios, which are on the second
floor of a building situated in the center
of the city of Caracas. The apparatus
installed is thoroughly modern and the
way in which this station "steps out,"
is the best proof that the station location and apparatus has been well -chosen,
particularly in view of the fact that the
short -wave transmitter, operating on
49.08 meters (6,112 kc.) uses but 200
watts! This station also broadcasts
locally on long waves for the benefit of
Venezuela, Central America and other
countries. Programs are broadcast from
a 5 kilowatt modern type transmitter
on a wavelength of 312.3 meters. The
transmitting apparatus, including the
antenna steel towers, which rise 200
feet in height, is located on top of a
mountain. The two antenna masts are
located 492 feet apart and the 312.3
meter broadcast antenna is of the "T"
type. The elevation at which the transmitter and antenna are situated on top
of the mountain is 3,930 feet above sea-

One of the best -known short -wave
stations in South America is
YV2RC, located at Caracas, Venezuela. They send out quite an
elaborate booklet to all those who
hear their station and write for a
verification card. The booklet contains pictures and histories of their
leading artists and also pictures of
the station. Their powerful transmitter has been heard regularly,
even through the summer static.
The station transmitter and antenna are located on top of a mountain four and one -half miles distant
from the studio located in the city
of Caracas. The short -wave transmitter is rated at 200 watts and a

regular 5 - kilowatt "broadcast"
transmitter also radiates programs
locally on a wavelength of 312.3
meters.
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level and about 5% miles in a straight
line from the shore. On clear days the
intense blue of the Caribbean Sea can
be plainly seen
most beautiful sight.

-a

The engineers of the station relate that
many visitors are quite charmed at the
fountain which they see just outside the

station but it happens that this is a
part oi? the cooling system for the large
vacuum tubes used in the transmitter.
The Caracas station has been heard in
practically all parts of the world. The
general business policy of the station is
similar to that followed in this country and commercial programs are sponsored by business firms, while there are
also sustaining features which comprise
entertainment as well as educational
programs. Caracas is an ideal spot in
which to live as the maximum temperature is 84 degrees F., while the minimum never goes below 50 degrees F.
The entertainment features presented
by the short -wave section of the Caracas
station and enjoyed by thousands of
listeners in various parts of the world,
represents some of the very best
thought in this direction. A widely
varied type of entertainment is presented and Venezuelean popular airs are
(Continued on page 368)
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Newest

Short.Wave

Developments
Centimeter Waves Like Light Beams

R

Short -Wave "Mail" for Greenland

Traveler

'1\\ -ELI,

\.

W York 111'11,t and writer, who,
I. :N'1', noted
together with !O- thirteen-year -old sou, t:rdon, plats to spend
the next two years in the Eskimo village of Igdlossnit, will receive
his "wail" from home via short wanes broadcast from WS \.\l'',
the t.iieral Electric station at Schenectady. Igdlossuit is on the
island of Cbekjent, GOO tuiles within the Arctic Circle. Thiuni.tue situation has led to plans fur a series of radio broadcast -.
beginning on September 23. The first half hour will be devoted
to Admiral Byrd, in latitude 7ti degrees Routh; the second hall'
hour tu Rockwell Kent in latitude 75 degrees, north. To receive
darce radio messages, Mr. Kent will use a general Electric all -wave
receiver of the saute type as that used by Admiral Byrd, except
that his set will be battery -operated. This is the first all -wave
battery set developed by this company and it is an advance model

RI

i

i

''lascd for Mr. Kent's

use.

Two -Way Radio for Boston Police
1,
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permitting two-way" talk
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picture
together

aóoce show, the latest ultra short -rave generator.
glass ionic rube by menus of which the lGmciside
layer was artificially demonstrated.1llld %vhicl1 was caused tu uu,dnlate the four inch waves produced by the transmitter. This apparatus was deumustl'ated 115 a _romp ..t research engineers of the
%sida

A. \'ictus t'outpaur bifor. all Institute ut Itadio Engineers meeting
iu l'hiladelphin. The deulonstrntiot.s showed that these ultra short
5t:aces are reflected foot, metal surfa -..s like ordinary- light. the para bolic reflector, n.. d serving to .-oao rouent, the wanes in al ua'rmbeam. The _1 _. tube drown contains mercury ;nul argon.
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rods are

It ta'ht- Police OMerr inspect lag the
short -stare r a d i o
transmitter which Is
Installed in the rear
trunk of the ear.
strutted
'I gists de
ectIlent taro - Way

llun

\

Shi(tl :'l'- \\".
-: ri
the effect of n visible
being connected toad
aerial and _round.
run to two vertical
coils about fl feet
long and wound with
fine wire. The wire
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Visible Radio Waves
1

ii..
r:11

tr.ut -aiiu

Iio race,

a_

-.t

is

iar,

used to el'eate

'l'h.' ontpat wires, instead of

just dis-

cernible nu
side of the

1111 la's
_lass
tube. x\-111111 t Ire
art is
I rsiiis111ittill_
energized. the tribe

becomes lighted

pos-

c.

itha

series of light and
dark bands as the
photograph i u d i cntes. The g l a s s
tube (-uutaius hetiron
at a reduced pressure. Silue the two
coils are connected
respectively to aerial and ground. a
phase difference exists. At any instant
while a race is
moving out along
one coil, a wanes is
also moving in in
(('on tin lrr'rl on
poor' 3741
a

A MOBILE two-way radio system developed for use by the
Boston police department was demonstrated recently in Schenectady. :, radio "prowl" car was litted with apparatus for carrying
on a ann-ersattion with headquarters while traversing the city
streets. For the demonstration a light sedan, bearing no tell -tale
evidence of an antenna or other special equipment. was used. The
transmitter was installed in its rear trunk. A French -type telephone was installed in :a outvetiieut position on the instrument
panel, where it could be used by the passenger. or even the driver,
If necessary. For the other half of the two -way system, a transmitter was located in a nearby office building converted into a temporary "headquarters". 'When the car was called by headquarters
the mobile transmitter on a different wavelength began to function immediately.
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Simple apparatus which renders radio
untes risible; tine for students.
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The MoNoC01L

ShortWave
By GEORGE W. SHUART
WZAMN
ably get grey hair trying to pick up even
the strongest stations.

Works on Any Broadcast Set
The Mono -Coil converter will give excellent performance on any broadcast
receiver having at least one stage of
tuned radio frequency amplification. It
was designed to give full loud speaker
volume on the "weakest" foreign station, when used in conjunction with an
A.C. -D.C. receiver having one stage of
T.R.F., detector and one audio. These
sets are known to have poor gain especially on the low frequency end of the

tuning range

The "Nono-(roil" S.W. converter optima,: 111 the left of the photo. ;utd w heu r oneeled
l0 11 I.roadensi receiver right 1. excellent short -wave reception 55115 enjoyed.
1

FOR the short -wave fan who is only
interested in the reception of phone

or broadcast stations, a good converter
is the answer to his prayers. A welldesigned superheterodyne converter
used in conjunction with a fairly up -todate broadcast (200 to 550 meter) receiver will provide really enjoyable
short-wave reception for several well known reasons. First, we usually have
a good audio amplifier and speaker,
which will give nice tone and volume,
in the "BC" set. Second, the "BC" sets

usually have tone -control and the later
models have automatic volume control;
these two features alone improve reception on the short waves more than can
be imagined. The tone control can be
used to lower the hiss and back- ground
noise usually encountered in S -W reception, while the automatic volume control
will go far to reduce the fading which
has spoiled many a program.
Why Converters Fail
It is just as easy and some times more
economical to build
a converter than
a regular receiver.
This Mono - Coil
converter will cost
no more to build
than a good three tube receiver and
the results will be
far more gratifying. Many S - W
fans have lost faith
in converters because of the poor
results they have
tained with them,
having either built
or purchased small
one- or two - tube

converters

adapters) w

1.ere's how the under -stile of the ''Mono- C'otl" S.W. Converter
Inoks -pretl y sample ,siring, isn't It

(o

r

h
yielded discouraging results. Well, a
two -tube converter,
unless carefully designed, will not
work satisfactorily
on all "BC" sets. If
the "BC" set is not
so sensitive no signals will be heard.
A one - tube converter is hopeless
unless in the hands
of a magician and
then he will probh
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(around 550 meters)

where it has to be tuned to work with
this converter. It was possible to bring
in stations with enough volume to completely over -load the midget and it was
necessary to turn the volume control
nearly all the way off to get good tone!
When used with a set having two
stages of T.R.F., the combination provided one of the most sensitive "SW"
snperhetcrodj/ncs we have had the pleasure of working. The fine results produced by this converter is due to its
efficient coil design and the use of the
stage of I.F. which is incorporated right
in the converter. The use of this I.F.
stage makes it possible to use the converter on any set, even an old style battery receiver. For those living in districts where there is no 110 volt power
supply, the substitution of 6.3 volt battery tubes for those shown in the diagram, will solve the problem. They
should be a 6C6 for the detector, a 6C6
for the oscillator and a 6D6 for the I.F.
amplifier. A six-volt storage battery
together with 135 volts of "B" batteries
will give excellent results. No change
in the wiring of the converter is necessary when using the 6.3 volt tubes.

Separate Tubes Used
Separate tubes are used for the first
detector and the high frequency oscillator. A 2A7 pentagrid converter could,
of course, have been used but the same
efficiency cannot be expected for one
reason and that is that it is difficult to
lay out the parts so as to provide short
leads and still have ample shielding.
Using two separate tubes it is possible
to get an almost perfect layout and one
that will allow the best possible shielding. The chassis used in building the
converter is the same as used for the
T.R.F. Mono-Coil set last month. This
chassis was used, as we said before,
because it permits a perfect layout with
the best shielding, and the builder should
by all means adhere to this design for
best results.
The coils used are almost identical
to those used in the T.R.F. job last
month. In fact the detector coil is exactly the same, but the oscillator coil
requires a slight change in the number
of turns, it requiring slightly less grid
turns than the detector coil. Complete
details are given in the coil drawing.
The three -turn tickler coil used last
month has been increased to four turns
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Converter
By a few simple connections, as outlined in the article,
this converter receives its power directly from the
broadcast receiver. No separate eliminators or power
supplies are necessary. The use of the new "Mono Coils" together with a very efficient circuit design permits reception on all major stations with exceptionally
great volume. Three tubes are used -one for the first
detector, one for the high frequency oscillator, and
another as the I.F. amplifier. Tests showed remarkable reception.

and the cathode coil now has five turns.
The number of turns were increased to
allow a stable oscillator because the
grid -leak has been decreased in value.
The few turns used last month would
not provide even output over the entire
tuning range covered by the oscillator.

The I.F. stage
used in the converter is provided with
a volume or gain
control.
This is
very helpful as one
does not have to

%we the e.sireutel, neat and efeetire Inyout of the apparatus is
the ...Moms Coll" S.W. converter.

turn to the broadCircuit
cast set while tuning and at times a better signal -to -noise
The first detector is of the power type
ratio can be obtained with the adjustwith the grid -bias being provided by the
ment of this control.
cathode resistor. Its tuned grid circuit
is gauged with the oscillator grid circuit
Coupling between the oscillator and
to provide single -control tuning. A first detector is accomplished by a small
small trimmer condenser is used to al- capacity between the oscillator plate
low a fine adjustment of the detector and the detector grid. The best amount
circuit and to keep it in proper align- of coupling was obtained by using a
ment with the oscillator. This trimmer short length of hook -up wire and twistneed only be set once for any one of ing it three times around the connecting
the bands covered by the converter.
wire right at the plate of the oscillator

X

tube. The other end of the short wire
is wrapped around the grid lead which
connects to the stator of the trimmer
condenser of the detector stage, three
turns are also used here. This coupling
method is clearly shown in the diagram.
The Mono -Coil, as explained in previous issues, is designed to eliminate
plug -in coils and to provide high effici(Continued on page 369)

x

10.000
OHMS

0.1-

20.000

Sehemntic and picture

OHMS

MEG.

wiring diagrams for bn Holing.
this converter is

be "Nono-1
inn!. This Is

-\\

o11" Short
nve eonserter.
n **Certified** eireuit.
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:

The "Trans

Ps

ATLANTIC
A file will take off any burrs on the
edges. It is best to do all the drilling
at once with both pieces flat and with
a hit of forethought is easily done; this
is a

great tine saver. After drilling.

and before bending, the aluminum can
be given a hot lye bath resulting in that
pleasing silver finish of aluminum oxide.
( NOTE: If the aluminum is left in the
solution for any length of time a leaden
ccdored deposit will probably be found
on the surface. This should be rubbed
off with the fingers under running
water.)
Looking from the front the
tuning condenser is in the center of the
panel and the coil switch at the left.
The two regeneration condensers are
at the lower left and the lower right
tespectively. Looking from the top it
is seen that the coils and tuning condenser are closely grouped with the
audio tube to the right. The grid condenser and grid leak are mounted right
on the bottom of the detector tube
socket. In mounting the coil switch
a small metal washer is used to hold the
switch about 1/16 inch away from the
panel. The panel is held to the sub panel by two bolts.
The set is a very smooth operator, the
:.ction of the regeneration control being
):uticularly agreeable. It is, of course,
possible to use any size antenna without
to foreign station
entertainment for the Peron listening In.

The 'Trnnn- ;ttlantle

2 in operation. Music f

HERE is a set almost Spartan in
simplicity, yet with plenty of sensitivity and gain; enough to drive a magnetic speaker with pretty fair volume.
Of course it is easy to build and this
appeals to the beginner who is yet unaccustomed to set construction. The
more advanced enthusiast also will find
delight in a set of this type. Simplicity
means low cost too.

Is

procidi nu

wbete the bend is to be made and scoring heavily on both sides with a sharp
knife taking care that one line is made
and not several. If the sheet. is now
placed on a table with a sharp edge. the
scored line coincident with the edge of
the table, it will be possible to make a
The
sharp bend without trouble.
aluminum should be bent slowly and
lent back slightly every now and then.

affeeting the tuning range or regeneration and one can instantly return to a
logged station.

Untuned R.F. Stage Used
The untuned RF stage is a real advantage and has plenty of wallop attested by the fact that there was interference with any type of choke. If a
small pie -gridleak type of choke was
used B.C. station background resulted
while with a smaller homemade choke
short wave commercial code interference
became greatly annoying. With the 400

Double Purpose Tubes Used
A 6F7 is used as untuned R.F. stage
and regenerative detector with condenser control of regeneration for smooth.
noiseless operation without the least detuning. A 79 is used as a two -stage
resistance coupled audio amplifier and
provides very fine tone quality. The use
of the 79 with its extremely high mu.
which was designed to operate without
bias as a class B tube, puts the audio
gain upon a level with an ordinary two stage transformer coupled amplifier using such tubes as 01 -A's and 230's.
For tuning, a set of Alden six -prong
coil forms is used in conjunction with
a .00014 mf. midget. The Alden Coil
switch used is unique and ruggedly
built, designed to last and makes absolutely noiseless contact, the same as new
after being rotated thousands of times.

Chassis Construction
The panel is a piece of 3 /64ths -inch
aluminum 7 by 11 inches and the sub panel a piece the same thickness whose
original dimensions were 9 by 11 inches.
The subpanel is folded so there is a
depth of 5 inches with two 2 -inch sides.
Folding is accomplished by placing a
ruler (preferably steel) along the line

thole

we have the bottom view of Mr. Nahleres dandy
2 lobes do the work of 4.
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By
~ ERNEST KAHLERT

The "Trans- Atlantic 2," designed and built by Mr.
Kahlert, is truly a marvelous receiver. Two tubes
are used and actually produce volume comparable to
that given by a 4 -tube receiver. "Music" and "speech"
emanating from foreign short -wave stations was
clearly picked up in New York City with enough volume to actuate a magnetic speaker. Either batteries
or an A.C. power pack can be used with this receiver
as the tubes are the type designed to be worked with
either A.C. or D.C. A 6F7 is used to provide a pentode
untuned R.F. stage together with a triode regenerative detector. A 79 twin triode functions as two
stages of resistance coupled audio. Due to the use
of an untuned R.F. stage there is no need for a tricky
adjustment of an antenna trimming condenser. Dead
spots are conspicuous by their absence and tuning is
extremely smooth.

ohm carbon resistor, however, the gain
did not take a landslide and there was

not the slightest interference. Tuning
this stage would, of course, increase the
gain but would be going past the point
of simplicity and then trouble from internal coupling in the 6F7 would most
likely defeat our ends anyhow. The 6prong coils with three windings are
made for R.F. stage work. Any coupling between the R.F. and detector other
than inductive is poor at best, as the

Herr s.e hove the rear view of the 'rams- Atlantic
how the carious parts are placed.

plate voltage then appears at the tuning
condenser and grid leak and no matter
how good the grid condenser there is
bound to be leakage and however slight
will cause cankerous and aggravating
noise. Then, too, the inductive coupling
provides the correct impedance match.
One might believe that the presence of
the other coils in the switch would have
a detrimental effect on operation but
this is not so as taking the other coils
out has no effect whatsoever except a
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showing

slight raising of frequency on any one
coil. Homemade coils can be used with
equivalent results as they do not have
to have a very high standard of accuracy, if any, as there is only the one
tuned circuit. The dimensions of the
Alden coils are given for those who wish
to wind their own.
No bias is necessary at 90 volts of
"B" battery as used in this set. The
(Continued on page 375)
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Schema* it and physical diagrams elearly showing the sortoo. connections of the Trans- Atlantic i. l 'hysieal diagram Is
given for the inecperien.ed fan who cannot easily follow ,trhemiUie diagrams.
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New High Impedance
We have all been waiting for an improvement in the
efficiency of 5 -meter transmitters. In this article,
Mr. Shuart describes a very unique transmitter in
which efficiencies as high as 50 per cent can be obtained! Stability better than that provided by an
M.O.P.A. is obtained with this new type of transmitter. Aside from being more efficient than other
types of ultra high frequency transmitters, this one
actually costs less to build than the old style affairs
using parallel tuned circuit.
of a standard push -pull oscillator, it is possible to obtain
stability comparable to an ordinary crystal circuit and
besides this, outputs very nearly approaching the rating of

the tube can be obtained.
For instance, it is possible to get nearly the same output
on five meters, that can be obtained with the same tubes in
an ordinary oscillator, running with the same voltages and
input on 80 meters. This really means something, because
the plate dissipation of the tubes will be much lower for
a given output and the tubes are bound to last much longer.
The power output, when using "long lines," has been found
to be as much as 100 per cent greater than that obtained
with regular parallel tuned circuits with the same input.
Not only that, but this percentage of efficiency over parallel
tinted circuits continues to become greater as the frequency
gets higher. This means that we can reach frequencies much
higher than we can with the old method. From this it will
be seen that for the frequencies above 110 MC (megacycles),
the new system becomes a necessity.
"Long lines," which is the most convenient term for
them, have been in use at W2AMN for several months and

The new ultra high frequency trnunalitter beint; deauu,Ntrated
by Mr. Shuart, DIN deNiguer.

/

WITH the constant increase in activity on the ultra -high frequencies
poriong the transmitting amateurs, there
Is a dire need for improved transmitter
and receiver design. Especially now
that the amateurs are permitted to use
any frequency above 110 megacycles.
It might be well to state the facts of
this latest amateur privilege; the new
ruling of the F. R. C. is as follows:

TRANSMISSION
LINE

spect complies with the Commission's
rules governing the operation of amateur stations in the amateur service.
(2) That records are maintained of
all transmissions in accordance with the
provisions of Rule 386.
The apparatus to be described in
this article is, in the opinion of the
writer, the simplest and most efficient
for general amateur use. It is highly
recommended that every "Ham" now
transmitting on the ultra -high frequencies give it a try.
It is a well -known fact that the parallel tuned tank circuit is very inefficient
above 14 megacycles. And as we approach 56 megacycles it becomes impossible to obtain anywhere near the rated
input and output of the present -day
vacuum tubes; even those designed particularly for ultra -high frequency work.
With "high -impedance resonant trans mission lines" used to replace tuned
circuits in the plate and grid circuits
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Lines Replace Coils
By GEORGE W. SHUART WZAMN
have proven themselves to be the ideal thing. On five
tneters, changing from parallel tuned circuits to "long
lines," increased the strength of the signal tremendously
and it was possible to put a strong signal into places where
it could not be heard with the old units: all this with not a
volt more on the plates of thé tubes and with a 20 per cent
decrease in plate current! The frequency was reported as
"absolutely steady" and the modulation much improved in
quality; the latter undoubtedly due to less frequency modulation.
Improved Stability
An auto -dyne detector was constructed in order that the
frequency stability could be more closely checked, super (Continued on page 364)

the right, we
have a (lone -up of
the new transmitter
which unes the new
R.f'..1. 5111 tubes.
At

The drawing to the
left, Fig. 4. shown
the construction of
°t rn nsminnionlincs',
LOW

IMPEOANCE
TRANSMISSION LINE
TO ANTENNA

together with the
top support and the
various sliders.

"April Fool" Transmitter Works On 600,000,000 Megacycles
By R. R. RAMSEY
I'r.Iessor of Physic.. Indiana University. .twiwr rt
"Experimental Radio" and "The Fundamentals ut Ratio ".
-

ABOUT one year ago I published a
short account of transmission of
voice on a beam of light. (Science, p.
105, Aug. 4, 1933), in which an ordinary arc lamp was used as the transmitter, the voice frequency being superimposed on the D.C. which actuated the
arc lamp.
Last fall one of my students. Mr.
Andrew Wylie, did the same thing, except that an ordinary flash lamp was
substituted for the arc lamp. In these
set -ups there was considerable cutting
and trying in order to find a suitable
transformer for the modulating transformer in the lamp circuit.
In glancing over the article by G. W.
Shuart and N. H. Lessem, "152 Miles on

SPECIAL
FOCUSING

LENS

INTERNAL CAPACITY
OF TUBE
R.F.

`CNOKE

AA

TRANS

MIC.

LENS

PARABOLIC
REFLECTOR

FILAMENT A.C. -DC.
OR BATTERIES -ANY
VOLTAGE DEPENDING
UPON TUBE USED

600.000,000 Megacycles" (SHORT WAVE:
CRAFT, p. 11, May, 1934), I was very
much chagrined to think that they had
done the same thing in a much simpler
manner. I was very much chagrined
until I suddenly calve to the "April
Fool," then I realized that the diagrams
would not work and were purposely

"thrown" together.
In Fig. 1, I have taken the transmitter diagram from SHORT WAVE CRAFT
and made changes and additions until
we have the ordinary Heising or plate
modulation radiophone transmitter. For
more detailed explanation of this circuit
see "Experimental Radio," page 152
(described in SHORT WAVE CRAFT, page
4, May, 1934).

Above-The diagram of the '.5 pril Fool'
l'ra nn nd t to r which no becomes a It IS:1
working
del. Voice can be transmitted
on a "light beam with this transmitter.
SN
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The circuit consists of an oscillating
tube with modulating tube, by means
of which the voice frequency is superimposed onto the oscillating circuit.
Perhaps better luck will be had if the
oscillating circuit is made a Hartley
circuit, instead of the one shown in the
diagram. The flash lamp is an ordinary
wave meter circuit which is coupled
loosely to the oscillator. The tubes
should be small power tubes such as
'45, '10, or any oscillating tube which
will furnish sufficient power to light a
flash lamp in a wavemeter.
The receiver is a photo- electric cell
connected to an amplifier so as to operate a loud speaker. A Weston Photronic cell works very well and is much
more simple to set up, inasmuch as light
sets up an electro- motive force in the
cell. The exact set -up will depend upon
the amplifiers which one may have at
hand.
Fig. 2, at left, shows the circuit used
at the Indiana State Fair exhibit of
voice transmission on a beam of light.
A flash lamp substituted for the arc
lamp gives the diagram as used by
Wylie.
In the above description it will be
seen that the lamp is lighted with ordinary radio frequency current. The exact frequency of this current can be that
of any oscillator. (Referring to Fig. 1.)
One should arrange this oscillator to
operate in the amateur phone band.
Care should be used to keep out of the
(Continued on page 363)
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Front and rear -top %ien, of the .peelall. dr.icn,d
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By ADOLPH HEISE

TRAVELER'S

This Month's $20.00 Prize Winner

THE short -wave receiver here described has been tried out for the last
eight months and gave excellent results
in DX (long distance) reception. selectivity, fidelity and tremendous loudspeaker volume. The receiver "outperformed" a number of commercial
multi -tube A.C. short -wave receivers
under extremely adverse atmospheric
conditions in the tropics of South
America, and gave equally good performances during gales at sea.
The receiver is a combination and
adaptation to this special service of the
outstanding features of several SW sets
which have appeared in past issues of
SHORT WAVE CRAFT. There is one field
of SW radio reception which has been
neglected by manufacturers of SW receivers, that is SW receivers capable of
Operating efficiently and directly from
the 110 colt direct current line without

Hear nod bottom clew, of

.burl -..:n, r,.,

110

D.C.6

The Editors have received many
Only the appearance of the heater
of automobile tubes of 6.3 volts and
requests for a 110 volt D.C. short- type
especially the type 48 D.C. power output
wave receiver. Here it is -and a tube. which uses 30 volts on the heater.
the outstanding performance of
fine job too. It uses 6 tubes: the made
this SW receiver possible. The two R.F.
plate current is supplied by the 110 staffes owl the detector circuit are taken
from Mr. Cu'rie's R.F. de Luxe SW revolt D.C. line. If adopted for 6 ceiver,
which appeared in SHORT WAVE.
volt battery operation the plate ('RAFT, January, 1933; an additional
R.F. bias -volume control was incorsupply is to be "B" batteries.
porated to control the R.F. gain of
the medium of a D.C.-A.C. motor- generator. There are thousands of ships and
many city districts whose electrical supply is limited to 110 volts D.C. and although the writer tried a number of
commercial SW sets on the market, none
of them would perform satisfactorily
direct from a 110 volt D.C. line, so he
started out "to roll his own ".

volt U.('. short -wave receiver.

It uses

www.americanradiohistory.com

II

both R.F. stages and to prevent "overloading" of the detector. The A.F.
amplifier, consisting of a 37 booster
stage and two 48 type D.C. power output
tubes in push-pull, is identical to the
amplifier described by Mr. Vilkomerson
in his Savil D.C. 748 B.C. set in Radio
(rra j t of December, 1932.

(Continued on page 359)

tubes and works a loud -speaker.
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Circuit and Mechanical Details of the D. C. 6
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WORLD -WIDE SHORTFORMER MAKING TIGHT
SLIDING FIT

e

The editors have endeavored to review
the more important foreign magazines
covering short -wave developments. for the
benefit of the thousands of readers of this
magazine who do not have the opportunity
of seeing these magazines first -hand. The
circuits shown are for the most part self explanatory to the radio student. and
wherever possible the constants or values
of various condensers, coils, etc.. are
given. Please do not write to us asking
for further data. picture -diagrams or
tits of parts for these foreign circuits.
as we do not have any further specific

TERMINALS

(TICKLER)
TICKLER)
REACTION

information other than that given. It
Ilse reader will remember that wherever a
tuned circuit is shown. for instance, he
may use any short wave coil and the appropriate corresponding tuning condenser,
data for which are given dozens of times
in each issue of this magazine, he will
have no difficulty in reconstructing the -c
foreign circuits to try them out.

larau hag; si
-ing hoax to roust met
variable antenna coupler.

a

An Adjustable Aerial Coupling
Means
TIIE

advantages to be gained by variable aerial coupling short -weave receivers. especially of the regenerative typo'. have

been exploited in numerous articles. There
is little doubt that sanse means of iiteonlplishing this variable coupling is worth
while, but most arrangements devised up to
this time have been complicated and uuwieldly when plug -in coils are utilized.
1'he arrangement show n in the accompanying illustration, however, is quite
simple and has the advantage that individual aerial coils can be used for each wave
band so that maximum ettieiency can be
atlüeved. As you will note front the illustration the aerial coil is wound on a form
that will just slide inside of the evil on
which the other windings are placed. If
this sliding fit is rather tight, the priumry
will remain in any position in which it is
plated.
If tight eonpling is desired two
methods can be employed. The first of these
is to slot the aerial roil form so that the
wire will not he above the surface of the
form which will permit it to .slide couaplctel'
inside of the main coil form. The second
method would be to place the grid winding
at the top of the main toil form so that the
aerial coil will be dose to the secondary

w iutliug when it is pushed down as fur as
it will go. .\ little experimenting with the
number of turns on the primary will often
make a worthwhile difference in the operation of the set. -Popular Winless.
less.

International 10 Meter Tests
111' interest to those who operate short w.ave transmitters is st recent announce-

ment of the " Itadio Society of (.rent Britain" in which it is explained that this
.uriety is sponsoring a series of tests on
the ten -meter aw:ueur band. The winner
of the curtest which is open to every amateur transmitter in the world will receive
a trophy for the greatest distance covered.
The contest starts on October 1st and
,"minims for twelve months. This unusual period of time was allowed since the
object of the competition is to learn as
touch as possible about transmission on this
Iuul. The announcement in II inri.st
World states that a contest of short dttratiuu would yield little, as conditions continually vary on that wavelength.
American amateurs who are interested in
obtaining further details about the contest
may cumutunitnte with Wire/c.8 World
.Ilaparioe, Stamford St., London SL1.

Using Tubes Backwards
\YE have become

so accustomed to thick
of the grid of a tube sis the input and the
plate as the uutpiit terminal that it comes
as rather a shock to find that tubes are
actually used in a reversed manner. i.e.,
with the plate as the Minn. Yet, actually
this is being done in connection with the
transtuissiou sand reception of ultra- shortwave signals .such as the commercial service
recently inaugurated across the English
channel.
A recent article which appeared in Amateur Ii'irclets described the operation of this
retarded field or brake action as it is sometimes called, film' st practical standpoint.
The electrical arrangement is shown in the
two circuits here. Naturally there are a
recta in number of electrons flowing from
the filament to the grid due to the positiv
"lt-. potential on the latter. If we plat,
a positive potential on the plate, as wtI1.
511111e of the electrons will Ito drawn through
the grid just as they are in ordinary tube
action. and the grill current itself will be
reduced.
If on the other band we make the plate
negative. wee fend to repel may electrons
which get through the grid, and thus cause
the grid current to rise. Thus the grid
current rain be controlled by varying the
voltage on the plate, which acts as
brake
or retarding device. hence the name.
At first the arrangement seems to have
no advantage, but it is found that the grid
current is very largely independent of the
external impedance, which eau be made very
high (one -half to one mcgohml without
appreciatively affecting the variation of current produced by the brake action. l'onsequcntly quite it large amplification can be
obtained, the exact extent depending upon
the tube used. Paradoxically enough, modern tubes having oxide coated filaments are
not the best for use in this number because
they have too high au emission. What is
requited is a tube which will saturate quite
easily. Then a relatively small change in
the plate current will exercise a powerful
influeuee on the current flowing into the
grill which gives us the equivalent of a
high step -rap. It is claimed that with cer11

'ireuit in vvhi.h the signal Is fed into the
pinte. 'Ehe grid is owed for out Put.

tain triodes, a voltage amplification of
about five hundred can be obtained in the
detector stage. This brake aetier is not
limited to ultra- high -frequencies but is. in
filet, even more pronounced on longer wavelengths.
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clever wove -rho aging" kink in
itlrieh rotation of the tickler thrusts
the

avv

ltehen.

A Wave- Change Kink
11'irehaa Magazine recently contained a
novel suggestion for simplifying the panel
of a short -weave set using
switch for
changing from one baud to another. Instead
of having a special knob for changing bands.
the regeneration control knob was employed. In this particular receiver the regeneration was controlled by rotating a
tickler coil at one end of the grid coil. This
tickler was provided with stops to prevent
it from being turned more than 1511 degrees.
Changing from one wave hand to
another was aeeompl ished by shorting Itortious of the grid and plate coils in orderto
reduce their effective inductance.
The kink consists of placing snap switches
at convenient mints around the circumference of the tickler shaft as shown in the
aceompanying illustration. Then, by turning the tickler to the end of its excursion,
an additional pressure applied to the knob
changes the wave band. This provides. with
the two switches shown, three short -wave
as

bands.
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WAVE REVIE
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A Wide Frequency Antenna

A (RECENT issue of JRiiio- tria, a
(trench publication, contained an inter esting description of a short-wave antenna
system used by the French amateur station,

To
TRANSMITTER

ÉT

TURNS

FM:Q.

7'he antenna has

length of 32 yards,
which supplies a fuudtnnenal wavelength of
approximately 125 meters Melt tun h.
used satisfactorily for working ou the 40
a

GROUND OR COUNTERPOISE

meter band. ly applying the third harutouit.
.1s shown in the accmlp:ulyiug illustration
a coil is councted in the antenna lead-ill,
consisting of 111 turns ou a form about 4
inches in diameter with torn, spaced abort
144 inch.
The number of tarns ou titis coil
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Union de Radio E.rperimcaladoren de
Laguna.
In this interesting magazine appeared the
circuit of an interesting .51: me. transceiver
which has possibilities for portable use on
the .t meter aumteun hand. The wallies of
all the parts are listed on the diagram with
the exception of transformer. TI.
This
transformer is an ordinary A.F. unit whieli
has au extra winding to Hermit its use as a
'.modulation" transformer. This extra winding consists of 300 turns of tine wire such
as No. 34 or No. 36 wound over the regular
windings of the mtit. Most transformers
have some space between the windings and
the core "window" and this space Man be
enlarged by the moving of several of the
layers of insulating paper or empire cloth
which protect it. It will be necessary to
remove the core laminations to add this extra

Alms

SW.I

051.15

;ÌI;I

SW

-+

ttneted attention. This utugaziue is entitled "1'- Q -X -2" and is published in Tor !eon.: \ lexico. It is the official publication
:

e-Vi ron i t -diagram

of Mexican

' ra
t

i

n seei re r."

The second transformer is an output
transformer taken from a dynamie speaker,
having a primary of 7000 ohms and a
secondary of about 15 ohms impedance.
The coils 1,1 and
consist of .t turns
of No. 14 wire wound to a diameter of %in. and spaced twice the diameter of the
wire. Coil 1,3 contains two or three turns
of this same wire and is situated between

h

coils

1.1

and

L°.

Ultra Short Waves Aid Horse
Show
IN a recent issue of 'Wireless ,World
serettI interesting photos appeared

ot lug

how

portable

short -wave

trans-

mitters and receivers were used to keep the
.fudges at a horse show, held at "(11 }ugtia ;'

in touch with the offices behind the stands.
We are reprinting two Of these photographs which show the ultra -short -wave
phone transmitter and the receiver in operation. These two devices are a product of
the Jlare 'phone Co.
With the development of practical portable equipuuttt many novel and useful applicatious for the wavelengths below ten
Meters will no doubt be found. Iu cotilleetion with the particular apparatus shown,
it is interesting to note that the half -wave
transmitting antenna eonsists of a "tlexibleaigid rod which rolls up on a small
reel :u the top of the container and yet reIna ins upright when withdrawn from the
reel.
Apparently the 3Iareoni Engineers
have Made tts' of the beat steel ribbon which
is used in the form of rulers and measures
in this county. It is said that transmission
with this device is possible over a distance
of several miles. consistently, while distances up to seven or eight miles have
been reached in tests.

5O WNW.

¡ 50 WAIF.

f the

It

winding.

,,R..% hawk.

slightly grenht

for the Wu t'.i.u_tlis immediately above
ten meters.
It is p.'inted ont in a recru;
issue of l'i. 1sikol i.st i, Z, ih.al rift. a (lenient
publication. that it is mulch more rational,
for the reason mentioned above. to o,rate
ou :t S 011ie Wltat ionger Wavelength and thus
increase the etfi.ieuey as well as simplify

itor perused this month in the selt'eh for
a

It iller

t lea tt

An Interesting Mexican Transceiver
:nterestiug foreign items,

thole Is the ultra
high I requeney receil-er used to pick 1111
iglnt IN trot,, the portable t r
m
.110.111 to the right.
The tranwmilter and
reveller are t light,
Ihurt either enl
tt he tarried e 111 t' n i enl I, ,,n

t

In addition to the above operating frequencies the antenna may be ruade to operate on other tuna ten r bauds. For the WI
meter hand an n u ten ma of 21 yards nul an
antenna coil of two turns in the ground lend
be satisfaetory.
This saune
can he used on the 411, 20 and
bands by the use of harmonies.

i

.,,'That the first exp.]imeuts kith nit':t-h.a.t -wtn'e therapy, investigators in this
Mid thought that wavehmgtIts lelo.. fire
meters would be the heist active for their
purpose. For this reason herapetttie gru1't:tton's were ilttilt tu operate on live (Meter,,
despite the feet that the construction of
such high -power generator. are attended
with muterons technical dillienities.
Ilotrever, it lus recently 14,11 proven
by t series of pre'.ise investigations that
the heating e4eet ou t
w: VP l:uul bet tc een

eyeles.

will

fregtte,,ey still.',, i:, ttrrangètaent umed bt I'aat.

Short -Wave Therapy

niay be more or less than the uumher Mentioned. depending oit the length of the
ground lead. The ground wire uMy be replaced by a counterpoise about 30 ft. long,
and under these eooditious the antenna can
function as a % wave radiator at 7 mega -

=

WEdited by
C. W. PALMER

8-

Itigltt'I'11,,
diagrams
shod Ina the e,, n meet io ns
for 3 -meter receliers.

Two Hundred Miles
on Five Meters

:'.i;l

prominent English amateur
raised the fire meter trans missiou record to over 2(10
miles. live meter transmitters and receivers have
l

since

MF.

a

been becoming more

1.

MEG

/

and

more popular in English
magazines. T h e s e a r e
limited almost exclusively
to super-regenerative sets
since ordinary regenera-

tive circuits seemed inefficient on this band and
the transmitters are not
sußieieutly stable at this
tittle to permit the satisfactory use of superheterodyne deceits.
i I' «iii t;. ,,,i on page 367)
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FIG. 2

METAL PANEL
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Short
Wave
(

i

1

O. L. P. Report of Heinie Johnson,

Big Spring, Texas,
(First Winner of the Scout Trophy Cup.)
JULY has turned out to he the mo.t erratic mouth of 1934 to date. as regards

short -Wave reception in the Central Slates
district. We have encountered all of the
various furmM of storm and atmospheric
.nuditiuns. and we Il :tve enjoyed a feat
hours of exceptionally tine receiving conditions also. For instance. during the third
week of the month, Texas was visited by a
series of "spotty" thunder -storms. One of
these was so severe during a whole afternoon at this location, that we euuld not
receive the powerful Eastern States' signals at all. using our high antenna. and
found static bad even when listening by the
aid of our "underground doublet.." Lich,
of eon Ese., always prove to have the 1./West
noise -level. But there is always a "silver
lining to every cloud" and. as a rule. we
enjoy our best reception immediately after
a storm has ele :a red up-so said storms furnished the inspiration that seat tine dial
twisting" that evening and furmislied un
with the thrill of catching l' \It. Rabat.
\Iornrlo, and l'lt.AX of Villa Paivo. Mozambique.
These are my first African "rutlhes." \Ve
do not count 'a station ennght until we have
succeeded in hearing
ing it in "airy .'lass" .Iglu
and MI this p:ntirul:u o.. t' ion ace really gut
'cats l'RAS was not :us good as I'
Their
signal (+one in strong for n winute. then
faded out only to return strong again in
about ntnP II11I1 I1í1' .wing.. They Well, 11114t-

\It.

ing market report.. with no inlsieal numbers. while ('N I1 was heard eouliug on the
ait at 1:05 A.M. I'.S.'l'.. tvllioh wears nbnnt
A.\I.. there. This was rather confusing

writer iva.uaneh

as we have been

trying to hear them during our :afternoon..
(omparing to their evening. -we have also
been dialing for them on 32 and 37 ureters
as listed in most

Edward M. Heiser Proud of His Trophy

:

SCOUT
DEWS

to the

the other hand when conditions are fair all three are
:thuut equal.
Several listeners wrote me
uoucerniug hearing a new
8.-\. signal on the 19 meter
Laud.
They are right our
old friend l'ItADIu at Itiubamba, Ecuador has been
testing out reteiltit,n on this
band: mostly in the late
afternoon hours. I suggest
that if a few listeners would
write thew. asking them to
'rc - this baud around 4 P. \I.
P.\I.. C.S.T. or 3 to 4,
l'. tree tvunld proIahly be
,riled with better reeep,.f the signal.
For those who find it eon ,enient to listen after midnight, we want to mention
the fact that England is represented molt With a lift' I'M-

station "listing,' and the

signal frequency was announced over the
air as 31.38 meters at time roll I'NI: was
given. Luu(1- speaker volume wa. had on
both signals. l'or some reason these signals are hand to bring in Isere aald we w.1enuned the exceptional eouditiuu tyhielr produced their reception. No doubt other listeners heard the same programs.
Did you know Vienna. Austria. had a
mighty line station un :11.111( BMW meters'
While tying to lue:ue the signal of that
balloon Hight Saturday morning. July 28,
the writer heard someone calling New York
on the above-mentioned frequency mud it
tntned out to be Vienna! As soon as they
i ouitacted
New York they let us hear a
series of chimes covering a period of about
:, minutes.
Then they sent the funeral
program of Dr. Dollfus. following it with
an announcement iu English.
The signal is new to this listener. Volume
ass good, about equal to D.1 B. who came in
And about that
a little lower on the dial.
11.18 signal, we notice it holds up to a better
standard daring had reception weather than
do either GSF or FYA ou 19 meters. On

_r:nu over I :511 on ::1.35 mearound 1 A. \l. 1'.S.'í'.
tu rs
and Japan never fails to seed
out scum fine unlsieal program at some time between
' .1.\l. and 5 A.M. C.S.T.
\lawbe you'll get tired of listening to the long talk. in
Japanese. but
when they
turn on the uu.it it is worth
listening to. '¡'heir best signal is on 27 meters at these
hours.
You will probably
hear them say JO-11C in a
Hart
expressionless tone of
M. Helmer. of Rrecktrille, Ohio, Sixth grinner of
voice but that is not their unit. Edward
NILORT -A-AVE SCOOT Trophy Cap.
Ilia prizerather. it is the call of the the
ainnlug log" of nint Ions appeared in the August borne.
turnout, -asst station being relayed. 'l'lo only wa to get
their 27 neater rail is to wait till
tween 0 and 10 P.M., E.S.T. The wave:around
to 7 .1. 31. tvlou they ..sign of"
length of KIVU is 195 meters while .YT
and then on will almost have to he able to
:nul slug transmit ou I9 and 22 ureters. reunderstand .lapin ese. N'e have heard it
spectively. 'Che t':tlilurnin staitiul is not
, ftea bat :nr not sure
yet ty het tier it is .11: 11.
very strong. but is quite intelligible. The
I1' 31. or .11'\I and ulnylue it is N instead of
end is very weak, which. of ronrse,
\l. The signal is tine. Good. even volume. Oriental
is due to the deadening effects of darkness
no station hums. and a smooth silent currier
uu the 19 ureter band.
tcith real good modulation. but awful hard
Listeners who nee trying to add Belgium
to get call letters just the sauce.
to their list should try OItIC ou 10.:1 uags
The Canadian signal on 25 ureters conor
29.02 meters. They lutuade :1st daily betinues to reach this 'post" ova r- tnudniated.
Un
tween 1:45 and , :11 l'. \I.. E.S.T.
.11>,. is brooder thou gnus for nod reeepduly _Itch their transmission was QSA5/
liou. 'l'he same can be said of their 49
I )I1IC uses 9 kw. p'''er with aerial di117
-s.
meter signal. although the summer static is
tuwnrds Africa. This accounts
terrific on this latter frequency and we retional
for their signal being generally weak.
don't listen mach thereon.
An official eonununieuttiun from this staC
eruing that stratosphere balloon tion
appears below :
Hight. the writer only had tune to listen :t
Bruxelles, 111 jt,i1hI
short while and While. the ground station at
.1l nntuieltr,
Indian Srlaool. S. 1)ak.. call. \1-11)\í'S
Ian r.'ponxe n ruler lettre do 24 juin
was heard quite well tot I:::..I kc. here. the
dernier, je roux confirme chug roux are: Lira
tale
entendu. ln station f)1?
t Rruytsselede)
proe,'ule. depuis le 23 nu,i 1934, a tun .ur rire
reyttlier. ele eadiodiffasinn rets le Congo arec
- une antenne a propriet;s lrtt ?ornent directires et ut,u pm issunrr de !) kw. Les .su.,ions ont lieu tous les jours de 11.45 a 20.15
h (11/7'. l.'autouer e fait gomme suit : "lei

.

Latest "Hot" Tips for Short
Wave Listeners from our
"OFFICIAL
LISTENING
POSTS"

Bruxelles

le Congo'."

i..1'.R.- Emissions

(Translation)
balloon transmitter nn 13,050 ke. was not
heard.
Reception for Central States listeners
will improve during rowing mouth on 10.
19. and 25 meter lauds. if our "logs" of
last \rate here at this post menu anything.
In ., the peak of good signal reception front
1'111 on 10 ureters. readied in early September between !1 and 111 A.31. We keep
records on most "standard" signals and
suggest you du likewise.
They cone in
hutdy.- lleieie Johnson.

Report from Official Listening
Post of Geo. D. Sallade,
Sinking Spring, Pa.
LISTED

below' is some information which
may be valuable to the fan who is tired
of tuning the regular I)auvtutry. Zeesel, and

I'nntoise stations.
KR'I' tests with the Japanese stations
JYT and JYK almost every evening be-

www.americanradiohistory.com

sprciale 'pour

Pr l'/ngeuieur

en Chef.

Brussels, .fall/ 10th.

Dear Sir.

lut ru plia to ¡lours of the 24th of June, I
confirm that you hure received studious f)Rl(
(Roltxxeledel.
7'h is station works inu,
Mat/ 23. 11134 on regular short ware serriee
with the Congo. .1 slighti,, dirtetire antenna
is WWII. tri Ib an output of !I I',r. The emis-

sions take place doily on 18.45 to 211.1
u;.1IT. The announcing is male ON folioWtu
"here lf,auoels /.3"./?.-Special emissions
for the !'onpo."

Chief Engineer.
There is a new station in Brazil broad casting nn :11.5 meters every evening from
5:30 to 11:15 P.M.. E.S.T. Their programs
consist almost entirely of educational and
governmental talks in English and Spanish.
Announcements are made similar to this.
"Radio
.
the Federal radio stn t'
of Brazil." Generally the reception is very
good. They sign off with the musical chiure
toues Kb. C Ab.

The majority of South American stations
(Continued on. page 371)
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SHORT WAVE SCOUTS
Eighth "Trophy" Winner -Herman Borchers, Greenfield, Mass.
103 Stations; 55 Veris

THE editors are glad to award the eighth ShortWave Scout "Trophy" to Herman Borchers of
Greenfield, Mass., for his prize -winning "log" of
short -wave stations heard, his total number of stations being 103, with 55 verified, as allowed by the
judges.
Mr. Borchers rolled up his remarkable list of
stations heard for the month of May with a 7 -tube
Baird Short -Wave and Television receiver. The
antenna used was a Lynch All -Wave A.ttenna.
Mr. Borchers also used at times a "Collector Rod"
antenna, described at length in the February
issue of this magazine. The list of stations submitted by the entrant in this Trophy Contest may
be for any 30 -day period. Keep your list of stations until you have received at least fifty per cent
veils, so that you can mail the yetis, list, letter,
and oath all in one package. Bear in mind that
the verification cards must be those received in
answer to inquiries made regarding programs
heard during your selected 30 -day Official Listening Period. Arrange your station list in two
groups, if possible, the first the verified group
and the second, the unverified. State in your
letter the total number of stations logged and also
the number of verified ones. Before you mail
your list and the verls, go before a local Notary
Public and take an oath to the effect that the
person submitting the list of stations has personally listened to the stations named. Also, state
in your letter what 30 -day "Listening Period" the
list of stations is for.

EIGHTH

"TROPHY CUP"
WINNER
Presented to

SIIOIIT WAVE St'Oi-T
Herman Borchers
Greenfield, Mass.
For his contribution toward the
advancement of the art of Radio
he

\Ia:;ezin'

it

rated the handsome trophy. which was designed by
one of New Yorks leading silversmiths.
It is made of metal throughout. except
the base. which is made of handsome

black Bakelite. The metal itself is
quadruple silver-plated. in the usual
manner of all trophies today.
It is a most imposing piece of work.
and stands from tip to bane 221 ". The
diameter of the base is 73/4". The
diameter of the globe is 5% ". The
work throughout is first -class, and no
money has been spared in its execution. It will enhance any home, and
will be admired by everyone who sees it.

List of Verified Short -Wave Stations Heard
by Mr. Borchers

The trophy will he awarded every
and the winner will be nin the following issue of
SHORT WAVE CRAFT. The winner's
month,

(Times given are Eastern Standard Timer

nounced

EUROPE
16.95 -Zeesen, Germany 5 12 :t1.
31.
DJB 19.73- Zeesen, Germany 5
31.
5
UJD 25.50- Zeesen, Germall
UJA- 31.58-Zeesen, Germany 5 :31.
31.
DJC 49.83- Zeesen. Germany 5
DIQ -29.2-Zeesen. Germany 5 12 31.
EAQ -30.- Madrid, Spain --5 3 34.
PHI I6.ss -Huizen, Holland -5 6 31.
PHI 25.57- Huizen, Holland -- 5 6.31.

DJF

name

1

31.
31,
34.

16.86- Daventry. England -- 5'3

19.82 -- Daventry, England- -5
25.28 -Daventry, England -5

GSF
(7SE

31.

3

31.

1

FYA-25.20 -Paris,

1

31.

CANADA

VE9HX- 49.10 -Halifax. Nova Sent ia" 1 10 34.
VE9UN- -19.96 -Drummondville. Quebec 5 12 34.
CJRX 25.6- Winnipeg. Canada i 9 31.

-49.22- Bowmanville, Ontario

VE9GW

-5
5

29 31.

COC -- 49.92 -Havana, Cuba -5. 4.34.

AUSTRAI.IA
YK2ME- 31.28 -Sydney, Australia -5 IT 31.
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
W9XAA- 19.34- Chicago, Illinois- -5 6 34.

13.93- Pittsburgh, Pa. 5 7 31.
WBXK- 19.72- Pittsburgh, Pa -5 7 3.1.
-Pittsburgh, Pa. 5 7 31.
25.26
W8XKWBXK- -48.86- Pittsburgh. Pa. -5. 7.34.
WIXAZ- 31.33 -Springfield, Mass. -5 7.84.
W3XAL -49.18 -Bound Brook, N. J. 5 7 31.
W3XAL- 16.87 -Bound Brook. N. J.-5,10,34.
WB)(K

on

the

HONORABLE MENTION AWARDS
William C. Palmer, Jr., R. F. D. No. 2, Ward Rd., Cleveland,
Ohio. 96S; 47V.
P. E. Thompson, 451 E. 165th St., New York City. 95S; 61V.
J. A. Centanino, Box 516, Freeport, Pa. 88S; 44V.
Virgil Slentz, 1133 Wooster Ave.. Dover, Ohio. 82S; 43V.

5 12 31.

MEXICO
XETE-48.94-Mexico, S. A.-5 6'34.
XETE -81.25- Mexico, S. A. 5 6 34.
SOUTH AMERICA
YVIRC-49.2 -Caracas, Venezuela --5 1 31.
5/34.
I'SK-36.65 -- -Rio de Janiero, 13razil
CP6- 32.88 -La Paz. Bolivia -5 3 34.
PRADO -45.31 - Riobamba, Ecuador 5 31.
H.1-1-A1111-46.46-Barranquilla, Colombia- 5 19,34.

HC2RL-- 45.- Guayaquil, Ecuador

hand engraved

31.

3

6 31.
GSA -49.59 -Daventry. England
e, 31
RNE- 25.-- Moscow. U.S.S.R.- -5 fi27.3
-5
-U.S.S.R.
Moscow,
RJI -19.
31.
FYA -- 19.68- Paris, France 5

France--5/2,

be

The purpose of this contest is to advance the art of radio by "logging" as
many short -wave commercial phone stations, in a period not exceeding thirty
days. as possible by any one contestant.
The trophy will be awarded to that
SHORT WAVE SCOUT who has logged
the greatest number of short -wave stations during any 30 day period; at least
fifty per rent must he "verified ".

1

1

GSG

will

trophy.

1

12R0 -25.4 -Rome, Italy -5/7.34.
GSH- 13.97- Daventry, England -5'1
GSD- 25.53- -Daventry, England 5 2
GSI3- 31.55- Daventry, England -5 2

ON this page is illus

-

s

-Total

Y- Total

,,ember of stations submitted.
number of verifications hut...Med.

w3XL -16.70 Bound Brook, N.

J.

.5 10 31.
W3XL - 17.33- Bound Brook. N. J. 3 11 31.
34.
Y.
-5,
11
-N.
W2XAD Schenectady,
W2XAF- :31.48 -- Schenectady. N. Y. 5 11 34.
WBXAL-49.50- Cincinnati, Ohio-5 4 34.
W9XF 49.18 -Downers Grove. Ill. S 1 31.
W IXAL- 19.67- Boston, Mass.- - 5 8 :14.

W3XAU-- 31.28 -Philadelphia, Pa.--5 12 31.
W3XAU -- 19.50- Philadelphia. Pa. - -5 12 31.
W2XE- -19.65- Wayne, New Jersey --5 12 :34.
W2XE- 25.36 -- Wayne, New Jersey-5 12 31.
W2XE- 49.2- Wayne, New Jersey -5 12.81.
KES- 28.80- Bolinas. Cal.-5 25 34.
WLK- -114.44 -New York, N. Y. -5 17 34.
WEB-14770 ke. -- Rocky Point, N. Y. -5 17.'34.
KEJ- 33.28- Bolinas, Cal. -5 30 34.
WQT-- 13885 kc. -Rocky Point, N. Y. -5 28'34.
WQP -13900 kc. -Rocky Point, N. Y. -5 28 34
KKZ -13690 kc.- Bolinas, Cal.-5,4/34.

(Continued

Disqualified by judges due to "old'- veris.- Editor.
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SHORT WAVES and
Arvids "Ham" Shack Has All The
Trimmings

DOERLE

3 -TUBER

Editor, SIIORT

\\-.\VE.

"PILES 'EM UP "!

('R.si'T:

magazine

receive
s it is received at the local tnewsstand
and would like to say that it is one magazine
that is not discarded around here. Hi, Ili.
I am using a Doerle °Nipnrtl (tripper" with
very good results. using a 34 as R.F., 311
as detector. HMI a 33 as A.F.
The 33 is
transformer-coupled to the detector and
gives more volume than :t 311 tube as A.F..
saying nothing about the ease in tuning in
"foreigns ". The "foreign)," I have received
are. XFTF:. Mexico: FAQ. Spain: 11K2 3IE.
Australia : GSB, G$F7. England: Y \-311í'.
Venezuela: TG N, Central Anmerica:
\'F.t1G \\', VIi9JR, Canada ; PRBA, PSK,
s'OU

Brazil: F'YA. France.
I have received "veris" from EAQ, Madrid: VIs2Ml', Australia: (:SB and GSA:.

Inglatnd: Vi It: \V, Canada. Amateurs awl
American stations too numerous to mention. I »could like to hear from some of
these boys who built their T)oerie along
these lines. or who are planning to revise it.
As you know SIr. Editor. an exchange of
ill's, never hurt anyone -that is. good ideas!
Well. l'ii close. hoping to see this in Silo=
\ \'.%%E ('R.\FT, and 73.
RALPH

sure a dandy station. Acrid. and we ...midget mind owning It onrselsew. This is
of the neateni and most Ant sloess- Ise Iooki ug nr rra ngr me nt s ss e've seen.
I I

,Ilio,. SuoR'r \V.tv I: t'IRAFT:
I see you are still publishing plates of

sliacks, so here is one of mine.
is crystal control, using -IT
41; buffer and pair of 210's in
_Irllull: final .IRI volts b. pinse awl g1í-

11.1111"

Transmitter

IilaliIl
wia

n

,,nt

,.f

.,q..

l'lii slnti.I

ill:, tor,

\

.SII watts input.
i: e. .i sii is a
"Dig" lull t..l. ..f I.l: i'I'N'l' will. 35", v.d1s \ n iu n-''

About

.

l'':7.

rbaial
1-.

,

:1

¡ Illlt"Ell"

" `.'t to
-

I

' nun

l:n IIe'I.

It ull

(line bu- '.

,

... Mid.-

\'"111

a1:1g:1%i,(

nlel

la'\er

is 1/LIS anti .\A ILS.
.\uVm l'frrr:RsuN. \\'711111,
Normandie S!..
Spokane. \\-asltiugtutt.

(('oll!nY,N1lÌr1i0ax, .Ir1'i11. oll p"IU "lire"
11'ill, lb. F1f7 r, hlol.dlul I/ am station.
rrn', l' gr7 stroll i I1',IUeurilll'r' Ivlllì poll VII f Il"ll
., .,,,r.,

r....

,.

I,., ,.'

(tripper," -Editor)

l..r. ,.-Edil,,,..)

One Year's Subscription to

,

SHORT WAVE CRAFT

-...._

Gilbert Galambus Contacted 14 Countries
r

m

date of issue; Oct. 1 for Dn. issue. etc.
The
editors will act as judges and their opinions will
he final.
In the event of a tie, a subscription
will he given to each contestant so tying.

l'\\'

i

I

F R E E

for the "Best" Station Photo
Closing date for each comet -60 days preceding

tor. SiluitT \ \':AVE ('RAFT:

lerewitlt is phot" of may "rig" which lias
aie very well.
I have worked 411 :uni WI
motes'
and 1.1 countries uu t' \V. At
present it k .nl 11;11 l uter pion. mud
"worked" all districts except \VG. The
"rig" is a 47 .r\stml. 2111 inter. amp. 203A
in lints! with I.s11 sc:ltts input o. the class
ulol. 4-59's in P.P.P. class It. A pair of
39'x, class A deicers, and two 515121s
d;,
a dunl.lc- Iaittort 111 Hit..
The rt'ceisir is a
o

I'

OUR TRANSMITTER "STEPS OUT'

iI.nt:lrr G.vr..vunt

s. \\'9.IZA,
California ..Ve..
Hammond. Ind.
(Fine business. Gilbert. and Ille obi transitfer is sure "stepping ont ". Pectin busk¡/
set -up pou hare and the "('ont el -/ira" undoubtedly accounts for many Inllglu horn's
ui 1).y r'ec'eption.- l:'dif,l.)

1

6'.::11

WANTS CHEAP

5

!

Editor. Simlt'r \\'.ivE. (.'RAPT:
I know you like to hear of the suecess of
your circuits, so :tin introdneiu_ the SHORT
WAVE 1'11.5E1' outfit.
11y transmitter is taken from the Septem-

l:tmawnHind ('duit -l'ro.
(

I. Il.\NsEN,

Route .. Box 1119,
South Omaha, Nebr.
(Undoubtedly yon will hear from many
Merle "fans" in rarions parts of the woad.
ON it begins to look as if creep
short -true
"fan- at one time or another in his career,
has taken n fling at the Doerle, either the 2
or 3 tube hook -rep.
Undoubtedly many
reader's will be glad to note the excellent rc
suits and "foreign" reception you here
accomplished with the Docile 3 -tube "Signal

ber, 1933. issue nod was designed by Leonard Victor. I wish yo,, would inforin \ir.
Victor that with an 01.\ ,Vitt, a
eliminator plate voltage. I have worked Tacoma.

"li"

AND 10 METER

SET

Editor, SHORT WAVE. CRAFT:
.lust a few words from a couple of hams
to let you know that SHORT WAVE CRAFT
can't be beat. It is without doubt the best

radio magazine published, and you sure
picked a "Wiz" when you got George W.
Shuart, W2AMN to write for your "mag."
His receivers are F.B. (Fine business) and
that transmitter described in the October
number is good, but his 5 and 10 meter
transmitter, in the December number beats
them all. It just fits the "depression" pocketbook. How about having him build and
describe a receiver to suit depression times;
we mean a 5 and 10 meter receiver. The
one in the November number is OK -but A corking' stntion.
and she sure
costs plenty. So keep up the good work "steps ont" right Gilbert,
smart. This station
(Continued on pole 379)
ssorked" 14 fors.'s's, loti n Arles.
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Wash.. atilt Granger, Wyo.
That's gild
(muff IIX for me. hi:
My first receiver was a "pie -pa n" type.
taken from the January. 193 : :, issue, It
worked I ".B. but not wishing to keep charging an ".A" battery 1111 the time. I have
(bonged over to a 24 detector and 27 audio.
The detector carte from \ir. \Ialsberger's
article in the November. 1933. issue. The
audio
picked up front various issues of
1

your "I'. li." mag.
Thanking you for the "swell" articles and
knowing you will continue the good work, I

will

say 73 and hope to read every issue.
(h:OR1iE L'. Wor.FE,

R-I;ll í'B.

Oroville, Calif.

(Mighty interesting, George. especially

with regard to the excellent results obtained
with .l /r. Victor's "transmitter' design.
Some range trilli only an 01:1 tube!Editor)
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L ONG RAVES
TRIPLEX

2 A

"CLEANER "!

Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT:
I have been building sets from your publications for some time now, and have gotten
some very good results. Recently I built
the Triplex °_ by Mr. George W. Steuart,

READE SR FORUM

Short and Long Waves, Plus Television

One ye :Ir's subseriptioti to Sllniti' \\'A\
6.1.0.e-winning- dation photo ais arded
11'11A "1`.

1

1

\\-2A\IN, featured in the February issue,
and I certainly want to congratulate him
on his outfit, and make several suggestions..
It works splendidly as illustrated, but I
have always hated to fool with an antenna
coupling condenser. That is what prompted
me to build some sort of a stage of Mk'. amplification ahead of the detector. I am enclosing a drawing of what I consider the
simplest, and accordi :tg to my experiments,
the utost efficient It.F. stage that can be
added to this receiver. It eliminates all

dyad- spots, allows the set to oscillate on
very high frequencies, and the over -all gain
is good, because of the small loading effect
on the detector.
Any kind of tubes may be used, but i
find that the 6.3 volt auto type are mutili
more efficient. At present I am using an old
no
"A" and 'B" eliminator, and experience
hum whatsoever. I might add that in my
of
side
case it is necessary to ground one
the heater circuit, to eliminate hum. Pos-

.,

sible this trouble would not happen when
using batteries.
I have added a 7-plate midget tuning condenser in parallel with a 13 -plate of the
same kind, in place of the larger condenser
illustrated, as a band- spread feature and it
works fine. l amt also using a one megoltm
variable resistor instead of the 511,1O1I ohm
in the screen -grid circuit of the detector.
Instead of shielding only the grid -lead on the
"711" tube. I have shielded both the "70"
and the "36" detector with ordinary tube
shields, which completely eliminated all
trouble from feed -hack. This whole arrangement has been bull. on it galvanized
base and panel measuring A" x li" x 7" high,
which makes it very compact.
I might add that almost any kind of antenna may be used with this set. I have
one about 40 feet long and :311 feet high
which works swell, but a No. 1S wire 211 feet
long strung up in the cellar works almost
as well. I tried the collector roil antenna
illustrated in the same issue by Everett L.
Dillard, and the European stations rolled
in with good loud -speaker volume with the
ground disconnected!
Recently IL.l'.A. demonstrated a 20 watt
8% meter Police Transmitter here and I
had wonderful reception at all times. I tried
it in my car and find that it is much more
sensitive and selective from 40 to ..A meters
than it is at home in the cellar. I have
waited for a set like this for some time, and
f have built nearly every new set that I
have read about. but this one surpasses
anything that I have ever seen. The fact
that I have used it over 30 days without
changing it or tearing it up, proves to me
that it is above the ordinary. I ant sending
the diagram and parts list to be 'm1)16111(0
if you see fit. and I will be interested in
learning anything new that the other boys
have found out about this set. I would like
to exchange letters about it and learn low
it works in other lnseatious. I very rarely
MISS an issue of SHORT WAVE CRAFT, because I find it has the It west and most opto -doff information.
Touts for better Radio,
S. L. GR.%NT.

Winchester, Va.

(Hot ch a

S. L. G., a n d are shall eerf a i n ll/
congratulate, 31r. Shaun for you and extend
your felieitifion.s on the success you have
obtained with his design -the "Triplex 2."
Idding an 11.F. stage inreriabl1 smoothes
up the operation on any one of the smaller
t!ipe 1- or 2-tube short -,rare receivers. We
are glad to reproduce your diagram herewith
for the benefit of our other readers.- Editor)
!!

Singleton In seated before his steleslcrackerJaela short- ssave Fou station. tir. right.
eau
Hoy: what n lot of fun
to his
siva" rreelter, the Iseanner being visible
have in smelt a laboratory.
A

SHORT AND LONG WAVE, PLUS
TELEVISION
Editor, SItoRT WAVE ('RAFT:
I am sending you a picture of my shortware, long-wave and television recei vers.
I'm not a licensed "Ham", so don't have a
transmitter yet. but hope to by this fall.
At the top of the picture on the left side.
is a 5 -meter receiver I'm trying out. Haven't
finished this yet. So won't say much about
it. .lust below is my 4-tube amplifier. In
it l'ni using two :des. one 4.1 and one 82.
I'm using this amplifier at present ou my
receiver, which is just to the right of it in
the rack. The receiver is a short -wave 4tube Merle (Signal- gripper1 which has the
power supply built on the chassis with the
receiver. Fui using a 5S as It.F., 57 as
C'

0r

/

6

detector, a .dl as audio and a 5Z3 as reelilier. which I find works very satisfaclory.
lax o 90- getter for "DX"! I got the diagram for it from your August, Elsa;, issue.
I!ere are some of the European stations I
have received: (1Sit, Daventry, England:
l :.\Q. Madrid, Spain; DJA, Zeesen, Germany: PK\I. Dutch East Indies. I also
get lots of 'Ilan' stations from all over
the globe.
My telerision receiver appears on the table
in front of me. In this set I'tn using two
21's and one 35 as R.G., a 33 as detector,
two 43's as audio and an SO as rectifier.
which gives it plenty of "zip ". The xcrnnlino
.11( 14 is at the right of the receiver and it
has a variable speed motor so 1 can use a
61 or 15 hole disc. I've fitted an old picture
actchiae lens on it to enlarge the images.
I've gotten very
e Iiil'Ii works out fine.
good pictures from the following stations:
\\'0\1 ;. Indiana \1-:IXK, Iowa City. Ia.:
\Vi)N.\K. Manhattan, Kansas; \W2XBS.
N. B. t'.. New Work ; when they were operating. For !his outfit I am using a doublet
anteomi. with a transposed lead -in, which
find works better than any I have ever
used.
The switchboard on the wall has a pair of
Boils and condensers connected in the lead -iii,
so I can balance them. which cuts out lots
of interference and "ghost' images I use
this antenna for my other receivers too.
In the lower -left corner is a buzzer with
it "mike" button and transformer Bitched
to it. which feeds into the amplifier for code
practice for our Short-Wave Club.
:
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C6.0001,ur.
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,
C6-ó 1-l-ss

CHOKE

Above we have Mr. Shnnrts' Triplex 2,
with sonie very worthwhile improvements
suggested by S. L. Grant. 'l'he addition of
the untamed R.F. stagy will nndodbtedly
h up the operation of this uns rve l gus
set. The values of the various parts are
given in order that those who have nlready built the Triplex 2. may mnkr the
changes pointed out by )ir. Grant.
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WILL iI. SINGLETON,
Box 54, Keota, la.
¡sou, 11'ili. and the
from
(Wad to hear
" television" reception and apparatus report
is indeed welcome, as well as "refreshing-.
11'1re felt like placing an emergency roll in
"red ink" somewhere in the magazine asking
the bops if all television reception was
"dead-. The editora have hardly heard a
prep from the fellows on the firing line -so
let's hare some more "news" on the telerisian receivers and what you "Ree ". --

Editor.)
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What Station

SIGNATURE Was That?

NEARLY every bnadcast station today uses some characteristic signal,
such as musical notes for identification
purposes. Even the programs broadcast by these stations have opening and
closing signatures, the broadcast companies having realized that this is a
decided benefit, especially as the identifying signal is more readily understood.
While some of the short -wave broadcast stations have, for years, used interval signals or some form of identifying signal, the majority of them up until
lately have depended entirely upon the
announcements. On short waves there
is apt to be a period of fading just when
the announcer is giving the call letters
of a station it seems, and again as most
people are not linguists it is very difficult for them to understand the call
letters when they are spoken in the
various "foreign" languages. The above
difficulties, of course, have been predominant for quite some time and it is
only lately that the majority of the
short -wave broadcast stations have
adopted identifying or internal signals.
Herewith are the leading ones and we
trust that they will aid the short-wave
listener in determining just what station he is listening to.
American (all "W ") stations-All
American stations broadcasting the
NBC programs give the same three
xylophone -like notes used in the regular
broadcast band.
CJRX, Winnipeg, Canada, 25.47
meters -Sometimes opens up by playing "O Canada" and between numbers
strikes a gong four times.
CNR, Rabat. Morocco -Uses a metronome.

How the call of the kookaburra
bird, chimes, clock-tick, and other
characteristic sounds help shortwave listeners to quickly "identify"
the station to which they are listening.

I11'J. Vatican City -Hear a constant
tick of the studio clock as a background to the speech. Also broadcasts
the bells of Saint Peter's starting each
broadcast.
*

I21i0. Italy -Plays the Fascist National Anthem and is characterized by
its woman announcer.
*

.

LSY, Buenos Aires-Uses musical
notes -Mi, Mi. Sol sharp, and Sol as
played on the xylophone.
*

*

*

PMC or PLF, Bandoeng (16.54 and
16.81 meters respectively) -You will
hear previous to speech the sound of
notes somewhat reminiscent of a motor

horn (F -D -C).

-

PHI. Hufzen, Holland Uses the
metronome.
I'SK. Brazil -Plays chimes when signing off which sound something like the
NBC signal.
.

,

o

RNE. RW59, Moscow, Russia -The
"Internationale" is broadcast at the
beginning and end of each broadcast and
the bells of the Kremlin.
*

:.

TGX. Guatemala -Plays a two -tone

high frequency signal.
VE9CS, 49.39 meters -Uses two bells
as the identifying signal.
VE9HX, 19.7; meters
strokes on the gong.
*

'kooks bu r ra" bird
everybody's talking ¡bunt! If you hove
n good sensitive receiver and Irene carefully you'll hear way voice over
-the **voice of _111stralia."
Yes. folks. l'un the

CTIAA. Lisbon. Portugal -Uses the
famous cuckoo call.

bells.

I)FB. Nauen. Germany (17.12 meters) -Uses a 3 -tone whistle (D -C -G).

HJ3ABF, Bogota, Colombia, 48.38
meters, uses a bugle call.

HJIABE, Medellin. Colombia-flays

-

Uses four

t'

VK2ME, Sidney Australia, 31.28 meters-Uses the now famous cry of the
kookaburra bird, or laughing jackass.
*

*

-

:.

VK3ME,
Melbourne.
Australia
Opens the program with chimes of the
clock in the Post Office tower.
*

*

YV2RC. Caracas. Venezuela, 49.8 meters-Gives four strokes on the chimes

every fifteen minutes.
*

*
*

s:

*

;

*

Madrid, Spain, EAQ. (Pronounced by
Spanish announcer -Ay - Ah - Koo. Ma.
dreed.)
*

.:

-

HCJB, Quito. Ecuador. 73 meters
Punctuates the announcements with a
two -tone chime.

-

Interval Signals

Daventry, England -We hear the
familiar tune. "God Save the King." the
music of whirl is the same as our
"America." The,; also use chimes of
Big Ben. The interval signals are the
Bow bells.

*

YV5BMO. Maracaibo, Venezuela
Strikes a gong before announcing.

Stations DJA to DJE. Germany -Play
on a music box an old German folk song.
"Ueb immer Treu' und Redlichkeit."
which means when translated. "Practice Faithfulness and Honesty." Also
two national anthems are played -one
is the Nazi Hymn and the other the
German National Anthem.
*

>.

YV3RC -Plays bells on the hour.

Abu ve. s.,Je of notes for picking out
1.111 s

i.nl

si gn ¡Mures.

www.americanradiohistory.com

The Danish station, OXY, relays the
chimes from the town hall, Copenhagen,
at midnight. This is 6 P. M. E. S. T.,
and before signing off they usually play
an old tune on a music box. FYA, the
French station, opens and closes its
program with the Marseillaise played
by an orchestra. Their famous slogan
is "Ici, Paree (Paris)." At this station
the studio clock can be heard in the
background striking every fifteen minutes. The tune is similar to that played
by "Big Ben" in England but, of course,
it is not as loud. "Big Ben," by the way,
went back on the air on July 3, after
being off for approximately two months
for the regular overhauling that takes
place once every ten years. Our read (Continued on paye 375)
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Lent A.F. am-

The photos show the new 31111er All-\\-ace Super -Piet as
buill from the instructions and blue -prints furnished with
the kit of coils, which includes the "li," transformers.

section of the
"All - Wave'
Superhet here
described.

The MILLER
AllWave SuperHet

-It

is the best Idea
Above
to build the toning' and
Fl.l:" amplifier as one
Unit, like that shown.

By R. T. POUNDS

THE problems entering into the design of an all -wave receiver are very
clearly defined under a few concise headings, and an attempt shall be made in
outlining the manner in which these
problems have been overcome.
One of the most common prejudices
regarding short-wave receiver design is
that for efficient operation, band- changing must be accomplished by means of
plug -in coils. There are, of course,
many arguments as to the relative effi'

plifier
and
loud - speaker

A new "kit" set which provides full wave detection, A.V.C., high sensitivity and selectivity. "I.F." transformers are included with kit.
ciency of plug -in coils and various
switching arrangements, most designers refusing to accept a switch -type re-

Chief Engineer. J. W. Miller Co.

X NOTE:

OUT.

MM. COWL OF GANG

TRIM. CONDENSERS

IS REMOVED

VOL. CONTROL.

AND SEPARATE

TC 1.2.3.4 ARE USED IN EACH BAND.

stoops/

GREEN
G

VOL

RI2

ICMTMof EAOM1ÿsINED

C9

55

YELLOW
GEEEN

VELLOM

GREEN

nI`1_

ceiver as being satisfactory. The results
of my tests during the past several
months have definitely proven that if
care is taken in the chassis design and
in the careful selection of the switch
employed, switch -type coils are even
more efficient t h ant he nsnal plug -i n type.
Another generally accepted idea is
that the signal tuning condensers must
be of rather low value for satisfactory
operation at the high frequencies. This
has also been proven as a mistaken idea
and, in fact, the use of a large condenser
(Continued on page 258)
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..dl.

I..

.Iiialoo in "kit** form.
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SHORT WAVE
TRUE saying is that a receiver i>
no better than its antenna. It is also

A

true that the average short -wave receiver will bring in stations with almost
any type of antenna even to a short
piece of wire several feet long. The
ideal condition would be an antenna that
is designed to operate on the specific
frequency to which the receiver is tuned.
Then, we would have a maximum pickup by the antenna concentrated on a
very narrow band of frequencies. This
would mean high signal level and a low
background noise level. First, because
the antenna is tuned sharply and secondly, because the receiver gain control
can be turned down on account of the
strong signal that the antenna is feeding into the receiver. It has long been
the desire of short -wave fans to construct a general purpose antenna, one
that will respond to a wide range of
frequencies preferably from around 15
meters up to 100. Theoretically it would require several
antennas to cover this range of frequency and it is almost
impossible to get a single antenna that will have the sanie
efficiency over this wide range. In this article we will
endeavor to set.forth all the prominent types of antennas
in use today. The advantages and disadvantages will be
pointed out.
Doublet Antennas
In Fig. 1 we have a doublet antenna using the new Lynch
Giant Killer, low impedance, transmission line. The two
flat top portions are 30 feet each in length and the feeder
should be at least 30 feet long. The approximate impedance
of the flat top antenna when operated as a half wave affair
will be between 70 and 75 ohms. The impedance of this new
cable effectively matches the impedance of a half wave
antenna, the feeder having an impedance of approximately
70 ohms. In the ntenna flat top, No. 12, solid enamel wire
is recommended. The conductors used in the transmission
line consist of 10 strands of No. 22 B. & S. gauge wire, each
strand being enameled. Varnished cambric insulation is
used around each conductor and then the twisted pair is
sealed in heavy weather-proof rubber covering. The material
used for insulation is non -wicking and no trouble will be
encountered from the absorption of moisture. A small coil, Ll,
is used to couple the transmission line to the grid coil of the
receiver. This coil should have approximately 10 turns of
No. 20 double cotton covered wire. This antenna system of
the dimensions shown in Fig. 1 will work very nicely on a
range of frequencies from 15 up to approximately 50 meters
and will produce a minimum of background noise.

30FT

30

i

AT LEAST

FEET

I

LLL
FIG.

Fias.

1

1. 2.

/
LI

FT

Transposed Feeders
In Fig. 2, we have the familiar transposed feeder using two inch transposition blocks. The dimensions, of course,
are the same as shown in Fig. 1. However, the transmission line will have
an impedance of approximately 450
ohms and it does not match the antenna
as well as the transmission line shown
in Fig. 1. However, the higher impedance line shown in Fig. 2 can be
tuned somewhat with the coil- condenser
combinations shown in Fig. 3. This
tends to make it slightly more selective.
However, the background noise pick-up
will be slightly greater than that of
Fig. 1.
In Fig. 3 we have approximately the
same thing as Fig. 2, except that instead
of using transposition blocks, two inch
spreaders are used and the feeder
wires are run parallel. The dimensions
here, are also the same as in Figs. 1 and 2. The tuning arrangement consisting of the two condensers, C and Cl, provides a fairly flexible system and it will respond quite well
to frequencies from 15 to 50 meters. Either spreaders or
transposition blocks can be used. The advantage of tuning
wherever possible in antennas, is that the antenna will peak
up at a certain frequency and provide higher signal level
with a lower amount of background noise.

We are pleased to present this complete discussion on various types
of short-wave antennas such as,
noise reducing doublets, using various types of feeder systems, the
inverted diamond antenna, and a
general purpose antenna designed
to tune to resonance with any of
the short-wave broadcast bands.
The good and bad features of each
type of antenna are carefully
brought out in this article after exhaustive tests were made to determine which antenna is best suited
for general short -wave reception.

-rl

30

FT

IMPEDANCE

A LLEAST
30

FEET

Diamond Antennas
Inverted diamond antennas (Fig. 5) have received considerable comment lately and there is no doubt that they are
more efficient than the doublets. However, one drawback is
that they are extremely directional and for maximum signal
pick-up they only receive best in one direction. In Fig. 4A,
we show the method of coupling the diamond antenna to the
regenerative detector and Fig. 4B shows the connections to a

-+- 9IN -.I-6- 30FF-sl

SPECIAL LOWCABLE

Twisted Pair
In Fig. 4, it is the same antenna system only here we are
using twisted pair or "lamp cord" for the feed line. Ordinary
heavy duty twisted lamp cord has an impedance of approximately 100 ohms and is ouite effective in reception. Although
not being weather proof it has a tendency to absorb moisture
and in the end not quite as good as the arrangements shown
in Figs. 1, 2 and 3. However, if it were not for the absorption of moisture this system would be better than Fig. 2
and 3 and not quite as good as that shown in Fig. 1, that is
considering that none of the feeders are tuned. Tuning, as
we said before, will increase the efficiency and it is much
easier to tune a line similar to that shown in Fig. 2 and 3
than those shown in Figs. i or 4.

`I
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and :i in the abuse drus, inn show various feeder arrangements used wi
how the feeders may be tuned.
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tuned R.F. stage, or any receiver where a primary or antenna
coil is used. One advantage of the diamond antenna is that
it will respond to a fairly wide range of frequencies and in
an antenna designed for 25 meters it would be very effective
over a range from 15 to 50 meters and it does not need to be
tuned. The figures for designing a 25 meter diamond antenna
are as follows:
Height e = .7X or .7 X 25 or 17.5 ui etcrs
There are 3.28 feet to a meter, therefore
3.28 X17.5 = 57.4 feet.
The length of the wire from a to b =
1.5X or 1.5 X 1.5 =.t7.5 meters, or
3.28 X 37.5 = 123 feet.
The base d or, distance between a and b =
or 5 X 25 =12.5 meters, or
t28 X 12.5 = 41 feet.
It is necessary that Point B in Figure 5 should be terminated through a 400 ohm resistor to ground. This antenna
receives best from the direction in which the resistor points.
For those who wish to receive in a given direction and
where it is possible to erect an antenna of this type it is

such as transposed feeders, twisted pair or what have you.
However, it is an ideal antenna for use where background
noise is not too high. Due to the fact that it is tuned to each
of the bands in which short -wave broadcasting is done, the
noise level will be low. This is because it provides a stronger

signal for the receiver.
Antenna Coupling
The most effective way of coupling an antenna to the
receiver, of course, is necessary in order to derive full
benefits from a well-designed antenna system. In Fig. 7,
we have an antenna coupling unit consisting of two coils
and two condensers. The coil, Ll, should be connected to
the receiver and consists of 10 turns of No. 20 double cotton
covered wire. Coil L, the antenna tuning coil, consists of
20 turns of No. 20 double cotton covered wire. Either the
doublet antennas previously described or the antenna system shown in Fig. 6 can be used in this coupling arrangement. For a doublet antenna we connect the feeders to
points A and B and use condenser Cl for tuning. For
the antenna system shown in Fig. 6 we use points A and
C. Point A will go to the antenna and point C connects
highly recommended.
to the ground. The dimensions for making this tuning unit
are given in Fig. 7. It can be made up into a small
A Tuned Antenna
unit and mounted into a box and will serve as a medium
for coupling any antenna to any type of receiver.
In Fig. 6 we have endeavored to strike a happy medium,
We trust that among the various types of antennas
that is, an antenna that can be tuned and will respond to the
described in this article, the reader will be able to select
short -wave broadcast bands, 19, 25, 31, 49 meters. The
one that will best suit his needs.
length of the antenna from A to B, that is the flat top and
including what lead -in may exist, should be 75 feet. The
Constructional Hints
ground lead should be as short as possible, not over four or
There are quite a few important factors to bear in mind
five feet long. With C, Cl and L it is possible to tune this
when constructing a short -wave receiving antenna. The
antenna to any of the four short -wave broadcast bands
first and most important is that the anpreviously mentioned. On some bands it
tenna should be as high above the ground
will be a Hertzian antenna and on others
as possible and away from all surroundit will function as a Marconi antenna. On
ing objects such as trees, roofs and electhe 49 meter band a Hertzian antenna
trical wires of any description. Heavy
will have to be 80 feet long. By setting ('
copper wire must be used and all coñto a minimum the system becomes in
effect not grounded. Therefore, L and Cl
nections thoroughly soldered. Either
can be used to tune it up to an effective
stranded or solid copper wire may be
length of 80 feet. In the 31 meter band.
used. If solid wire is used, the size
this antenna functions as a 'i'f wave Marshould be 10 to 14 B & S gauge enamconi. C should be adjusted to approxieled. Do not use bare wire as it corrodes
mately half the capacity and tuning done
very rapidly. If stranded wire is used
with Cl. In the 25 meter band, it is also
nothing smaller than seven strands of
No. 22 should be used and each strand
a % wave Marconi, and is necessary that
should be separately enameled. When
the effective length be reduced to 60 feet.
making a connection with stranded wire
This is accomplished by the adjustment
be sure to clean each strand thoroughly
of C with Cl set to a minimum capacity.
otherwise there may be a poor connecIn the 19 meter band it is possible to
make this system function as a five
tion to one strand. Do not use a metal
pole to support the antenna. Wood should
quarter wave Marconi. The necessary
length here is 75 feet so we can use
he used wherever possible. If an ancondenser C for tuning and Cl should
tenna is hung from a tree, leave plenty
be set at minimum capacity. This an- ',,naru,tional details of antenna coup of space between the end of the antenna
tenna has no noise reduction provision
proper and the branches of the trees.
ling unit. Fig. 7.

-
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WHAT'S NEW

The short -wave apparatus here shown has been carefully selected for description by the editors after a
rigid investigation of its merits.

In Short -Wave Apparatus
15 to 2,700 MIDGET
One of the feus-su and Smallest
...midget" All-(X axe reeei serve Is
that llluntraled below. It Is

extremely small. measuring 4 -x
11í4
ft" and has n dy mande
speaker built into the tiny cabinet. Ping -in coils for wavelengths from 1a to 271111 meters
arc available. ( \o. O6.)

Receiver

..I a. au Uttuned I:.t:. .Lige, thy output of Ni Melt feels the 77
regenerative detector. The goulu eontponett, in the plate circuit
of the 77 detector. is fed back to the triode portion off the IiF'7 for
amplification. The output of titis triode is then amplified by the 4::
pentode power alnplilier. which in turn feeds the dynamic speaker.
The Za is comte[ tcd ill a half -wave rw tinier eireoit, coutnonly
used in :1.('. -D.1', sets. The values of the various parts are shown
in the diagram and give the reader a general idea of the construction
of titis pepp.' -all -teat, ' midget. The .et is an extremely neat appearing affair and is fitted into a very pleasing design of metal cabinet. finished to imitate a finely grained wood. A neatly designed
grill covered with silk tapestry conceals the loud-speaker mounted
behind the front panel.

'

TAIS coulpaet. 4 -tube, .t,(', -D.t', receiver uses plu_ -iti mils n
cover a range of from 15 to 2.71141 meters (l lu to 2.41.(1011 ke.). It
of the "midget" variety and luis a built -iii dynamie speaker. The
annal to the left of the speaker grill -work is the regeneration eoutrol and the tuning dial is at the right. A novel feature is the plug
arrangement used for tue lice cord and line voltage dropping
resistor. When this plug is removed from its Socket. a battery
cable can be placed in position :nul the entire set operated from
batteries with LID other Outages necessary. The tubes used are a
OI'7, a 77, a 43, and a 2525. The pentode portion of the OFT is
is

The new Midget Itecelcer employs this h wk -up.

The "Powertone 5" Works Loud -Speaker
The R.F. and detector stages are tuned
with a two -gang 140 unuf. (hurl variable condenser. A :t plate midget condenser is used
in the It. I'. stage as it trimmer and aids in
keeping the two stages in alignment. Inductive coupling is used between the antenna
and grid circuit of the 5s; this eliminates
any tricky adjustments of an antenna
trimmer condenser. i'iiglut evils are Itl1.essary to cover the entire range of 15 b. 2011
meters. two being used at one time and they
are plugged in into the front panel thtisuglt
couutuient openings. This eliminates the
bother of raising the lid of the cabinet emit
tinte the coils are changed. Small handles
are attached to each coil and they can be removed or inserted in the socket with extreme
ease.
This set packs a "mighty vvailo;i'.

Left-The "Powertone-5' N-R- receiver.
ItelovcHook-up of receiver. (\o. 207.1
A COMPACT and efficient receiver is this new Powertone 5 -tube
set in which the coils plug -in through the front panel. It is
housed in a beautiful crackled finished metal cabinet which is
10" high, 14 "wide, and 10" deep. \ 414" illuminated airplane dial
adds to the beauty of the panel layout. The power supply and
filter are contained within the cabinet and no external accessories
are necessary. other than the eight -inch electro- dynamic speaker.
The circuit diagram is given herewith, together with the values of
the various parts. In it we find that a type 55 WE. pentode is
used as a tuned radio frequency amplifier. a ati pentode is used
as the regenerative grid -leak detector. and two 2A5 's are used in
a resistance -coupled output stage.
The volume is controlled
through the use of a 25,000 ohm variable resistor connected in the
cathode circuit of the 5S R.F. amplifier. Regeneration is controlled
by a .00014 mf. variable midget condenser. In this circuit the
A.C. plate current does not travel directly through the tickler
coil. In the power supply we find that a type SO is used as a
rectifier and the 2,500 ohm field of the dynamic speaker, together
with two S mf. electrolytic condensers serving as the filter unit.
Names and addresses of manufacturers of sets described on this and following

i40

DD.

T

Dvr

-

SMEG

on9E

2.5us

RF1

.01-

$8

N')

245

o.nMF
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2.5007
OetMp

SW

1YOMOö-1
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pages furnished upon receipt of stamped envelope: mention No. of article.
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\'icsrs uf the neoest receiver of

u

fanaous line uf

Doerle A.C.

receiver .hein in the
TII1.7 I)ocric .1.('.
photograph is the result of much experimentation. The original 3 -tube Kleetrifie.i
Doerle formed the basis of this finished receiver. As most of ns know. the :I- nb.
..:.7
i-lectrified Doerle used a :w tuned 1:
redetector, and a 1t audio amplifier. 'l'
r th.
civer is exactly the same except
addition of a 2A.1 peuhole amplifier. The
entire receiver is contained in a neat metal
box measuring.111' "xMli: "xMIF,o Even the
loud -speaker and power supply are contained
within the cabinet_ This makes a very neat
and compact receiver and tests showed that
it is capable of bringing in all the "foreign.'

5

seis-Ihe -Ihlerle .\./.

347

a" wEith

bullt-fu'

luud-speaker.

i

o FC

5.

56

-

140

NNW

350

D

Ó.0i00

e

.02MR

PN0NE5

®

.I,.

SW.

,2AS

to

O.CE

r

1

-

No. 208.1

Has Some "Kick"
21-Tit

01-MF-

I

.1.
r

MEO

0.1 MEG

-

'

VOLUME CONTROL

Dr

O

25.000

e
S

80

ONUS

C.25-MEG.

250V.

BLEEDER

22.400

TAPPED AT

F

.EA

stations with full lourl-speaker volume. The
front of the panel con taies the two tuning
dials, the regeneration control, and the volIn the center of the front
ume control.
(Continued on pop, 311,1

M6C

9.900 0005

20.000

T

OMM
REGENERATION
CONTROL

TO

U EATAELLRS
X

I1

ou k -t p used in the Iles, 5 -tube Doerle

Universal Mascot 3
w:II
.l /nXCU(3 employs the latest type of tubes and a vary
engineered circuit. Some of its feath11.s arc: the coils plug in through
the front of the panel, eliminating the necessity of reselling behind the putt
any frequeuev over
each ti tue the t'idis are changed. It Iras Laud- spread
the entire toning range of the set, this being aecongdi.bed by a small 3-plate
condenser connected in parallel with the main tithing otldeuser. The birg,'
condenser serves as the Ranci- setting e.atdenser with the smaller one being
used for band -spread tuning. A 40.'7 is used as a stage of 'intuited E.F.
and regenerative detector. The pentode portion of the 1ií'7 serves us the
K.F. amplifier, while the triode section is used as the regenerative grid -leak

TiiE Unirerinl

u

1

detector.

A 79 twin triode is used in a two-stage resistance,'-coupled audio amplifier circuit providing extremely high -gain with excellent ghality_ The potter
supply for this reo,'iver is contained right in the set and no external apparatus is necessary other than the earphone, or lord speaker. either may be
used. Au "(I type tube serves as the rectifier of the high voltage AA'. i
dueed by the power transformer. As the OFT and 79 tube. hove 6.3 volt
filaments and the W r...tilier an colt filament. it is neeesuhy that the transformer have a at.:: auol :1 volt winding. Itegemwation is controlled by a 2.111141
ohm resistor in series with the plate by -pass . ondenser of the detector tube
and. very smooth control of regeneration is effected. The complete wiring
diagram I 'gether with values of the various parts is given for those interested in a receiver of this type. The placement of the varions parts can
be Learned by glauciug at the photographs.
After the mechanical assembly- is complete, pou may proceed witit the wiring. Wiring is to be done point to point -that is as straight and direct as
possible. Itere again you must use your own judgment. The i ietnre diagram furnished with the kit shows as nearly as possible consistent with
clearness, the exact sequence of wiring. but as with the mechanical layout, there are a few- exceptions. Just keep in mind that all connections arc
to be nude to the correct electrical point without lotsidering its mechanical
position. For instance, any point on the chassis
is a ground, providing the paint is properly cleaned off and if it is more convenient mechanically to
right show front and
run a connection to some other ground "lui' than
rear Nielis of the Cn1the one shown ou the picture diagram, you may
versa) Mascot -It S.W.
reeeirer. 'rho coils
do so. In mounting the resistors and condensers
pint, -ln .benumb t he
use, the wire leads out to the proper length and
front of the panel and
well soldered as supports but be sure that they
are enclosed in proare all well (leur of the chassis and other parts
t e . t I S- e Insulating
of the circuit. Soldering is one of the most
shells. (No. IIII,I
(Continued on
370)
1
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A

DEPRESSION PORTABLE
Transmitter and Receiver

Up to 10 Watts Input with High Portability; Rectified Spark -Coil Supplies Plate of 171A Oscillator.

Unnecessary.

Monitor

By T. C. VAN ALSTYNE
VE3LN, Canada
Here is a "nifty" portable amateur
station, consisting of a simple
transmitter-receiver. The plate
voltage for the transmitting portion is supplied by a Ford spark
coil, together with a gaseous type
rectifier. "B" batteries are used for
the receiver and a storage battery
lights the filaments of all tubes.
Make sure the note is clear, because
the Federal regulations do not allow
the use of modulated "CW" signals.
Here'', the Ilepre,oion" Portable Transmitter and Receiver wet up, ready for
By proper adjustment of the vibraopt ration.
tor a good D.C. note can be obtained.
expect a reply. But the response was very little filter is required even though
immediate!
AN air of expectancy reigned at our
little fishing camp in the northern
woods. The antenna was up and there
lacked but five minutes of zero hour

-

our first "schedule" with our first
portable.
"If you click," promised VE3RL,
"I'll take your turn at dishwashing for
the next three days!"
"And I'll bring you your breakfast in
bed!" contributed VE3IB enthusiastically.
I plugged in the phones and listened.
Several W8's and VE3's were coming in
splendidly. So far so good. "How about
you, Ted ?" I asked VE300.
"I'll catch all the fish!" he replied
warily, noting my satisfaction with the
receiver.
Switching over, we called VE3NU
back at the home town for three minutes as arranged. We doubted that
our questionable power was sufficient to
cover the distance and did not seriously

-

"Wash 'em clean, Len," I said, jubilantly indicating the pile of dishes.
ur QSA 4 R7," VE3NU was
saying. "Go ahead traffic." Success!
The portable made from the "junkbox" proved the most useful piece of
camping equipment we ever toted north.
"Contact" was made on practically
every schedule. We kept in touch with
our homes and friends, and received
immediate replies. When contacts can
result in such useful communication, it
is indeed a privilege to be an amateur.
Spark -Coil Power -Supply
Simplicity and economy are the
features of the apparatus which is
shown in the photo. The unusual part
is the spark -coil power -supply for the
transmitter. A Raytheon tube is used
to rectify the output from the spark coil's secondary for the plate of the
171A oscillator. The two small pins of
the Raytheon are connected in parallel
as are the two large ones. Due to the
high frequency of the coil's vibrator

ANT.
s-

R2
C9

214E05.

0

250

1pa

u

(

IOO MMP.

I

MMF.

AMID
TRANS.

TANK

(SU
R.FC

TEXT)

C4

.25-MF.
KAINEON
REGT

T

10,000

1

OHMS

$cMF.

GAPSPARK
COI L

QQQQ

!

R7C7CA1

V PRI.

4Th

1
Ji

1

R4
50,000

R3

OA.0.T. SW

KEY

1 A,

-

BATT.

-1.

La

OHMS

20 OHMS

1-o

'matt.)

PHONES

-

RECT.
B-BATT.

I)
-f

Simple wiring diagram. sl
ing the various eotuteetions for this low-mint
portable amateur station built and tested by V P131.N.
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it is a half wave rectifier. The vibrator
frequency of the coil in the photo is
about 500 cycles and sounds much like
"generator D.C." without any filter at
all. The capacity of C4 will therefore
depend on the vibrator. It was found
that a filter condenser larger than .25
inf. drew a greater load than did the
transmitter itself! A Model "T" Ford
coil also gave good results with the
original secondary. The vibrator is
somewhat slower and requires more
filter. Those who wish to use a Ford
coil and secure a PDC note may do so
by adding a small filter choke of only
a few turns, connected in the conventional manner. In any case a safety
gap spaced about 1/32" must be connected across the secondary (see diagram) so it may arc over should the
load accidently open. Otherwise C4
would be punctured by the voltage -rise
from the spark coil.
Tuned - Plate Single - Control Oscillator
The rest of the transmitter consists
of a tuned -plate single -control oscillator. The circuit is shown in the diagram, together with the values of the
various components. The plate coils
L1 should be 2'/2" in diameter and constructed from No. 8 wire or small copper tubing. The grid coils L2 are wound
with No. 30 D.C.C. on forms of one
inch diameter. The turns of the former
are spaced the diameter of the wire or
tubing while the latter are close wound.
The exact number of turns for L2
should be finally adjusted by placing a
milliammeter in the plate circuit and
turns added or removed until the transmitter plate current is lowest just outside the low frequency end of the band.
The antenna must be disconnected
while this is being done. The following
table indicates the number of turns for
the three popular bands.
Rand
L1
L2
80
40
20

62
25
3
9
(Continued on page 366)
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Test Report On AIì.Wave SET
By h. W. SECOR
The All -Star All -Wave 6 -Tube Receiver was set up in one of our "listening posts" located near New York
City and very fine loud- speaker reception was enjoyed on all of the
usual "foreign" broadcast stations,
which came in with excellent volume. This set possesses a fine
"DX" range due to its high sensitivity, while the continuous band spread feature renders the tuning
very easy.

srA'rl;oNs

LOGGED ON THE

"ALL- STAR" SUPER

Band

Tuning
Dial
Tank
Setting Setting

19

Meter

75

Meter
(Amateur

n

30-40

6

Stations
HIX.1)XY.YV5HMO,
YV2RC. VE9HX,
V E9Gw-

Phone)55

I. 2. 3. 4. 5.
55 -65 9 Districts
DJA.
45 -50 (:SB.

S

and

'H Meter

40

25

Meter

30

EAR.
XETE. (:SC. G('A
12RO,
40 -45 FYA. GSE.

19

Meter

FO

45

('.IRX. SLID
DJB.
FYA

GSF,

11VJ.

1'111:All-Star .11-Wave six tube receiver
was tested out over a period of about
two weeks st one of our Listening I'.sis,
approximately 21i miles M'ont Neto York
trip', and we must say that its perturmnnee
was really excellent. Stations from all over
the world were brondbt iu with tremendous
Volume and with tuning' case that taould
satisfy the most critical "short- sneer:,.
'.Che .VI -Star .\Il -\ \'acv is a ti-tube 1eccivrr nsiue :t _. \T peutagrid converter. two
type :,S tu i.es os 1.1.. awpliG,as, and one :Si
power
US second detector with a _. \:. pentode
:Onplitier, .\ :%:1 functions as the rectifier
in the power supply portion .f the receiver.
The wiring diagram and technical description of this receiver appeared in the September issue and those who wi -b to construct tuais set may leant the values of the
various parts by referring to tine above meatiued di:Mr:1111. This set was tested
with various types of antennas. inchaliug
lt.'snlis
the doublet and ,buvent types.
were good on both antennas, proving that

Pua" for tests ua
'l'he All-Stair All- Wase It -tube remiser set up lo our ne'l.Iaening
re rat thousand miles assaty
both local and IDA short -sense retie Pt i n i,. 'dations -speaker.
came in like ..locals'' on the loud
the antenna tu In' used with this receiver is
not at all critical, its main requirements. ,
course, being mounted well out in the Ilea

FREE BLUEPRINTS

Dingrnm. both snce sua tir and ple(urinl. together with parts list, also
assembly. siring and tuning Instructions for the Ali -Star Super -ti
ran he ubttlned. free of charge. by
ss riling to the Sc ry lee Department.
S
'l' WAVE ('It APT. 1)11 -101
Hudson St., New York City.

(away from the surounding objeetsl and as
high above the ground as possible. All the
t.rhutipltl European stations, including those
in England, France, germ :uty. Italy and
Spain were received like local" hroadeast
stations. south American stations were also

received with excellent volume and clarity.
Probably one of the greatest features of
this receiver is its extreme tuning case,
dozens of stations are not crammed into one
or two divisions on the dial of this receiver!
.la ule bond -spread is available over the entire ranee that this set covers. The range
over which it was tried out was from 10 to
ant meters and this only necessitated the use
of three sets of plug -in coils. The band spread is accomplished by the use of n tarogang : 'i mud. tuning condenser for the aseilItor and detector circuits. Two larger tank
condensers are used for adjustment and selection of the range of frequencies to be
covered by the small tuning condenser. The
270 dgt'.e dial, working in eonjunrtinn with
the 1st) degree condenser, extends the range
of the tuning enndenser another 90 degrees.
'this. also, adds considerably to the band xprrtld ¡on. Some of the stations which were
not coming in with an Ina signal were effected quite a bit by the background noise.
Ilowcver, this was easily overcome by u
unre adjustment of the tone control, which
is located on the extreme right of the panel.
This tone -control has little effect on the
volume ul' the signal, but the background
noise practically disappears as it is adjusted
t.. the point giving a slightly deeper tone and
discriminating against the high - pitched
cra.'kliug noises prevalent in most shortn: cc receivers.
In the amateur phone
and.. t its receiver proved to pack at mighty
allot. a11.1 amateur phones from all over the
l'. S, could be brought in with full speaker
volume.

t
I

Bottom

siess-

of the All -';tar .UI-R"nve, 6-tube receiver.

www.americanradiohistory.com

tine partitularly noticeable feature. of
this well -designed superheterodyne. is the
low background noise in the set itself. that
is noise that wuuld be present in the speaker
with the antenna disconnected and the volfline control turned up to maximum. The
noise here was far less than the average
short-wave receiver, even of the regenerative
type and this undoubtedly is an excellent
feature because the weaker stations would
not he blanketed out by high set noise lev,'1;
we have enough noise externally picked up
by the antenna without adding set noises.
Another feature which was noticeably absent
(Continued on pane 374)
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$5.00

PRIZE

CHEAP KEY

VARIABLE COUPLING

$5.00 FOR BEST
SHORT WAVE KINK

The coil form Is either bakelite or card15" lung and about 1" larger in
diameter than the plug -1n coil form; and
board,

xilioh

on

Is

would

R

to 10 turns, No. Y4

Orbit

copper wire, the ends of

terueled
minate in flexible leads.

The strip supporting the coil is bakelitc.
long, i1
wide and 3/16" thick.

ELEEta.E
LEADS

UWE

T

BING

ENOUGH

TO

-wale

ABORTVo
ONEACN EIDw

Imo for

SAO ELITC

0[24

Illellce through

CC W.

SOLI.

.nudtl'e1 tlllder,,,atll.

Il Tint

The Editor will award a five dollar prize each moot
for the best short -wave kink submitted by our readers. All other kinks accepted and published will he
paid for at regular space rates. Look over these
"kinks" and they will give you some idea of what the
editors are looking for. Send a typewritten or ink
description, with sketch, of your favorite short -wave
kink to the ''Kink" Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT.

Con.

SAeELITE

Here Is my idea of a eleap and .c
able key. The key proper Is a liras.still/
r
abut rh "x5 "x1 /16 ". The contact is a nail
passed through a hole
the brass and
Soldered Ill IX/SHIM] to silt the key being
lade. The set sc eww is an ordinary o
passe' through a hole is the brass, nit

SOLDER.

50 Jr RI'e

sOCEEr

lIT-COaaEa

SIOr A LITTLE LaecEa ream

`

O

aA.ELITE

mow

arm

-

G-

.0/

sPRINr,

tWASHER

I1erl01

Ift

shuns

as

in

diagram

One cud is notched a little to bold the .411
rigid. It is slotted most of its length is.t

little larger than the .screw that will pa.
through It
This I. bold by a Iz" corner bracket
shown. the spring tension keep the Coil :I
its desired height, and simuld not be
tight. This Method is preferred to the usu.
series condenser In the antenna Bali-Tel
a

.

/-U
LEAD

i

eUiNiv4

PEENED OYES
FO

CAP

t

Jug

BRACKET

THREAO

1111.

9.i-.,O .-D

o

lite key up.

_.O

t
lightly. You r
so paler seating w
Intl All ('at, instead
d Huila the IiIidi4l tu.L Larger .ILe rOD.. ea
N. Ired truth larger .Ire bolts or Elite sers
\ knob or till. sort Is Ideal in the c nI'Ilon of a home -Made antenna coupling
H iiIeu str.- ,lame. Olue.
.

mira condensers this way. I c now
(bout ten rolls at 5 or 10 amperes rig! t
iciness the ".shorted" condenser. The lug
llrrellt usually burns alt the short all'
he mndeuser may be uval again. -Ji lm C.

c

Nelson.

This arrangement will save much (hue
When transmission on different bands is

,

SCREEN -GRID CLIP

OLD., xarw

.\ gto.Hl strum -arid 'liti colt be made Is
Io:ling a batter' cllp as shown In the
drawing. This OM 1s v
easy to lank
:mil will tit any talc.-Edward E. Feller.

Milet',.

-.CROSS S[C*ON

i1
_

t,

two schemes which will
make. of tube-base ell.
The first facilitates the Selection of thiproper number of farms u l a All. this elld
of the cull to be adjusts,' is soldered to
tube -base prong.
The other end Is temlagalll) fastetosl to its prong by wedging 11

4.

It

2 COIL KINKS

Here

are

ralhhlll ilsend to

It

ArTEi

;

LiED
a.HDND
OVZDL
s

in

0place

bar filed

to

nuIgellshhape

a.r sou uaaul
it the pngp-r
number of torus is found when the
uctots are permanently soldered. The
.eeolui kink deal. with a handle for toWrbase coils.
.\ piece of bakeille or w Nat
about t. 11101 thlek is out to the shape
shown nd fastened to the tale -lase by
cans of a lung. flat -head machine loll, a
ultersunk hole basing been drlll,l b Iho'
hellion] of the tab ,.. Nlsr to a rroulul Hl.I t'
the Toll.-- Italph F. hunter.

'fhr.e

I.

-Itph

sel this for urn years and It lt.kvery tine -HiÌbert O. Galembo

PIRA.

and adjust the plue «roll !ionnoise level.-E. C.

Usaal ly the Alining toudenser u.sI Ill
short -wave receivers ha a eapaeity far no
Ion lo enable the operator to emer Ike
entire broadcast baud when a broadcast
oeil Is
1.
By adding a large condenser III the tramer shnw'It In lLr draulog. the entire short -war« broado'aa bald
:'ail be coton,'! very easily.
Keller.

-

ndworks

anc

to highest

ADDING VOLUME TO B.C.
COIL OF S.-W. SET

AAE

Nntam SCR,.

Olen )ou screw it in this will hold stir
and spreader in place. l'se red was in lug
rlrich will hold glass tubing IN Placo,

n

denser CI

.

TUBHt.

at As

DI

to the first tube's control grid. The II
and ground leads efilineel to the B.C. .et
chassis.
Then adjust the grid call condenser In the I.F.T. so that the highest
woke level ppars. Reverse the plate and
grid leads of the I.F.T. to their respetire

rouortous

TRANSMITTER ANTENNA
TUNING

-

5

1

Iwo

wedges

are used

o

HOLE CUTTER FOR
WAFER SOCKETS

Obtain

a

big nail,

old half -roust

an

the one-half 111'1 In size- and a "the
that cl
oil of a Lin o
e ila engine that `lin. a uuare hole oIn the end.
Cut the vair four Incite: from the end by
rating around its red. .I fla t It
be
Lroken bya shall' rail Hid, saves awi:tg
e

t

I

Issued. Two plug -In coil forms a
cured and wires Ijumprs) connect

l

T 'Y

CAR

DLOi

AR

iE

END FOR wFOOE AND
D

CUT*ER

O.

,CUTTED F.N.SHED

llustrats,l. I have used this arrangeue^. I
o uldte some time and the results liue
proved 1110t4 satisfactory.- ltaymuud .lolm-

P

o

w oE

tro.'

0.D HALF
ADy.O r'.E

FINDING TRANSF. RATIO

Here's a simple way to 11nd the ratio at
all audio transformer without Mang
All that you
great «leal of calculation.
need Is a "C" battery and a voltmeter r
an ammeter. I connected the voltmeter
teriewith the circuit.
tlshtg a "C" bats found that the voltmeter when glu

ANt

F

Cur

wERE

TOOTHPASTE CAP AS
KNOB

i

at
cap Into
Why not vll vert )our tutpa.le
knob? The cap oll a In-vent size his terinc tooth paste tube fits a :I Iti" flat ''lare
head of
souse
-halt
aliely.
the
head
the bolt lido the rap: next rut off the neck
of the tulle, taking care not to damage
Slip It over tike bolt and
the thread.
screw Into plate, locking the head of the
bah to the bottaul of the rap. Then take
the point of a penknife and push it in
beneren the bolt Sut the bushing. Do this
all thew aL around, Spreading the bushha
a

h

.-

...,

USE FOR "OLD TUBES"

SIDES OF FEE

SFVIEW

When tracing a new'
reeciVer. boa
stead of pulling in nets tubes get the
saute type of tube that is worn out Ion
lights.
If the tubes operate vurreo is

4

through the entre roll. Then grind ti e
end that k cLnc.t lu the hole III a 10111
You rail make the cutter by grinding tl e
sides of the shaft parallel, then you ca
put the file In the si.,' with the ...ante I
end up, so you can break the file with a
knock. Now you sharpen cutter. If yl t
use a half -round file it will cut like a
.

1

Imite while the other way the point
Daly du the cutting. -Joubert Stark.
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ad

I

will
If desired Ill

"ZEP" SPREADER

ihd Making it fit

.

l

lsnt

This makes a very goal spreader for H
Lop antenna.
You get sonic
as
Old copper
lugs, rut aft the flat part to proper leua. b.
PO! your wire In groove as slinw'I.. Ow,
drill hole next to wire A little smaller that:
screw you are to use.
This will tic::
t road
itself when putt Mg In si rcu

BOtT

V

BLOWN FILTERS AND
MICA CONDENSERS

i-o

a

a

N CAR

Cur on
NEU

{yajlosiak,

olt.).

1

4L EROaN O

Muria aOLT

-4At .fa3

Moir

I

When u.iug all intermediate transformer
coupling medium between a S.'iV,
conterter aloi a broadcast set,
.simple
....hod of aligning the LF.T, foehn . (al.
though approximate hat with satIsfacwry
Set the B.C. set at the frenulgelmy desired (probably 540 kt I It i
open Ike intime control. Connect a short
pi ere of wire to the plate lead of I.F.T.
for n. as
connect the ariil lead
conect

-[

polished, and when ublamtrd
neat base it makes a ContI looking
and serviceable bistro: neut. -Hugh Lamb,
111

s-owNa
GED easN.o 3CaG

toots PASTE

S.-W. CONVERTER
COUPLING

9A

he bracket, are ulouttel first, the. a
placed it, INisilian unt the end.
The knoll la a binding
spring Around a nail

cith solder.
and n small
.erte
rush
parts !hay be

ICoh.

il,

frequently am able to fix blown

sRwEN 'Nro
THRUOW

IN BRASS

secondary. the voltmeter registered only
one colt. Dividing the une volt into three
!primary voltage over sessmdary cul t age)
u will find that the ratio of the transformer will be 3:1. lasing a higher Tallage,
Instead of the "C" battery the ratio delenuhud Will be more accurate. Should the
primary nut age read G and the secondary
lad age 4, the ratio will be 1s,¡;
1. -John

3Yz'

SOI

registered

Three volts when 11 w
ouueetelt at the
pri lt ar3'. Using Ille same circuit at the

yrL

1

tHOtfDE

N

'ixiR

1

I

then you non- that it Is safe to pot In
the new tubes. This Is the way to save
new tubes fnan being Ihlotrn out. If the
worn nut tubes lunw out. you knmt
that something is mane with the set and
needs tc he clerked.
Keep doing this
unttl the tulles work properly by using
other worn out tubes of the sane t)he.
Then you know It Is safe to put in nets
ndle] without fear of being blown mI
was Lwigaitis, Jr,
1
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SHORT WAVE STATIONS
OF THE WORLD
Complete List of Broadcast, Police and Television Stations
We present herewith a revised list of
the short -wave broadcasting, experi-

-

mental and commercial radiophone stations of the world. This is arranged by
frequency, but the wavelength figures
are also given for the benefit of readers who are more accustomed to working with "meters."
All the stations in this list use telephone transmission of one kind or an-

other and can therefore be identified by
the average listener.
Herewith is also presented a very
fine list of police as well as television
stations. Note: Stations marked with
a star ( * ) are the most active and
easily heard stations and transmit at
fairly regular timesPlease write to us about any new
stations or other important data that

you learn through announcements over

the air or correspondence with the stations themselves. A post card will be
sufficient. We will safely return to
you any verifications that you send in
to us. Communications of this kind
are a big help.
Stations are classified as follows:
C- Commercial phone. B- Broadcast
service. X- Experimental transmissions.

Around -the -Clock Listening Guide
Although short wave reception is notorious for
its irregularity
and
seeming
inconsistency
(wherein lies its greatest appeal to the sporting
listener), it is a good idea to follow a general
schedule as far as wavelength in relation to the
time of the day is concerned. The observance of

P.M.. and 4 A.M., the 22 -35 meter will be found
sers productive. To the west of the listener this
name band is best from about 9 P.M. until shortly
after daybreak.
After dark, results above 35

few simple rules will save the short wave fan
lut of otherwise wasted time.
From daybreak to late afternoon. and partirularly during bright daylight, listen between 13
and 22 meters (21540 to 13000 kc.).
To the east of the listener, from about 1 P.M:

IO

a
a

meters are usually much better than during daylight. These general rules hold for any location.

Short -Wave Broadcasting, Experimental and Commercial Radiophone Stations
W8XK 19355 kc.

21540 kc.
-8-

13.93 meters
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
PITTSBURGH. PA.
6 a. m.2 p. m.; relays RDKA

C

B BRITISH13.97BROAD.
meters
CORP.

DAVENTRY, ENGLAND
"When to Listen In" Column

21420 kc.
C

WKK

& T. CO.

LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.
Calls Argentina, Brazil and
Peru. daytime

WKA

21060 kc.
-C-

LAWRENCEVILLE.

14.25 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.
Calls England
a. m. -3 p. m.

21020 kc.

-C

14.27
HURLINGHAM. ARG.

20700 kc.
C-

C

C.

RUGBY,

ENGLAND

RUGBY, ENGLAND
Calls N. Y.. daytime

SAIGON,

15.14 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.

730.9:30

-C.

15.31 meters
MONTE GRANDE, ARGENTINA
Tests irregularly, daytime

19380 kc.

GATE. N. J.
Peru, daytime

17310 kc.
-X

B-

16.43 meters

-

C

CORP.
485 Madison Av., N.Y.C.
Relays WABC daily, 10 a. m. -12
noon

kc. W1XAL
WOO 15250
19.67 meters
BBOSTON,

A. T. & T. CO.,
OCEAN GATE. N. J.
Calls ships. daytime

17120 kc.

WOY B.
GBC

17.56

Calls ships, morn & early aftem'n

WLK

18.44 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.
Phones Arg., Brar., Peru. daytime
-C-

(Time given

is

Eastern

Standard

FYA

15243 kc.

RUGBY, ENGLAND

PMC 16270 kc.

Phones Pacifie Isles

14590 kc.
C.
1

Time)
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19.68 meters

"RADIO COLONIAL"

PARIS, FRANCE
Service de la Radiodiffusion,
103 Rue de Grenelle. Paris

7:30.11

a.

m.

15210 kc. *W8XK
19.72 meters
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC &
B-

MFG.

CO.

PITTSBURGH, PA.
10

a.

m.

-415

Relays

D.

KDKA

m.

WMN

20.56 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.
Phones England
morning and late afternoon

LSM2

C-

20.69 meters
HURLINGHAM, ARGENTINA
Calls U. S., evening

14470 kc.
C

WMF

20.73 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.
Phones England
morning and late afternoon

MASS.

Irregular, in morning

17.52 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.

C

16.54 meters
BAN DOEN G. JAVA
Phones Holland, early a. m.

-C-

19.65 meters
ATLANTIC BROADCASTING

KAY

20.03 meters
MANILA, P. I.

15270 kc. *W2XE 14500 kc.

W3XL

17.52 meters

CP7

-B

17.33 meters
NATIONAL BROAD. CO.

GAW 17080 kc.

16.48 meters
RUGBY, ENGLAND
Cells N. Y., daytime

14980 kc.

-C

meters
LA PAZ, BOLIVIA

BOUND BROOK. N. J.

-C.

FLORIDA
Calls Central America, daytime

19.56 meters

15300 kc.
IAC B
19.6

WNC
meters

HIALEAH,

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
SCHENECTADY. N. Y.
Relays WGY daily. 2-3 0.m.

Relays WJZ Irregularly.

FTO

kc.
JYT 15055
19.92
C

19.04 meters
KEMIKWA -CHO. CHIBAand early morning.

a. m.

16.89 meters
PIZA. ITALY

-C.

ASSISE, FRANCE
Calls S. America, daytime

WOP 18135 kc.

15.48 meters

1030

GAS 17120 kc.

ST.

LSF 18200 kc.

-C-

LSL

*PHI 15330 kc. * W2XAD

17760 kc.
C.

19.83 meters
VATICAN CITY
ROME, ITALY
5:00 to 5:15 a. m.. except
Sunday. Also Sat., 10 -10:30 a.m.

KEN. JAPAN

Calls ships. 6:30-7:30 a. m.

16.38 meters
RUGBY, ENGLAND
Calls N. Y., daytime

-C-

Calls Europe daytime

19600 kc.

or

B

Irregular in late afternoon

16.88 meters
HUIZEN. HOLLAND
Daily except Tues. and Wed.

INDO -CHINA

LSN5 18250 kc.

C15.27 meters
HURLINGHAM, ARGENTINA

CO.

B-

LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.
Calls England. daytime

daytime

19650 kc.

-X-

HVJ

15120 kc.

18.98 meters
HURLINGHAM. ARGENTINA
Calls Brazil and Spain, daytime

Phones Paris. early morning

WKN 18310 kc.

19820 kc.

15810 kc.

Relays WJZ. 9 a. m. -5 p. m.
every day

17775 kc.

kc.
WLA
LSG 18340
C.
16.36 meters

19900 kc.

s

GAX

19.82 meters
BRITISH BROAD. CORP.
DAVENTRY, ENGLAND
See "When to Listen in Column

-CI

BOUND BROOK. N. J.

kc.
GAU
LSY 18620
16.11 meters
C

-C15.08 meters
MONTE GRANDE. ARGENTINA
Tests irregularly, daytime

Cal

B NATIONAL
16.87 meters
BROAD.

16.06 meters

-X-

* GSG

* GSF

-B-

FTK

PLE 17780 kc. * W3XAL 15760 kc.

15.93 meters
BAN DOEN G. JAVA
Calls Holland, early a. m.

15140 kc.

18.90 meters
ST. ASSISE, FRANCE
Phones Saigon. morning

-C.

16.86 meters
BRITISH BROAD. CORP.
DAVENTRY. ENGLAND
"When to Listen In" Column

See

C
14.72 meters
RUGBY, ENGLAND
Calls Argentina, Brazil, mornings

OCF AN

.5.

15.81 meters
RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls S. Africa, mornings

18830 kc.

15880 kc.

Calls Java. 6 -9 a. m.

m.

FZR3

18.48 meters
SAIGON. INDO -CHINA
Calls Paris xrd Pacific Isles

PCV

*DJB

19.73 meters
GERMAN S-W STATION
Broadcasting House, Berlin, Ger.
12:20.2:30 a. m., 8-11 a. m.
Also 4-5:30 a. m. on Sundays

-C-

16.84 meters
KOOTWIJK. HOLLAND

GAQ 17790 kc.

18970 kc.

kc.
FZS
GAA 18345
16.35 meters
C-

20380 kc.

Calls England.

C

ENGLAND
Calls Australia. early a.

14.49 meters
MONTE GRANDE, ARGENTINA
Tests irregularly

.C-

OCEAN

ENGLAND
Calls Canada. morn. & early afin.

15.66 meters

B-

meters
GATE. N. J.

Calls England.
morning and early afternoon

RUGBY.

N. J.

RUGBY.

LSN6 18680 kc.
meters

Calls N. Y. C.
8 a. m. -5 p. m.

C

WOG 15200 kc.

18.44

Tests irregularly

GAP 17810kc.

19160 kc,

8

C

-C.

MONTE GRANDE. ARGENTINA

Calls England, daytime

14.01 meters
A. T.

16.56 meters

-C-

19220 kc.
WKF 18040 kc.
GAB
16233 kc.
GSH C
15.60 meters
16.63 meters
C-

21470 kc.
See

LSY3 16270 kc.

FTM 18115 kc.

15.50 meters
ST. ASSISE. FRANCE
Calls Argentine. n,o nin,s

14440 kc.

GBW

20.78 meters
RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls U.S.A., aftern'n & even'g'

-C.

13990 kc.
C-

GBA

21.44 meters

RUGBY, ENGLAND
Calls Buenos Aires, late afternoon.
evening

13610 kc.

JYK

,C22.04 metens
KEMAKAWA -CHO, CHIBA -KEN,
JAPAN
Phones California till 11 p. m.
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13585 kc.

GBB 11760 kc.

25.51 meters
GERMAN SW STATION
BROADCASTING HOUSE, BERLIN

RUGBY.

13390 kc.
22.40
C

12:15-4

WMA

B

LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.

Phones England
morning and late afternoon

-C.

WOY

C

PARIS. FRANCE

6:15-9
10

*CNR

12800 kc.
G
23.45

IAC
meters

12290 kc.

24.41 meters
ENGLAND
N.Y.C., early evening

12150 kc.

GBS

C

24.69 meters
RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls N.Y.C., early evening

12000 kc.
-B-

RNE

25 meters
MOSCOW.

27.85 meters

27.93 meters
NAGOYA. JAPAN

C

U. S. S.

R.

10550 kc.

28.44 melee
LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.

-C-

Phones

Mon., Wed.,

FrL, 4.5

11950 kc.
-X-

P. m.

KKQ

25.10 meters
BOLINAS, CALIF.
Tests irregularly, evenings

11 880 kc.
B.
25.25

* FYA
meters

11:15 a. m. -2:15 p. m.-3-6

p

m.

-B-

ns.

See

11830 kc.
B-

10410 kc.

11810 kc.
25.4 meters
ROME, ITALY

Daily 11:15
1:15 p.

a.

B

X

m.12:15

28.80 meters
Tests evenings

B-

28.98 meters
MONTE GRANDE. ARGENTINA
Tests irregularly 9 p. m. -12

8

midnight

ORK

29.04 meters
RUYSSELEDE. BELGIUM
Broadcasts 1:45 -3:15 p. m.

-C-

XETE

5:30-6:15

p.

LSL2

LTD., 47 YORK ST.
SYDNEY. AUSTRALIA
"When to Listen in" Column

W1XAL

25.45 meters

MASS.
Irregularly in the evening

9590 kc. W3XAU
PMN B
31.28 meters

29.24 meters
BANDOENG, JAVA
Calls Australia 5 a. m.

NEWTOWN SQUARE, PA.
Relays WCAU
11 a. m. -ó:50 p. ni.

* CJRX

25.47 meters
WINNIPEG, CANADA

8 -11 p.m.; 11:30 p. m. -12:30 a.m.

10250 kc.

LSK3 9585 ke.

29.27 meters
HURLINGHAM, ARGENTINA
Calls Spain, U. S., afternoon and

-B

evening

See

C

* GSC

31.30 meters
BRITISH BROAD. CAST.
DAVENTRY, ENGLAND
"When to Listen In" Column

(Time given

is

a.

-X-

9170 kc,

C

England.

evening

32.26 meters

33.63 meters

8775 kc.
34.19 meters

-C-

MAKASSER, CELEBES. D. E. I.
Phones Java around 4 a. m.

8680 kc.
-C

GBC

34.56 meters
RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls Ships, evenings

8560 kc.
C
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45.1 meters
PIZA. ITALY

IAC

Calls ships, evenings

B

6500 kc.
-B

RW72

45.38 meters
MOSCOW, U. S. S. R.
1 -6 p. m.

HJ5ABB

46.14 meters
MAN IZAI.ES. COL.
7.10 p. m.

6447k c. * HJ1ABB
46.53 meters
WOO BBARRANQUILLA,
COL, S A.

35.05 meters
OCEAN GATE, N. J.
Calls ships irregular

Eastern Standard Time

C.

6611 kc.
PNI

* HC2RL

45.00 meters

0. BOX 759, GUAYAQUIL

6650 kc.

GCX

ENGLAND

WOA

ECUADOR, S. A.
Sunday, 5:45.7:45 p. m.
Tues., 9:15.11:15 p. m.

GCS

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls N.Y.C., evenings

RUGBY,

B
P.

KEL

44.41 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.
Phones England, late night

WNA 6666 kc.

32.72 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.

X-

43.70 meters
BOLINAS. CALIF.
Tests irregularly

GCB 6755 kc.

Calls Can. & Egypt, evenings

C

GDS

meters
RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls N.Y.C., late evening

m.

32.33 meters
ENGLAND

M.

BAMALGAMATED
31.28 meters
WIRELESS.
See

kc.
PLV 6905
-C
43.45

RUGBY.

Phones

EAR110
meters

MADRID, SPAIN
Tues., Sat., 5:30 p m-

CJA2 6860 kc.

9590 kc. * VK2ME 8920 kc.

29.13 meters
HURLINGHAM, ARGENTINA

C-

kc,
YV3RC 6977
B
43

32.15 meters
DRUMMONDVILLE CANADA
Phones England irregularly

C

HJ4ABB

41.6 meters
MANIZALES. COLOMBIA
Various times during evening

meters

Holland. 7:40.9:40

* HBL 9020 kc.
meters

31.27
LEAGUE OF NATIONS
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

Saturdays,

B-

m.

C-

31.25 meters
MEXICO CITY, MEXICO
Irregularly, 2 p, m. -2 a. m.

9595 kc.

7150 kc.

BAN DOEN G. JAVA

C-

HJ3ABD

40.54 meters
BOGOTA, COLOMBIA
Daily, 12 -1 p. m.. 8.11 p. m.
Sunday. 5.9 p m,

B-

VENEZUELA
Irregularly

m.

* HBP

38.47 meters
OF NATIONS,
GENEVA. SWITZERLAND
5:30-6:15 p. m.. Saturday

7400 kc.

CARACAS.

MARACAIBO. VENEZUELA
Irregular

* LSX

-C-

10260 kc.

MELBOURNE. AUSTRALIA
Wed.. 5 -6:30 a. m.: Saturday.

meters

a. m,

LEAGUE

meters

Ltd.
P. 0. Box 12721.

CT1AA 9330 kc.
meters

9600 kc.

KEN, JAPAN

* GSB

a.

JYR

38.07 meters
KEMIKAWA -CHO, CHIBA-

B

B-

* VK3ME
BAMALGAMATED
31.55
WIRELESS.

Phones

31.25
LISBON. PORTUGAL
Tues. and Friday. 3:30 -6 p.

KES

7880 kc.

7799 kc.

m.

31.55 meters
BRITISH BROAD. CORP.
DAVENTRY, ENGLAND
"When to Listen in" Column

G.

LSL

37.97 meters
HURLINGHAM, ARGENTINA
Calls Brazil, night

4-7:40

Relays WGY 6:45-10 p. m.

kc.
GCA 9510
B
31:55

HEREDIA. COSTA RICA

-B.

-C.

CO.

SCHENECTADY. N. Y.

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls Arge. & Brazil, evenings

9600 kc,

Sunday, 2:30.5 p. m.

LCL

P.

CNR

37.33 meters

RABAT. MOROCCO

31.45 meters

B

*PSK

7901 kc.

JELOY, NORWAY,
Relays Oslo 10 a. m.4 p. m.

5:00.7:00

Calls Europe, evenings
p. m,

B

9600 kc. YV5RMO 9280 kc.
-B
31.25 meters

m.

BOLINAS. CALIF.

10300 kc.

9540 kc.

Monday

36.65 meters
RIO DE JANIERO, BRAZIL
7-7:30 p. m.
Relays PRA3

B

m.,

a.

ECUADOR
m, except

* DJA 8036 kc.

5-8:15 p. m.
also 4-5:30 a. m. Sundays

BOSTON,

11780 kc.
-B-

I2RO

m. -5:30 p. m,

11790 kc.

7:30.9:40 a,

10410 kc.

CORP.,

485 MADISON AVE., N. Y. C.
2.4 p. m.
Relays WABC

PDK

28.80 meters
KOOTWIJK, HOLLAND

*W2XE 10330 kc.
meters

25.36
ATLANTIC BROADCASTING

B

28.79 meters
SHANGHAI. CHINA
Manilla and England. 6.9
and California late evening.

Calls Java

8-11

kc.
kc,
TI4NRH 9415
XGW 9675
C31.87
B
31 meters

10420 kc,
-C-

WOF

30.89 meters

-C-

GERMAN S -W STATION.
BROADCASTING HOUSE,BERLIN

See

9710 kc,
-C

31.38 meters

p.

8185 kc.

Sat.

m. -1 p. m., Wed..

GCW 9510 kc.
meters

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls N.Y.C.. eve's & early a. m.

MEDAN. SUMATRA. D. E. I.
5:30-6:30 a. m.. 7:30-8:30 p. m.

GSE 10350 kc.

25.3 meters
BRITISH BROAD. CORP.
DAVENTRY, ENGLAND
"When to Listen in" Column

YBG

a.

LSE 9510 kc.

meters
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.
Phones England, late evening

28.76 meters

-C-

30.64

-C-

m.

a.

10430 kc.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC

11860 kc.

9790 kc.

7:14 -10:15

31.36 meters
BOMBAY. INDIA

11

Sundays 6:45.11:30

30.61 meters
MONTE GRANDE. ARGENTINA
Tests irregularly

kc,
VLK 9750
-C.
30.77

Calls Rugby, early

11870 kc. *W8XK C
B
25.26 meters
& MFG. CO.
PITTSBURGH, PA.
4:20-10:00 p. m.
Sat. till 12 Midnight
Relays KDKA

ENGLAND

-8-

VUB

HCJB

36.5 meters

QUITO.

SPRINGFIELD. MASS.
m.12 midnight

m.

-C-

IAC

35.8 meters
PIZA, ITALY

-B-

9530 kc. * W2XAF

9800 kc,

28.51 meters
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

C

a.

PARIS, FRANCE

GBX
meters

10520 kc.

Calls

"RADIO COLONIAL"

Bray-, Peru, nights

RUGBY,

M.

P.

Arge.,

10530 kc.
X
28.49

Sun. 6-7

4-5

WOK

-C

ELECTRIC &

31.48 meters
JYS B GENERAL
ELECTRIC

JAPAN
Irregular, 4-7 a,

Bermuda. evening

8380 kc.

except Sun.

Relays WBZ. 6 a,

C30.49 meters
KEMIKAWA -CHO. CHIBA -KEN,

28.1 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.
Calls

Sat. 10.11 P. m.
at. m., 10.11 a. m.

30.43 meters
Box 951
MADRID, SPAIN
Daily except Saturday and Sunday,
5:15-7 p. m.: Saturday, 12 N. -2
p. m., 5:15 -7:30 p. m.; Sunday,

9840 kc,

WNB

WESTINGHOUSE

* EAQ

P. 0.

WOY

35.05 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.

9570 kc. *W1XAZ 8214 kc,
-B31.35 meters

B-

5:15.7:30 p. m.

Phones California evenings.
Broadcasts 3 -7:45 a. m.

10675 kc.

meters

B

es.

m.

WON 9560 kc.

Phones England, late evening

JVM

a.

LSN 9565 kc.

30.33 meters
HURLINGHAM, ARGENTINA
Calls New York, evenings

GBP 9860 kc.

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls Sydney, Austral., early a.

GBU

RUGBY,

Calls

C

-C-

2147 meters
RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls ships, after'n & early eve's

C-

10770 kc,

an.

LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.

Tests in the evening

GBC

-C

midnight

-C-

MFG. CO.

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls N.Y.C., eve's & early a.

KIO 9870 kc.
25.68 meters
C
30.4
KAHUKU. HAWAII

-X

3:15.7:30

GCU

30.15 meters

-C-

VK3LR 8560 kc.

31.31 meters
Research Section.

Postmaster Gulls. Dept.,
61 Little Collins St..
.MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA

ZFB

29.84 meters
HAMILTON. BERMUDA
Phone> N. Y. C. daytime

9950 kc.

-C-

m.

10740 kc.

PIZA, ITALY
Calls Italian ships
Mornings

12780 kc.

m. -12

P.

-C

11680 kc.

23.39 meters

DIRECTOR GENERAL
Telegraph and Telephone
Stations, Rabat, Morocco
Broadcasts. Sunday. 7:30-9 a. m.

p.

-B

29.35 meters
RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL

9890 kc.

"RADIO COLONIAL"

23.36 meters
OCEAN GATE. N. J.
Calls ships

B, C.

* FYA

25.6 meters

WOO

12825 kc.

* GSD

11720 kc.

PSH 9580 kc.

C

10055 kc,

p. m.

25.53 meters
BRITISH BROAD. CORP.
DAVENTRY. ENGLAND
"When to Listen in Column

See

23.36 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.

12840 kc.

5-10:30

p. m.,

11750 kc.

meters

12840 kc.

*DJD 10220 kc.

-B

22.08 meters
ENGLAND
Calls Egypt & Canada, afternoons
C

1934

P.

11:45
7-9:30

0. BOX 715,

a. m. -12:45 p. m.,
m.: Sun., 2-6 p. m.

P.
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B-

P. O. Box 79.44
7 p. m. -1 a. m.

485 MADISON AVE.. N. Y. C.
Relays WABC, 5.10 D. M.

kc. *YV2RC
BIZ 6112
49.08 meters
B

6316 kc.

47.5 meters
DOMINGO, DOMINICAN

-B

CARACAS, VENEZUELA
Sundays, 9-11:30 a. m.; 1:3010:30 p. m.; Weekdays, 11:30
a. m.- 1 p. m., 530.9:30 P. m.

6072 kc.

OER2

-B

49.79 meters
MACAO. CHINA
Mon., Fri., 7 -9 a. m.

MEXICO CITY, MEX.

CORP.,

CO.

BOUND BROOK. N. J.
Tests irregularly.

CQN 5660 kc.

XEBT 6025 kc.

49.4 meters

49.02 meters
ATLANTIC BROADCASTING

46.70 meters
NATIONAL BROADCASTING

-B

* W2XE' 6075 kc.

*W3XL 6120 kc.

6425 kc.

353

6020 kc.

HJ5ABC

53 meters

CALI. COLOMBIA
S -10 p. m.

* DJC 5077 kc.

-B

49.83 meters
GERMAN 5-W STATION
49.41 meters
BBROADCASTING HOUSE, BERLIN
VIENNA, AUSTRIA
Mon. and Thurs., 9 a. m. -1 p. m., 12:15 -4 p. m., 8:45.10:30 p. m.

.C

WCN

59.08 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.
Phones England irregularly

2.330 p.m.
ZFA
kc.
ZHI 5025
6012 kc.
59.7 meters
G
6070 kc. * YV5RMO B
49.9 meters
HAMILTON. BERMUDA
49.42 meters
RADIO SERVICE CO.,
Calls U.S.A., nights
6110 kc. *VE9HX BMARACAIBO.
VENEZUELA
20 ORCHARD RD.,
meters
49.10
Between
5
and
10
m.
MALAYA
B HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA
p.
SINGAPORE,
Mon., Wed., Thun., 5:40-8:10 4975 kc.
GBC
m.; Sat., 12:10-1:10
m..
6275 kc. HJ3ABF 930 a. m.1 m.; 6-12 m. 6070 kc.
VE9CS a.10:40
60.30 meters
C
m.-130
a.
m.
(Sunday)
p.
RUGBY, ENGLAND
47.81 meters
49.42 meters
-B
6110kc.
VUC B
Calls Ships, lata at night
VANCOUVER, B. C., CANADA
BOGOTA, COLOMBIA
49.1 meters
-B
7.11 0. m.
Frl., 1230.1:45 a. m.; Sun., 12 6005 kc.
VE9DN
CALCUTTA, INDIA
noon12 midnight
-B
49.96 meters
GDW
4820 kc.
m.,
Sat..
-5:30
CANADIAN MARCONI CO.
HIlA Daily except
6272 kc.
62.24 meters
G
m.noon:
9:30
kc.
HIX
6065
DRUMMONDVILLE, QUEBEC
RUGBY.
ENGLAND
11:45
m.
-3
m.
Sat.,
47.84 meten
BSANTO

REPUBLIC

Daily except Sat and Surs.
4:40 -5:40 p. m.; Sat., 9:40.
11:40 P. m.; Sun., 11:40 a.
m.-1:40 P. m-

p.

p.

a.

a.

3

a.

a.

0. BOX 243. SANTIAGO,
DOMINICAN REP.
11:40 a. m. -1:40 p. m.

p.

6100 kc. * WXAL

P.

49.18 meters
BNATIONAL
BROADCASTING

7:40.9:40 p. M.

*CJRO

48.78 meters
WINNIPEG.. MAN., CANADA
8-11 p.m.; 11:30 p.m: 1230 a.m.
.B-

6150 kc.
-B

48.78 meters
VENEZUELA

Generally 4:00.10:00

B

P. m.

* W8XK

48.86 meters

WESTINGHOUSE

ELECTRIC

&

MFG. CO.

PITTSBURGH, PA.
Relays KDKA
4:30 p. m. midnight

J.

530

Relays WENR, Chicago
Tuesday. Thursday. Friday, 3:307100 p. m.: 8:30 p. m.-1 a. m.
Sunday, 3:30-6 p. m.; 8 p. m.-

49.22 meters
BBOWMANVILLE,
ONTARIO.

10:30 a. m: 7 p. m.;
Sunday
Monday- Wednesday, 1-10 p. m.;
Thursday. 2.11 p. m.; Friday,
Saturday, 6 a. m.-11 p. m.

-B

6122 kc.

JB

49 meters
JOHANNESBURG. SOUTH
AFRICA
Daily except Sat. and Sun..
11:45 p. m. -12:30 a. m.. 4.7

0

9 a. m. -330 p. m.
Sat., only, 4-7 a. m., 9 a.

m:

4:45 p. m.
Sun., only. 11:45 P. m. -12:30
a. m., 8-10:30 a. m. and 12303 p. m.

49.34 meters
LAPAZ, BOLIVIA

7.1030

CP5

p. m.

6080 kc. * W9XAA

B

6000 ke

B

6060 kc. * W8XAL
49.50 meters
B CROSLEY
RADIO CORP.

50 meters

6000 kc.
-8.

7:30.9:30

50.26 meters
VATICAN CITY (ROME)
2-2:15 p. m., daily. Sun.. 5-5:30

PK1 WK

49.5 meters
BANDOENG, JAVA
Dally exc. Fri., 5:30.6

B-

49.67

69.44 meters
RUGBY, ENGLAND
Tests, 841 p. m.

B

RW 15

70.20 meters
KHABAROVSK. SIBERIA,
U.

S.

S.

R.

Daily, 3-9 a. m.

HJ4ABE 4272 kc.

50.6 meters
MEDELLIN, COLOMBIA
Mon., 7-11 p. m.: Tues.. Thun.,
Sat., 6:30 -8:00 p. m.; Wed. and

G

WOO

70.22 meters
OCEAN GATE. N. J.
Calls ships irregularly

Fri., 73011:00 p. M.

5900 kc.

HJ2ABC

4272 kc.
-C.

50.85 meters

11 a. m.12 n., 6-9 p. m.

5853 kc.
C-

WOB

51.25 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.
Calls Bermuda. nights

W1XAL 5714 kc.
meters

BOSTON, MASS.
Very irregular

G6RX -GDB

C

WOY

70.22 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.

CUCUTA. COL.

W3XAU
6060
49.50 meters
B kc.

6040 kc.

930 kc.

B

8-

a. m.

NEWTOWN SQUARE. PA.
Relays WCAU, Philadelphia
7 p. m. -10 p. m. Irregular

4320 kc.

a. m.

5-

WOY
meters

HVJ 4273 kc.

-8-

a. m., 11 a. m. -2 p. m.
Tues., 3-4 a m., 11 a. m.-2 O.
m., Thum. 8-9 a. m., 11 a. m:
2 p. m., Sat., 11 a. m. -3 p. m.
Sun.. 10:50 a. m. -2 p. m.

WOO

63.1 meters
OCEAN GATE, N. J.
Calls ships irregularly

LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.

P. m.

VQ7LO 5970 kc.

meters

IMPERIAL AND INTERNA.
TIONAL COMMUNICATIONS,
Ltd.
NAIROBI. KENYA. AFRICA
Mon., Wed., Fri., 5:45-6:15

8

YV4RC

50 meters
CARACAS VENEZUELA

CINCINNATI. OHIO

-C.

kc.
RW59 4752
63.1
G

MOSCOW, U. S. S. R.
4-6 0. en.. dally

Relays WLW Irregularly

49.34 meters

CHICAGO FEDERATION OF
LABOR
CHICAGO, ILL.
Relays WCFL
Sunday. 10:30 a. m.8 P. m. and
Tues.. Thurs.. Sat.. 3-11 p. m.

BARCELONA RADIO CLUB,
BARCELONA. SPAIN
3:30.4:30 P. m., Saturday

Sunday

6060 kc.

P. M.

6080 kc.

B

a. m.,

49.26 meters
SAINT JOHN, N. B., CAN.

7430

6:40-8:40 a. m.

VE9BJ

Calls N.Y.C., late at night

EAJ25 4752 kc.

- B-

OXY

kc.
6095 kc. *VE9GW 6060
B49.50

Fri

6000 kc.

REPUBLIC

49.50 meters
-BSKAMLEBOAEK. DENMARK
1-630 p. m.; also 8-9 a. m.

1am.

6090 kc.

48.94 meters
KUALA LUMPUR,
FED. MALAY STATES
81m., Tue. and

DOMINICAN

6060 kc.

Saturday.
p. m.-12 midnight

CANADA

ZGE

6130 kc.
B-

N.

Relays WJZ

Monday. Wednesday,

m.

DOMINGO.

and Fri., 840 P.
Sua, 7:45-10:40 a. m., 3-5 p. m.
Sat, 10:40-11:40 P. M.

6100 kc.
*W9XF
49.18 meters
*YV3RC B DOWNERS
GROVE. ILL.

CARACAS,

6140 kc.

BROOK,

BOUND

Sat. 1130 0.

49.46 meters

SANTO
Tues.

CO.

6150 kc.

B

B-

4107 kc.
B

4098 kc.

HCK G

52.5 meters
QUITO, ECUADOR, S. A.

HCJB

73 meters
QUITO, ECUADOR
7:14.1015 p. m., except Mondar

WND

73.21 meters
HIALEAH. FLORIDA
Calls Bahama Isles

"WHEN TO LISTEN IN" APPEARS ON PAGE 377

POLICE RADIO ALARM STATIONS
Vancouver, B. C.
St. Johns, N. B.
Verdeen, Que.
Las Vegas, Nev.
Palo Alto, Cal.
Reno, Nev.
Des Moines, Iowa
Santa Ana, Cal.

2452 Ice.
2416 kc.
2452 kc.
2474 kc.
1674 kc.
2474 kc.
1682 kc.
2430 kc.
1712 kc.
Whittier, Cal.
Little Rock, Ark
2406 kc.
Pasadena, Cal.
1712 kc.
Albuquerque, N. M. 2414 kc.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
2466 kc.
2414 kc.
Seattle, Wash.
Minneapolis, Minn.
2430 kc.
1706 kc.
St. Louis, Mo.
San Francisco, Cal. 1674 kc.
KGPE Kansas City, Mo.
2422 kc.
KGPG Vallejo, Cal.
2422 kc.
KGPH Oklahoma City, Okla. 2450 kc.
CGZ

CJW
CJZ
KGHG
KGHK
KGHM
KGHO
KGHX
KGHY
KGHZ
KGJX
KGLX
KGOZ
KGPA
KGPB
KGPC
KGPD

KGPI
KGPJ
KGPK
KGPL
KGPM
KGPN
KGPO
KGPP
KGPQ
KGPS
KGPW
KGPX
KGPY
KGPZ
KGZA
KGZB
KGZC
KGZD
KGZE
.KGZF

Omaha, Neb.
Beaumont, Tex.
Sioux City, Iowa
Los Angeles, Cal.
San Jose, Cal.
Davenport, Iowa
Tulsa, Okla.
Portland, Ore.
Honolulu, T. H.
Bakersfield, Cal.
Salt Lake City, Utah
Denver, Colo.
Baton Rouge, La.
Wichita, Kans.
Fresno, Calif.
Houston, Tex.
Topeka, Kans.
San Diego. Cal.
San Antonio, Tex.
Chanute, Kans.

2466
1712
2466
1712
1674
2466
2450
2442
2450
2414
2406
2442
1574
2450
2414
1712
2422
2490
2482
2450

www.americanradiohistory.com

kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.

kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
ke.

KGZG
KGZH
KGZI
KGZJ
KGZL
KGZM
KGZN
KGZO
KGZP
KGZQ
KGZR
KGZS
KGZT
KGZU
KGZW
KGZX
KSW
KVP

Des Moines, Iowa

2466
2382
2458
2430
1712
2414
Tacoma, Wash.
2414
Santa Barbara, Cal.
2414
Coffeyville, Kans.
2450
Waco, Tex.
1712
Salem, Ore.
2442
McAlester, Okla.
2458
1674
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Lincoln, Neb.
2490
Lubbock, Tex.
2458
Albuquerque, N. Mex. 2414
Berkeley. Cal.
1658
Dallas, Tex.
1712

Klamath Falls, Ore.
Wichita Falls. Tex.
Phoenix, Ariz.
Shreveport, La.
El Paso, Tex.

(Continued on page 356)

kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.

kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
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SHORT WAVE
LEAGUE

HONORARY MEMBERS
Dr. Lee de Forest
John L. Reinartz
D. E. Replogle

Hollis Baird
E. T. Somerset
Baron Manfred von Ardenne
Hugo Gernsback
Executive Secretary

An Interesting Argument on the "Code- less" License
"Bootleg" Stations Liable to
Result From Codeless License
Editor,

SHORT WAVE CRAFT:

I have

been intending to write
you on this subject for some time
but reading a letter in the August
issue of your magazine brought me
around to finally doing so. It is
about this "code -less five meter"

question.
By employing a small amount of
common-sense or you [night even
call it psychology, one eau readily
see what it is all about. 1 believe
that you claim your magazine to Ile
for the short -wave listener. From
the few copies of it which I have

$fwrE1PauE4ra1)r
at a glauctoto wi)lceli,a9 ñceJ

in
aIlniteJ
Sidle, ordoacuea. tñe Short'lllauf Qea9uf
fiae c;?cclaa
`)le+u'icioteC Coily,`llcw'taiotf, in teae

leggers" of which there is already a
great number. I know for one thing
that my call, along with a few
others which I know are being regularly borrowed and operated illegally ou the air. 1 for one would
like to see this stopped.
The writer of the letter in the
August issue of your magazine says
be knows of some radio engineers
who have attained B.S. degrees and
would like to get on the air. but
cannot learn code, having studied
it for two years. To me this sounds
a bit fantastic, for a mind which
has those capabilities would rarely
let up on a little thing like learning
the code at ten words a minute. I
know of one young "ham" of sixteen who can copy 25 words per
minute solid on paper and speeds
up to 40 in his head and he is uo
genius. I rigidly believe that this
codeless argument is all "bunk" and
will never be attained. Why should
an amateur, who has gone to the
trouble of learning the code, stand
for having a person getting off a
lot easier and still enjoying the same
privileges that he (toes? That is not
jealousy: it is a sense of fairness.
In conclusion I might say that in
a recent issue of "QST" i saw the
official statement of the Federal
Radio Commission, squelching all
rumors about a code-less license.
I hope to see this letter in print
and get the opinion of any amateurs
or others who might see it.
DAVID SCOTT, W2CLM,
245 Grove Street,

seen, it seems to be chiefly concerned with the latest thing in S.W.
receivers. Of late, however. I have
seen its pages littered with information as to bow to build simple
transmitters, articles concerning
five meter operation, and data on
a memeet oftPie fcayue
the construction of five meter transmitters and receivers, mostly the
latter. I don't see what use the
an
fieuorIPioutliicale itae
average listener has for a five meter
ofPieaaffy aa9naJ nnS l.+ueentcJ to ttic
receiver. It doesn't seen[ sensible
to me that he should go to the
niooc.
trouble of building one of the comWarAytte/t
paratively complicated receivers
that you have shown just to hear
perhaps, a few dozen locals. What
you are doing is filling the minds of
the short -wave listeners who consistently read your magazine with
thoughts of how nice it would be
Thin is the handsome certificate that is presented
to "get on the air" and they, thus
FREE to nil members of the SHORT WAVE
duly inspired, build a simple transLEAGUE. The full size is 73/4" w 03 ".
mitter, usually phone, and go on the
See pnfic 37S-how to obtain certificate.
Montclair, N. J.
air, not waiting to get a license.
This kind of person is commonly
known as a "bootlegger." I know of quite
(From your letter, Dare, one pet* the
a few on 100 meters; one showed such an
impression that SHORT WAVE CRAFT is sett.
absence of knowledge of amateur radio as
getting that its readers yo on the air tVlTiito use a call which wasn't issued until
(II'T A LICENSE. This t8 absolutely not so
about four months afterward.
and we surely believe that anyone so doing.
Iu that letter of August SHORT WAVE
should br prosecuted to the full extent of
CRAFT, the writer states that he. living in
the law and we do not believe it i* advisArkansas I think, can listen on five meters
The illustration hereable for the rank beginner to operate a
with shows the beautiful
for hours at a time without hearing a sigtransmitter of any description. What we
design of the "Official"
nal. That's the saine as taking an eighty mean to infer is, that due to the very limShort Wave League butmeter receiver down to the south -pole and
ited use of the code on wavelengths below
ton. which is available to
wondering why there aren't more American
meters. a "code test" should not be giren
everyone who becomes a
amateurs on that band. The average five
bnf a rery thorough technical examination
member of the Short
meter signal doesn't travel farther than
Wave League.
one even more serere than that now given,
fifty miles or so, if that much, so how does
The requirements for
Dith the present -day code teat. should be
a tellow out in Arkansas where amateurs
joining the League are
substituted in its place. We believe in. this
explained in a booklet, copies of which
are comparatively scarce, expect to hear
Wray a lot of the "lids," as you amateur*
will be mailed upon request. The button
the band "crowded "? Perhaps a special five
sometimes call them, would be eliminated
inlaid
measures 3/4 inch in diameter and
meter license for fellows in a situation like
front the 5 meter band. A code test dors
in enamel-3 colors-red, white, ands blue.
his wouldn't hurt anybody, but in the metnot mean everything, for as this is being
ropolitan districts the five meter band is
written. a LICENSED AMATEUR is heard on
plenty occupied and if such a privilege was
the 5 meter band in communication teeth a
granted, it could not he limited to those in
"bootleg" station and giving hint code pracPlease note that you can order your butthe non -congested areas.
tice. Between the two stations which were
ton AT ONCE -SHORT WAVE LEAGUE
Suppose a special license was granted for
supplies it at cost, the price, including the
eery poorly operated, nearly the entire 5
operation on five meter phone, without a
mailing, being 35 cents. A solid gold butmeter band was cluttered up to the extent
code test. After being on "five" for a short
Address
for
ton is furnished
$2.00 prepaid.
that hardly anyone else could get through.
while he would probably listen on one of
all communications to SHORT WAVE
Ro you can see that a good stiff technical
LEAGUE, 99 -101 Hudson St., New York.
the other bands, and, seeing how much
examination would have eliminated this disfarther out he could reach on "20" or "75,'
graceful
condition which existed, even thought
he would promptly put a transmitter on one
(Continued on page 379)
of those bands and join the army of "boot-

Sohn

î

912üller
.

to

Get Your Button

-

i
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SHORT WAVE QUESTION BOX
EDITED BY
GEORGE W. SHUART, W2AMN

LEARNING THE CODE
Charlotte Ann Page, Delray, Fla.
(Q) I know the code and can translate
it, but when it comes in "on the air" I eau not make the distinction between the letters
and words. I have a short-wave set and I
find a great deal of it code; I am very much
.oucerned about this matter and I hope you
can help me.
(A) It takes considerable priteti'' to
become proficient in code reception and unless you have commercial training it will
be quite some time before you can eopy eode
at a fairly reasonable speed. On page 2K7
of the September issue there appears an
article entitled, "Short Cuts in Learning
the Code". Much valuable information is
contained in this article and we suggest
that pot read it carefully.
30HY. 70 MA
T.

(

A

(EACH)

Because of the amount of work involved in
the drawing of diagrams and the compilation
of data. we are forced to charge 25e each for
letters that are answered directly through the
This fee includes only hand -drawn
mail.
schematic drawings. We cannot furnish 'pic-

ture- layouts" or full -sized" working drawings.
Letters not accompanied by 25c will be answered in turn on this page.
The 25c remittance may be made in the form of stamps or
coin.
Special problems involving considerable research will be quoted upon request. We cannot
offer opinions as to the relative merits of commercial instruments.
Correspondents are requested to write or print
their names and addresses clearly. Hundreds of
letters remain unanswered because of incomplete
or illegible addresses.

B+
250V.
d

in order to operate this receiver. A power
supply is also illustrated on this page.

3 -TUBE T.R.F. SET
J. Huffier. Newport. R. T.
(Q) \\'ould you be kind enough to print
a diagram for a 3 -tube T.It.i'. receiver
using a 34 for the T.R.F. stage. a screen -

14.000
OHMS

0:
22v

BMF

grid detector using a 32, and an audio stage
using a 30. I think that many fans would
appreciate this receiver.

(EACH)

300V.

B-

ó

1!

R2.SV. F11.

MF.
Ar

SW

34

Q/po

this power supply eau
Z, 3, 4

a b
a

he used to operate
and 5 -tube A.C. receivers.

a
0.1

POWER SUPPLY DIAGRAM
Frank Winelaw, Detroit, Mich.
IQ) Will you please print a diagr:umn of

MF

-'5)

W. H. Williams, Albuquerque, N. 31ex.
(Q) Can you advise me if there are any
phone stations providing the same service
as N.1.1 and other .similar stations with
press, weather reports. news, stocks, etc.
If so, please list these for me?
(Al So far as we know the service performed by NA.\ is not being duplicated
by a phone broadcast station.
However.
most of the present day "broadcast" stations give the weather, press, and stock
reports. together with the time. NAA is
used particularly for marine service.
L

2 MEGS

32

500

PHONES

°d'jO 1-MF.

MME.

LT

2.5MH.,R.FC.

./

0.25MEG

IMME

TM.

MMF

1

t.\ A diagram for a power- supply is
shown herewith. This power- supply cam
be used to operate any of the 2, 3. 4 and Bribe short-wave receivers described in SHORT

OFFICIAL PRESS AND WEATHER
REPORTS

5/MEG.

40

a power -pack?

',

PARTS VALUES
J. Tracy, Superior, Wise.

(Q) I am building the 2-tube Doerle receiver using type :30 tubes. I do not know
the capacity of the regeneration control and
wondered whether you would please tell me,
also the capacity of the 1t.F. coke.
(A) The capacity of the condensers usually used in short -wave receivers is. .00014
mf. This size condenser can be used in
conjunction with coils constructed according
to the data given in the "Question Box" of
the July issue. Radio- frequency choke coils
for short -wave work can be anywhere from
2.5 to 5 millihenries.

,I
(

A.C.

T.

1

1. MF.

WAVE CRAFT.

Ba

DIAGRAM OF 3 -TUBE A.C. SET
J. Block. Chicago, Ill.

Q) Would you please ptlldish a diagram
of a 3 -tube receiver using A.C. and using
-.une of the new type tubes?
(A) Herewith you will find the 3-tube
di igram using the A.C. type tubes. A pow-

B+

v-B+

67 SV.

22.5V

-0.5-MEG.

hA-

A-I- 135V

Above-Diagram of 3 -tube buttery- operated receiver, using the two-volt tubes.

I

f.11 \Ve are pleased to print your diagram. 'I'Iii.s set should be very sensitive
and all the short -wave "broadcast' (voice
and aaisit stations will 1)e received with
good quality and volume.

er-supply delivering approximately 2:H) volts
D.C. for the plates of the tubes and 21,.
volts A.C. for the filaments will be required

THE OSCILLODYNE
L. Bentzen, Avon -by- the -Sea, N. J.
(Q) I have beard how wonderful the
Oxcillodyne 1 -Tube )fonder Set really is.
People actually get "foreign" stations. As
have not the plans to this wonderful set
and have no means of getting them I would
appreciate it very much if you would print
the diagram. A friend told nie that he used
the Prins of the set printed in the April.
1:13:3, issue of SHORT WAVE CRAFT.
1

R.F.C.
2.5 MH

MMF.

Ì

2 MEGS

1
,pl

b

°

E

350 MME

ò1

2n.5,H

SPEAKER
OR

PHONES

MF.

O.1-MF.

56

57

1

2A5

getting the set to work properly.

MMF

1

(A) The Oscillodyne receiver diagram

was published in the "Question Box" of the
March issue. We believe if you refer to
this diagram you will have no trouble in

"EASY TUNE" RECEIVER
MMF

500

B--.
3 -tube

lr500,0

MMF

6.25

Ó.25-

MEG.
(EAC )

MG

MEG.

X~'>2.5V. RL

A.C. set using 37 detector. 56

first audio. and

loud speaker operation.

ZAS

2O

MF

500
OHMS

1808-250'

output for
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('. Kopusainaki, Cleveland, Ohio.
(Q) The \-ietor "Easy Tune" 2 -tube
band spreader described in the June issue
of 1934 calls for a filament choke. )low
many turns of wire in each pie?
(A) There are 27 turns in each section
of the speeial filament choke used in Mr.
Victor's "Easy Tune" receiver. Present
day 21A millihenry radio-frequency chokes
such as National, Hammarlund, etc.. can
he used in place of the choke described by
Mr. Victor.
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Short Wave Stations of the World
(Continued from page 353)
WYR
V YW

WCK

WEY
WKDT
WKDU
WMDZ
WMJ
WMO
WMP
WPDA
WPDB
WPDC
WPDD

WPDE
WPDF
WPDG
WPDH
WPDI
WPDK
WPDL
WPDM
WPDN
WPDO

WPDP
WPDR
WPDS
WPDT
WPDU
WPDV

Montreal, Can.
Winnipeg, Man.
Belle Island, Mich.
Boston, Mass.
Detroit, Mich.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Indianapolis, Ind.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Highland Park, Mich.
Framingham, Mass.
Tulare, Cal.
Chicago, Ill.
Chicago, Ill.
Chicago, Ill.
Louisville, Ky.
Flint, Mich.
Youngstown, Ohio
Richmond, Ind.
Columbus, Ohio
Milwaukee, Wis.
Lansing. Mich.
Dayton, Ohio
Auburn, N. Y.
Akron. Ohio
Philadelphia, Pa.
Rochester, N. Y.
St. Paul, Minn.
Kokomo, Ind.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Charlotte. N. C.

1712
2416
2414
1558
1558
1706
2442
2422
2414
1666
2414
1712
1712
1712
2442
2466
2458
2442
2430
2450
2-14'2

2430
2382
2458
2474
2382
2430
2490
1712
2458

kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.

WPI)\W Washington, D. C.
WPDX Detroit, Mich.
WPDY Atlanta, Ga.

2422 kc.
2414 kc.
2414 kc.
WPDZ Fort Wayne, Ind.
2490 kc.
WPEA Syracuse, N. Y.
2382 kc.
WPEB Grand Rapids, Mich. 2442 kc.
WPEC Memphis, Tenn.
2466 kc.
WPED Arlington, Mass.
1712 kc.
WPEE New York, N. Y.
2450 kc.
WPEF New York, N. Y.
2450 kc.
WPEG New York, N. Y.
2450 kc.
WPEH Somerville, Mass.
1712 kc.
WPEI E. Providence, R. I.
1712 kc.
WPEK New Orleans, La.
2430 kc.
WPEL W. Bridgewater, Mass. 1666 kc.
WPEM Woonsocket, R. I.
2466 kc.
WPEP Arlington, Mass.
1712 kc.
WPES Saginaw, Mich.
2442 kc.
WPET Lexington, Ky.
1706 kc.
WPEW Northampton. Mass. 1666 kc.
WPFA Newton, Mass.
1712 kc.
WPFC Muskegon, Mich.
2442 kc.
WPFD Highland Park, Ill.
2430 kc.
WPFE Reading, Pa.
2442 kc.
WPFG Jacksonville, Fla.
2442 kc.
2414 kc.
WI'FH Baltimore, Md.
2414 kc.
WPFI Columbus, Ga.
WPFJ Hammond, Ind.
1712 ke.
WPFK Hackensack, N. J.
2430 ke.
WPFL Gary, Ind.
2470 kc.

2,946
2,986
2,748
4,745

AIRPORT RADIO

Stations

2,906
3,072.5
3,088
2,720
2,732
4,110
3,127.5
3,222.5
3,232.5
3,257.5
3,447.5
3,457.5
3,467.5
3,485
2,640
2,644
2,612
2,636
3,467.5

2,922

3,322.5
5,122.5
5,572.5

5,582.5

5,592.5
5,662.5

6,510:
6,520:
6,530:
8,015:

Day
Day
Day
Day

(Brown Chain)

WPGJ
WPGK
WPGL
WPGN
WPGO
WPGS
WRBH
WRDQ
WRDR
WRDS

2382 kc.
1712 kc.
2474 ke.
Knoxville, Tenn.
Clarksburg, W. Va. 2490 kc.
2474 kc.
Swathmore, Pa.
2470 kc.
Johnson City, Tenn.
2458 kc.
Asheville, Md.
2422 kc.
Portland, Me.
Pawtucket, R. I.
2466 ka.
2442 kc.
Palm Beach, Fla.
Miami, Fla.
2442 kc.
Bay City, Mich.
2466 kc.
Port Huron, Mich.
2466 ka.
1658 kc.
S. Schenectady, N. Y.
Rockford, Ill.
2458 kc.
Providence, R. I.
1712 kc.
Findlay, Ohio
1682 kc.
Albany, N. Y.
2414 kc.
Portsmouth, Ohio
2430 kc.
Utica, N. Y.
2414 kc.
Cranston, R. I.
£166 kc.
Binghampton, N. Y. 2442 kc.
South Bend, Ind.
2490 kc.
Huntington, N. Y.
2490 ka.
Mineola, N. Y.
2490 kc.
Cleveland, Ohio
2458 kc.
Toledo, Ohio
2474 kc.
Grosse Pt.Village, Mich. 2414 kc.
E. Lansing, Mich.
1666 kc.

5,652.5

TELEVISION

6,590
6,600

2,870
3,082.5

5,375
8,220
5,405
12,330
5,692.5
16,440
2,648
6,570
3,082.5
6,580
5,375
8,015
16,240
The various transport companies are asigned (rennet.
i.'for their tow and tail transtwrl company's uelrn.rli
given a certain code color.

(Blue Chain)
4,937.5
4,967.5

WPGG
WPGH
WPGI

Birmingham, Ala.
Fairhaven, Mass.

Stations

(Orange Chain)

AERONAUTICAL (AIRPORT)
FREQUENCIES
(Red Chain)

3,147.5
3,162.5
3,172.5
3,182.5

\\ PFM
\1'PFN
WPFO
WPFP
WPFQ
WPFR
WPFS
WPFU
WPFV
WPFX
WPFZ
WPGA
WPGB
WPGC
WPGD
WPGF

4,952.5
5,672.5
5,692.5
only
only
only
only

4,917.5
5,602.5
5,612.5
5,632.5

3,005
2,854
5,377.5

4,740

6,540
6,550
6,560
8,015

FREE GLOBES
I,

N.

a

ri,tt to grt

.11. Of the

beautiful slots,.

!mull t, t inside back cover of lust nonWt's
r, absolutely tree of charge?
Do you wish to get the OFFICIAL SHORTWAVE lt.tnlu MANUAL, shown on page
absolutely free of charge?
Do you wish to get a World Time Clock of
the World showing you cabal time it Is in elery
part of the world. absolutely free of charge?

i;.

Please let me shmr you how. Fenn Nonedlately for ply new four-page Short-Waco circular.
,bowing how you can get these free gifts.
A postal card will bring the circular to you
return avail.

SERVICE DEPARTMENT
SHORT WAVE CRAFT
99 Hudson

(Green Chain)

Street, New York City

4,122.5

New York Police Stations
Get S -W Receivers
The New York City Police Department
lias begun the installation of short -wave
radio sets in every precinct in the city. The
sets are similar to the short -wave receivers
in use in police radio cars and are being
placed directly behind the lieutenant's desk.
rime first installation was made in the

Sheriff Street station house.
The innovation is intended, it was said.
to enable the lieutenants on desk duty to
send one or more patrolmen to the locality

from Which an alarm has come. eeu before
the radio ear responding to the alarm has reported. The lieutenant Will also be able to
inform the detectives of the precinct if this
sce1115 advisable.
Police radio experts have recently been
r:u'ryifig on experiments on Short-way:, sets
Mounted on police motorcycles with side
ca 1s.

Quincy, Mass., Has 2 -Way Radio
l'he first city in New England to put two police radio systetll into operation.

way

www.americanradiohistory.com

1600.1700 kc.

176.5-187.5 m.

W2XR -Long Island City, N. Y.
W8XAN- Jackson, Mich.
2000 -2100 kc.

W9XAO- Chicago, Ill.
W6XAH- Bakersville, Cal.

142.9 -150 m.

\1.9!í:K -Iowa City, Iowa
2100 -2200 kc.

W2XBS-New York, N. Y.
W6XS -Los Angeles, Calif.
W9XAP-Chicago, Ill.

136.1- 142.9 m.

\W9XAK- Manhattan, Kans.
2200 -2300 ke.

W9XAL-Kansas City, Mo.
2750 -2850 ke.
W'9XG-W. Lafayette, Ind.

130.4 -136.4 m.
105.3 -109.1 m.

43.000 -45,000 kc.
46.500- 50,300 kc.

6.52 -5.95 m.
6.00 -6.20 m.

60.000. 80,000 ke.

3.75.5.00 m.

11'9X1)- Milwaukee, Wis.
W9XE- Marion, Ind.
W8XF- Pontiac, Mich.
W3XAD- Camden, N. J.
W2XR -Long Island City, N. Y.

W9XAT- Portable

W2XF -New York, N. Y.
W6XAO -Los Angeles, Calif.
W3XE- Philadelphia, Pa.
W2XAK -New York, N. Y.
\\-1 OX X- Portable and Mobile
W8XAN- Jackson, Mich.
\1'8X2- Cuyahoga, Heights, Ohio
Quincy, Mass., recently had one cruising car
ont on the rudd in constant two -way comnnmication. and announcement Was made
that even the patrol wagon is going to have
two-boo radio.
While other police departments have confined the radio system to cruising cars,
Qui1y intends to have the patrol Wagon
constantly in touch with the station. and
those being given a ride to the station will
be fittingly aunotmced by air before they
stet) before the desk to be booked.
The station is known as 11- 11t.CL. and
operates on 7.5 ureters.
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Indispe1isable
say these Short Wave
.'CLASSIEST BOOK"

$10.00

"WORTH MORE THAN
YOU ASK FOR IT"

Gentlemen.

Gentlemen:Your "Official Short Rave
Manual" lust rem teed. It Is
the classiest book I have Men
for a long time. a. Roo binding, very good paper. good
readable printing nod diagrams. Rho could ask for more?
It was well worth waiting
for.

Many thanks.

(.) H. H. PEEBLES,
6512 Carnegie

Cleveland,

"WOULDN'T TAKE
FOR IT"

Avenue.
Ohio.

received my ropy cf the
W.AVE
RADIO MANUAI, (and autographed tool this npuoing.
I have just finished looking
it over, and ay, I wouldn't
take a tenaaot for it Everything a ham could want between the two rovers.
rs. I certainly am satisfied with my
ropy and know everyone else
who gets one will he satisfied
and proud too.
1
am sure that this Is the
finest and most up-lo -date
look out, and consequently
would like all of 1L
Verly truly yours.

Dear Mr. Gernsback:
I am in receipt of the 1931
OFFICIAI. SHORT - WAVE
RADIO MANUAL. and wish
to state after looking it oser
1
think it is one of the finest
Manuals I ever saw published
on Short Raves, and I eerlainly wish to congratulate
yo on your effort of copiling such a fine Manual. It is
sure tilled full of goal Radio
Material, and I am proud of
toy Manual.
It 1.s worth quite a hit more
than what you ask for IL
FEItREI. THOMAS,
132M Locust Street.
St. Louis. Mo.

I

OFFICIAL 91101t'r

incompil-

(a)LOUIS SCIIM.tDEI-RFCK
Beaver Dam. Wis.

"GLAD TO OWN ONE "'
Gentlemen:

-

I

received not "SHORT
{ %'AVE
RADIO MANUAL"
and it Is a real Joy to read
and study the book. I waited
long for it, but it was worth

waiting for.
I am Introducing it around
to all of my friends, and I
am glad to own one of these
looks,
Yours respectfully,
(s) VINCENT KRAINAK,
100 West 119th Street,
New York City.

WORLD'S GREATEST SHORT WAVE BOOK

!
We are proud to present the first modern and complete book on
Short Waves which has appeared in the field.
There has been a big boom in short waves during the
two
years
in
spite
of
depression.
past
the
Tremendous
progress has been made, but up to now there has not been an adequate book depicting
all the progress that has been
made. The 1934 OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE RADIO MANUAL
now
fills this need completely.
It is a big book in which you will find everything on short waves, regardless of what it might be. It is not only a
complete manual, but a veritable encyclopedia
of facts, information, hookups and illustrations. Lack of space does not
permit a complete description of this comprehensive
volume.
The Manual has been edited by Hugo Gernsback, Editor of SHORT WAVE CRAFT, and H. W. Secor, Managing
Editor. if you are n render of Mr. Gernsback's other publications, you know just about what to expect from this book
his greatest effort in the short-wave field.

.50
Lit

-

1

VALUABLE

FEATURES

large section featuring the most important Short-Wave
Receivers and how to construct them.
Short -Wave Transmitters in all their phases.
A complete Ultra Short-Wave Section featuring construction of 1, 3, 5 and 10 meter receivers.
A complete Short -Wave Beginner's section.
These vary from 1 to î tube receivers.
A section devoted exclusively to coil winding with all information about it.
A section on Commercial Short-Wave Receivers,
Every
important commercial receiver, including all-wave sets,
is
represented. Full servicing data is included which makes
it invaluable for Service Men.
A section &^voted to A.C. Short-Wave Power Park: and
how to build them.
A section for the Short -Wave Experimenter and shortwave kinks -hundreds of them.
A section on the important new art of Short -Wave Therapy
(treatment of diseases by short waves).
A section devoted to Short -Wave Converters and their
construction. Full servicing data on all commercial models
is included.
A special section on Short -Wave Antennae and noise eliminating procedures.
A section on Short-Wave Superheterodynes. This section
tells how to build them, including many commercial models
of receivers. The latter with complete service data.
A section on Amnteur 'Phone Transmitters and how to
build them.
A Short -Wave Physics section on theoretical
-wave
data for the advanced experimenter and radio short
student.
A most interesting section on Super -Regeneration
in
Short -Wave Receivers.
A

OFFICIAI.

SHORT-WAVE

RADIO
MANUAL

COMPLETE ,
EXPERIMENTERS
SET BUILDING AND
SERVICING GUIDE
o-.

'.

Ìht

FULL DIRECTORY
OF ALL
SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS

'W

'1.12 [luluOver 240 Big Pages-Over 1,000 Illustrations

Flexible, Looseleaj Leatherette Binder
Published by

SHORT WAVE CRAFT
99.101
Hudson Street

New York, N. Y.

CLIP AND MAIL COUPON!

SHORT WAVE CRAFT,
Dept. SWC 10 -34
99 -101 Hudson Street, New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen:
enclose herewith my remittance of $2.50 for which you are
to send nie. POSTAGE PREPAID. One Copy cf the 1934 OFFICIAL MORTWAVE RADIO MANUAL.
(Send remittance In check or money order. Register letter U It contains cash, stamps or currency.)
Name
Address
Cfr
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The MILLER All
Wave Super - Het

Bottom view of the

-\11 -\% aye

(C'ontinued from pap.
allows

Superhet reacher.

3.13

degree of selectivity in the signal
tuning circuits that is impossible when a
smaller rapacity is used. the added selectivity
being clue, of emir>e. to the feet that less
iuductanee and consequently Ies resistance
is in the circuit at tiny particular frequency.
As a general rule. it is conceded that to
be efficient on the hi.th -fret' a. a, y bands a
receiver will of necessity prove inferior un
the broadcast baud. or vice versa.
llere
again we lied this to be an error and. in fact,
there is absolutely no reason tvIiv au all trare receiver can not be as efficient on one
a

banal as another.

The receiver shown in the accomitanying
photographs is the result of many mouths of
exhaustive tests in the laboratory and in
actual short
re and brocu!..,.f (list:Im '
reception. The receiver is so smooth in operation that even those typo are as yet uninitiated in the art of short -wane tuning can
enjoy the thrill of listening to foreign programs. The reception on the hronda:Pt band
is surpassed by no other receiver I have
had the privilege of testing. It is II-molly
customary to print a long list of stations
that have been received on any new receiver.
but it is my contention that a receiver of
worthwhile design does not require any snub
superfluous statements. 1'ravtieal design and
choice of eflieieut component pout, determine the ultimate performative of any receiver.
'l'hc most important items in a short-wave
receiver or, for that matter, in iiy receiver.
are the coils employed.
first -class performance can be obtained only when the
roils are especially designed for the particular receiver desired. and if purchased in
uuannfaetured form they should ba the highest quality product available. The J. W.
Miller Company have prepared a kit of coils
for this receiver. whuh also contains the
oscillator padding condensers and other
parts as listed at the close of this article.
Before u wire has been soldered or a part
mounted on the chassis, close attention
should be given the following details:
The parts selected should br of first quality- and should correspond in physical size as
nearly as possible to those shown in the

Looking duttn un the

inductive coupling must also be avoided.
Yoe will observe from the photos the only
.-.sirs in iuduetive relation are those whose
natural periods do net tall in the following
tuning range. For instauoe. the broadcast
:antenna coil is always tuned to some point
in the broadcast band, as it is never disconnected from the variable
iable condenser. Like -

wise, the 771 to tun meter coils do not resonate within the 12 to :15 banal. furthermore. it is important that all leads in the
tuned circuit, correspond as Weary as possible in length t.. those shown in the chassis
Iayoit. thbertvise, the oscillator and detecna circuits will not track. This is pan tienlarly true of the high frequency band.
No particular lengths trill be given: the important thing is to keep the chassis layout
as nearly :Is l.ossible to that shown. :old then
pinee cash wire in such a position as to keep

it at

a

minimum length. Another important

item is to stake all ground returns as short
as possible. If these Precautions are taken.
there will be absolutely no dead -spots at any
point.
While this Wray sound complicated, it is
really very simple. As may be observed
teem the photographs. the leads to the No.
7l111 and No. 7111, t 'oils. which ane ueemied on top of the chassis. do not pass through
the chassis directly below the coils. but are
passed through individual holes drilled in the
chassis near the variable condenser. This
simple precaution adds greatly to the elli-

a

photo.
The parts employed should be laid out in
the manner shown on the chassis layout.
In wiring the receiver, solder emit joint
earefully, using rosin core solder only-.
All leads in the ware -band strife!, mast
be kept as short as possible, and all wires
separated in order to reduce the stray capacities between then. This is of utmost

importance.
If the coils and switch are mounted in
the positions as shown, stray capacities are
reduced to a minimum and no dead -spots
will occur. It must be remembered that

('oil and Band -Switch "kit" for Super -Het.
which almo Include.. "I.F." tran ..formern
and padding conden ..era.

www.americanradiohistory.com

e

duperhrt.

ì.e collipieleil receiver by reduieiu_
the stray capacities betr,eeu those lends awl
oil \o. 71Ií. which is mounted below ti,e
chassis.
Unr of the most admitted features iacrprnt,d in this receiver is the use of hi%thi,upednnce , oa pled antenna coils on all brnrd,.
,rill. the e.rr, pliott of the 75-200 Meter band.
This type toppling offers distinct advantages inaxorttcit OM it allows the oscillator
roils to be padd,d and each band indiriduallll trimmed. eliminating the necessity of
i

panel- operated trim net.
This trill bt
as it definite step in the direction
of making short-ware reception really efficient and practical.
It is nest to impossible to obtain perfect
oscillator trucking when using the more conventional type antenna coupling, that is. a
small tapaci ty from antenna to the grid of
the first detector. When using this method,
the added capacity of the antenna circuit is
directly parallel with the tuned detector eiicuit. IIntvevcr, this parallel circuit contain
not only capacity. but also the inductance
of the antenna, forming a series resonant
circuit. The effect upon the detector circuit
is n greatly distorted tuning curve. As the
oscillator circuit has no such influence ti you
it, the sensitivity is reduced and image response is quite prominent at various points
iu the tuning range.
The disadvantages of this system are entirely removed in this new All -Wave receiver.
The antenna primaries are designed to form
a resonant circuit whose natural period is
well below the received frequency. A small
capacity is also provided so the effective
energy transfer is equal at all frequencies.
Ths ciipaeity is so small as to have negligible
damping effect upon the tuned circuit.
This capacity, which is in the form of an
open -end turn of wire wound at the grid
end of the detector coil, is not shown in the
circuit for reasons of simplicity. Jt is already connected to the proper lugs on the
coil form; so as far as actual wiring is concerned. it need not be considered.
The 75 to 200 meter hand is the only one
in which high imltedatie, antenna coupling
is not employed. however. as the frequency
range of this band is well below the natural
period of almost any antenna installation.
best results were obtained by using an aperiodie antenna primary for coupling.
The broadcast band coils are of Litz bankwound construction, providing exceptional
selectivity ahead of the first detector. Two
such coils are used in a pre- selector circuit,
having a low degree of mutual coupling. This
is not to be confused with the usual band pass circuits which are designed for flat -top
selectivity curve. The selectivity of this arrangement is equivalent to a stage of radio
frequency ahead of the first detector, and
n

rerngni:cd

(Continued

on page 37111
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The Traveler's D -C 6
(Continued from page 334)

BUD COMPONENTS are specified by AMATEURS,
EXPERIMENTERS and ENGINEERS for QUALITY,
EFFICIENCY, and ECONOMY.
You Can't Go Wrong With
BUD SHORT WAVE COIL FORMS
The disc in the top permits writing in the wave range covered by each coil and
makes identification positive. BUD PLUG -IN COIL FORMS are made in 4, 5
and 6 prong units to fit standard tube sockets. The eight ribs moulded on wall
of coil forms will give low loss air core windings. Removing coil from socket
without injury to windings is accomplished by grasping ridge which is moulded
at top of coil form. BUD SENIOR COIL FORMS are 1?" in diameter and
have a winding space of Vi . BUD JUNIOR COIL FORMS are 1%" in
diameter and have a winding space of 21 ; ".
JUNIOR COIL FORMS
SENIOR COIL FORMS
No, 594 4 Prong
3 .25
I .35
No. 125 4 Prong
No.
.25
595
5 Prong
.35
No. 126 5 Prong
.30
No. 596 6 Prong
.40
No. 310 6 Prong

tor stage.
To compensate for capacity variations in
the grid-antenna circuit of the first R.F.
Cage, a small antenna trimmer of 3.i minf.
is shunted across the main tuning condenser of that stage. The addition of this
trimmer facilitates lining-up of both lt.}'.
stages and results in a marked sharpening
of tuning of the first R.F. stage. This is
very desirable in the crowded bands of 25,
31 and 48 meters, as the first B.F. stage is
notorious for its broad tuning.

BAKELITE TUBE SOCKETS

Why 2 Tuning Controls Are Used

Are moulded of the finest .material
obtainable. Grooved tube guide
is moulded in the top. Cnut acts
tempered phosphor
tirespecial
nzr.
Mount lug hole center,

The trend of the general public points to
"one dial" tuning, but a real short -wave
fan and experimenter will not mind if be
has two or more tuning knobs to "fiddle
around with" if lie can get improved results in gain and selectivity over the sets
employing all tuning condensers gauged to
one shaft. For, no matter how well a
short -wave condenser gang is lined up. the
final result will be only a certain MEAN
value of gain per stage, and the individual
stages will get out of line due to frequency
drifts. Maximum results per stage can only
be realized with indiridual tuning controls
for cash stage.
As the detector stage is the most likely
one to get out of line, a compromise was
made in ganging the two R.F. stages to one
dial, but employing a separate tuning eontrol
for the detector stage. This results in a far
more flexible tuning arrangement tchen it
contes to separating the different stations
in the crowded 25, 31 and 45 meter bands,
than can be done if all three tuning condensers were "ganged" to one shaft.
For although it may be theoretically possible to define the different stations in these
hands and separate them on paper. it is an
impossibility practically, even with an excessively sharp -tuned superhet receiver. The
fact remains that there are 211 to 341 SW
phone stations broadcasting in the frequency
range of 1 meter with a resulting "hash" of
interfering heterodyne whistles in the 48
to 49 meter band alone, and only 50 per
cent of these stations can be received sufficiently clear so the listener can "enjoy"
their programs. There are too many SW
broadcast stations crowded into the 25, 31
and 45-19 meter bands!

I

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

Adjusting Detector Stage
The 39 R.F. pentode tube makes an excellent grid -leak detector and oscillator. Regeneration control by means of the S.G.

-11 16 ". Used as standard
cut by manufacturers of

COMBINATION BASE and PANEL
MOUNT SOCKETS
Are ennstructell of best grade
moulded bakelite- orerall height
Mounting hule frontera
21412"
I -11 16 ".
The ideal socket for
atoateur and rxperlment al pur-

mutt,

testing
equipment and sound tnui1mwl'.
268.4 -Prong
$ 20 No. 1061 7- Prong.
35
25
comb.
269 5 -Prong
25 No. 1062 4.5.6 -Prong
270 6 -Prong
40
Comb.
271 7- Prong. large 25
983 7- Prong. small .25 No. 1060 5 -6 -Small
40
Comb
7 -Prong

pose.,.

No. 264 4 -Prong
No. 265 5 -Prong
No. 266 6 -Prong

N.

$ 30

30
40

267 7- Prong. large .40 No. 885 7- Prong. small 40

BUD ISOTEX SOCKETS

MICROPHONE PLUG

Recommended for use Sa tube soccoil socket.. crystal holder
nouutinga. transmitter so, kets, etc.
in high and ultra -high frtstueucy
circuits. Suede of natural grey
Isntes. The st ruclure of this lita
aerial Is such as to produce the
highest Insulating quality. rodas
moisture. and lias exceptionally high surface resistance. Well designed reinforced springs give perfect
contact and eliminate noise. Size 2
long x 1eé"
wide.
Mounting hole renters 1- 27/32 ". Top is
rrtwved for easy tube Insertion.
50
No. 954 4 -Prong
3 40 No. 956 6 -Prong
45 No. 957 7Prong, small .55
No. 955 5 -Prong
kets,

use with single or double button
microphones.
Metal parts are accurately machined brass. nickel plated.
Moulded Bakelite handle.
(tugged In
,ou st rurtlon. 8911 withstand bard usage.
l'or

.i"

No.

PORTABLE MICROPHONE JACK

1057

S

.75

MICROPHONE JACK

Sllcrophone Plug to cateld
double both,. mtt-ropl otite to
ehhate rpositions.
Metal parts ara`
rnoll:t
n`d brass, nickel plat eta
ure sl'rimg brass.
Moulded hakelito
housing.

A

ti

small compact, sturdily built three
contact Jack for input to mixing panels
and speed. amplifiers.
Metal parts are
machined brass. nickel plate,¡. Contacts
:tre spring brass. }'its No. 1057 Mlero; bnne Plug.

No. 1059

.65

No.

Fits No.
single

,r

1057

S

1058

5

.50

Listed above are but a few of the ¡loom in the t oupl .Ie lll'U line. write for our 1034 Catalog:
All list prices shoo it In this adlerti.ewtvl are allot to 40.1- dlscnmu when purchase Is made
from an authorised BCD Jobber. If your Jull er cannot supply BUD parts. send your order
direct to us together with your jobber's name a Id we will make sldptueld direcL

BUD RADIO INC.

Decoupling Resistors and R.F. Chokes
Decoupling resistors of 7.000 ohms are
used in the ILF., S.(.., circuits and R.F.
chokes (National type 100) on Isolantite
forms, are employed in the R.F. plate leads.
Separate, cartridge -type condensers of .1
tuf. are used for by- passing in the S.G. and
plate circuits of the R.F. stages. Only the
best non- induetire type of by -pass condensers should be used.
A four -prong Isolantite coil socket is
used in each R.F. stage and a six -prong
socket of the same material in the detector
rage. Only sockets of rugged construction
should be used. for the coil sockets are those
parts which have to stand the hardest "wear
and tear" due to the frequent coil changes
tchen switching from one wave band to nuother. A high percentage of "static-like"
crackling, erratic performances and "fading"
can boo traced directly to ill- fitting and worn out coil sockets because the springs in a
cheaply constructed socket make poor contacts after a short period of operation.

Produced

Scientifically

Don't Use Junk!
One point which I like to stress, although
it has been repeated before by many serious
experimenters: /t does NOT P.11 to build
a set from "bargain" or "junk" parts, if
noise -free and stable operation, high gain
per stage and life -like reproduction are the
final goal of the constructor. With these
points in mind, only first -grade short -wave
parts like National and Ilammarlund have
been employed throughout the set. R.F.
¡mutinies, type 39 have been used in the two
R.F, stages and in the grid-leak type detec-

HOW TO

LEARN

1937 E. 55th STREET
CLEVELAND, OHIO

ri®DE

GUARANTEE.tel wctatl easy terms. Without oblkw
write for booklet S. 22.

A real powerful long
and SHORT WAVE
Radio Itetslew that
actually gets
sud 9r
pollee.
broadcasts.
atour.
aIrplaire. amateur.
rail airplane. nec
direct! Owner
Thous-ands now
cnds
use. Owners report reception of Fo reign Stations with
volume. works on wo inexpensive batteries. Not e topa RESULTS
G UARANTEED!
rani st ruction kits haro all necrosary parts mounted
on attractive metal chassis and panel. all ready for wiring. Clear picture diagrams. wire It yourself. It's easy.
ltange 15 to Ono meter.. Complete Kos. with con -ONE TUBE KIT. $1.95
TWO TUBE, 82.85
ALL ELECTRIC 105-125 Volt AC -DC tao -tube house
current set. No batteries needed! Complete Klt..$3.65
Kits wired. 750 extra. Tubes. 850 ea. Double phones. 81.25
OItUER NOW! Send 31, balance C.O.D., or U full remittance with order, we pay postage. Free literature.

76 Cortlandt Street

FREE!!

of operators
of
no "nystetti
printed sheets ran teach
you the (:ode. TELEPLEX
has taught Coale to more
operators in past 10 years
than all other methods
combined. YOU can leant
Code-or step up your
w.p.m. amesinglY -this
curer may. No experience
needed. Beginners, ama
tears, experienced raps get ahead faster with Teleper. It
doesn't merely "show" you Code-it Is Code! You actually HEAR dots- dashes any speed you want. Sends you
practico messages and SENDS BACK your own key work,
which no other system can do.
For Quicker license find out about the better way
used by U. S. Army. Navy. R.C.A., A. T. & T.. and
many others. We gave you complete course, lend all

Thousands
agree

.

Lion

.....,

TELEPLEX CO.

R

New York, N. Y.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Large color map

handling. NOW! I

World.

etc.!

I0 'lof

ACE RADIO LABORATORIES
1619 Broadway
Dept. C -10
New York City
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OCTOCOILS

&!frc1

6 l'1111 1;

1'1{1)ÁG

1

t

r,

4 Coils to Set

..

to

15

$2.50 per Set
of 4 Coils
BSc

to 225

Meter,

$3.50 per Set
Of 4

Each 0011

Coin

90c Each Coll

It to$0

2pa58

11545

54

Maven

Madan

Can be applied with better results to any Circuit using
Short -wave plug -in roil:.

Standard since 1997-used In over 60 foreign countries

-4

Broadcast Coll

prong. $1.00; 6 prong. $1.50

Made of genuine Bakelite in distinctive colors using
heavy enamelled wire sod parked In individual bores.
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.
We arc the pioneer

Shortwave & Television Corp.,
70 Brookline Ave., Boston, Mass.
Gentlemen: Plea,c send me postpaid
which type you want) for which I enclose

toll*

103 to 225

Meters

nanufacturers of popular priced Short -wave plug-in

ils. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. Up-lo -date
diagrams using the new tubes included FREE in
every box.
On sale at all Kresge $1.00 stores. If your dealer or
jobber cannot supply you order direct from us. We
pay postage to any part f the U. S.
Canada.
Shortwave & Television \Corporation (Division of

General Electonlca Corp.), Batton, 31ass

sets OCTOCOILS

-

-6

-4

$

ADDRESS

ALAN STILL LEADS
THE

INTERNATIONAL AND

Alan Internationale
T.R.F. Circuit
AC - DC Power Supply
Front Panel Plug -in Coils
Available for 110 v. A.C. -D.C. S. W. 15-200 meters, also 220 s. A.C.-D.C.. 2 and 6 v. batten' operation, four tubes 1 -6F7. 1 -711, 143, 1 2.5'/,5. Cor -

pletely shielded in black crackle, hinged rover. metal
cabinet.
rmnplete Including 4 pairs of coils. 15.2200u1 524.95
Set Arcturus tubes
4.95
Complete Kit with Blueprints
21.25

Prices

Cut
to
$3.95
And Up
TYPE BC -3 MOUNTED CRYSTALS
Me Band
7.0, 3.5
1.7

'or

Supplied to specified frequency within:
Exact
+ 10KC
Ike
5KO

Fro.
$7.50
8.40
'our chut,-

I

+

+

$4.90
5.80

$5.90
6.80

$3.95
4.80

rt irlt.

110111 distributor's
Ttsl als i immfaet tired between 211 Es and 15 dies.
l'rlr es uti riot est.
Bliley Crystals are sold at a
progressive distributors of amateur equipment and manufactured
under ERA.
I

BLILEY ELECTRIC COMPANY
236 Union Station Bldg.

Erie, Pa.

THE

!

PRIZEWINNER.

PRIZEWINNER
A.C. -O.C. S.W. (15 to 200 meter,)
Completely self powered, latest type 77 -43 and 25Z5
Tubes, Provision for Bead Phones and Speaker.
Complete, less tubes, in rich erackle- tinlsh
cabinet. Assembled, wired, tested. ready to
plug in. Including four soils
812.98
Kit of RCA or Arcturus Tubes to match....
3.75
Complete Kit of parts, Including 4 coils.... 10.55
Write for Free Catalog and Short Wave List.

ALAN RADIO

CORP

83 CORTLANDT ST. Dept. 10SC N. Y. CITY
Save time on Western shipments by buying from our
Pacific Coast Branch.
1028 SOUTH OLIVE ST., LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

For Better
ShortWave

and
All- Wave

-

Reception

,r'

Install a Johnson
"Dual- Doublet" or "Doublet"
Anti -Noise Antenna
Now you ran Improve your short -ware anti all -wave
caption with either
the new .talursrru "Dual -

tblet' or regular Doublet antennas, with the
added advantage of a low -loss transposed lead -In:
The Juhusoli Nn. 3211.'. Doublet Antenna Kit con labls empletc material and in<tructums for either
type of antenna, limier sore 3211A Doublet 'queue- lilt today from e s authorised Johnson
(list rllrm ur. o
order direct ruand we will credit Idle.
NO to dealers, s, rrleenen and
amateurs
We will send complete hRormatlun
and instructions for 6c In stamps.
Do

$2.85

E. F. Johnson Company
Dept. SWC -I0

A.F. Booster Stage

prong tcheck

NAME

WITH

rheostat (R) of 50,000 ohms is very smooth
down to 12 meters. To avoid long leads
between this resistor and the detector tube
elements, the resistor was placed close to
the detector socket and fastened to the chassis by a bakelite support, The rheostat is
operated from the front panel by a hard rubber or bakelite rod, which is connected
tu the metal shaft of the resistor by a brass
coupling. The main points to remember
when adjusting the detector stage for the
most efficient point of sensitivity and oscillation are: To get the detector tube oscillating smoothly over the range of the particular wave band with the least plate voltage.
the leant number of turns in the tickler
winding, and the least voltage at the detector
screen grid. Not more than 3 to 5 tickler
turns. 13 volts on the plate and 20 volts ou
the S.G. of the detector are needed to obtain
the best operating conditions for that stage.
The remainder of the It.F. and Detector
stages is self -explanatory and no difficulties
should be encountered if the diagram is followed carefully. The writer tried a high
grade S.G. plate- coupling impedance in the
plate of the detector in place of the .5 meg.
resistor, as well as a type 36 S.G. tube in
place of the 39, but the final arrangement
shown gave far better results.

WASECA, MINNESOTA,

U.S.A.

www.americanradiohistory.com

There follows the A.F. booster stage with
its 37 automotive type tube, resistancecoupled to the detector stage. The 37 works
into the push -pull 48 power output stage
through the PI' (push-pull) input transformer (Tr). These two 48 output tubes
give 100 mills (M.A.), 3 watts in the output, with a tremendous volume, and only 9:1
volts on their plates.
The large heater surfaces of the 48 tubes
generate quite an amount of heat ; for this
reason one should place the receiver in a
location where there is sufficient cool air
circulation. For the same reason the two
4S tubes and the 37 were not enclosed in the
metal cabinet with the three 39 tubes.
The loud -speaker is an 8 inch diameter
dynamic speaker. Its field resistance is îa
ohms and is excited by the heater current
of .4 amps, The speaker is coupled to the
plates of the 48 tubes by a properly matched
output transformer.

Power -Pack Line Filter
The D.C. line filter of the power -pack consists of the choke CH2, valued at 30 henries,
180 ohms and 60 ma.; the filter condensers
C9 and C10 of S and 4 mf. The components
of the power -pack are assembled on a wood
base and enclosed in a metal cabinet meastiring 10" long, 4" wide and 5" high. This
metal cabinet was reconstructed from an
old B-eliminator box,
All heaters are connected in series, with
the 48 type tubes placed at the positive end
of the D.C. line. The heaters of the 48 type
tubes operate on 30 volts at .4 amps., and
the 39 type tubes are of the 6.3 volts heater
type, with a current consumption of only .3
amps. The excess current of 1 ampere.
drawn by the 48 tubes has to be shunted
across the heaters of the type 39 tubes:
this is accomplished by the heater shunt
resistor (RS) of 240 ohms. The remainder
of the 110 volts is utilized to excite the
speaker field of 75 ohms, which is in series
with the heaters. The voltage for one of
the 6.3 volt pilot bulbs is also taken off
across one portion of the heater shunt resistor, while the second pilot bulb obtains
its voltage across the resistor (It4) in
series with negative D.C. line. This method
of obtaining the voltages of the pilot bulbs
across resistors is safer than the method of
connecting the pilot bulbs directly across
one of the heaters of the 39 tubes to dissipate the excess current of .1 ampere at
the sanie time. For, if one of the pilot bulbs
burns Out the entire .4 amps. flow through
the .3 amps. heater and will cause a detrimental increase of heater voltage across the
39 tu be.

The ground return leads of all circuits
and the negative side of the D.C. line are
not connected at random to the aluminum
chassis, but are fastened to a No. 12 bus bar
wire, which is run the entire length below
the chassis. This bus bar is insulated from
the chassis by Bakelite supports and then
connected to the external ground through
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the ground blocking condenser.

The chassis

is connected to both ends and the center of
the bus bar by similar bus bar wire. This
method restricts the R.F. currents to well
pre- defined paths and results in improved

selectivity. For the latter reason the cathode
returns of each main tuning condenser, that
is the rotor parts, are also insulated from
the metal chassis by bakélite supports and
froid the metal drum dials by 1" long hard
rubber rods. The rods are fastened to the
condenser shafts with the usual brass coup lings. The cathode returns of the tuning
condensers are run directly to the ground
bus bar wire.
The R positive plate supply lead of the
two IL.F., the detector and the 1. A.F. stages.
the negative B and both heater terminals
aro connected to a five -prong power supply
socket at the rear of the chassis. The three
speaker terminals, consisting of the positive
B supply to the 48 tubes, and the two plate
connections to the output transformer, are
connected to a similar four -prong socket,
also at the rear of the chassis. Both these
sockets are connected to the power -pack
with plug and cables. All connections in
the chassis, with the exception of the heater
leads. are stade with bus bar wire and
spaghetti (insulation sleeving) covered. The
heater leads have a heavy rubber insulation.
Due to the fact that the heaters of the
two 48 tubes require a much longer time to
heat up to their proper operating values
than do the type 39 and 37 tubes, the 6.3
volts tubes will indicate a starting voltage
of 7-9 volts for about 20 seconds. As soon
as the heaters of the 48 tubes have reached
their proper temperature and potential of
30 volts. the heater voltages of the 6.3 volts
tubes will have gradually decreased to their
normal operating voltages of 5-6.3 volts.
The writer has operated this receiver with
the higher heater starting voltages for the
last 8 months and no damaging effects bave
been noticed. The performance of the tubes
remained normal, which is in strict accordance with the claims of tube manufacturers
for this type of tubes.
There is no danger of having an excess
voltage on the beaters as the 110 volts of
the supply line are utilized completely by
the heaters in series and the speaker field.
Rather the opposite. a lack of sufficient
beater voltages may be encountered. A wt.:ailed 110 volt D.C. line will supply only
95 to 100 volts, or as I experienced, the
speaker field resistance. though labelled î
ohms, checked up as high as 85 or even 100
ohms. In both cases there would not be
sufficient heater voltages. But by shunting
a resistance of 75 to 100 ohms across the
speaker field, the mean resistance of the.
speaker field will be cut into half and with
it the voltage drop across the field. The
"rescued" voltage can be added to the total
heater consumption. This manipulation will
decrease the amount of excitation current
flowing through the speaker field from 400
ma. to around 200 ma., which was found
quite ample for excellent speaker performance.
Finally, I like to add, in order to obtain
precision results from an "all -electric" receiver, one has to employ precision measuring instruments when adjusting the proper
voltages in the receiver. And last, a good
habit to cultivate is, to check every component of the receiver for its electrical continuity before assembling it into the receiver.
This procedure will save many
hours otherwise spent in hunting down troublesome parts.

Construction Remarks
The construction of the set should offer
no difficulties. The front panel of 1 /16"
aluminum measures 14W long and 8" high.
The sub -panel of the same material measures 141/ía° long 10" deep and 2" high. National coil shield cans of 3" diameter are
used, and changing of coils is accomplished
from the front panel. To assemble the coil
sockets into the cans and assemble the
latter to the front panel proceed as follows:
Drill two 1/,1" holes into the top of the shield
cans so that the sockets are centered in the
cans. Then drill 4 holes of W' diameter
into the sides of the cans, so that the wire
leads from the coil sockets can be pulled
through easily, and six similar holes into the
detector can. After these leads of flexible,
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The GENUINE HARRISON 12,500 MILER

NOWI
-

ALL ELECTRIC AC -DC
Uses Three 37 Tubes

-

/HERE'S WHY you'll want this new set
Built In Power Supply!

Entirely Self Contained!

batteries or power pack of any kind are ncolmi. Just plug directly Into
110 Noll. AC or De, 25. 50 or 6o cycle outlet. These complete kits Inle the Sliest quality parts- H:LM31Al1LUND enuden,ers, K K vernier
iials,
Clarostat, Eby, l 'o1Fmet, etc.. 4 mills covering 15 to 200 meters.
ttrnulne t: rade A BAKELITE insulation is used throughout, insuring thus
that all losses are minimized.
d

MORE POWERFUL! EASY TO BUILD! HUM FREE!

The heavy crystal finished metal chassis with ALL holes already drilled,
together with two pages of instructions, schematic diagram and full size
actual drawing with all parts and wires clearly shown in place. make the construction of this powerful receiver a pleasure to the experiencenl amateur as
well as the BEGINNER in short waves. Tile HARRISON 12.500 3111.EIt
.temple filtering has been provided so that no
gives clear and hunt -free rrcept inn.
Interfere with the full enjoyment of reception from even the must distant stations.

REAL DISTANCE RECEPTION!

trace of hum may

PLENTY OF VOLUME!

The HARRISON 12 -5u0 MILER is THE 12,500 \TILER. We mean what we sto. H you
have had poor luck with other sets --If you lime never really received all the distant stations you wine
you are tired d feeble, distorted reception -WE WANT YOU TO
BUILD THIS SET. It is not a trick clnvit. It uses three full size tubes. Its case of
operation will afford you many hours of Its tin Enjoyment.

-If

THE LOW PRICE!

CONCLUSIVE PROOF

95

/Cs

that you must own this rewriter. We are setting the price right here and now at ro,i;.
bottom. The complete kit of parts to build this set for yourself costs only $5.95. 'r:
Y
price includes all parts as described. Clear Instructions end drawings, aged a set .d
rolls covering from 15 to 200 meters.
Set of three matched Sylvania tubes
12.500 MILER- BATTERY MODEL OR AC MODEL-SAME LOW PRICE-Complete Kit $4.45
SET OF TWO 30a OR 56e FOR ABOVE-$1.25. ANY SET ON THIS PAGE WIRED -51.25
ACCESSORIES
Lightweight Headphones, 2000 ohm. $1.05: 4000 ohm. $1.45; Supencnsitive. $1.90. Complete Antenna Kit. Includes antenna wire. lead -In wire. insulators, ground clamp, knobs, etc, 7k. Neat
crackle finished metal cabinet. with hinged lid for any of the 12,500 Miler kits described above. Protects
tubes, coils, and wiring from dust and damage. $1.00 Set of two calls for any of the 12.500 Milers or for
the Pothole ll. Tunes front 200 to 625 meters. Enables you to hear all the regular Brnadca t stations and
the long wave ship and press transmissions merely by plugging in these coils. Make your set a real All -Wave
Receiver! Set of two coils. $1.25. We will complete y wire and test any of the receivers on this page for
$1.25 additional when ordered.

$1.75

-

-

The FULTONE

II

-

SCREEN GRID
MP POWER PENTODE
A modified version of the
well known 1222,500 Mile Two
Tuber which uses a :12 screen
grid detector and a 33 power
pentode output
comh
cell operation.) Tis
bination results in even more
sensitivity and volume! An
excellent and time proven
Short wave Receiver.
Complete Kit. Including coils
(15 to 200 meters), heavy.
attractive metal chassis and cabinet with hinged
cover and clear instructions
Set of Matched Tubes
$1.75

$5.15

Deposit required With nil orders.

SHORT WAVE SPECIALS

This Month Only

Short Ware Tuning Condensers -140 mmrd. (.00014)

69a: 100 mmfd. 1.0001) -57e; 50 mold. (.00005) -54e
484
med. (.000025) -5lc; 15 lmnfd. (.000015)
Short Wave RE Choke, pigtail size, 4 pies
31e
KK bakelite Vernier Dials, 3 ". special
37e
Plug -in Bakelite coil torn,,, 1t. "x2%" overall, 4
prong, grip rim, any colors, each loe; 6 for
52e
G. E. Si Watt Neon bulbs, 250 each or 3 for
65o
Antenna wire, -lid. enamelled, in 100 or 200 foot
lengths, No. 14, 33o: No. 12, 45e -per 100 feet.
Carbon resistors, 1 watt. any size, 3 for
Me
Wafer sockets; 4 prong, 4e; 5 and 6 prong
I5c
Isolantite Sockets; 4, a. 6, and 7 prong. each
32c
Rosin Core or Acid Core Solder, per spool
10c
Five Meter Interruption Coils
48e
Magnet wire -- enameled. Dee. and 1)SC. Any size,
from No. 14 to No. 38. l'cr generous span
25o
Soldering Irons. 55 watt, Heavy Duty...
85c
Pod) stack
Up Wire, tinned; solid or stranded;
.c....rbd "dens. Per 25 -foot coil .... .......I2e

25

list

iIARRISON RADIO CO.
* *THE HOME OF FOUR
H -

F

(High Fidelity)

ALL -WAVE

ANTENNA

Hounds'
Delight

DX

!

Here's an antenna
system providing ideal reception In broadcast
Single aerial autoand short -wave bands.
matically selects ideal antenna circuit. Imps
dance selector switch at receiver provides most
eSSclent coupling to downlead. Ingenious down lead cable neutralizes background noises. Get
your kit today (complete ... units, wire, cable,
Insulators ... $6.75 list), Install It In an hour,
and enjoy those hard-to-get foreign stations
with minimum background noise.
Give your set

a

break'

Send for Data! Meanwhile. ask your dealer to
show you the convenient kit. B he doesn't
earn' it yet, order from us direct to save time.

Licensed under A.A.K.

Patent

No.

1.905.539.

Technical Appliance

Corporation
27.26 JACKSON AVENUE

long Island Cty, N.

Y.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Dept

ew Volk City
®'r
Liberty Street
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STAR SERVICE

**

ARE YOU "STUCK"?
You Can Become

a

Fast, Capable

RADIO OPERATOR at Home
The CANDLER SYSTEM MAKES IT
EASY FOR YOU!
CANDLER Students Never Flunk. Advise us
what license you seek and we will show how
easily it is to be obtained.
Leading Instructors and Operators in U. S.
Army, Navy and Aviation are CANDLER
trained. Fastest and most skilled Amateurs
and Commercial ops during past 23 years were
CANDLER trained. McElroy held Class "A"
championship 13 years. Jean Hudson, W3BAK,
9 rears old, won championship Class "E" two
ntnnths after enrolling for JUNIOR SCIENTIFIC CODE COURSE. No "robots" used.
If you're wise, you'll get your SPEED where
the champions not theirs. Any skilled Amateur
or Commercial Op will tell you of the superiority and importance of CANDLER SYSTEM
training for Speed and Accuracy.
THREE GREAT COURSES-Junior Seien.
;c Code Course for beginners.
Advanced
n,rse for those with speeds over 10 wpm who
want to do 40 to 50 wpm and copy behind.
"Mill" Course for fast, accurate copying.
Send for BOOK OF FACTS for
Radio Ops., Amateurs and
b.,ginners.
All questions answered
promptly.

---

No obligation.

CANDLER SYSTEM CO.. Dept. S-10
6343 S. Kedzie Ave., Chicago

World's Only Code Specialist
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rubber covered wire, 10" long, have been
soldered to the coil sockets, they are started
through their proper holes in the can. Then
the coil socket is fastened inside the top of
the can with two %" machine bolts, 1%"
long; over these bolts have been slipped
brass sleeves 1" long, These sleeves determine the distance of the coil socket from
the top of the shield can. Then four equally
spaced holes of 1/S" are drilled on the bottom
rim of the coil can and corresponding holes
drilled in the front panel so that the rims
of the cans will be just flush with the top of
the front,

FREE ANDSPARTSGRLIST
1

ALL-WAVE Superheterodype
We have all parts in stock and can
make PROMPT SHIPMENTS.
We
can supply Kits for any set described
in Short Wave Craft.

Front Panel

NEW

ALL -WAVE

Build -It- Yourself
SU PE RH ET !
revolutionary

sensation in the Short Wave
Eight leading manufacturers put their
heads together -drew upon all their designing and manufacturing experience. Result:
This Great 6 -Tube All Wave Superhet That Outperforms Anything of Its Kind! Features that

A
field)

guarantee good foreign reception include:
Continuous Band Spread, IO to 500 Meter Tuning Range, Pre -Adjusted Coils, etc.

BUY AT "WHOLESALE" PRICES
Be

Get complete circuit dia
data sheet-everything FREE.
Always
The
deal
with
House of Radio ReliabilAddress
Dept. SW104X.

to write us first.

sure

parts

gram.

list

and

TREE

DIAGRAMS AND
PARTS LIST

ity"-

VIHOLESALE RADIO SERVICE CO
loo SIXTH AVE. # 430WPERITRIEsrs;
NEW YORK N.Y.
ATLANTA, GA.
NEWARK BRANCH:

219

Central Ave., Newark. N. J.

FREEAND

*_
14

UIPAR SGRLIST

prq 1
CONTINUOUS

BAND-SPREAD
A

*

I

ALL-WAVE Superheterodyne
Write to ALLIED-Radio Parts
Headquarters for FREE wiring
Diagrams and

List to

Parts

build this great new All -Wave Set. We can snpPt
matched kits for any circuit appearing in alit' (Radio
misa :hue or handbook. at prier+ sdilh will save you
totality Write today for our FREE new 1935 Catalog
-the most timely and complete book in radio.

AIlied Radio
ILL., Dept. E
Send me the FREE All -Star Set Diagram
and Parts List.
833 W. Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO.

NAME
ADDRESS

WE ALWAYS HAVE THE LATEST

*

CONTINUOUS

BAND -SPREAD

*

AL

ALL-WAVE Superheterodyne
BUILD -IT-YOURSELF SET
A Professional type short -were
set using Standard Parts.

DIAGRAMS
FREE CIRCUITPARTSLI
Will

mailed upon request.
Write for Catalog.
be

Burstein -Applebee Company

1012.14 MCGEE ST.
Dept. S.
KANSAS CITY, MO.
"Specialists" In Supplies for the Amateur sod Serviceman

*

BANDSPREAD

To give the front panel additional rigidity,
the two outer coil cans are anchored with
their socket ends to the subpanel by pieces
of 143" bakelite measuring 5" long and 2%"
wide. These pieces are fastened to the top
of the cans with the same bolts which hold
the sockets to the cans. Small angle brackets of aluminum %," by 1,6r" and 2I/2" long
fasten the pieces of bakelite to the subpanel.
These pieces of bakelite also serve as insulating supports for the matin tuning condensers of the first R.F. and detector stage,
with the condensers attached to them vertically. A smaller piece of bakelite 2%" by
2" serves as support for the tuning condenser of the second R.F. stage located in the
center of the chassis.
Looking at the front panel. the knob at
the lower left controls the IR.F. bias and
the volume, the control above this is the 35
inmf. compensating condenser of the first
IL.1.% stage.
To the right we see the tuning
dial which operates the second R.F. stages,
the next dial to the right tunes the detector
stage, and the knob at the extreme lower
right is the regeneration and sensitivity
control, located in the S.C. circuit of the
detector. Starting from the left, the coils
in the shield cans are the antenna, first ß.F.
coil. second ILE. and the detector coil.

83

ALAN RADIO

CORP.

CORTLANDT ST.
NEW YORK CITY
Pacific Coast Branch:
1028 South Olive St., Los Angeles. Calif.

As Usual
RADIO LEADS

SUN

Send

.2.50

M.O., plus

postage,

for the

FOUNDATION which contains CIRCUIT
DIAGRAM and COMPLETE PARTS LIST.
then start to build this Professional type
short-wave set using STANDARD PARTS.
All Parts in Stock-Immediate Delivery

SUN RADIO CO., Dept. S
227 FULTON ST.

NEW YORK CITY

M1

Ala. 11\I:

Tlll;

111

f100.S7Y:Yfti OF

AI

ALL-WAVE Superheterodyne
$20.00 PRIZE

MONTHLY FOR
"BEST" 1 -TUBE SET

Or other short -wave set article accepted and published. Send diagram first or set if you prefer.
Sets must be sent PREPAID and should be
CAREFULLY PACKED in a WOODEN box!
The closing date for each contest is sixty days
preceding date of issue (Oct. 1 for the December
issue. etc.).
In the event of a "tie" an equal
prize will be paid to each contestant so trying.
The judges will be the editors of SHORT WAVE
CRAFT, and George Shuart and Clifford E. Denton, who will also serve on the examining board.

Their findings will
Address your

be

final.

Build -It- Yourself Receiver
Engineered by Eight of the leading parts manufacturers

FREE

CI

sent promptly.

In America

AN

D

PARTS LIST

We carry all parts in stock and can

make immediate delivery

Radio Service Lab. of N. H.
Dept. S.
188 SO.

574A CONGRESS ST.

PORTLAND.

MAIN ST.
BARRE, VERMONT

MAINE

loon ELM ST., MANCHESTER,

I

FREE

N. H.

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM
AND PARTS LIST

entries to:
Editor,
SHORT WAVE CRAFT,
99-101 Hudson St..

New York City.

ALL-WAVE Superheterodyne
Coil Data
data is given. bill any
other type of good short -wave coils can be
used.
All coils are wound on National
It -3:1 coil forms. The primaries and sec .mdaries of the coils covering 19.5 to 3s
meters, and 38 to 80 meters, are closely
interwound. This type of winding results
iu somewhat improved selectivity over the
space wound type if used over the saute
wave bands. The coils covering 12 to 21
meters are space -wound 5 turns to the inch.
Excellent results over long distances were
obtained with coils covering the broadcast
hand. This ship leaves distances of up to
2(5)0 miles to the nearest American B.C.
(broadcast) station, so the wavelength was
chosen as to include mainly the powerful
stations of 5 to 50 k.w., which are found
between 250 to 4S0 meters. Of course, anybody interested in any additional wavelengths can wind his coils accordingly. The
secondary of the "B.C." coils, beginning at
the top of the form with the grid end, are
bank-wound in three layers with No. 32
D.S.C. wire for 125 turns, then continuing
with a space of 1/a" from the hank layer,
thirty turns are wound single -layer. Over
this closely wound cathode end of the sec-

We have on hand most complete
line of parts in middle west for

A table with coil

www.americanradiohistory.com

this and other kits, as well as
replacement parts. Write for
our 1934 catalogue. Your copy
is FREE.

NEWARK
ELECTRIC CO.
226 W. Madison St.
Dept. S -W
Chicago, III,

DIAGRAM
AND PARTS LIST

FREECIRCUIT

ALL-WAVE Superheterpdyne

Build the Latest Radio Sensation
We furnish all necessary information
Stow to start, continue and complete the Job.
We can make immediate delivery of
all parts shown on list.

W. H. EDWARDS &
72

BROADWAY

Dept. S.

CO.

PROVIDENCE. R. I.
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ondary are wound three layers of empire
cloth, to give the proper spacing h.1 ween the
secondary and the primary, which consists
of 31) turns of No. 32 D.S.C. wire wound
closely over the empire cloth.
COIL TABLE
Sec.
Pri.

5
4
9
5
9 17

L1

Wavelength
12- 21 meters
20- 40 meters
38- 80 meters
250 -480 meters

30

Build Your Own

Tickler
4I. No. 36E
5

55

155

I

No. 16E (Enamel).
No. 22 D.S.C.
No. 18E.
B.C." Coil -All No. 32 D.S.C.

Marvellous Reception

The list of stations received with this set,
and with trtntendous speaker volume, is too
tom. to ( repeated. World major SW stations tome :n like "locals'! ln a position
just olT the colst of Florida, the SW phone
stnt'ou on the "Jacob Ruppert" of the Byrd
antarctic expedition, was received with volume to spare -the "JOCOb Ruppert's" position brins near "Little America" at the
..nth pole, n distance close to 10,011) miles!

Superheterodyne

*

l

-C

1

-C1
-C2

:4

1

1-C3
1-C4

5-05
5 -05
I -C7
1-C8
-C9
1

-C10
-C11
1-R1
I
1

-R2

1

-113

1

D4

--115
It6
-R7

-R8
-R9

-RIO

-R11
-R12
-R13
2
1
1

-CH
-CHI

-CH2

Designed

and

Sponsored

by
Leading Manufacturers
8
Meissner
Thordarson
Cornell - Dubilier
Hammarlund
-- Belden Ohmite Crowe

mf. -GRD. Blocking Condenser. 500
volts.

-Electrad

.01 mf.-A.F. Coupling Condenser.
600 volts.
-pana Tubular NON-Inductive.
.1 mL
.5 inf.-By-pass Detector S.G. -inductive.

-lty

.00025 mf. -Det.

-

-

-

-

90
30

Ask

n teabe

Superheterodyne

IT-

HEVEN.TI'B}: SI'PEIIIIETEItODYN}: elite(
,seManor ami first detector. 58 first Lt.. 58 second i.f..

rectifier.

ud deitt,'r. 2A5 power output pentode, SO

-,G

electron- coupled beat note oscillator.

suni

OPERATION-Built-in power luit supplies all
whinges. Sta'Inl deign for hum free short -ware reception.
1'IIE- .t1,31.STEO POIL$- ti-illatnr and i.f.. (dis a

.tI.L .\

C.

pr. set nt the factory. eliminating all difficult adjustmentor need of lea Instruments.
ONLY $3.50 ST.tIITS YOU BUILDING
Ask your jobber for the ALL-STAR Receiver foundation
drllled sub ami foret panels. rubsraml
That
' i lote
draw tugs of wiring and pictorial diagrams, mad
luformaduu for wiring. adjustment. and tuning. 'I lu u bm
the n raining parts as woo nee.) them In cne., 0( pay-

-

'

'

'

i

i

Your Jobber or Write Today!
SPONSORED

BY

BELDEN MFG. CO..

MEISSNER MFG. CO.,

4647 W. Van Buren St., Chicago.
OHMITE MFG. CO..
636 N. Albany Aye.. Chicago. III.
CROWE NAMEPLATE & MFG. CO..

2815 West 19th St. . Chicago, III.
THOROARSON ELEC. MFG. CO..
500 W. Huron St., Chicago. III.

CORNELL- DUOILIER CORP..
4377 Bronx Blvd.. New York, New York.
HAMMARLUND MFG. CO..
424 West 33rd St., New York. N. Y.

(

I

Output Transformer.
PI' Input Transformer-Thordarson.
2 -Drum Dials -270 degrees-Vernier -National
Type H.
3 -Tube Shields -21/I" by 5" high- National.

*

NMI

I

48

BAND-SPREAD

.

prongs-- Natinnal(lsolantitel.

-Tr -3:

i

IIIII1

ALL-WAVE
,

Trutest.

-Tube Sockets -5
-Tube Socket-5 prongs -Na -Aid (Bakelite 1.
-Tube Sockets -6 prongs -Na -AId Bakelite I.
8 -Coil Forms -4 prongs -National R -39.
-Coil Forms -6 prongs -- National R -39.
1- Socket and Plug -4 prongs- Speaker -Na -AId.
1- Socket and )'lug -5 prongs-it Supply -NaA Id.
1-Speaker, Dynamic -75 ohms field -with 1'1'

I

CONTINUOUS

tutu i,.0 t. Amans the atan)' features of the .tl.tST.tIt ..occult are:
CONTINUOUS BAND SPREAD-Over the entire tutting
range makes p,sdóle the separation of hundreds of star
thon. that are jammed together at a single slat on the
ordinary receiver dial.
BE. \T NOTE OSCILL.\TOIt- Electron- ampled. au absolute u esaty for rosie receptint, and greatly facilitates
nmhrg of distant broadcast stations. Controlled by convenient panel switch.
7n ,.
METER TUNING RANGE- Continuous with.
)u
,kilo,. t' -nr!. !I:r h. o.tea)' lu mener iedice b:I, I.

mh.-Det. Plate- National 90.
henry -Line Filter-180 ohms, 60 ma.

2

*

.\ truly professional rnmmunlcat ion receiver that
readlly a45eulblyd without the use of special took or

mh.

3

I¡!I1IIIII

E1LL-JTAR

10

I

111.

1749 Grace St.. Chicago. III.
ELECTRAD. INC..
173 Varlck St.. New York. N. Y.

N.t51}:

I

IPlease send free copy of bhp circular showing
photographs of completed ALL -STAR Receiver.
parts list. and wiring diagram.

.U,DIt}:SS

1

-Coil

-Shaft

1- Cable- Fixture D.C. -6 ft.
1 -Plug- Fixture D.C.
1 -ANT. and GRD. Post.
Resistors-Ohmite.
Bypass Condensers -Cornell- Dubilier.

SHORT WAVE RADIO'S
NEWEST SENSATION

*

CONTINUOUS

BAND-SPREAD

*

'April Fool' Transmitter

Let

*

***

*

** *** *

Shield Cans -3" by 314" high -National.
Couplings -Brass (or National).
1- Cable-5 strands -Power Supply
-5 ft.
1- Cable -3 strands- Speaker -5 ft.
1

I

L

National.

Radiotron (Sylvania).
Radiotron (Sylvan jai.
1- -37 Tube- R.C.A.
2-411 Tubes-R.C.A. Radiotron (Sylvania,
2-Coil Sockets -4 prongs -- National Isolantite).
Ilsolantitel.
1 -Coil Socket -6 prongs -National

3

i.l
II1II1

:3- 39 Tubes- -ILC.A.

1

I

e'_

World-Wide l
Reception

List of Parts

Plate Regen. Mica.
mf. -A.F. Bias- Tubular -50 volts.
Filter,
500 volts. Trute: t.
8 ref. -Line
4 mf. -Line Filter, 500 volts. -Trutest.
.0001 mf. -Det. Grid Conti- -Mica.
350 ohms -Bias Minimum 1 watt.
25,000 ohms -Bias Rheostat.
50,000 ohms -Bleeder -1 watt.
7,000 ohms -R.F. S.G. -1 watt.
75.000 ohms -Det. S.G.-1 watt.
50.000 ohms-Del. S.G. Regen.
5 Mega --Pet. Grid Leak -V'_ watt.
.5 Megs -Det. Plate -1 watt.
1 Meg -A.F. Leak -1 watt.
2,0110 ohms-1 A.F. Bias -1 watt.
180 ohms-Bias Power Tubes -25 watt-.
8 ohms-Pilot Itulb R -25 watts.
240 ohms -Heater Shunt -25 watts.
8
R.F. Plates- ilammarlund.

J

for

.00005 mf.- Antenna Condenser. Mica.
.00009 mf. -Main Tuning Condenser. National S.E. 90.
.000035 mf.- Compensator Condenser.
.1

.1

ALLWAVE

L3
31

L2

363

GROSS Supply

FREE

I

You With

CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS AND
PARTS LIST FOR
*
* CONTINUOUS BAMDD

(Continued front page 333)

broadcast band, especially if there are
receivers near.
We have made no attempts to transmit great distances. One of the state
institutions has reported a distance of a
mile or so, using an arc lamp. Who
will be the first to report ten miles,
using the 600,000,000 megacycle trans-

mitter?

DIAGRAMS
FREECIpND PARTS
MAILED UPON REQUEST
Start Building this
PROFESSIONAL TYPE SHORT WAVE SET

Ltd.
Offenbach ElectricRadioCo.,
Parts
1452

"The House of a Million
MARKET ST. Dept. S.. SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF.

www.americanradiohistory.com

SHORT

All Star

RADIO'S NEWEST SENSATION
tube Super lit. Prompt deliveries.
Write for Pelves

WAVE
G

GROSS RADIO, INC.
51

VESEY STREET

(Dept. Cl

NEW

YORK CITY
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New High Impedance
Lines Replace Coils

The All-Electric 3
S -W Receiver
Greatest
3 Tube

(continued from

VALUE
on the market
See

write -Imp.

P.

155

July Issue Short Wave
(Inners report
of
Euroreception

Craft.

South Ameri-

éan,
n. Flawslin,

American stations with excellent volume and clearness. Uses special circuit
for 6F7 (2 tubes in I bulb) and IV tunes as screen
grid regenerative detector, audio amplifier. reKIT ASSEMBLED
tlner and complete huntin power supply. Operates
entirely from 110 volt AC
or DC house lighting sir
cult. No batteries retulred. Range 18.610 me.
tars. Heavy, black crackle
and tested.
finish metal citassi, and
l.IS
Refila
panel. Weight 6 lbs. Only
.95
Broadcast coils
additional
1.90
Sivaula tubes
needed are tube+
and

$6.25

apparatus

phones.

. \enælleadphoues

Coll, for 1s-215MI.

1.25

Instructions

I it c l u d ed.
Foreign reception guaranteed.

The
DC 3

tbs.
weight.
pane for le I5M. in"
at ructions Included.
ForHon
reception
duaran.

plate current, and an antenna feeder current
Of .0 amperes. This input was modulated
about 1N) per cent and there was no sign of
the frequency being modulated while the
receiver Was tuned to zero -beat. However
when the receiver was " detened" to give
about a 1,00) cycle beta .ote, there was a
slight sign of frequency modulation, so
small though, that excellent quality could be
obtained with the receiver out of oscillation.
This is its good if not better stability than
maintained by all of the master oscillator
amplifiers that were checked over the air;
transmitters are quite popular
around this district. So much for the results obtained, now for the construction
of a typical transmitter.

Line Design

powerful 3 tube battery operated set. Itrcells awl
tulrrs
battery. C .e,
e 45
19 (2 tubes in 1 bulb)

KIT ASSEMBLED

$ x.75
Tired and tested.
extra
$1.45
Sylsaula tube,
ostra
1.75

THE "AE4" S -W RECEIVER

Designed for those who demand the ultimate In
results and appearance.
Uses 617. 43, and 237.3
tubes in new high -gain circuit. NO plug-in roils.
Operates entirely from 110 volt AC or DC house

Beautiful black crackle finish

chassis. panel. and cabinet.
Delivers enormous volume. To
be priced at only

Send for circular.

$

7 7

11.95

FILLED
EILEN RADIO LABORATORIES
C.O.D. ORDERS

Dept. SCS. 463 Fourth Ave., New York. N. Y.

The NEW

1
»EWALD

Motortone

Here Is auto radio at Its best.
Performs
console.
6 -tube hi -pain superheterodyne

Ilke

a

circuit.

fu 11

Inc.

Here Is the Na -All Condenser insulated with Victron "AA" whose p.f. at
r.f. is only 0.0002. Note
these outstanding features.
Silver pressure contact on
rotor. No grease or film or
oxide skin as in bearing
contacts. Self centering. self
tightening cone bearing cannot loosen or produce noise.
Minimized mend gives extremely low minimum capacity.
Most prarti ally shaped plates for station separation.
Stildermi brass plates precision spaced. 140 muff. mass.
cap. I'nbersal mounting. Double solder tabs on both
rotor and stator.
No. C -140 Na -Aid VICTRON "AA" Insulated
$1.50
S.W. Cond
.
List price
Here is the new Na -AId VICTRON insulated lt.I.'. Choke Coll, deslg csl
Goa
for use
ultra

frequcnl es where

SIXTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY.
(Not connected with the Pierce -Arrow Motor Car

Adjustment of Transmitter
Adjustment of the transmitter using "long
lines" is a very simple procedure. Set the
"shorting" clamp (see Fig. 4), about three
or four inches from the end, set the grid
slider about three inches below this point.
The plate voltage should be applied low and
the grid clip adjusted for lowest plate current: the frequency should then be checked
on the receiver. Sliding the clips up or down
as the case may require, in order to obtain
the proper frequency. Attaching the antenna is the next procedure.
www.americanradiohistory.com

portent.

V

oail 1high

are

Five tapered universal wound

pies on a VICTRON form which can be

rigidly mounted and connected, thus

e1 Preventing wobbly signals [ruin Ohre* 1 lion. Small pie at 'hot' plate end of
choke for reduced capacitance.
,'In,
not use this choke In all low -porter
transmitters and receiver applicatir s
and enjoy its greeter efficiency. D.C.
resiI aura 40 ohms. Inductance % m.h.
No. 7028- NaAld VICTRON R.F. Choke.
.70
List Price

$

Here are the New Na -Aid VICTRON

MOLDED SOCKETS

"AA"

Especially designed for use at the
Idea -high frequencies. Make use of
its advantages wherever a tube or plug in coil Is mounted. Socket rests Hat
on board so 1s unnecessary to screw
down for temporary et -ups.
However, It is easy mounting. Just drill
two small holes with hand -drill. Each
terminal has convenient jack -top binding post for plug -in connections or

484V

'Iamb
solder terminals atbeathngemitsewader
Eaknurled
h ucontatct has
standard M.B.A. numbering. Below panel wiring
nias
be brought through chassis by
frilling small holes at
terminals. The finest breadboard-mount socket Oda
able.
Nos. 494V. 495V. 496V. 497V and 497VA 4. 5. 6.
7 and small 7 contact respectively. List price

$1 00

EACH
New 700 COIL SELEC
TOR takes any four 4.
5 and 6 prong roils for
selection
by
turning
knob. Mounts on chassis
and panel. Modernizes

hold set e-- eliminates
andling

a n d storing
roils. Simple--compact
rugged
highly efficient
reliable self
cleaning pressure contacts.
List price Without
coils
$3.50
No. 7 NAALD VICTBON 'AA" Insulated
Coll
r
List price $7.50
No. 7000í'L Complete Coupling hardware for
ganging No. 700 Coll Selectors In tandem.
List price 25e

- --

t

t

IO

All coils listed below are

boxed with diagrams
and directions and use 140 mmf. size condenser.
Set of 4 S.W. Coils with one on Vietron
"AA' 13-200 Meters tuning range.
704SWS 4plis
List $2.00 set
705SWS

5

-pin

1

k

$2.50 set

706SW8 6.pin
List $3.50 set
Si.) of 2 Coils for 100.530 meters.
704BCS 4.pin
List $1.50 set

List $1.75 set

705BCS 5p111

7068C6 6pin
List $2.00 set
Band Spreading Coils with ceramic padding condenser mounted on each coll.
Simplifies tuning.

705SWB20.40.80.I60 m. Amateur
705SWBC19.25.31.49 m. S.W. B.C.
1.Ist price $4.00 per set, $1.00 per cell.
IFLong Wove Coils for S.W. Sets using
HO mmf. and 4 -prong Coils.
704LW1 450- 860 meters
List $1.00
704LW2 sin 2114) meters
1.44 81.00
704LW3 124016641 meters
List $1.00
1

704LW4 1640 -2,14)0 meters
list $1.00
704LWS Net of 4 Colls.List $4.00 set.

prong coil forni

List Price
List /'rice
List Price
Llst 'Tire

8 prong coil forni
4388 8 hole socket

List Price

No. 704 4 prong coil form
705 5 prong coil form
706 0 prong coil form
707
708

proportionately shorter.

Full automatic volume control. Tone control modulator. Large dynamic speaker. Positive improved
vibrator. 6 cylinder suppressors. And that Isn't
the hall of It! See Motortone NOW. Write us for

512 -A

the

two
stayed in zero beat over periods as long as
la minutes without the slightest aigu of
"creeping" and would probably hare remained that tray for hours. This was with
:del) volts on the tubes, at NO milliamperes

The ideal tine to use would be one that was
exactly a quarter wavelength long and adjusted to provide maximum selectivity.
Ilowever this is not easily- done, Clue to the
internal losses of the oscillator tubes. These
losses will have to be taken into consideration iu the line design. If it were possible
to design a perfect line with the present
day tubes, "crystal stability" would be the
result. This line would'have the following
It
physical and electrical demensions:
would be a quarter wavelength long, constructed of one-half inch copper tubing
spaced approximately one inch between
centers; with one end "shorted" it would
have an impedance of approximately Sú,000
ohms and a Q, or selectivity factor, of 650;
the line being designed for a frequency of
60 megacycles. But sinless we have special
tubes, this is not obtainable. The best we
can do is to use tubes with very low internal
capacities and having short plate and grid
leads. We then adjust the line to resonate
at the frequency on which we wish to operate. As the diameter of the conductors is
increased the impedance and "Q" will increase directly lu proportion ; increasing
the copper tubing to one inch in diameter
we would have Q of 1,300 anti an iinitedawee of 172,000 ohms! The transmitter
shown iu the photographs uses one -half inch
tubing; the reader can use any size he
wishes but nothing smaller than one -half
inch sl 1d be lord for best results. The
space between centers of the conductors
should be 4 times the radius of the tubing.
With tubes such as the 210, 801, 245, 711
and 12A the length of the copper tubes will
be slightly less than three feet, and with
tubes such as the SW, 825 and $52 the line
will be slightly over three feet long. In
either case the line should be made three
or four inches longer than necessary in
order to allow for tuning and also for losses
that may be encountered in the lengths of
connecting leads; make the line three and
a half feet long, that is, for the fire meter
band; if the transmitter is to be used on
lower wavelengths the line will have to be

teed.

lighting circuit.

put'and

Receiver
t

1

regenerators being too broad for this
pose. The transmitter Was turned on
the receiver tuned to zero-beat with
transmitter, and, believe it or not, the

All - Wave
A

and 33 tubes as regenerative detector and
stage amplifier. Tremendous volume.
D r i v es
Rspeaker on many stations.
ange 18 610 meters.
Heavy, black crackle finish metal chassis and
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NEW VICTRON PARTS

7

1,1st

Price

20e
20e
20e
30e
30e
35e

each
each
each
each
each
each

NA.ALD VICTRON "AA" COIL FORMS
704w

4-pin...Llot

7-pin...Lfst $1.00

5-pin...L1at

$1.00 707\'A 7-sin-List $1.00
6-p1n...L1et $1.00 7081, 8-pin...List $1.00
New Baud Spreading UT Coll Forms. Complete
with high quality ceramic padding condenser
mooned on colt form top.
No. 7051iSC-S0 Form with 80 mmfd. cond. 50e
No. 705BSCIS0 Forts with 150 mufti. cond. 50c

[416w

Send for complete catalog and state supplier.

ALDEN PRODUCTS CO.
Dept. SW

10

BROCKTON.

715 Center St.

MASS.

FA--A [bi

SHORT WAVE CRAFT for OCTOBER, 1934
Antenna Used
The antenna shown in Figure 2 is used
at the writer's station and gives excellent
results. It is a matched impedance affair.
of the doublet variety. The Lynch Giant Killer cable is used as the transmission line.
It has an impedance of approximately 711
ohms and when attached to the center of
the dipole antenna gives excellent performance. The line feeding the antenna should
he connected three inches from the "shorted"
end of the plate circuit line. This point
seems to provide maximum output, even
though other settings will effect higher inputs. Connect au 0 -1 It.l''. ammeter in
series with the feeder (a Xmas tree bulb
can also be used) and adjust the grid slider
for maximum feeder current. The plate
slider will now need adjusting as the frequency will have changed. Whichever the
ease, always make the final adjustment with
the grid slider; maximum output will not
be obtained with the grid slider at a point
giving lowest plate eurren1.
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HAMMARLUND'S
First Low-Priced
S -W COILS
Wound on New XP-53
High -Efficiency Forms
OW PRICED Hammarlund S -W coils are now
available, due to the perfection of "XP-53,"
the sensational new Hammarlund low - loss

dielectric.
Rugged. durable, good -looking, no artificial coloring. Ribbed for air-spacing. Easy flange-grips,
with "meter-index" inserts for wavelength marking. Molded shelf inside coils for mounting
Hammarlund trimming or padding condensers.
Set of 4 coils (4 prongs, 2 windings) for
meters, $3.00 list.
Set of 4 coils (6 prongs, 3 windings) for
15.220 meters, $3.75 list,
15.220

Kerr Nmn,narhotd X!' -53
Lou.. loss Coil Forms,
4, 5 or 6 prongs, 35c each
list.

IIAMMARLUND MFG. CO.,

Other coils for lower or higher ranges.
Silver- plated, low. loss secondaries on
higher.frequencv coil.

424 -438 West 33rd St-, New York.

.

-Check

here and attach 1Oc for 16- ».....
page Hammarlund 1935 Short -Wave Manual
Illustrating and describing most popular S \\'
circuits of past year, with schematic and
picture diagrams and parts lists.
-Check here for FREE information on
XP -53 Coil Forms and Coils.
-Check here for FREE General Catalog.
-

ox. âaan Tind.ia

ammárlund
PRODUCTS

Universal .11.4)C
S.-Ir'. Receiver

u

Name
Address

Duo- m pli/lyne

5 TUBE

,.ll

T.R.F. A.C. Operated

-1

.

ltet'eirrr

Short -if are Receiver

The nett ftt'A It nd lot ron SO1. an
excellent high frequency tithe.
01'1E1', hum -tree reception.

l'ower Supplies and Modulator
Diagrams of power -supplies and modulator are given for the benefit of the reader
wishing to duplicate the entire transmitter.
Besides being more efficient, n transmitter
using long lines as tuned circuits is slightly
more economical to construct. It also lies
plenty of other advantages over parallel tuned circuits.

Best Tubes to Use
The writer used many different types of
tubes in his experiments with "long liues''.
The final model used the new R.C.A. Sol
tubes. These tubes worked exceedingly well
and the output was higher, with lower input,
than any other tubes tried. With the `All's
the grid -leak value that seemed to be optimum was 15,000 ohms. The plate current
was 40 milliamperes with no load and maximum output attained with a plate current
of 100 milliamperes; this was with rí00 volts
on the plates. The measured output was

around 25 watts.
That's real efficiency for a five meter
transmitter. Running the oscillators with
higher plate currents only increased the

Tills

simplo circuit will give
beginners a a p l e n d i d

K

Tubes: "R. '43 and 257.5.
Tunes from 15 to 550 meters.
S7.95
Complete Kit
Shielded Niel al Cabinet. 1.00
Wired and Tested, extra. 2.00
ItCA Licensed Tuber.... 3.25
Bruno Ian to lent toll... .79

REGENT
4 Tube A.C.
S -W Receiver

.n se

te recover is extremely efficient. It will receive foreign stav with great
consistency.
'.5S
tubes used are of the latest design
a. C. stage for ampltficatiun, a '55 detector. two
:,A5'a for the push -putt stage and an '80 rectifier.
sat of RCA 'teensKit of Parts with
$2.95
est tubes
Bruno eoils.S 7.95
Special 5hicidrl
Wired and tested.
1.75
m
51,,,,1
2.00
extra

1`IuIs most modern shor

-a

1

A COSIPLETE

re-

ceiver with built-

dynamic speaker.
15 to
tune f
Tubes:
550 meters.
2-'58's. 1 -'SO and 12A5 power pentode
output.
In

w111

COVERS

the

construcaoa

Uses 'i9 tube.

rt,a Ia,t

$4.9

C.11

AC-DC

Receiver

to 550 meters. Power tone it the first to we
the new '79
E xtube.
tremely light
in weight.

Complete

ruts

of

56.95

1.46
Carrying Caco
ILCA Licensed Tubes 2.25
2.00
Wired, extra

.79
New 192 Page 5.W. and P.A. Manual

www.americanradiohistory.com

5 .50

1.00
.39

"SCOUT

Portable

short-

RCA Licensed tubes 2.50

coil

radio

wave range from 15

t.mmlete Kit, with
speaker
S11.50
2.00
Wired, extra
Modernistic Cabinet 1.50

BItuNO Broadcast

In

id operation.

kit of Parts
11'A licensed tube
\l'ire!. extra
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RCA makes
aerial history !

plate dissipation and resulted in lower output. With 500 volts on the plates of the
tubes, the plate input should not exceed
50 watts.
For those interested, the characteristics
of the Stil are as follows:
}Hammitt Voltage
7.5 volts
Filament f'u'rent
1.2i amperes
,,lmplitication Factor
s
Grid -Plate Capacity
6.
Inmf.
I. rid- Fil a Men t Capacity
4.5 nun f.
Plate-Filament Capacity
1.:1 mid.
Plate Voltage, Max.
WO
volts
l'late Current, Max.
70
nul.
For ultra high frequency operation:
Frequency
lin
90
120
150
Plate Voltage
(Telephony)
4$0
360
310
260

e

the titt-st time, it is now
possible for the experimenter and short wave enthusiast to obtain the most exhaustive
data on short wave coil winding
information that has ever appeared in print.
As every experimenter who bas
ever tried to build a short wave set
knows only too well by experience,
the difference between a good and
a poor receiver is usually found in
the short wave coils. Very often
you have to hunt through copies of
magazines, books, etc., to find the
information you require. The present data has been gotten up to
obviate all these difficulties.
Between the two covers of this
book you now find every possible bit
of information on coil winding that
has appeared in print during the
past two years. Only the most modern "dope" has been published here.
FOP,

-

"Provides a new source
of profit for the wide awake service man" -says A. H. Prow, Pres.
Phila. Radio Service Men's Association.
home with an all wave set h an
EVERY
immediate prospect...so get busy!
Tell your customers how this remarkable
new antenna brings up weak signals,
cuts down man -made interference, gives

more uniform response because of

special "double doublet" feature. Kit
of essential parts retails for $6.00.
Your installation charge extra.
Special "Dealer Demonstration" Antenna Kit, Net Price $9.85, makes
possible convincing demonstrations in
your store. Connects to four receivers.
Have you seen the remarkablenewRCA
Full Range Test Oscillator? 90 to 25,000
K: C. Direct Reading Dial, weighs 5
pounds with batteries. Only $29.50

Write RCA Parts Div., Camden, N. J.
WORLD

WIDE

ANTENNA
SYSTEM

Sensational

VALUES
Victor Power Transformers for models R-32,
It -52, RE-45, RE-75
$1.49
Genuine Victor R.F. coils, with choke coil at-

elied

.07

Victor chokes. 30 lys., 150 mils., 2011 ohms
.35
t '0110111 Coils. shielded. Ant. and R.F. types
.30
I nad. 750 Volt paper condensers, cardboard
.25
4 and 5 prong wafer socket',
each .04
OCTOCOILS 16 to 200 meters, 4 coils to cet. 1.47
Na -Aid short ware coil kits, 4 rolls to kit,

4 prong $1.19: 6
Continental 2- buttonDrang
mike, regular ßI11 value
10 watt wire woun,l resistors, 5 otins to 2531
01nns, each 15e; 20 wan
each
Bakelite coil forms, 4 a:I 5 prongs, ribbed
type, racla 19e: 6 prong
Royer transformers. lust :0111.1 m. g., 4 tube
80c; 5 tube 89e; 6 tube $1.30: 7 tube $1.48:
s tube
Universal type output transformer +
l' WVersal type input lransfnr nera
t::eetrle plek -up with tone ar ,

1.77

3.73
.22

.22
1.91
.81

.83

3.99

Chokes 4 m.11. Sc; E, ni th
.08
_
n1.11. R.F. Chokes, wound on Isolamito
tubing. pig -tall loe iliml+
.30
De l"oryst tubes: types 210. 250. 201... each 1.00
Distributors of nationally known amateur fauipent and P. A. Systems. Write for quotations.
Free
Circuit Diagram and Parts List for
the Continuous Band -Spread ALL -STAR All -Wave
Superheterodyne Beeetyw.
It F.

M. SCHWARTZ & SON
710 -712 Broadway
Schenectady
New York

RADIO

ENGINEERING,

broadcastIne. aviation and police radio. servicing, marine radio telegraphy and telephony. Morse telegraphy
and railway acrounting taught thoroughly. Engineer tog laupe of nine months' duration equivalent to three
years of college radio work. All expenses low. Cantle( free. school established 1874.

Dodge's Institute, Turner St., Valparaiso, Ind.

Parts List "Long Lines"

4- Copper
tubes
1/32" wall

outside diameter with
each 42" 11ì 1.

1/.11

4 -Stand -off insulators. Nat ioutI.
2
Mil. 11.F. chokes, National.

-25
1-

2- Sliders
:10,11110

(see drawing).

ohm 25 watt grid -leak.

Ohmite.

-75 ohm C.T. resistor. Ohmite,
2-4 prong Isola ntite sockets. National.
1

2-01
A

S H O R T WAVE
SSET BUILDERS
MUST HAVE
THIS BOOK

tubes, R.C.A. Radiotran.

Depression Portable
Transmitter and
Receiver
(Continued front page 34S)

SHORT WAVE
COIL BOOK

Receiver Details
When the power of the transmitter is
necessarily limited there is little object

building an elaborate and expensive
receirer. We used :NA.f's. The new
type tubes may of course be substituted at
greater expense with suitable filament resistors if desired. A 45 volt B battery is
sufficient for the plate supply. The Iireuit
is that of a detector and one stage of audio.
The coils 13 and IA are the windings Contained on the plug -in coil form. 1.3 is
spaced about half an inch from 1.4 and
wound in the same direction. While the
exact number of turns will vary with the
distributed capacity and the size of t'7. the
following will serve as a guide to what will
be required. No. 22 wire is used throughout.
Band
L4
L3

Ltr

in

c
17
80
8
40
10
20
4
If the receiver fails to oscillate meow
flu, connections of L3. if it still fails add
more turns to L3 and reverse the connections again if necessary. Continue to add
turns itud reverse the connections nutil the
receiver operates smoothly over the entire
bled with the regeneration control R4 set
:tbnat half [say.
The antenna coupling condenser C'5 may
be made from two pieces of copper or br:rs
about l" by 71 /t" spaced 1/16" apart. Or
fin aligning condenser such as used on broadcast receivers will do uieely.
Rapid switching from "send" to "receive"
is accomplished by the DPDT jack -switch
illustrated at dl in the diagram. The jack switch is foolproof ; that is, the spark -coil
will not operate if the key is accidentaly
touched when on the wrong side.
All RF leads should be kept short as
possible. It is also important to use the
heaviest wire convenient. including key
leads when hooking up between the storage
battery and the primary of the spark coil.
When the key is pressed the current is three
or four amperes and the voltage drop on
the filament of the 171A is considerable, if
small wire is used. Running separate lends
from the terminals is a good alternative.
A very definite preference will be found iu
the polarity of the "A" battery at the vibrator. Determine the correct way by reversing the connections at the coil. Nearly
twice the plate current and a better note
will result, This is imperative.
The large 3" coil and condenser shown at
the left of the photo is for listening on the

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Short Wave Coil Data

for Every Conceivable
Short Wave Receiver
RADIO

PUntICAIlONS

No duplication. Illustrations galore, giving not only full instructions how to wind coils, but dimensions, sizes of wire, curves, how to
plot them, by means of which any
coil for any particular short wave
set can be figured in advance, as to
number of turns, size of wire, spacing, etc.
There has never been such data
published in auch easy acceesible
form as this.
Take advantage of the special
offer we are making today, as due
to increasing costs, there is no question that the price will increase
soon.

.

RADIO PUBLICATIONS
97 HUDSON STREET

-

NZW YORK, N.Y

Radio PublicatIons,
Street,

97 Hudson

tWi
10 -7

New York, N. Y.
Please send Immediately, your Short Wave Cell Beek. for
which I enclose 25c herewith (coin, U. S. stamps or alone,
Order acceptable). Book is to be sent prepaid to me.
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BARGAINS

i,

'"broadcast" band with the same receiver.
L3 has 25 turns, IA contains
while the
condenser has about 30 plates in all (about
.00033 mf.'I. A ground should be used when
this coil is employed. It is plugged into the

IORDER DIRECT FROM THIS ADVERTISE.
MENT -WE D3 NOT ISSUE ANY CATALOG

Phonograph Motor

G. E.
ONLY

Furnished with

Speed regulator.

Formerly
Sold for
$15.00
6d
lit
Variable speed indm'tnar }Vr 3 to 2119
cycle. A(', with deter control. Speed range t
RPM. Pau be installed in place of old -fashioned. handwinding speed motor. Fits any cabinet. Also Ideal for
display turn- table, and a hundred other uses. These G. E.
Electric Motors are brand new. In original factory cartons.
Sante motor that formerly sold for $15.00, only $3.95 as
:one as supply lasts. Mannfs..turers and dealers, please
write for special quantity prices.

17... ` ``

Shipping Weight,

11 lbs.

G. E. MOTORS
Çmitpanl

variable condenser. Il:umnarhtnd. National.
-.5 inf. bypass condenser. ('ore.- !)ubilier.
':p -27,11 neuf. fixed condenser. Porn. -I hlbil.
I.1- I:2- ('late and grid coils (.see text 1.
1.3 -1.4- Plug-in coils (see text).
.\udio transformer.
2111 -.\ tithes, Ill 'A ltadlotron. (Arco.)
cous type.
1tatytlteou rectifier.
I

:t01t.P. -4800
R.P.M. l'nlver.ei AA'. a n d
D.C. 110 volts
instant r e -

-

11-

S i ze :
3

Ulamet er

inch., length 5 inch.
Shipping weight, 3 Iba.
Add 250 for apeclal
packing and mailing
anywhere in U. S. A.

Ordinal Price.
$12.00

$2.45 Each

World -Wide
Short -Wave Review

WHILE THEY LAST

Westinghouse Power Generators
Manufactured by West
inghouse for
Signal Corps.

U.

S.

mmutat

through

r

,nliruntl r.lot p,r, :,::i

\ \.. :t el >hntting here Itco simple seperIrgenerative circuits which appeared recently in an issue of AMATEUR \WIRELESS.
The values of the parts, except for the coils,
will he found on the circuits. In the single

r

takes off l the generated D.C. Three leads

extend

r

tito

casing to permit a
Y. flashlight -tape
InOter3 to be switched

4Iré

Into circuit for starting, and ta runtrnl the
A.C. output. notated
at its normal speed
er train r.p.nn,. lilt output Is 200 W., at 11.. to 125 V.
(mn open circuit). 900 cycles.
The rotor turns In ball
hearing:. Shaft length (driving end).
Ins.; dimmer
in.
0/l0 Iu.: the end Is thrradrd for a distance of
s , i lo. in
Ra +e ,litnen +loon ex.lttoler l t the +I, (t.
diameter. Guaranteed new and perfect.
Here la what one of our customers writes:
"These generators are being used In a quail fishing
village. where the only current is supplied (rung a
generator.
'.ts it was imptesible to use A.C. sels and especially
my short-wave transmitter using two '45 tube4. one of the
grnrrat,rs is used to supply nu' two A.P. reetiters and
the other to supply power for the trim-miner.
Ruth
generators are run by a k hunepotvrr motor. These
generators perform perfectly and have hero aLsolutely
trouble free.
The voltage and current regulatioo It re1,,rkably stable. taking a reusbit-rabic overload."(Name .upolled ou route-a.)

tube sets, coils

Li

and 1.2 are the usual

-

e

Name
Address

City

Brat.

100

'grid and plate coils found in regenerative

receivers. l'or five meter operation these
two coils each consist of three turns of number 12 wire. 1,4 inch in diameter. Owing
to the heavy edge. they will be self- support'
ing tvhln wound.
The suppression frel'
quency Polls. or quencher coils ills they are
sometimes ealle(1, consist of :AN) turns of
iii enameled wire wound in spool shaped
forms. pile inch in diameter and having a
sot i, inch wide. honeycomb coils of :H R)
turn, each can be Used for the purpose. The
It. F. chokes consist of 75 turns of No. 34
en;uucled wire close -wound on 1/, inch
forms.
The three tube set uses a separate tube
for the suppression frequency, which makes
it
more flexible and more stable in operaRemit by Cheek or money order for full amount of each
item- Shipped Express Collect If sufficient money is not tion. In addition the pentode output tube
enclosed for parcel post.
No C.O.D. order accepted
provides loudspeaker operation for most
Money refunded if not satisfied.
-iguals. The tuning coils, 1.1 and I2, and
WELLWORTH TRADING COMPANY the It. F. choke, are wound the same as the
coils
for the single tube set. The quencher
560 W. Washington Street
ILL.
CHICAGO,
lcoils, however. are a little different in euuWELLWORTH TRADING COMPANY
SWlO.34 struetion. Coil 1.3 contains 600 tarns and
!coil 1.4, 300 turns of No. 36 enameled wire.
560 W. Washington Street, Chicago, ill.
honeycomb coils can be used here if deEnrlu:el yon ili fed my retort:rm..
ter
whirl) please send me
sired. It is important to use tubes in the
detector and quencher circuit which have
( ) G. E. Phonograph Motor. $3.95 each.
a low plate impedance, in order to obtain
(
) Power Generator, $4.95 each.
satisfactory operation.
(
) G. E. Motor. $2.70 (Including packing and postage).
nn

Type

Don't sacrifice dependable day -in, day out performance for a few pennies difference in R.F. Choke costs! De sure
you get the original and genuine NATIONAL Type 100 R.F. Choke. Designed
for utmost convenience in installation,
suitable for either grid -leak or pigtail
mounting, small and compact, the Type
100 can be used close to tubes where
longer leads would introduce operating
difficulties. Its accurate and dependable rating adapts it to the majority
of R.F. Choke Requirements in modern
Short -Wave Receivers and Low Powered
Transmitters. It is sturdy and reliable.
Before you buy, look for the diamond
NC trade -mark, proof of the advanced
research and manufacturing facilities
behind every NATIONAL
RADIO
PRODUCT.

I

1

to Get the Genuine

NATIONAL

UH) nun f. fixed condenser.

itufaetoriog
upau.

nuit -hl

Be Sure

)_3

-f

-110 wolf.

large

Here are the
-.peel flea lions:

er s e .

A Dependable R.F. CHOKE

fixed condenser.
-:: tuf. tuf.tir larger
condenser.
a'- -Antenna coupling condenser Ires tete).

originally
tended for

-

1-

l'

the
by
tured
I :eueral Electr r

t

Parts List for Portable
u 1-14000 ohms resistor.
mpg. grid -leak.
It :: -20 ohm filament rheost:II.
.U.tOH) ohm variable resi.I,Ir
It
I :I'('- -'2..i
nth. receiving chokl, National,
Ifa mina rlund.
31-D CDT jack swilrit.
1'1 -:ON mtof. Variable condenser.
t'2-10112 mf. fixed eondens'r.

l':: -,I

Motora
These
were manufac-

a

coil socket and the antenna coineeted directly to the binding post provided on the
coil. The series condenser C5 Makes this
alteration necessary at broadcast frequen;cies. Weather reports, news and enter taiument muy thus be had in camp.
The transmitter being single control eliminates the necessity of lugging along a
monitor. Different antenna locations affect
the frequency but little.
We found that
the rontiuuous single wire type of 132 feet
was best stud most convenient. Our duly
loose equipment consists of a neon bulb,
it small d:-) volt B battery for the receiver,
key. phones and a ready cent antenna compbr,4 with insulators. The car battery
<npplic< all the filaments and the spark
coil.
'

$3.95

i,W

367

Now is a good time to begin thinking of
over-hauling that aerial to withstand the
Call and Winter winds.
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Semi co11pon( belva' for nero
Catalogne No. 221) -A

NATIONAL
TYPE 100

CHO KES

R. F.

of

Imo

elo

so
so so so
so so
so
00
Company' Inc.

woo

vie

national Massachusetts
Malden,

catalog °`
to covet
be
lose
aw

jeers
tlemenset
$e. 220-A. xis.

Gentlemen..
e

malting co

NaJeeiS

.
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Eilen "DC "All -Wave Set

=

=

GOLDEN GEM'
QQkTAB1.a
ADDING MACHINE
44/414 ,100,401

All ied ' Radio

Hammarlund
at
at

Does the Work as Accurately

AlliedRadio

as Machines Selling at $300.
OVER 300,000 SOLD THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

a

Alliedtadio

0 eie `k21eet se
a4

AlliedifiRadio

JOHNSON

8

all other standard Amateur lines. Whatever your
rats, we can supply them quicker and better at ALLIED.
at consistently lower prices. The thing to do O.M.. is to
write today for the new 1935 ALLIED Catalog which Is
yours fer the asking.

833 W. Jackson

I?'lease

Catalog

Listing.
E

send

with

A

I

Blvd.

-i

rI t'

I

u

Chicago, Dept.

E

YOUR
CATALOG

your Free 19:1
the Radio Amateur

me

rn-

1

e

p

Circular Type:
Metal 4" Dia.

Price $1.50

Case 50c extra
1.23x =

7\'50.41 =?

1.24°= 7
Tan 905' =?
Cot î9'_ ° =7

=

Log 55.25 =?
6% of 145.9 =T
5.16 -Z7 +1.78 =?
Solve easily all these and dozens of other mathematical problems without pencil
nd paper-by
means of the Midget Slide Rule. This rule solves
any problem In multiplication, division. addition.
subtraction- and proportion. It alto aloes roots end
powers of numbers. The "Trig" stales give the
sines, rosInes, tangents and et tangents of all angles: also logs of numbers. Adds and subtracts
fractions. Approved by colleges.
10. Oia., 27" Scale "Special" Rule, $3.00.

RADIO Slid' Rule -Short Wave
Price $1.00 Prepaid

Type

Printed on white brig
tot hoard: Size 0s, "x

Dory short wave
radio
student
must have this inductee]. e. capacity. and
'eull- dimension" slide
rule, It w III a11,1er
aurh
questions
as:
What is inductance of
tell one inch In diameter, winding two
inches long and having 30 turns per inch?
P9tat winding length
of No. 24 S. C. C.
wire must he ant on
a form two Im tea in
t'
diameter. to obtain an C
Inductance of 100 mtrrohenrleat To what
frequency and wavelength will 35 mlcrohenry coil
tune with a 50 mmf. condenser?
11 ".

and

NEW! "OHM'S LAW" CALCULATOR

Solves All Problems of Voltage, Current
and Resistance. Price
$1.00 Prepaid

DATAPRINT CO., Box 322, Ramsey, N. J.

Foreign Countries extra

Gold Shield Products Co.
98

Doerle A.0 5
Has Some Kick
page 347)

panel is mounted a dynamic loud- speaker.
this is fastened to the rear side of the panel
and numerous holes are drilled in the panel
in order to allots the sound to come through.
The metal panel. together with an auxiliary
plate, provides the uecessatt'y- baflling for the
dynamic speaker. Provisions are also made
fut "earphone" rectptiu11. This is dole by
means of a ,1l2 uif. condenser connected in

c
ciTADDRESS

Midget 5 in

Above Is shown runs bina l ion front and
top view of the Ellen 'U(' :C' All-Wrier
lteerlser nn hleh was described on Ange
2S2 of the Septet., ber Issue. and for which
the sv rons p fells re netts shown.

(f'oil tis! lied from

NAME

SLIDE RULES

The sibling machine pictured above Is today tutquestionably the world's most famous pocket and
desk adding machine. Since 1904 this ntartelous
little -Swiss LC:mrh among Adding Machines". habeen purchased by governments, Instltudons, and
Individuals the world over.
Tin-re i, rotting more simple to opera?, n
.1
GEM ad.IIng inscilino. Numbers are n
the machine as quickly as they are si.
earnig from column to column Is done automatically without the slightest attention from tinoperator.
It is t his feature. espctally, that iisthtgNshe, the GESI from all other small sibling
brachln.. all of which require the attention of
the operator for the carrying proems.
Interesting literature and testimonial letters from
all over Ilte country sent upon request.
Nickel Plated. In bag
s 8.95
Chrome Finish. In bag
9.95
De Luxe Model in beautiful plush lifted ease 11.29
Postage Paid in any part of C. S.
Canada and

-
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Addy! Sobt racts! Multiplies!
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Health Ray Carbon
Lamp
i¡ PAYS FOR

1

ITSELF IN A
FEW TREAT MENTS.

{
1

series With the earphones between the "It"
negative circuit and the plate of the 56 first
audio stage. The switch mounted in the
rear of the box opens the voice coil tu the
dynamic speaker and renders it imo ,erable.
Titis switch can be left Ou find speaker and
earphone uperatti in can be had simultaneously. Looking at the eirenit diagram. we find
that suflieit'it filtering is used and renders
the set absolutely "hum-free." Two S Inf.
and one 16 i if. 'electrolytic condensers, together with a :;ll henry choke and the dynamic speaker field, serve no the efficient
filter. The 22.460 011111 resistor which is
Gapped at :1,:100 ohms provides the necessary load to this tiller which stabilizes line
voltages. This tap is used to provide screen
voltage for the detector tube. The voltage
is also varied by a 25,0 60 ohm potentiometer
to allow snmoth control of oscillation.
It
will be remembered that in the original
Doerio . \.t', no del, regeneration was controlled by a 1111114 oaf. condenser. The diagram and photographs clearly show the
values Of the various parts, together with
their placement and will give the readers n
good idea as to how the set is built,

Vest Pocket
SOLDERING IRON

VV2RC -The

PATENTS

SW Volee

From Caracas

(Continued from page 3210
mingled with many other Latin- American
songs, classical

selections. operatic

arias.

dramatic sketches, edurntional talks, sporting events. interviews with prominent people. as well as concerts from sclooLs and

Everyone in the famity
needs the health giving
Violet Rays.

Table \[stet
Send for interesting literature FREE.
List Price with Screen and Goggles, $10.00.

YOUR COST
'ta

I'honnfihn Corporation.
Ile is a sound
expert of the liirleagraph Company of Fort
Lee, N. J., Member of the American Radio
Relay League and its delegate to the Cleveland Convention in 1921;.

www.americanradiohistory.com

$3.38

O. B., N. Y.

PARK PLACE

NEW YORK

ih, market. Will do the
Smallest good Iron r.
work of irons twice its size. (holy 10 invites long.
11101 Ill diameter.
Icy t sìr g the highest grade
elements. It heats up In half the time of ordinary
Irons. Guaranteed to give satisfaction or money back.
We issue 110 Catalog on this item.
Enclose $1.20 and iron will be sent postpaid in C. S.
10e extra lit Catnrda.
-
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GOLD
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All

PRODUCTS

CO.

Park Place. S.W., New York

-

TRADE MARKS

inventions submitted held confidential and giver
personal attention by members of the firm.

Form "Evidence of Conception and
instructions
"How to Establish Your Rights" -Free
LANCASTER. AI.IAVINE & ROMMEL
PATENT LAW OFFICES

475 Bowen Bldg.

Washington, D.

C.

CHASSIS

academies.

Mr. Lopez, their engineer, began his career in the Lee de Forest Laboratories and
in 1924 at the shirt of the talking picture
industry was employed in the De Forest

-F.

(;OLD SHIELD PRODUCTS CO.

We
manufacture all the modern types used by
the leading short wave set builders, experimenters and hams In all finishes. Send drawbrg
for estimate. We make any size.

KORROL MFG. CO., inc.
232

Greenwich St.. Dept. S.W., New York

SHORT WAVE CRAFT for OCTOBER,

DATAPRINTS
Technical

=

I
-

Information

c.._

You Need
To Build
-; á

A

ELECTRICAL
& RADIO Apparatus

Dataprint containing data for constructing
this 3 It. spark Dud in -fella coil. Requires
K.W. 20.050 volt transformer as "exciter ";
36
8

list

below.

Includes condenser data.

75

J
eW.7
47

I

se

.

TESLA OR OUDIN COILS
spark. data for building, inelisdlM

imds
condenser data
Melt spark, data for
denser data; requires

00.22
building.

including

con-

f,s
K. W. 15.000 vols
transformer; see list below
Violetta t3'pe, high frequency coil data: 110
volt A.C. or D.C. type; 1" spark; used for
"violet ray" treatments and "Experiments "
has, to operate Oudin coil from a vacuum tubs
oscillator
3 itch spark Tesla coil; operates on Ford ignition cull

inch spark Ondin coil; 110 volt A.C.

3

('oll"

"Kick -

Tricks with Tesla and Oudin Coll,
TRANSFORMER DATA
1
k.w. 20,000 -volt transformer data, 110 -solo
00 -cycle primary.
Suitable fur operating 3 ft
Oudin cull
sa k.w. 15.000 -volt transformer data. 110 -volt
60 -cycle primary.
Suitable for operating 3inch Ondin coil
Fleurie welding Transformer
induction Colis -1 to 12 inch spark dots
20

.

TELEGRAPHONE
"Code" signals

0.75

0.50

0.50
0.50

OM

0.50

0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50

-

Records
or
Voice
on steel wire by
agnetiam.
Code can be recorded "last"
and
tranCated
-slow."
Construction
data (special)
$0.50

369

Mono -Coil
S -W

Converter

(t'oatiauctl Jro(e pout.

"How-To-Make-It"

1934

;

"))

LATEST SYLVANIA

cucu on the varions S -\C broadcast bands.

This coil will not. or rather, does not corer
the entire range of from 15 to 200 meters.
The bands on which all the foreign and d
mestic stations are braadcastiug arc covereJ.
(19,'23, 31 and 49 meter binds). This means
that tuning can be doue with a small condenser capacity allowing a better Il' ratio
and greater tuning ease. Changing of bands
is accomplished with a simple single -pole
three contact rotary switch for each stage.
The layout of the parts is as follows:
the two -gang tuning condenser is located
in the center shield compartment, to the
left of this is the detector stage and to the
right is the oscillator stage. Behind the
detector is the I.I'. transformer and behind
the oscillator stage is the LF, tube. The
detector trimmer is on the lower left of
the panel and the volume control is on the
lower right.
After the converter has been wired correctly the job of getting the whole thing
lined up properly is at hand. This, if done
according to the following instructions. is
not at all difficult.

SERVICE HELP
YOURS!
10e in
STAMPS

Aligning Converter
Connect the output of the converter to

the antenna and ground posts of the "lit "'
set, connect the two filament leads to any
pair of filament prongs of the "B( "' set,
except to those that go lo 245 tubes. it is
best to connect them to the filament prongs
if an RI' stage. Then connect the
dus lead of the converter to ally point
dung the voltage divider of the "BC "' sei
hat gives between 133 and 250 volts; the
'B" minus is taken care of in the con Iection to the chassis. Now turn the "J)("'
set on and tune it to the broadcast station
that comes in on the lowest frequency.

COMPLETE DATA ON ALL
TUBES INCLUDING TYPES 15,
18, 255, 25Y5, 2Z2, 46B1, 182B
A convenient 104 -page Manual

RADIO AND TELEVISION
$0.50 Each
aflnhuum Order, 2 prints at this Iteduvv I Prime.)
The Find-All l'entagrld A.C. -I).C. "Short- Wave"

containing essential information
users
t have to get optimum performance from any device using
Vacuum tubes.
You need it on every service job.
Complete data on over 90 tubes, with
base symbols, recommended operating conditions, circuit applications.
amplifier classifications. Over 150
cuts and diagrams. Much data never
published before. Necessary as your
voltmeter.

Converter (3 Tubes).
A Five -Tube Mid;:et with 2A5's in Push -Pull.
"All- wave" Find -All Four (A.C. ; no plug -in colla).
Find All " Autovox'- Newest Five -Tube Auto Radio.
A.C.-D.C. Mighty Midget (13 Output, 25'L5 Rect.,
Dynamic Speaker)
3 -Tube Battery Operated Personal Receiver, 2 V. tubes.
"Pal" Ponabie, Sr. II-niversal A.C. -D.C., 38 Out.

put. Magnetic Speaker).
Wave" Triple Pentode with

The "Short

44 and 42
Tubes (A.C.).
The 2 -volt Superheterodyne otitis Latest 2 -colt Pen-

(0 tubes).

Three -Tube Relies with 56, 58 and 47 Tubes-Reflex
Revived with Modern Tubes.
Triple Pentode Battery Set i Fine Modems Six- Tube).
Nine Easy ways to Modernizo' the Radio Set.
7

-Tube Television Receiver.

MAGNET COIL DATA
Powerful battery electro- magnet; lifts 40 Ihn...00.50
110 Volt D.C. magnet to lift 25 Ibs
0.50
110 Volt D.C., 300 Ib.. Lift electromagnet
0.50
110 Volt D.C. solenoid; lifts 2 Ib. through 1 in 0.50
lid Volt D.C. solenoid, lifta 0 Ib. through 1 in 0.50
12 Volt D.C. solenoid, luta 2 Ib. through 1 in 0.50
0.50
A. C. Soietndd, powerful. 110 -volt, 60-eyrie
MOTOR -1.'1e H.P., 110 volt A.C., 60 cycle
(suitable for driving 12" fan, etc.)-Data
0.50
60

or

1,200 cycle

Synchronous

motor

0.50

MISCELLANEOUS DATAPRINTS
Treasure Locator
0.5(1
2 E. W. 110 vt. to 18 vt. transformer data
30.50
20 motor circuits-hook -ups
0.35
20 practical telephone book -ups
0.35
100 nleehani-al movements for Irventnry
0.35
Polarised Relay- I'Itra Sensitive
0.50
Electra- medleal coil (sLaiking coil)
0.50
Water- Wheels -llow to Build and Light your
house

O.St

Electric Bell circuits
Puhlle Address System
Eleetrlc chime ringer; fits any clock

0.50

20

0.4n

$0.50

"Electrical Tricks" for LODGES

20

and

PARTIES

50.50

Ems to Fry Eggs on Coke of Tee Eleeteieolly..30.50
"Rewinding' Small Motor Armatures
0.50
"ENGINEERING SERVICE BY MAIL"
Send Sketch of Your Problem for Estimate.
(20%

of

on orders

for $3,00 or more.

No

C.O.D.)

The DATAPRINT COMPANY
Lock Bea 322

RAMSEY, N. I.

!

for

NEW!

todes

!

Chasidim

dimensions.
I

i)iseonnect the grid cap of the oscillator
tube of the converter; attach the antenna
directly to the grid of the detector tube.
Now adjust the LP. transformer on the
converter outil that broadcast station, to
which the set was tuned, colors in with
maximum volume; the whole outfit is now
aligned on that frequency. Now put the
grid cap back ou to the oscillator tube and

connect the antenna to the antenna post
ou the converter.
The next move is to
tune the "lit
set slightly lover in frequency (abaft one point on the "13f "' dial)
than the "BC" station used to align the
stages.
Now lane the converter carefully
until at station is heard, then readjust the
I.I'. transformer on the converter for maximum signall. A slight adjustment of the
tuning dial as the I.I'. stage tuned will
result in perfect alignment.

Parts List for Mono -Coil Converter

1- Aluminum
neuts,
see

with sbicid eonipotext. Jalan. (1.('..\.; Fofrol.)
chassis

.Makers of
SYLVANIA TUBES
HYGRADE LAMPS
s/CTRONIC PRODUCTS

r_lOc-

Facto, its

IR

EMPORIUM. PA.
ST. MARY'S. PA.
SALEM,
MASS.
CLIFTON. N. J.

THE SET-TESTED

RADIO TUBE

TECHNICAL MANUAi .-10c

IHygrade Sylvania Corporation

Emporium. Pennsylvania.

(D -1)

IPlease send nie the new Sylvania Technical
II 'owls° 10 cents In .stamps.

I

NAME

tDllItESS
I CITY

.--I
1
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TO

WI

-SET.

COIL

TOSw.t

TAP NR.3

TO
CAIN.

TO

OF

5

OF

I/` - -

TO SW.2

TO

TAP N4.3

TAP NR.2

57

/

12
7 TURNS
3TURNS
NR.26
NR.26
D.S.0 WIRE DS.CWIRE

3.

NE.26
DSC.

DIRECTION
WIRE
NR.26 D.SC.

WIRE

IO TURNS
NR 26
D.SC.WIRE

L9

import:Lb; considerations in wiring up any

-i
L

O.S.C.

WIRE

2.5 MM.
R.FC.

TO PLATE

TO

606

16 4 TURNS N2.26
OSC WIRE

3" LUNG BAKELITE
TUBING

Coll data for Mono -Coll
see

draw-

Blau.
1
gang, 35 mmf. tuning condensers.
Hammarlund.
1-35 mmf, midget condenser. Hammarlund.
,01101 inf. mica condenser.
Cornell Dubilicr.
-0002 mf, mica condenser.
Cornell Dubilier.
1-,002 mf. mica condenser.
Cornell-Dubiller.
1-.1 mf. by-pass condenser. Cornell -Dubilier.
20,000 ohm, I/ watt resistor. Ohmite.
10,000 ohm, % watt resistor. Ohmitl.
3-100,000 ohm, % watt resistors. Oluuit,.
1--50,000 ohm, % watt resistor. Ohlnit..
20,000 ohm volume control resistor.
Ohmite.
1-R.F. choke, 2.5 \III. IIammarlund.
1 -L1'. transformer that will tune to 57,0 kI
2-6 prong Isolantite sockets. Ilammarluull.
1-6 prong laminated socket. Na -nid.
switch knobs and dials. Blan.

-2
11-

111-

2-

S

-W Converter.

1-National type B dial.
1-tube shield. IIammarlund.

antenna ground terminal strips.
2l -fotr wire battery cable. Bellen.
^

TOO
MMF

Na --lld,

IOOMMF

MAIN TUNING COND,140 MI-IF.
BAND SPREAD TUNING
COND..50MMF.

6

G

(ÇOHMS

5
3

.001

I

50,000-

MEG

OHMS
(EACH!

J

10000
OHMS

T

OHMS

10,000

O,t:,

OHMS

MF.

2000

OHMS

'`2MF.

.

0.5 -MEG., VOL. CONTROL
.02-MF

f 79
1j

.02 -ME

!

+16

.25
MEG

I.

PHONES
5P'KT4.

1

0.1-

1
0.1-.
MF.
MEG

MEG

OHMS

MEG

200 OHMS

e

/

400

set. 1'.e a clean iron hot enough to cause
the solder to run freely. Thoroughly clean
irfaces to be soldered by scraping if neoes-:ny and use only rosin core solder. livery
precaution should be exercised to make sure
that good solid connections are made and
you will be rewarded by having a set which
will give the least possible trouble and consistently good results. In wiring in the
electrolytic condenser, be very careful to
attach the red and black wires exactly as
shown. If these are reversed or connected
incorrectly, not only will the set be inoperative but the condensers will be completely
ruined. On tubes requiring grid clips, these
are soldered to a length of flexible wire just
long enough to reach the top of the tube and
brought up through the appropriate hole in
the chassis. The rubber grommets are provided for the purpose of insulating and preventing wear of these leads where they pass
through the chassis. Diagram appears below.
.

DIA

9 TURNS

WIRE

3

utilturd jrow page 3!. )

57

OFF

N2.26

Ng 26
D.S.C.

01

L8

LOBNBAKELITE

2 -Mono-Coils, for construction
ing.
2-3 or 4 point rotary switches.

arum

21 TURNS

IN OPP
051TE

13

NR.26

LEAK6

I

4 NRN

At

D.S.C. WIRE

TOGRID

-IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII-11111=IIII!
111111=
(
Z
L9
La
15

TO

TURNS

SW2

TAP NEI

TO

/ \\I
1-

I

DIA

.24

SW.2

COND

T

14

Universal Mascot

^OSC. COIL -

To SW.1
TAP N9.1

TAP NRE

CHASSIS
0.1

wit re
X

GREEN

BLACK

8o

X

MF

REIN

l'

1

RED ;QM-QM-

8MP.

'REO

uOV,

AC

RECEPTION
WORLDWID
,,

WITH-THE-FAMOUS

TWINPLEX

Short -Wave Receiver

ONE TUBE NOW PERFORMS DUTIES OF TWO TUBES

Only $4.90.

Get our

BIG

SHORT WAVES are the talk of the hour. The whole ,- entry. nay, the whole world, has vise Crary to receive foreign
.tutlons as far as 12,560 miles distant. Usually such reception is Ind only with expensive multi -tube sets.
Only revtnNy the invention of the 'I9" tube has made it possible to perform the function of two tubes In a single
tube. Then came the invention of the Tw1NP LEx. a radio ri nv it of unheard of n li110 . using the "19" tube: It Is
now possible with a single tube of this type to receive short wave stations from all over the world. loudly and clearlyon the dial.
REGULARLY. night after night. day alter
s

THEIw ynMOUNT PAÑEL

ut to here the wiring as short as possible. By
Every radio man knows that in a short-was
Inventing a radically new design, that is. by
In faI-I,
vi
on the
panel. it has
to. ....t, an UNHEARD OF SIGNAL front
bw,aoe possible to shorten all connecting wire,. .I
SENSITIVITY has
now been achieved for the first time In a single-Mite set. r
1110 the TRINPLMX Is ACTUALLY A TWO -TUBE SET; yes. we.repcat, A FULL-FLEDGED TWO -TUBE SET
--Gnd.T THE PRISM; tw .t ONE- Tt'ISE BET.
-ST IMAGINE, TWO TUBES IN ONE CLASS E VP:LOPE. That is the story of the new "19" tube.
It is a 2 -volt tube. which has a DOUBLE SET OF ELEMENTS, making It equivalent In every respect to
two separate tutees. And not only that. but the current ronotnutIon iR this tubo is SO small that a pair of
-Ant

108 Paar

Catalog.
See

paps 377

,

it

ordinary 1%-volt tells 'aul la-t

r.

u
r met,
i. ri
BROADCAST RECEPTION TOO

This set has been so desi :m
;tatlons too-stations which come
'I`
.I that if you have s loud speaker
In with great volume. part lcu Lu
this little one -tube set will ACTUALLY GIVE YOU LOUD SPEAKER RECEPTION.
With this set we furnish regularly two coils. one a short -wave plug-in coil which receives all the popular
stations in the 33 to 65 meter Land. and a broadcast coil which receives nearly all broadcast stations.
A simplified Instruction sheet with detailed instructions and pictorial diagnosis shows you how to build
the set In a few hours' time. and once you have completed the set. FROM THEM ON, YOU DON'T
sLFaa' ANY MORE
ONLY FIRST CLASS MATERIAL, such as IIammarlund tuning condensers. Polymet mica condensers.
A.M.A. resistors. etc.. are employed.
The
TRINPLF.x is available ONLY In kit form and comprises all parts to properly build the
receiver in from one to two hours. ANYONE CAN DO IT. Shipping weight.
polmds.
se. SW-308 -Famous Twinplex Short-Wave Receiver Kit with all parts. INCLUDING SINGLE
$4.90
HEADPHONE AND BAND. hut No Tube. YOUR PRICE
NS. 8W- 309-Complete accessories for TWINPT.EY Receiver. Comprising one Type 19 Tube, two
No. 6 Dry Cella. two 45 -volt "B" Batteries. Ship. weight. 20 lbs. YOUR PRICE
Plug -In Coll. for 20. 80 and 160 meter bands. 45e ea. extra
See our "Ad" on page 384 for terms.
I

"l

B'

B +I
Rear View of

A+

'

°TwIntles"

elm)

RADIO TRADING CO., 1O1A HUDSON ST., NEW YORK CITY
www.americanradiohistory.com
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SHOR'l

Short -Wave Scout News

FEE n

l\

below
the noise -level.
However.
ILT4AIIII was very good on July 25. The
wavelength was 40.5 meters and the time
M:30 to 9:II0 P.M., E.S.T. Their programs
are usually spoiled by poor modulation. The
station may be identified by, "Achav Hota
Uuat'o all bay bay," spoken very fast.

Pt'N is on the air irregularly In the morning on lf;._ meters. The time, between ti
and 7 A.M.. EXT. Reception is extremely
fine when they are on the air.

Brecksville, Ohio.
meter hand have bepn
,umiug in strong during the past week t.lnly
15 to 221 although previously they could
nut be heard here at all.
Between G and 9 l'. \I.. the European stations on _:I meters have been costing in with
tremendous volume.
NSF' n Itf.S1 ousters has been heard as
late as 4 l'. \1.. for the past week.
The other European stations in the 19
meter band are heard best in the flaming.
The -19 meter band is not very good at
present, as the static at most titles is too
strung, although the South amerie.In stations manage to come through.
I have heard amateur phone stations on
:N) meter hand using a tone signal. the same
as the commercial stations and broadcasting
scull' MUSIC. Appended is list of principal

4UARANIEE. SHIP tvIRrwti

T-

I'ran.E'-

WE

HAM RADDIO SUUPPPLLIES-

:

;

June 29-GBU
testing.

;

24.41

;

:

Bolinos, Cal.

Rugby, Eng.

;

;

8:30 P.M..

;

1

;

:

;

;

;

3:30 P.M., relay WJZ. Came in strong.
July 6 -KKW ; 19.42 ; Bolinas. Cal. ; 5:15 P.M.,
working Manila. KTO.
.July 6-GSF: 19.51 ; London, Eng. ; 5:20 P.M..
using 0 -24 Time now.
July 7 -HBL ; 31.27 ; Geneva. Switz.; 5:30 P.M.,
usual talks. Came in weak.
July a -PHI ; 16.5$ : Huizen, Holland : 10:00 A.M.,
just understandable.
July 8 -DJB: 19.73: Zeesen. Ger.; 10:30 A.M.
July 5 -W2XE: 19.65 ; Wayne. N. J.; 10:35 A.M.

July 5-W8XK

;

A.M.

19.72: Pittsburgh. Pa.

;

10:40

July 8 -CGA2 ; approx. 22.00: Drummondville.
Can.; 10:50 A.M. working GMGB in Simplex.
July 8 -WED; 25.22; Rocky Point, N. Y.; 11:25
A.M.

July 13-DJB ; 19.73 Zeesen, Ger.; 1:30 P.M..
talking to WEA.
July 15 -WQP; 21.55; Rocky Point. N. Y.: 2:20
P.M., working 1RJ and IRM.
July 15 -GCW :30.64 Rugby Eng.; 7:30 P.M..
working WON.
July 15-GSC 31.29: London, Eng.; 7:30 P.M.
July 18 -DJA; 31.38: Zeesen, Ger. 7:35 P.M.
July 19-KKP 18.25 ; Kohuku, Hawaii; 7:15
P.M., working CAL.
July 20-W NC :19.92 Hialeah, Fla.; 9:45 A.M..
working Panama and Costa Rica.
July 23-DIQ; 29.15; Konigewuat, Ger.; 7:30
I'.M., working WEA. Very, very loud.
;

:

__

__ -

SNACK

-24 MOO SERVICE.

356 BROADWAY, ALBANY, N Y

...uS.A.

PEERLESS RADIOPHONE TRANSMITTER,
mnplete with microphone. tubes. millimeter.
rosin to plug Into 110 volt, GO cycle A. C. salads
SPECIAL
$36.50
-st al
Above transmitter, crystal control with
ground to your frequency in 160 meter baud.$41.25
PEERLESS JUNIOR TRANSMITTER, complete
with tubes, Isoler apply. 40 -meter coils, wired
and tasted. ONLY
$10.95

wire

-

and tested
$16.25
All of the alive transmitters are In stack ready
to go. Complete Inarnetbm.. diagrams, M.. all
furnished FREE OF CHARGE with all courts.
Dope

on

Transmitter

-

new

30 Watt PheneCW
Law prices,

ROUND THE WORLD RECEIVERS
Latest Models-Made PI'itll First Quality ¡'arts

.a

Klt

Form

/

Wired. Tested

r

and Assembled

c
c

PEERLESS 1 -tube Blnckhaik
$3.89
PEERLESS 2-tobe .Junior Itrceher
4.75
$ 6.15
PEERLESS 2 -tube LOUDSPEAKER Iteeelver
8.95
7.95
PEERLESS 4 -Tube PROFESSIONAL
10.95
9.50
PEERLESS 4 -tube AC-DC Itereitor Inca tubes equi'. to 8 ordinary
tubes)
2' 50
24.50
WRITE IN FOR DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS OF ABOVE AS WELL AS OTHER TYPE
RECEIVERS TO FIT YOUR POCKETBOOK.
LET US ALSO QUOTE YOU ON THE LATEST NATIONAL AND HAMMARLUND

O

c

RECEIVERS'

TUBE SPECIALS

Light Duty
Gtd.

Hams! Servicemen! Experimenters!

We are
every i

for praetln

-

:

,

4'

radio p,'

bath repla,eu.e1.:
r In,,g .nut short w
and for high pixel
transmitting alma,-.
Bore are a few of Ille illaionnet liter: R n
\'
Cut:.t tutelle .\interienes Ii ì,'i.'o.'.
Belden, Itu,dm,al, /Ind. I::'
Elect rad, Emerson. Flernn.
l:nnm ached. I ly'gr..,
t, Iltl'. Lynch ylallnry. A- do .._tl.
Iteadrite. alder. Sausalito, Slone. SIMI,
Sprague. Supreme. Than lem,ol. 11,4,101
Si ikes. Weston. Yaxley. l'reries',.
1.0 us quote you our new dealer's di -emit
ally of the above st amlard line+.
I

t

^10,
s66

1%

-wall

30 -day
.

S

tvl

.89
.77
.69

..

Heavy Duty Ex. Heavy Dut,
90 -day Gtd. 6 -month Gd.
$1.20
$1.75
1.95
3.35
1.35
2.10
1.20

1.75

.

III

"UNCLEDAVE"

HAMS!

TAKE NOTICE!

\\.
The IlIggevt buy In t..
u-ed but perfect l u.0,0 ...'I no Trig,',
1uú. 130. _m, eau, 34,
.\Il rerullbrated with new scales. EACH
S
Thousnwls of other tape meters In stn o.,
Mg laboratory, halo. and experimental Models.
(Ilan us a card fer lowest quotation.
.

t

INCLUDE 20% DEPOSIT WITH C.O.D. ORDERS

WRITE IN FOR OUR NEW HAM CATALOG-JUST OFF THE PRESS!

UNCLE DAVE'S RADIO SHACK
356

BROADWAY

FOREIGN
Distance Phone: 4`5 4611

g

ALBANY, N. Y.

3:30 P.M.,

July -WNB 28.10; Lawrenceville, N. J.; 5:30
l'.M., working Bermuda.
July -KWII; 19.46 Dixon. Cal.; G:30 P.M..
working Hawaii.
July 1 -CJA2 32.13 Drummondville. Can.; 7:15
I'.M., working London.
July 2 -KKZ 21.01 ; Bolinas. Cal. ; 8:00 P.M..
working l'hilippine Islands.
July 2-KKP
15.25 ; Kuhuku, Hawaii: s :30
P.M., working Cal.
July 6- W3XA1.: 16.R7: Boun,! Brook. N. J.:
1

-

TRANSMITTERS

CABLE ADDRESS:

TIME IS EASTERN STANDARD
June 13 --GBA 21.44 Rugby, Eng. ; 11:30 A.M.,

I

PEERLESS SENIOR TRANSMITTER. complete
with heai) poser supply. two 243 tube., an 83
tube, milllauuueter. approx. 10 waits output.

stations heard during July.-Edward

.1J. Heise)'.

BUYERS TRY TO GET/

-

sasar nn Yra
PtRATo$ wlrHevaYNGONDIiIQNAL

RECEPTION has been spotty but nt
tittles very' 'old. The English and f:erntan
'-laiionls in the 31

- -

tPLRc1oNDBt

Write for

Official Short -Wave Scout Listening Report from E. M. Heiser,

-

UNCLIE

Ieali

are

working Montreal.
June 13 --KK W ; 1:1.42
working Hawaii.

WE AMATEUR SUPPLY

PALS

(Continued from page 338)
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;

;

;

;

;

Report from Charles Guadagnino,
Detroit, Mich.
DUE to very, very hot weather (95 degrees Fah.) here in Detroit for the past
25 days, I haven't done any listening. I1ope
to have a report next month.

Short Wave League
Members

Make the World Your
Neighbors With the

Famous

DX 3
INTERNATIONAL

Identify Yourselves With the
Organization

SHORTWAVE RECEIVER
RADIO'S MOST SENSATIONAL VALUE
Excels In performance and selectivity. England.
ranee. Spain and Germany received with perfect
tone quality.
This remarkable all -wave receiver
can he built In one hour.
F

order that fellow members
of the LEAGUE may be able
to recognize each other when
they meet, we have designed
this button, which is sold only
to members and which will give
you a professional appearance.
In

If you are a member of the
LEAGUE, you cannot afford
to be without this insignia of
your membership. It is sold
only to those belonging to the
LEAGUE and when you see it
on another, you can be certain that he is a member.
See Page 378
Lapel Dutton, made in bronze. gold
filled, not plated, prepaid

35c

button, like one described
above, but in solid gold, prepaid $2.00
Lapel

www.americanradiohistory.com

A.C.- D.C.

SELF POWERED

Complete
Kit diagram and
p

Ithbullt -ln sllexker,int

Tubes used: one
pentode detetnr one
type 38A Mower pentode amplifier
wd Ilne type 2525 voltage doubler
ectlfler.

'line

toe,,

01)6

75

:xtra for wiring
$1.80
Nit of matched Arcturus Tube%
$2.
Broadest coil, 200 to 500 nletera
.7
Sperlal black crackle finished metal cabinet
fur the DX3 International
1.9
I

EXPERIMENTAL RADIO
168

Washington St. Dept. B10

LABS

New York. N. Y.
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A new service!
on SHORT -WAVE KITS

But, I have received numerous letters from
owners of the National S -W 45 receiver asking for help on locating "foreign" stations on
their National. l'us inclosing a list of "foreign" stations, countries-Coil -and Dial
reading of stations I heard on my National
SW-45.
BLACK COIL (13.5 to

l:.,.

I.

,.;I.

Ins., d

.}

-kilt,

those

bnnses frond

receivers which, in its expert nn.ttintt, are the heat all aemnd
sets. These rut-elvers are then worked Into complete kits which
are presented to you each month on this page The idea i. the
club. where the literary book
saute as the 'Book -of -the -\lout
published during a single month are reviewed by a group of
competent judges and only the most submitted to Its members.
In this manner you are assured of getting only 'the cream of
short -wove kit service.
the even." The same Is true of our n
Each month. Ihereu,re, will and listen en this Page a new
serif. of carefully setectol kits. Each kit Is accompanied by the
magazine In which It was described. Prises will be skimmed to
the bone, bringing these .elected kits within the reach of all
short -wave fans. These prices- however, are guaranteed for only
one month. After that Mite they become subject to change without
onto.. depending nu.), gcnerat market condition.

ti'

NEW MONO -COIL S -W CONVERTER

Maximum Efficiency on Foreign Broadcast Band.

Designed for one specific purpose-THE RECEPTION OF FOREIGN SPEECH AND MCSIt'this new converter Is, naturally, the most emdent ever designed. Heretofore. such equipment
has been made to cover four ranges, front 10 to
200 meters, and hence could not function very
efficiently on any one particular band. This MunoColl converter will work with any reviver, battery, A.C. -D.C. or A.C., having at least one N.F.

ahc

ost of the popular priced short -wave receivers
are of the two and three tube varlet- which tinut
be operate) with earphones, whereas this con-

12

Mstage.

wrier, In conjunction with your present set. will

art give you loudspeaker operation. WI.,
eMI an A.C. set the converter uses
and a
:la when used with battery sets it requires 2w'a's and a 61)0.
NO PLUG -IN COILS OE
ANY KIND ARE EMPLOYED-thanks to the
new highly efficient Mono -Coil and its very simple
switching arrangement. KR includes everyth'ng
The chassis is completely
drilled, ready for mounting the arts. Set measures 9!h" wide z 3" deep z 7" high. Ship. Wt.
to assemble the set.

lbs.

No. 229 NMI' Mono -Coil Converter
less

Performance That Thrills
'Trans- Atlanitu 2"

Is so well designed that it actually gives 4 -TUBE PERFORMANCE. This is substantiated by the fart that good loudspeaker volume of
many foreign stations was obtained the very first Mein
It was tried out.

The

The set uses a 6F7 as combination mimed RE stage
and regenerative detector.
A 79 Is employed as two
stages of resistance- coupled AF amplification. Regeneration Is very Smooth, being controlled by a variable
condenser.

lobs:.

Tool' Price

Kit,

$14.95

Trans-Atlantic-2
IO

ihr

2O()

\II'tc'rs

KIT $10.95

TUB S

New Band -Switching Arrangement
By merely turning a knob on the front panel wry one
of the four bands from 10 to 200 meters may be switched
into the circuit. The switch Itself Is of unique design,
permitting the use of sty type of plug -ht cils. lime
inserted, the trails need never again be removed. From
then on, the knob on the front pastel does all Ili
switching. This receiver uses the 3- winding,
type pate-in cells.
No. 22% "Trans-Atlantic 2'' Kit, loss tubes
Your )'rie

Hudson St.

'-

IIJ_Y- Bogota, Colombia

Y\ Q- Maracacy, Venezuela
}.TM -St. Assise, France
1'1'U -Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
KKP- Kanuka, IIawaiinn Is'

PONTOISE- Paris, France
1)J13- Zeesen, Germany

129
133
1'33
41

W13XI-Dixon, California
WOO-New Jersey

Meters
Dial Reading

IAC -Piza, Italy
GBU- Rugby, b:ngland
w$XK-Pittsburgh, Pa.
PONTOISE- France 25.2
12110 -Rome,

Italy
GSD-- Daventry, England

DJD- Zeesen, Germany
TORTOISE- France 25.1;
PPQ -Rio de Janeiro
XA. L- Mexieo
LSX-Argentina
Africa

LSN-Argentina
DI
Nauen, Germany
l'A Madrid, Spain

IAA-Japan

l'I4NRH -Costa Rica
"l' .\
Portugal
\ I: _ )I E- Australia
NV
N.V.-Mass., P. S.
V KiTNI E- Australia

I

I

10

iS

35

40

54
rw
57
59
00
01
02
65
93

93
95
100
93
103
103
100
109

.\-

I

65
103

111
119

1'15

RED COIL (23 to

I

S3

120

SUZ- Cairo, Egypt
KKR' -California
KKZ- California

ORK- Belgium
OPM- Belge- Congo,

SO

120

IIVJ- Vatican City, Italy
I :B\V- Rigby, England

I

A

IXY- Denmark

IL\BAT- Morocco
'MX-Guatemala
III31'- Switzerland

RADIO TRADING CO.
101A

Dial heading

LSY- Buenos Aires, Argentino.... 53
( 'El
Santiago, Chile
('¡:
1'L1:- Bandoeug, Java
75
O('l -Lima, Peru
îS

.T

$10.95
See Page 377 Jar Free Radio Treatise

Meters)

225

1(91
109

111
113
115
119
142

WILITE' ('OIL (40 to 70 Meters)
Dial Reading
PRADO- Ecuador
(:S
ß1:N -Russia
73
W3XI,-New Jersey
6:1
\VSXK- Pittsburgh, l'a.
S"

N. Y. C.

Announcing Amazing

Typewriter Bargain
New Remington Portable only 10c

a Day

10 -DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER
Only 10e a day buys this latest
model Remington Portable:
Not a used typewriter. Nut a rt'built machine. Its a brand new,
regulation Remington typewriter.
Simple to operate, yet does the fittMAIL
est work. Full set of keys with large
and small letters.
COUPON
Try this typewriter in your home
or office on our 10 -day FREE TRIAL
for full facts about
OFFER. If at the end of 10 days
you do not agree that this Remthis astounding offer
ington is the finest portable at
any price, you can return it at
RF,MINGTON RAND INC.,DeDt. 189 -1OI
our expense. Don't delay, Don't
BUFFALO, NEW YORK.
put It off. Mail the coupon today.
Please tell me how I can buy a new
Or use postcard if you prefer.
Remington Portable Typewriter for
Write for our new catalogue
only 10e a day. Also enclose one of
showing the most complete
your new catalogues.
line of portable and desk
models ever offered.
Name
aneo:a--«a-e
FREE TOUCH
Address

TYPEWRITING COURSE

www.americanradiohistory.com

I'ß:\3 -Brazil
IIBI'- Switzerland
\'F9G\V- Canada .

15
30
92

IIJ1 ABB- Colombia
SS
Hope this information will help owners
of National SW-45s.
CHARLES GI'AIAC N t NO,
15,226 Mack Ave.,
Detroit, Mich.

U.L.P. Notes from Harold Hansen,
Omaha, Nebraska.
TILE 25 and 19 meter bands are giving
the best reception this mouth. The 31
meter band is fair and 49 meter hand continues terrible, with a great amount of
static. DJB, CJRX and Pontoise are very
good on the 23 meter band in the evenings.
GSF, DJB, and IIVJ have come in very
and in the mornings on the 19 meter band.
A new station to be logged here is
R'10XCX on 6350 kilocycles, which is lotted at the Indian School at Rapid City,
Sleuth Dakota. This station is the ground
station for the stratosphere balloon
w1oXCW! W3XAL on 46 meters has been
heard testing with W10XCX in the late
evenings.
The station in Rio Bamba, Ecuador:
PRADO on 45.3 meters, has been heard here
on Sunday evenings as well as on Thursday
evenings,
The powerful Japanese station on about
27.9 meters has been coining in with good
volume in the early mornings. One morning

SHORT WAVE CRAFT for OCTOBER, 1934
WHY MEN GET BALD

I

3;3

they will give the call letters of JOAK. The
next morning the call letters may be given
.1MB or JVM.- IIAKLD llANsE1.

building, testing

Report from John Sorensen,
Bronx, New York City.
FINi) reception in July very
"1:" stations averaging 1t9.
I

B.ieuce now knows a germ called 'flask Bacilli of i'nna"
gets into the scalp skin and causes abnormal hair de0e1nry 81141 bobbies- In many eases. It ceases daulruff

-.alp itch. falling hair, clogs up pores, and hair follicles

dormant rants from growing new hair.
Shampoos, tonics, ointments and washing inertly cleanse
!lie surface and won't eliminate the germ. lint now a
new discovery harmlessly removes the thin, outer layer
of scalp skin. The germ and eongrht Ion vanish, -the new.
,Icon scalp skin absorbess air and sunshine. -the dormant
It's
are aroused to action and grow new hair.
n amazing diseneeryy and millions will rehire to learn
they can have fun particulars ABSOLUTELY FREE, by
writing for the t eve treatise "Crow hlair." explaining
::uatonp M your hair, wiry men get bald. and telling
what to do. Seto nn motley, lust name and address
Address.
you get it by return mail postpaid,
'ernudav, Desk 64, No. 1700 Broadway. New York. N. Y.
iand
nti prevents

.ta

Be Your OWN

Doctor!
This new monthly
magazine is aha, your
own doctor. WHAT
PorAILS Yore
t, I. A It MEDICINE
tells and advises you
written
thoroughly.
for vuu by doctors.
Non -technical.
y e t
authoritative for sII
Many ailslaymen.
tombs' Illustrations.
At All News Stands.
SPECIAL OFFER!

$1

Mon

e

Send

for

25e

Sample COY

Popular
97C

New

Medicine

Hudson Street
York, N. Y.

FIA
FIA

25,1i meters 25.3 meter's R9,
1!I meters 117, QSA3 to 4.

I)

good. . \11

QS.\5,

stations It9, QS.V5.
South Allierie:rll st:l inns ( poor).
Itraue poor and not heard often.
Lisbon, Portugal 1:0. (ls, \8 -4.
\.5
l'Itlt:A, Rio Janeiro, ::L(; meters: it!).1)S.
lí ::{11 to 7:00 p.m. DST (I ).S.'l'. -< Daylight Saving Time; E.S.T. is roe hour
l

and repairing all kinds

of radio receivers!

earlier), irregular.

.Australia Itli. QS -\ 3 -4.
Spain 19, QSAS,
American stations It!1, QS.'..
1'

11

11;

I

:

-

-

-

Questions and

SEXOLOGY,

Answers.
95 Hudson

-

St.. New York, N. S.

EVERYDAY SCIENCE
AND
MECHANICS is the finest scientific technical- mechanical - constructional
magazine in the field. Up-to-theminute with news flashes of scientific events. Dozens of constructional
articles and many popular experiments. Ideas from which you can make things

+

to sell.
A HOST OF INTERESTING SUBJECTS COVERED: Aviation- Woodworking -Astronomy -Patents and Inventions -Book Reviews- Metalworking
EnpiChemistry
Kleeneering -- Microscopy
Experiments
Lathe
trical
Operation -Shop Hints and
tsenad and
other subjects.
Lllachanl4si(

-

(

,1Ó-

-

wFeY S

$1.00 FOR ONE YEAR
(Canadian and Foreign
Scud (heck

or Money

\leters
\leters
\leters

10e

Over 150 luustess Liane
the Copy On All Newalnnds

À1isllpfrdl

MOYER

REpAiiu

Meters good lately till ': a.ln.
19 meters beard often evenings.
19 meters heard often evenings talking to Japan, J\-1', and Philippines and
PLI :. Java.
July 23 PItB :A, 31.5 Meters í1:3.r to 7:15
11.111. D.S.T. IC9, QSAS -talks to Brazil.
\'\'411S4l, Caracas, Venezuela, S. A 11(1(1
watts, MOO kc. -Address YV411S0,
111 his N71, Caracas. Venezuela.
IiJ :1. \BI) A partado :110, Bogota, Colmri
S. A. 411.5 ureters -reception 'slay
19:34 (no other information given),
Two yens from IINE. 25 meters.
Reception 2:I.5 7:35 p.m. E.S.T.
Reception 311.5 7:311 p.m. E.S.T.
From July 7 to 1S tests will be conducted on
111)7 mud 51 meters: l'roan July 1s nutt'ill'd
tla' avaveleugth will again be 1724 ureters.
Moth times this was heard god I91(1s, ::,1
141

K'.VI'.
1C

\\'(I,

AND

was relayed
\V EL- ll-,n
I ).
through DID.
\\'Q1'- l3,!MMu kc.-n11 Rocky Point, N. Y.
K1:7.-13.090 ke. liolivas Bonding Broadcast to Honolulu.
Verification received from OXY. Written
in English. Your reception of the Danish
short w'an'e station. OXY, We hereby verify.
OXY is situated at Skamlebaek by the Bay
of Syr°, 11° 25, 2G" W. Longitude.
Frequency
.1Y 2211" North ialtitude.
iIi010 ke. or 4í1..54I meters 0.5 kw. -5110 watt tre.
Roily on air after 19 o'clock Danish time.
Denmark's broadcasters besides ()X1- tiI')'
fiallulbolg Radio station 2,48 kc. IRI kw. and
t'opeuhagen radio station on 1176 ke. 10 kw.
Two tine photos of OXY. chase -ups of
ten hrnlitter, were included in letter-address:
Ratiioiugeui.rrtyeuesten

l'entralpastbygniugen
Bernstorffsgade Opgang'_E
Copenhagen, Denmark.
(No wonder we so seldom hear OXY. as
\VSX_AL is always on 49.50 meters.)
A

Radio

Construction
Library
INCLUDING SHORT -11'aí F: AXIl
TELEVISION RECEIVERS

Johannesburg.

"Dear Sir: ire thank you for your letter

dated May 25. 1934, and hare pleasure is
adrisiii/ that your report .olio ps that yea
lone heard the Johannesburg station's tarty
rat ors iii, se..ssioa, din'im; orb i,Ii period ph psi.
cal exercises are broa den sf.

)'ours faithfullii,

I

(signature)"
have heard this station many titles but

not lately: they did not give any information asked for. and I find, that goes for most
of

th.

stations.

www.americanradiohistory.com

MLF

AND AUTO RADIO
By JAMES A. MOYER and
JOHN F. WOSTREI.
Faculty, University Extension. Massachusetts
Department of Education
Three Volumes -1177 Pages, 6x9
605 Must redone
VOLUME 1: ireents the fundamental principles of radio
so clearly and simply that anyone of average training
will be able to read, understand and apply them. It
gives mind working drawings and lists of materials for
the construetlon of many typical sets.
VOLUME 11: Newly revised edition, fully discusser all
of the elementary pri nriples of radio construction arid
repair. An explanation of the necessary steps for "troubleshooting," repairing. servicing and constructing radio sets
successfully. Practicai data Is also given on auto radio.
midget sets, adimnolse meters, automatic volume. tone
and static control. etc. TIria volume includes complete
instructions for the construction and operation of shortwave and television receivers.
VOLUME 111: covers the ensentld principles underlying
the nrerat inn of vernum tubes in as nonterhnical a manner as Is c usi -tent whin a mrary. It discuses the construction, auction. r aetivation, testing and use of vacuum
tunes: and an interesting section is devoted to remote
control of industrial processes, and precision measurements.

EXAMINE these books for 10 days FREE
a thorough home -study course.
but a handy means of reference for the more execrierotd
radio experimenter, repair roan. and radio ahnpowmr.
Ti, these men, as well as to those who desire to adsa,te
in the radio pr,fession, this offer of a 10 days' Free
Examination Is made.

This Library is not only

Simply clip, MI

In

and mail

this coupa

McGRAW -HILL

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON

a

Verification from Ji3 rends:
Joha)nt.aburil, ./ mac 20. 1!134
African IL'oodeanlini/ f'ei,. Ltd.
Empire lluiidings, lú'uis St.

EL

three volumes of this library cover the entire
Geld of building, repairing and "trouble- shooting" en
manient radin receivers. The Library is up-to- the -minuta
In every respect and is based on the very latest developments in the design and manufacture of equipment. The
rapidly- gn.wing interest in shertwave and television te
complete section which
caption is thoroughly covered in
deals with the construction of this type of apparatus.

relaying Europe.

others.
kc.- Sweden

MoR
\hb

THE

1

111.1;111 ke. -74tH) ke.
-- 111!MI ke, and

_NES

AgD

MoYER

HUSTREL

\\-(p) .l illy 1ß. 1P1:°,-I, tl'21M) (;.'slap., Rocky
l'niul, ran ke. talking to Antarctie"I.iItll \luerira" and S.S. Seth Parker.
i:li
\At.,
\\- P:. \ - \ \'I I. Rocky Point (nil RCA)
r

RADIO

AND

good from 4 p.m. all uigh4
good from 4 p.m. all night.
Meters good from 4 p.m. all night.
SII 'Meters Locals only good.
31
:RI

Osier.

99C Hudson St.. New York. N.Y.

RADIO

Q S.A 4 -5.
good till noon,

F1.Gar.

EVERYDAY SCIENCE
AND MECHANICS

t

-=-

--

PRACTICAL

117 -S.

.

THE MAGAZINE OF SEX SCIENCE
SEXOLOGY, fnremrrst educational sex magazine, is
rvritlen in simple language and can be read by every
member of the family. It is Instructive, enlightening -not
a risque bark- contains no offensive matter.
Contains 25 Important articles on Sex Science, GR pages.
sill, attractive two -color cover. Here are a few of the
maree important articles:
What Is Sex Morallty7 -Sex Life
of Siamese Twins
Laboratory
Get a copy of
Babies'- Eunuchism, or "Lack of
SEXOLOGY n
Manhood"-The Adolescent Girlasp' newsstaud.or
Effects of Pregnancy on Husbands
"Complexes"
MotherSons
If your dealer
rannst supply
Fake Sex Advertising -Cause of
Education
you. sent 5c
Sex
Abnormality
or
stamps
against Venereal Disease- Syphilis
cash
and the Eyes -Sex Adjustment In
for tacot issue.
Marriage -Scientific Sex Notes

PRÄCflCAl

MCGRAW-HILL BOOK COMPANY, INC.,
330 W. 42nd St., New York.
Gentlemen: -Send me the new RADIO CONSTRl'c
TION LIBRARY, all charges prepaid, for 10 day
Free Examination. if satisfactory I will send Si
l in 10 days, and $2.00 a month until $7.10 has ben
raid. If not wanted I will return the books.
t

Name

¡Lute Address
City and Stale
Position

Nalnr If Company
(WRITE PLAINLY AND

SWeao -ii;
FILL IN ALL LINES)
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Short Waves

100%

e

and it's

FREE:

Exclusively Short -Waves
From Beginning To End
52 PAGES
50 HOOK -UPS
500 ILLUSTRATIONS
A Real Text Book On Short-Waves

ANOTHER GREAT EVENTI This epeeist edition
famous Treatise is exclusively short -wave
from beginning to end. Packed between Its two
.hers Is a wealth of information covering the entire
,hurt -ware held. Every word In it is new.
This Short-Wave Treatise contains 52 solid pages
of useful short -wave information. diagrams. illustrations, shurtwave kinks and real live short -wave radio
merchandise. It contains more valuable shortwave
radio Information-more real live "meat"-than
many test books on the subject.
Special attention
has been given to the short -wave beginner. Numerous
articles are devoted entirely to his interest. Yet, we
have not forgotten all you el.- timers.
There is
plenty of real "dope" for you too,
PARTIAL LIST OF CONTENTS
Getting Started in Short - Waves -Helpful Short Wave Kinks -Principles Of Short -Wave Converter
Operation- Iiandspreading Explained -How to Build
the "19" Cnimount Twinplox For Less Than t5.00How to Tune For Foreign Short -Wave Stations -How
to "Bandspread" the 2 -Tube Electrified Docrle Set
How to Build a 5 and 10 Meter Phone and C.W.
Push -Pull Transmitter-How to Build a Medium
Power Transmitter ['sing the New 203 -A Tubes -All
About the New Short -Wave Transmitting and Receiving Antennas-Notes On Short -Wave Operation (Effect of Time of Day and Season of Year on ShortWave Reception)-Complete TpTn -Date Characterlstie of Transmitting Tubes, etc etc.
of our

'
P4;4
J9kAOSERA.:"",
RADIO DfALfE
í
AND SNORT

EXPERIMENTERS

-

..

A.

,;.

TRADIING
p0
RADIO

0

Y

IEnclose five cents Coln or U. S. stamps for postal'.Treatise sent by return mall.
PRINT NAME AND

ADDRESS CLEARLY.

WRITE TO -DA Y
;:

RADIO TRADING CO.
101A Hudson St.
New York City
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ATLANTIC CITY, NEW JERSEY

On

the Boardwalk'

SITUATED DIRECTLY ON THE
OCEANFRONT AND CONVENIENT
TO ALL PIERS AND AMUSEMENTS
1111

WITH MEALS
PRIVATE BATH

Daily

Per Person

Hot and Cold Sea Water in all Baths
GARAGE ATTACHED

THIS

1S

NO

THE SORT OF MAGAZINE THAT YOU
READ AND THEN DISCARD
Readers keep their copies for years as a steady
reference and thousands of letters attest to this.
It is now possible to sate your copies and for

this purpose we designed a splendid binder for
you which holds twelve copies. It is made of
heavy substantial material and is covered with
black grain leatherette. The name of the magazine is stamped in gold on the cover.
An ingenious mechanical arrangement is provided

which makes it possible to bold the copies fat when
reading from the binder.
SHORT WAVE CRAFT Binder as described,$I25
prepaid in the United States
Canada and foreign countries 25c extra. We accept
money order. check, stamps or cash.
99 -101

CONSIDERABLE concern has been
given lately to ,echoes" of short -wave
signals. Special transmitting stations in
England and Switzerland are sending out
signals for the purpose of checking the
time between the original signal and its
echo.
Listeners all over the world are
requested to observe these signals. Some
of the stations transmitting signals for
the above purpose are GSB, 9,510 kc.,
Daventry. each Sunday, Tuesday and
Thursday; HBO. 6.175 kc., Geneva, each
Wednesday and Friday from 6 to 6:30
A,M., Eastern Standard Time.
Summaries of the results of this investigation
will be made available later in publications in this country. Persons desiring
to keep in touch with all details of the
project meanwhile can do so by consulting
the weekly issues of "World-Radio", published by Broadcasting House, London.
W. 1, England.

Test Report on
"All -Star" Set
(C'untisucd front page 349)
was images. No stations outside of those in
the immediate range to which the detector
tuning dial is set can be picked up by varying oscillator control. This is undoubtedly
due to the very fine design of the coils. Usually superheterodynes require a stage of It.l'.
ahead of the first detector in order to reduce this image response to a minimum.
However, as we said before with no pre-It.F.
amplifier not the slightest trace of image
response could be noticed. It might be well
to mention that this set is not a manufactured instrument. It has been designed by
several leading radio engineers atad it uses
all standard parts; parts which are available from any reliable dealer. The chassis
is available for this receiver, completely
drilled for the parts specified in the circuit
diagram. The chassis is being sold by all
jobbers sponsoring this set. Free circuit
diagrams and parts lists are given with this
chassis, together with complete instructions
for building and operating the receiver. Some
of the various parts used in this receiver are
those manufactured by l'oruell - Dubilier
Corp.:: Thurdnrson Elec. Mfg. l'o. ; Meissner
Mfg. C'o.; Ohm ite ilfg. ('o.; Ilammarlund
Mfg. lb.; laeetrad. Inc.; Belden Mfg. Co.:
t'rowe Nameplate & Mfg. Co.

Visible Radio Waves

WITHOUT MEALS
PRIVATE BATH

EXCELLENT FOOD

SHORT-WAVE ECHOES!

SHORT WAVE CRAFT

HUDSON STREET

NEW YORK. N. Y.

www.americanradiohistory.com

(Continued from pays 327)
the other coil. These two waves produce a
standing wave similar to that produced in
an organ pipe. It is a well- kuott'n fact in
physics that the original sound wave and

the reflected sound wave from the end of
the pipe produce a standing wave. The
two waves have an electron flow between
them from one rod to the other. The phase
shift is such that at the nodes (the point at
which an electrical wane crosses the zero
potential line) there is no electron flow.
The flott' of electrons through the glass
tube ionizes the gas contained therein only
at the points where the electrons contact
the gas. At the nodes, referred to above, no
electrons flow and hence no glow exists.
Assuming a pure sine wave form, the length
of the resultant visible wave may be expressed as the distance from one dark hand
to the second disrk band following. The
two illuminated portions contained represent the positive and negative values of the
sine wave; the brightest part of the illuminated portion, the peaks; and the dark
portion, the zero points.
Measuring the length of the illuminated
wave as described above, and counting the
number of turns of wire on the rod for the
equivalent distance, by a few simple computations. it is found that the length of wire
so measured, if stretched ont in a straight
line, would very nearly equal the length of
the transmitted wave of the set, 12.5
meters. Photo courtesy New York Museum
of Science and Industry.
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What Station Signature
Was That 7
(Continued from page 342)

er> may also be interested in learning that
it takes two men six holes to wind this clock.
On the qua rt..r or half hour, the first note

struck by "Big Ben" denotes the time. On
the hour the first note struck after the
melody has been played is the hour. The
"Bow bells" broadcast by English stations
are from the famous Bow church. Ilow-

ever, the sound is recorded on n record and
you do not hear the bells directly from the
church.
Herewith is reproduced a drawing of the
musical scale for those who are not familiar
with music. It will be comparatively easy
for them to distinguish the various notes
broadcast by the stations by merely referring to the drawing. We have given the
name of each note, together with the do -rePicking out the
me, etc., nomenclature.
notes in the sequence used at I)Flt of
Nauen, Germany (re-do-soli. ill the pia
the time or rhythm will be apparent. ILoever, of course, it may be played in a ,I
ferent key.
i

MODEL XPC

MODEL XC

This PURE D.C. power pack gives you
300. 180, 90 and 2214 Volts PURE D.C..
it also gives r5í Volts A.C. centertapped for
filaments 4 Amps. This pack is very quiet
and is built for SW receivers. however, it
may be used for power supply for two 245
transmitting tubes for radio -phone or CW.
The drain on the D.C. power supply should
not exceed 65 Mills. At this drain the voltage will be approximately 300. This pack
makes a fine supply for crystal controlled
oscillators, also. This pack uses one UX 280
tube. Cord and plug furnished.

Ttri, pack gives 300 Volts PURE D.C. at
65 Mills to a pair of 45's as transmitting or
oscillating tubes. Also furnishes 21; Volts
C.T. at 4 Amps. for filaments of a pair of
45's. Fine for the beginner who wants to
start with low power, or for the larger station that uses crystal control and wants this
pack to run the oscillators. This pack uses a
280 rectifier. Wt. 8 lbs. Cord and plug furnished.

Price- October

Price-October Special. 43.4N- :5..2
Speelal.
WAVE METER
LISTENING MONITOR

Amateur Band Type
This fine listening monitor
Designed to meet the
uses I UX 199 or 230 tube.
requirements o f t h e
cne small midget receiving
amateur who wishes to
variable condenser. one 3 -volt
keep a check on his
C battery and one 2214 -volt
frequency.
Furnished
Coils are furB battery.
complete with coils for
nished for 20. 40 and 80 meter
the 20, 40, and 80 mebands. Monitor comes cornter amateur bands. A
Vernier dial
pletely wired.
pilot light bulb is used
ratio approximately 4 to one
as a resonance indiSize
phone
plug.
for
jack
gives fine tuning. Uses small
cator.
of steel case, 5 in. x 7 in. x 10 inches. Shipping weight.
Price- October
4 lbs. Tubes and batteries not included.
,::.
+.
"
Special,
I141.3Oíí3,2i
Price -October Special
Send Stamp for Catalog covering complete Amateur Transmit ing equipment.

-¡:.:

CORPORATION
The GENERAL ENGINEERING
ALSO DISTRIBUTED BY

Charlotte,S Michigan,
A.
U.

ALLIED RADIO CORP., Chicago
AMERICAN SALES CO.. -04 W. 18th St., New York City
BURSTEIN.APPLEBEE CO., Kansas City. Mo.
RADOLEK COMPANY, Chicago

--N.

Y.
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mer Treu 'und Red dich -fiert

Phut" shocca musi.'
I,ox osed ter D.1(' tu
identify its programs. Vibrating
reeds produce the
notes of the melody shown on soft.

LI FELT

REPRODUCTIOfl
WITH THIS SUPERIOR MIKE
.%Ml'rnrrE M.I.
a

date current runs around twelve or thirteen
nillinmps, which is normal current for the
tubes employed. While SKI volts is rallier
iiw voltage
icut.nle of the liF7 .'gives very goodllre alts.
n

O

Band W.L.

the performer. What an
amarina contrast to the
hissing.
d i s t o r tae d,
ercened " performance
Inferior
Rte le mike,: flat response
entire audible range.
Directional quality elimiaccoustical feednates
back.
NEW AMPERITE
o ver

:3.31)

The suppressor grid of the pentode is tied
to the cathode in the tube. The sopore, -..r
prevents secondary emission from t'
to the screen grid yet allows the
front the filament to reach the plat,. tt .aii

FOR 2V TUBE
natlral le r caul ates
filaments. Enables 2 malt
sel to opera'e on air cell.
storage battery, dry cell.
auto o

en'.
^e,eaana(rrrw.rM

TABLE NA -ALD "3 "- WINDING roll. DATA
pin base for use with .00014 ntf. 1149 aunt. tuning condenser

Primary

meters IT. No. 32 S.S.C.
Interwound with
sec. turns (tickler
end).
ST. No. 32 S.S.C.
2 -40
Interwound with
sec. turns.
40 -80
15T. No. 32 S.S.C.
Interwound with
sec. turns.
31T. No. 82 S.S.C.
80 -200
Interwound w t h
sec. turns.
10 -20

1

Secondary
T. No. 26 s.s.c.
wound 3/16" pitch
bet. turns.

5T. No.
S.S.C.

11T. No. 26 S.S.C.
wound 3/32" pitch

7T. No. 32
S.S.C.

23T. No. 26 S.S.C.

ST. No. 3n
S.S.C.

bet. turns.

wound 5'64" pitch
bet. turns.
SOT. No.

30 S.S.C.

wound 1'32" pitch
bet. turns.

Tickl, r

I6T. No.

S.S.C.

:12

C-1

Michna
ngmoduct ion
Speech
mol tousle delivered as
a. rendrrttl by
. II.t jm-I Iy

glrrs loll clear,

The "Trans -Atlantic Z"
(I 'on fin red front page

KE

iris. bet.
Tick. R Sec.

tal

e.Ar

N

Y. C.

ßAfPFRITF

TNIs

VELOCITY MICROPHONE

332"

3'16"

Verified World Wide Reception
'Ile t ?R 3 Tubes

\I

CRUISER
S.W. Set 77 -43 -2525

Front Panel Plug -In Coils
Built -in Hornless AC -DC Power Supply
soplete Kit of parts Including 4 coils- $10 45

30

*Tickler coil wound at bottom or pin eno of 114 dia. form
Prim. Turns Interwound at lower end of Sec. (nearest tickler).
This winding not used on "antenna" coil.

www.americanradiohistory.com

high ratio dial -Black crackled cabinet V7
Wired and laboratory feared
2.05
Additional broadcast coil. 225 to 500
.59
meters
FREE S.W. Catalog and Data Sheets
ANKER LABS., 20 West 22nd St., N. Y. City
1
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pentodes, secondary emission which ruins
power output, is not therefore a function of
plate voltage to screen voltage as in screen
grid tubes and one can use the same screen
and plate voltage and get good power output.

new BOOKS

Operation
The operation of this set is not at all
"tricky" and afte- a few hours of practice
the most inexperienced fan should be able
to pull in any of the foreign stations with
no trouble.
The bands, of course, are
switched by the large knob on the front
panel which controls the coil mounting
switch. The four coils mounted in this
arrangement cover the complete range of
from 15 to 200 meters in four convenient
steps. When starting, it is best to operate
on the 100 to 1900 meter coil. that is the coil
having the largest number of turns because
on this band, amateurs and police stations
can be heard almost any time of the day.
Tuning in the 100 to 200 meter band is not
as critical as the other hands and the operator will have a better opportunity to hecome familiar with the operation of the set.
There are two regeneration control condensers. It is best to set one of these condensers at minimum capacity, that is with
the plates all the way unmeshed. Then adjust the other regeneration condenser until
there is a slight rushing sound heard with
phones. This will indicate that the detector
is oscillating. If the main tuning dial is now
rotated, a series of whistles will he heard.
These are the so- called carrier waves of the
stations. As the tuning dials rotate back
and forth over these carrier waves, the regeneration control should be gently "backed
off' until the whistling disappears and the
voice comes through clearly. With the tun.
ing dial set at the high capacity end of the
scale it may be found necessary to turn one
of the regeneration control condensers all
the way in, that is, with the plates fully
meshed and use the other condenser for controlling regeneration.

on SHORT WAVES
HERE are two brand new books which you have been looking for for a long time
They contain everything that you have been asking for for many months
These new books will give you the latest information of everything you wisl
to know in two respective fields. Be sure to order them today. You will not
regret it.
They make excellent companions to our other handbooks, which you may ilave.

"How to Get
Best Short Wave Reception"
By M. HARVEY GERNSBACK

Here Is a book that gives you everything you have
ever wanted to know about short -wase reception.
The author. a professional radio listener and radio
fan for many years. gives you his long experience in
radio reception and all that goes with It.
5V1p is one radio listener enabled to pull in stations from all over the globe. even small 100 wafters,
10.000 miles away, and why Is it that the next fellow,
with a much better and more expensive equipment,
can only pull in the powerful stations that any child
can get without much ado?
The reason Is Intimate knowledge of short waves
and how they behave. here are the chapters of this
new busk:
I. What are Short Waves and what can the
listener hear on
short -wave receiver or con.
verter?
2. How to tune and when to listen in on the
short waves.
3. How to identify short -wave stations.
4. Seasonal changes In short-wave reception.
5. Types of receivers for short wave reception.
6. Aerial systems for short -wave receivers.
7. How to get verifications from shortwave sta.
Hons.

8. Short -wave hints.
The book is profusely Illustrated with the best kind
of illustrations that It was possible to obtain.
Please note that this is not a re -hash of anything
that has appeared before. Everything In the entire
book has been written to order. and there is no duplication of anything here that has appeared In print

before.
The book

BOOKS WHICH
TWO BRAND NEW
-WAVE FAN
EVERY ALERT SHORT
HAVE IN HIS LIBRARY
SHOULD

will make excellent reading matter
whether you are a rank beginner or whether you have
been at 11 for a long tine.
There are many tricks
11 short wave reception that even w ttie of the "old timers'' do net know. That is the
reason for this hook. Ile sure to get it.
Piave your order at once.
72 pages. over

Price

40

Illustrations.

101 SHORT WAVE HOOKUPS

SHORTWAVE
HOOKUPS

Compiled by the Edl;ors of SHORT WAVE CRAFT
Here Is a worthwhile book that every short -wave
listener. evey short -ir are fan, and every short-wave
amateur has wanted for a lung lime. It Rives you
the lot best short -wave hoik -ulw whlrh have appeared heretofore.
It is a veritable encyclopedia of
the best In short -waves when it comes m hook -ups.
Aud do not run away with the idea that we Just
give you
few
graei illustr
illustrated Is also aeccoompanied
rand
by a thorough explanation of what this particular
hook -up accomplishes, what parts are requlrnh coilwinding Information, values of revisions, etc., in fart,
everything you want to know in order to build the
set or to look up the data required.
To be sure, all of the important sets which have
appeared in print during the past five years are 61
this valuable hook. Sets sut-h as the Doerie. Dinsmore, the "19" Twinplcx, (ysclllolyne, Duo- .lplidyne,
Denton "Stand- bi, "alegadyne Triplex 2 'Globe -Trotter," 2 -Tube Suporhet, Mittidyne, "Loop" Receiver.
"Merle" 2 -tube Battery. "Doerle' 3 -tube Battery,
"Boole' 2 -tube A.C., Doerle" '-tube A.C.. Doerle

"l'nitrol" Band-Spread 2-tube Receiver, % Meter Portable Transmitter and Receiver,
Dun R.F. 4 -tube Receiver, The Sargent 9 -33 Tapped
Coil net-elver, GlobeGirdler 7, The 2 -Tune "Champ"
2 Tubes Equal 3. loam -Band
-tube Pee-Wee."
tgelh All-Wave 6, "Rex" Portable Super -11eí Receive, The "53" 1 -tube Twinyleg, Shuart BmmlSpread
SrW. Converter, The Ace" Band- Spread 'a. Denton
"Signal Gripper,"

.tYt-.--yr:
SHORT WAVE CRAFT,
99

Hudson Street, New York City.

Gentlemen:

I

t

enclose
for which YOU are ro
send to me. postpaid, immediately upon puhla
cation, the books checked below:

"How to Get Rot Short wave Reception"
"101 Short wave Hookups"
Understand that these books will be reads
sometime In AugustHanle
Address
City and State
(Send cheek or money order. H you send cash
or uucaneelled U. S. l'otage Stamps, register it.)

I

8WC -10

}:couona 3. 2 -Tube "Regenerative- Oseillodyne" will
be found here, with full descriptions.
In many
cases, where it was necessary, we have also included
a picture hook -up for those who do not wish h1
follow the regular symbolic hook-up, hut wish to have
a regular wiring diagralu.
Also note, that In many eases, we have not Just
reproduced old hook -ups or diagrams.
In many
rases they have been brought up -to -date, to give you
the latest information available in such sets.
This Is a very handy volume, especially for those
"fans" who wish to Mai' the best sets in the abortwave art, from one tube up to ten tubes, instead of
leafing through a dozen magazines and going through
back numbers.

The present volume brings you everything in a
clarified manner, leaving nothing to your imagination.
The book R thorough, and up to
date, and will be
welcome addle on to your Sadie Iia
72 pages, over 100 Illustrations.
C

Price

Antenna
The antenna used with this set should be
as far out in the clear as possible, away
from trees, surrounding buildings, etc. A
single wire 75 feet long will serte very
nicely. However, the more modern types
of antenna such as the doublet are recommended wherever their erection is possible
as they usually provide n stronger signal
with less background noise. A 6 volt storage battery can be used to furnish the filament voltage for the tubes and B batteries
for the plate supply. if the builder desires
to use a power supply. it is necessary that
the transformer bave a 6.2 volt filament
winding. As the tubes used in this set are
designed for either A.C. or D.C. operation
no trouble will be experienced due to hum
when a power supply is used.

Parts List for "Trans- Atlantic 2"
-140

mmf. tuning condenser, Cl. Hammarlund.
mf, by-pass condenser, C2. Cornell Dubilier.
mf, by-pass condensers, C3, Cornell 3 -.01
Dubilier.
1 -.0001 mf. mica condenser. C4, Cornell-Dubilier.
2 -100 mmf, variable condensers, C5. Hammar1

1

-1

lund.

-5 megohm resistor, '/ watt, RI, Ohmite.
1- 40,000 ohm. % watt resistor. R2. Ohmite.
I -2 megohm, 31 watt resistor, R3, Ohmite.
watt resistor. R4, Ohmite.
1-400
1- 10.000 watt resistor, R5, Ohmite.
1-250,000 ohm. 3!, watt resistor, R6, Ohmite.
1

1/4

1/4

1
1

-2.5 rah. R.F. choke, National or Hammarlund.
-Set 3- winding Na -Aid coils, 15 to 200 meters.
(Gen -Win; Bud.)

-Na-Aid

coil switch, mounted.
wafer sockets. Na -Aid.
1 -Panel and sub base -see text. Blan, (Korrol.)
(Sylvania),
1 -6F7 tube RCA Radiotron
1 -79 tube, RCA Radiotron (Sylvania).
1
-tube shield, Hammarlund.
1

2

-6 -prong

-1
1-National

dial, type B.
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ALL ELECTRIC'
PE
ALL -WAVE AIR SCOUT
ONLY SET OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD
Invented by
EL G. Clain
Pat PeroInn
U.S. Serial No.

'
'

This powerful
set operates

ectly from any houselighting circuit, either A.C.
or U.C. It brings in all standard
broad.'ast staam, and also police
calls. Foreign stations, code and
trmu -All antic phone c i,versatluns. Uses nee plug-in culls to cover band from li)
to 550 meter. Compact and light -Makes an Ideal
portable. Will operate several headsets simultaneisty and will work on a short indoor aerial.
Complete Set, with two tubes. earphone. two coils
covering bat Li from 70 to 550 meters,
O
ready to plop In and use. Postpaid
Same
as above,
less earphone,
postpaid
O
IBattery- Operated All -Wave Air Scout -complete
with tube. earphone, two coils, ready to
use (less Inexpensive batteries)
@C
Postpaid awaer .7a7
Three extra plug-in
Ile to weer
band rrom 10 to 70 meter., 50e seek.
Free circulars are available. Phone BAnlay 7.9570

clock time Aug. 19th.

Sydney
VK2ME at Sydney. Australia will operate (melt Sunday in September frani 12:3°2 :30, 4 :3(I-S :30, and 9 :311 -11 :30 A.M.

$8.50
J
$8.00

Japan
The mysterious Asiatic listed last month
in this column has been identified as JVM
at Nagoya. Japan on about 2793 meters.
Details on this new "star" station appear
in the station list.

Ar

III

ALLIED ENGINEERING INSTITTUE
98 Park Pl. Dept. S.10

NeW

York. N. Y.

RADIO'S LIVEST
MAGAZINE
Edited

by

Azores

/

GERNSBACK

HUGO

RADIO -CRAFT Is devoted not only
to the radio experimenter and terhniclan but also 10 the beginner In
radio. Picture diagrams simplify
construction of sets. Kinks show
st nlple ways out of dialrult problems.
The latest radio equipment Is Illustrated and tie- n- ribed.
fully Illustrated with photographs.

i

By M. HARVEY GERNSBACK

Daventry

I
little

When to Listen In
FOR September, Trans. 1, 1:15 -3:13
A.M. on GSI1 and GSD. Transmission 2,
6 -S:30 A.M. on 1:SF and GSG. Transmission :S, S:45-10:45 A.M. on GSF and
either GSG or USE 10 :45 A.M.-12:45
I'.M. on 1:81; 11111i either GSF or GSB.
Trans. 4, 1 -5::4I P.M. on GSD and also
channel GSB : :1:311 -5:311 P.M. on GSD and
(ISB. Trans. 5, 6-S P.M. on GSD and
(:SC. (IISE and GSB might be used.) See
station list for wavelengths of these stations. The I3.BA', abandoned the 24 hour

_5.Sd

diri ?-
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RADIO -CRAFT Is
diagrams and sketches. Each issue contains ever 150
Illustrations. 15c for Sample Copy.
lt Months for 31.00
RADIO -CRAFT MAGAZINE
SSG Hudson Street
New York. N. Y.

'1 letter front the directors of Station ("f2A.1 in "Ponta Delgada. Sao Miguel Acores" (Azores appar-

'We have received

ently).
This station

broadcasts entertainment
with announcements in English and Portuguese every Wednesday and Saturday
from 5 -7 P.M. on :31:00 kc. or S.3.5 meters.
The power of the station is dl watts with
100% modttlntion. t'rystal frequency con trol is employed.
The address is ('T2AJ, Electro -Auto,
Ponta Delgada, Sao Miguel Acores. The
phonetic translation of the Portuguese announcement is: "Aqui estado Say Tay 1)oiz
1h Jhota (('T2AJ) em Ponta Delgada, Sao
Miguel Acores."
This station verifies.
-

Daylight Saving Time

108Page RADIO
and
SHORT WAVE
TREATISE

Over 100
Hook -Ups
More Than
1,500 Illus.

trations
A Veritable
Text Book
NOT JUST ANOTHER CATALOG
This completely revised and enlarged 1934 edition
contain. log solid pages of useful radio information. diagrams, illustrations, radio kinks and real
live radio merchandise.
It contains more valuable radio information -more nil live "meat"- -

than many textbooks on the subject,
As Usual
considerable .pace has been devoted to the beginner In radio.

PARTIAL LIST

OF CONTENTS

Chapter Two of "Fundamental Principles of Radio
for the Beginner" -The New Tubes. Their Uses,
and Their Fundamental Cirmdts -Ilow to Slake
Money with Public Address Systems. How to Install and Maintain Them -110w to Revamp Six -Volt
Battery Sets to Use Two -Volt Tubes -Prize winning Kinks and Short Puts In Radio-llow to
Build the ''R
Beginner's Transmitter-How to
Build the Famous Trinities Short Wave ReceiverBow to Construct an Amateur Radio Transmitter
Most vludem and Complete Tube Chart Inchiding Socket Connections for all Tubes- Numerous Free offers, etc., etc.

7'

-A

WRITE TODAY

On the last Sunday in September many
cities in the C. S. and Canada go back to
Standard time.
Many stations in these localities will
then alter their schedules so that they will
start and finish one hour hater in Standard
tini.' than they have been doing for the previous 5 months, England goes back on
Standard time on Oct. 7. At that time
there will be slight alterations in the tim-

ing of sonic of the Daventry transmissions.

Rio
A station in Rio de Janeiro has been
heard on about 31.55 meters at good
strength frequently of late from about
4:30 -6 P.M. It may be I'RBA or l'RAB.
All announcements are in Spanish or Portuguese. It may be PSK on a new wave
relaying PRA-

In the heart of the South, Wholesale Radio
Service Company opens a New Branch dedicated to the principle that Servicemen far from
the manufacturing and buying centers of the
Radio World are entitled to the same low prices.
complete stocks. fast service and low transportation
costs as those In the North.
Our great modern Atlanta salesrooms will display the
most varied and complete line of replacement parts by
every leading manufacturer.
There will be a special
department devoted exclusively to P. A. equipment
while Short Wave sets, Kite and equipment wIll be

featured.
For 13 years we have pledged ourselves to sell Quality
Merchandise at lowest wholesale prices -and In Atlanta-as In New York and Newark -this pledge will be
nders
fulfilled. Servicemen. Amateurs. Hams. Bi
and Experlmenten all will welcome this New Branch
In Atlanta -now the RADIO CAPITOL OF THE
SOUTH.
For latest catalog write Dept. SW-104

WHOLESALE RADIO SERVILE CO.
loo SIXTH AVE.
NEW YORK. N.Y.

aerials.)

Vienna
We have received definite information
from the operators that OE1t2 at Vienna.
Austria has now been overhanded and is
hack on the air again. Details of the transmission will be found in the station list.
OER2 operates on 6072 Ice.

Enclose 5c. coin or U. S. stamps for
postage. Treatise sent by return mail.

EDITORIAL TREATS!

RADIO TRADING CO,
l Ol A Hudson Street New York City

More good articles on simple Experimental. as well as Advaneeel, Sets are in
preparation for the November issue -Don't
Miss It:

www.americanradiohistory.com

ATLANTA, CA.

When Choosing
a Radio School

Consider the advantages of RCA

Institutes
Whether elementary radio principles or advanced subjects,
sound applications or practical
radio engineering, RCA Blatt-

Ones is prepared to gave you the
instruction you need.

Students attending our Chicago School this
have added advantage of combining a study ..t the
scientific wonders of the World's Fair.
RESIDENT SCHOOLS NEW YORK AND CHICAGO
with no dern standard equipment
EXTENSION COURSES FOR HOME STUDY
under convenient "uo Obligation" plan.
Illustrated Catalog on Request.

R.C.A. INSTITUTES, Inc.

75 Van ek

Dept. SW.34
St., New York -1154 Merehandlae Mart. Chicago

One Reason
Why
The TRIMM FEA-

THERWEIGHT phones
will bring in weaker signals. The Trimm cobelt

Germany
The evening transmission of the Merlin
stat' s from 510:80 P.M. will probably
take place on D.TD from 5 -6:15, on MA
from i -S:15. on DJC from (6:45-70:811 and
on 1).111 from S:45- 10::0 l'.M. (1/.TA oses
a directional aerial for South America. I)JD
and D.TC use North America directional

430WPEA(HTREESTNW

steel magnet when compared with the magnet

of another well known

widely

and
accepted
phone on a demagnetizing test, showed but onehalf the percentage of loss in strength as
the other magnet.

For better DX use Trimm Featherweight
phones. Buy from your local dealer.

TRIMM RADIO MFG. CO.
1528

Armitage Ave.

Chicago, III.

Be a Television Expert
and Television!
LEARN Radio
Broadcast, Service, etc.
Leaders
sratem
i

predict

o

television

requires

ñousands. relay end bn,sdcvang matron,. Ultra bort
permit 80,000 television etatimn in
''mordu (.une.
n l Get in
butin pp'' with new industry
dwtrr In new era. NOW and

r.''

n flee l'or art at
Raeien Sta. a
Writee. Heal
ate.aon
t
wQ. for free folder.
reader, "Picture. off the isio"

i,cense_

S. Q. NnI

Dapt.g, I tlrower

floe National

4Yiht Bing.

Inc.
Kansas Car, Mo.
Kanaaa
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...SHORT

WAVE ESSENTIALS

FOR MEMBERS OF THE SHORT WAVE LEAGUE
SHORT WAVE LEAGUE LETTERHEADS

A FEW WORDS AS TO THE PURPOSE

OF THE LEAGUE
The SHORT WAVE LEAGUE was
founded in 1930. Honorary Directors are
as follows:
Dr. Lee de Forest. John L. Reinert., D.
E. Replogle, Hollis Baird. E. T. Somerset,
Baron Manfred von Ardenne, Hugo Gernsback, Esecutive Secretary.
The SHORT WAVE LEAGUE is a scientific membership organization for the promotion of the short wave art. There are
no dues, no fees, no initiations, in connection with the LEAGUE. No one makes any
money from it; no one derives any salary.
The only income which the LEAGUE has is
from its short wave essentials. A pamphlet
setting forth the LEAGUE'S numerous aspirations and purposes will be sent to anyone on receipt of a 3e stamp to cover
postage.
MEMBERSHIP CERTIFICATE
As soon as you are enrolled as a member,
a beautiful certificate with the LEAGUES
seal will be sent to you, providing 10e in
stamps or coin is sent for mailing charges.
Members are entitled to preferential discounts when buying radio merchandise
from numerous firms who have agreed to
allow lower prices to all SHORT WAVE
LEAGUE members.

$horl laurCraque

SHORT WAVE ESSENTIALS LISTED
HERE SOLD ONLY TO SHORT
WAVE LEAGUE MEMBERS
They cannot be bought by anyone unless
he has already enrolled as one of the members of the SHORT WAVE LEAGUE or
signs the blank on this page (which automatically enrolls him as a member. al way.;
provided that he is a short wave experimenter, a short wave fan, radio engineer.
radio student, etc.).
Inasmuch as the LEAGUE is international, it makes no difference whether you
are a citizen of the United States or any
other country. The LEAGUE is open to all.

- --
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SHORT WAVE LEACUE:99 -101 Hudson Street. Now York. N. T.
Grades env:
I
Jre.dr an enrolled member In the SHORT WAVE LEAGUE
Sims mood re. tharldloore. abort yamwmomoetW. this
as listed io this

i
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R.

I.

.d.r.Ww.h

Name
for

Sta te..____.._... _..._.__- ......_...............
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LEAGUE ..,..te

Country
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r
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or
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10

-34

D -11.25 each
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radio equipment:

1 aweless* 10e for pe ege.wd handling fer
ay Msaaberehlp
Cast Me t..

LOG..CALL

.o

Letten.._

Cityand

OFFICIqi

SHORT WAVE LEAGUE 99 -101 Hudson St., New York, N. Y.

Application for Membership
SHORT WAVE LEAGUE

neer

A-50c per 100

SHORT WAVE LEAGUE SEALS

These seals or stickers are executed in three colors and measure 114 in in
diameter, and are gummed on one side. They are used by members to affix
to stationery, letterheads. envelopes, postal cards and the like. The seal signifies that you are a member of the SHORT WAVE LEAGUE. Sold in 25 lots
or multiples only.
G -SHORT WAVE LEAGUE seals
per 25, Prepaid 15c
SHORT WAVE MAP OF THE WORLD
This beautiful map. measuring 18x26 in. and printed in 18 colors is indispensable when hung in sight or placed "under the glass" on the table or wall
of the short wave enthusiast. It contains a wealth of information such as
distances to all parts of the world. political nature of the country in which
a broadcast station is located, etc.. and from the manner in which the map
is blocked off gives the time in different parts of the world at a glance.
F -SHORT WAVE Map of the World
_.._Prepaid 25C
PLEASE NOTE THAT ABOVE ESSENTIALS ARE SOLD ONLY TO
MEMBERS OF THE LEAGUE -NOT TO NON -MEMBERS.
Send all orders for short wave essentials to SHORT WAVE LEAGUE, 98
Park Place. New York City.
If you do not wish to mutilate the magazine, you may copy either or both
coupons on a sheet of paper.

G

SHORT WAVE LEAGUE
10-31
99.101 Hudson Street. New York, N. Y.
I, the undersigned. herewith desire to apply for
membership In the SHORT WAVE LEAGUE. In
tenting the LEAGUE I understand that I am not
seised for membership and that there are no
dues and no fees of any kind.
I pledge myself
n abide by all the rule. and regulations of the
SHORT WAVE LEAGUE. which rules you are to
end to me on receipt of thin application.
t I consider myself belonging to the following Blass
(put an X in correct space): Short Wave Expementeer
Wave Fan
Radio Engi-

..

beautiful letterhead has been designed for members' correspondence. It Is
the official letterhead for all members. The letterhead is invaluable when it
becomes necessary to deal with the radio industry, mail order houses, radio
manufacturers. and the like; as many houses have offered to give members
who write on the LEAGUE'S letterhead a preferential discount. The letterhead
is also absolutely essential when writing for verification to radio stations either
here or abroad. It automatically gives you a professional standing.
A-SHORT WAVE LEAGUE letterheads, per 100
SOC
_
OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE LEAGUE LOG AND CALL MAGAZINE
Here is the finest book of its kind ever
It contains the largest
listing of short wave stations in the world, published.
much larger in fact than the list
published in SHORT WAVE CRAFT and other magazines. All experimental
stations, no matter where located, are listed. A large section is provided where
calls can be listed in a proper manner. This log section gives dial settings.
time, date, call letters, location, and other information. Another section has
squared -paper pages on which you can fill in your own frequency curve for
your particular receiver. It helps you to find stations which otherwise you
could never log. It is the only book of its kind published.
11- Official Log and Call Magazine
Prepaid 25c
RADIO MAP OF THE WORLD AND STATION FINDER
The finest device of its kind published. The world's map on heavy board is
divided into 23 sections, while the rotary disc shows you immediately the
exact time in any foreign country. Invaluable in logging foreign stations.
Also gives call letters assigned to all nations. Size 11 ":22 ".
C -Radio Map of the World and Station Finder
Prepaid 2SC
GLOBE OF THE WORLD AND MAGNETIC COMPASS
This highly important essential is an ornament for every den or study. It
is a globe, 6 in. in diameter, printed in fifteen colors, glazed in such a way
that it can be washed. This globe helps you to intelligently log your foreign
stations. Frame is of metal. Entire device substantially made, and will give
an attractive appearance to every station. emphasizing the long- distance work
of the operator.
D -Globe of the World
-Prepaid $1.25
SHORT WAVE LEAGUE LAPEL BUTTON
This beautiful button is made in hard enamel in four colon, red, white. blue
and gold. It measures three quarters of an inch in diameter. By wearing
button, other members will recognize you and it will give you professional this
air.
Made in bronze, gold filled, not plated. Must be seen to be appreciated.
E -SHORT WAVE LEAGUE lapel button
Prepaid 85C
EE -SHORT WAVE LEAGUE lapel button, like the one described
above but in solid gold............ _ ..... ___.._.
...Prepaid $2.00
A

Car ..d Slate

C...
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SW League

"HAM" ADS

facturers or dealers for each insertion.
Each word in a name and address to be
counted. Cash should accompany "Ham"
advertisements. Advertising for November issue should reach us not later than
Ave.

SWL's - QSL,s, HAM PRINTING, MAC PRINT.
3536 Roland Ave., Baltimore, Md.

UNIQUE MICROPHONE STANDS.
Call Letters. WSCHE, Granite, Okla.

SIGNS

-3

PLUG -IN COILS -15 -210 METERS. SET OF
four, 60 cents. Noel, 809 Alder, Scranton, Pa.
QSL CARDS, NEAT, ATTRACTIVE, REASONably priced, samples free. Miller, Printer, Am-

bler, Pa.

WITH PERSONALITY PLUS.
Free samples, S000000000000. W8ESN, 1827 Cone,

QSLs, SWLs.
Toledo, Ohio.

SPECIAL! I PLUG IN COILS 15-225 METERS
Send Money Now. Sule, 2324
8.40 postpaid.
Trenton Ave., Phila., Pa.
AC RECEIVER COMPLETE WITH 4 TUBES,
Speaker, Cabinet, $15.00. Fred Attneave, Jr.,
Black Hawk, Misa.
PHOTO -CELL SELENIUM. 10e PER GRAM, 3
grams 25c. Cell making instructions included.
Box 6, Barberton, Ohio.
INSULATION. WIRE, VARNISHES, SUPPLIES,
etc. Send 3c stamp for bulletin. AUTOPOWER,
414 S. Hoyne Ave., Chicago.

30 WATT CW TRANSMITTER COMPLETE
with meters. tubes, ready to operate, $20.

W$HOS, Reynoldaville, Pa.

REBUILT 500 WATT 110
volt 60 Cycle A C generators $15.00 200 watt
$10.00. Neal Brown, Richland Springs, Texas.
SELL OR TRADE.

THE INTERNATIONAL AMATEUR SHORT
Wave Fan Society calling you, Join, Membership
Read QSO. Secretary, Oliver
75 cents year.
Amlie, 56th City Line Ave., Philadelphia, Penna.
170' No. 19 CONNECTING WIRE, WOVEN INsulation, 45c. Telephone mike, 50e. Telephone
cam switch, $1. R. J. White, 11030 Hermosa,
Chicago.

MY SARGENT S.-W. 9 TUBE SUPER COMplete $55. cash. For pro. or amateur. Details for
3c stamp. E. 13. 13., No 1711 Riverside Ave.,

Muncie, Indiana.
WANTED: NATIONAL COILS. TRANSMITsing tubes (cracked glass, bunned filament, accepted). Sell or buy any radio parts. A. B. Runnels, Willis, Texas.

FIFTY WATTERS WITH CARBON
plates, $9.75 each; new, first quality and fully
guaranteed; also 211's and 845's. VTE Laboratories, Ridgefield, N. J.
203A

NATIONAL SW -3 SHORT WAVE RECEIVER.
Complete with tubes, 4 sets band spread National
toils. Good as new. $15. Herbert Gifford, 41
Chapel Street, Gloucester, Mass.

-

SOMETHING
TUBELESS CRYSTAL SET
new. Separates stations, operates speaker. 1850
Miles verified. Blueprint, data, 15 others, 25c coin.
Modern Radiolabs, 151 -A Liberty, San Francisco.
WAVE METERS ONLY $1.95 EACH! KEEP A
check on your frequency. Amateur Bands are
calibrated on the dial. Write now for free literature. The Burks Radio Company, 1448 W. Decatur
St., Decatur, Illinois.

SHORT-WAVE COILS-SPECIAL COMPLETE
set for four short form 50e. Four prong long
forms space wound $1.00.
Long six prong
Write for prices on Super and Band
$1.50.
Spread coils. Sussdorff & Kusterman Radio
Laboratories, 297 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

KENPLEX: 1 TUBE = S. BEATS TWINPLEX,
A.C. or batteries. Tested on foreign reception
$8.00, including coils. Kit with coils- $6.00. Diagram. parts list -$.25 coils, 15 -215 meters -4 for
$.50 ; radio questions answered -$.10, 3 for 1.25 ;
C. D. Kenyon, 1205 Medical Arts Bldg., Cleveland,

-

;

Ohio.

%

ial

Wants Cheap 5 and 10
Meter Set

TUBE S -W RECEIVERS $3.90, $8.90.
Collier, 143 N.E. 28 St., Miami, Florida.
1

1

e

5.

5

them Iras a LI XSED operator and
FA -'ED THE ('ODE TEST!
Contrary to popular belief SHORT WAVE CRAFT )lets tl la 'WC
II II III bel' of LICENSED AMATEUR readers and
for this reason. you will see the carious types
of nnate u l' transmitting and`, reeeiriny apparatus are' J ribed in S I IOR'1' W.( T;
I a.tt. r.
pl. les arc intended for plu'
Tb,
amateur rend, r. e,uly and NOT to lead flu
of COING ON THE Alit
beginner to the p
WITHOUT A Lill ?SI:!- Lditor)

'of

10c a word (7 words to the line) to manu-

QSL,s 75c a 100 2 COLORS, W9DGH 1816
N., Minneapolis. Minn.

RADIO'S

(Continued from puy.3:,4)

Advertisements in this section are inserted
at 5c per word to strictly amateurs, or

September

379

FREE
CATALO GI
for 1935.
Send for the noel
utplote and ten's
timely book in Italia. It will keep y
..
ahead of the field and sate you ,I
'Why Intl (amt skimpy seasonal [-Male,
w horse
usefulo ss is ,ounnol to a r,i.
weeks --or from hw,ks a year old? writ,
today for railio's Most valuable catalog
ALLIED Radio thdde- always timely beCall .0 of its rem arhable completeness, always up-to -the -n Mute because of Its strategic publication date
gca rI to radio prog,

-II

ress.

SEND FOR THIS BOOK

(Continued from page 340)

transmitters and good luck and 73's to
W2AMN and SHORT WAVE CRAFT -from a
couple of hams, W2FZQ, New Jersey and
W2GNL, Bronx, N. Y.
(You'll find a low -priced 3 tube superregenerative receiver described in the February issue of this magazine. It fits the
"depression pocketbook OA:. Editor.)

IT WILL SOLVE

nn

Miller All-Wave
Super -Het
(e'ontioued from payc 3:1S)
vet eliminates the disadvantages of switch ins encountered with a radio frequency

stage. t'oupliug between the pre- st'leetor
coils is accomplShed through the condenser,
in the common ground returns of No.
711 Antenna ('oils and Nu. 711.\. It is important that no other coupling exists betw'eeu these two eui1S.
The resistor It -1 serves to isolate the pre selector coils from the intermediate ampli-

YOUR RADIO NEEDS
AT CONSISTENT
SAVINGS!
All - wave and Eir.,pean range Sets. bailie,.
32 volt, and elect,],
Share W.....
molds

-

Transmitting and 3teclwlug equipment xmtlzhig P.A. listing -test instruments
thousands of replacement parts, tubes E.a
into the
arrest files -- are packed
Also ''Build -your ow
Á L1A I:Ie Catalog.
kits. (As kit specialists we can quote t .'r
ally circuit ttpearing in any magaalur ,o
lino,lbo,,k, l aWrite 'oho for your FRI..:
fop,

et

the 1,35 ALLIED Pat:dog.

Allied Radio
lackmn Blvd., Chimps, Dept. E
Please send nie your FREE 193.E Catalog
e ('lease quote for Kit described In

833 W.

NAME

ADDRESS
STATI'

CITY

fier.

The use of the 517 type first detector provides a degree of senstivity impossible with
her type till
The type 511 oscillator has
been chosen as the best type to obtain sufficient oscillator output on the high- frequency
hand. where the LU ratios are of necessity
quite high.
It is well fo note at this point that none!/
different type miner circuits were tested
before this combination wax selected. Inductive coupling between the oscillator and
first detector assures the "home- constructor" proper operation of his completed receiver. due to the fact that this coupling is
a fixed value and will not vary in individual
cases as will other types, as for instance,
electron- coupling circuits.
If a panel- operated trimmer is used with
inductive cuaplug, it is difficult to obtain
resonance at the higher frequencies, due to
the fact that trimming the detector circuit
affects the oscillator frequency. Inasmuch
as thiS reeeire' does not employ a panel operated trimmer and as the circuits track

without adjustment, after once being
trimmed at the high frequency end of the
band. there is no disadvantage in using inductire coupling.

The intermediate amplifier transformers
supplied with the kit have been especially
designed for use with this receiver, and afford a degree of sensitivity and selectivity
seldom obtained. The units Supplied with
this kit represent the result of several year
experience. Excellent frequency stability is
(Continued on page 381)
TEN PRACTICAL AND INEXPENSIVE
changes converting Dodge 12-V. Ford T.A., Chevrolet Delco 6 -V generators, into 100 -500 watt
capacity A.C. generators, or into 32 -110 volt
D.C. motor or generator. Dodge is 500-W. selfexcited. All in one book illustrated with complete simplified instructions and drawings for only
$1. AUTOPOWER, 414 S. Hoyne Ave., Chicago.

-

OHM'S LAW CALCULATOR
LIGHTNING
Slide Rule: solves all problems of Voltage. Current and Resistance, Power, Wire Sizes, etc.
Range: 1 micro -amp. to 1000 amps ; 1 micro -volt
to 10.000 volts ; 1 micro-ohm to 10 megohms ; 1
micro-watt to 10 megawatts ; wire sizes 0 to 36
B. & S. gauge. Introductory price $1.00 prepaid.
The Dataprint Co., Box 322, Ramsey, N. J.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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MODE SAME
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(ODE -CANT MAKE

GOT WISE

ANY HEADWAY,

I

TOME

INSTRUCTOGRAPH

PASSED CODE EXAM. EASILY

Like many others. I fooled away months trying to learn
the co, le from a Short wave Receiver. without making any
hea,lway. Then I got wise W the Inatmet,graph Automatic yule Teacher, and in almost no time passed ..ale
exam. easily. Don't be misled. Every Itesldeme n well
as Extension Schools use a machine With a perforated
tape to teach their classes.

Government examinations for
Commercial
Amateur
and
tickets a always given by a

machine.ushtg
fe

a

Inntnletograph Auto matie Code Teacher

perforate)

tape. if there was a better
way. the large schools and
m rmacut would have It.

PROVIDES NECESSARY PRACTICE

No waiting for e,sic schedules
which you can seldom tune in
when wanted -no annoyance
frying to keep the station
timed in and copying. In-

apvctograph provides all the
code practice needed to bete a real operator. Instnactions accompanying Instructograph show how to practice to the best advantage
just like an Instructor would
Ira.
Failure impossible.

TERMS AS LOW AS $2 PER MONTH

Atp,me tvieltbig to leant the rode and qualify for Amateur
or Conuuenfal examinations, or Increase their speed to
the Standard of a real operator-should get an btstruelograph without delay. (tent It for a npanh. Be voneincol It Is the best way to learn the code and becmuc
cal npraor.
n
If mot. send It Lark. Terms a- Imo
ai r ì2. uo per mrat h. Write for Jet ni is NOW;

INSTRUCTOGRAPH COMPANY

912 Lakeside

Place

Dept. 5W -10

Chicago, ill.

RADIO BARGAIN CATALOG

Send for 24 -page Bargain catalog
showing the complete new 1935 Golden
radios. Many models to
tone line
chase from, Including world -wide all wave, dual ware, short wave, midgets. consoles, 32-volt,
Air Cell, ear radios, etc. All sent on 30 -11ay Ili111E
TRIAL. Before you decide get our Catalog and save
money. Prices from $9.45 up. Only catalog giving cabinet and chassis photon, circuit diagrams and complete
engineering speetacatinna.
Deal direct. save hall. we
GOLDENTONE
RADIO
pay postage.
COMPANY.
Dept. 103. 4183 Oakman Blvd.. Detroit. Mich.

FREE

T
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Riar-1)/ /10
We herewith present the six most important books in radio.

00/F.S

to you directly from the publishers. We act only as a clearing
house for a number of radio publishers, and OUR PRICES
ARE AS LOW OR LOWER THAN WILL BE FOUND ANYWHERE. Remit by money order or certified check. Register
all letters which contain cash.

These volumes have been selected after an exhaustive study
of the foremost radio books published today. They represent
the finest in radio books, and offer a variety of information

on the subject.

WE PUBLISH NO CATALOG, and ask you to please order
from this page. Prompt shipments of all books will be made

THESE BOOKS ARE ALSO OUR

BEST SELLERS.
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NEW LOW PRICED RADIO BOOKS
Here are 13 new, up -to -date books on every conceivable radio subject, just published. Modern in every sense. All books uniform

No.

3

RADIO SET ANALYZERS. by L. Van Der
Mel
MODERN RADIO VACUUM TUBES, by
Ilobrrl Hertzberg
BOOK, by
THE
SUPERHETERODYNE

No.

4

MODERN

No.

5

No.

1

No.

2

Clyde J.

Fiteh

Washhurne

RADIO

HOOKUPS,

TO BECOME A
MAN. by Louis Marlin

HOW

RADIO

HOW TO ORDER
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Some
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nn

hat, C. O. D.

(M book*
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b,o-A nil! ho
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sr.

9M.

No.

8

No.

7

No.

8

D.

No.

9

SERVICE

No.

10

by

R.

ELECTRIC (RADIO) SETS
BRINGING
UPTO -DATE, by Clifford E. Denton
RADIO KINKS AND WRINKLES (for esperonenter;l, by C. V. Patiner
RADIO QUESTIONS

AND ANSWERS.

It D. \Ca.hburne
AUTOMOBILE RADIO
by Loo k Martin

by

AND SERVICING.

RECORDING AND
IT. Io George J. Saliba.
HOME

ALL

ABOUT

A D I O

h. :..

lin F 8. 0,1,-) , Th...
rase collect
:éw
byue

from 64 to 72 pages: 50 to 120 illustrations. All books are writ ten by well -known radio authors. Order all your books by number.

PUBLICATIONS
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Ilu,l.,.n .r..
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tit,

No. 11 HOW TO BUILD AND OPERATE SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS. by the Editore of

SHORT WAVE CRAFT

No. 12 HOW TO BECOME AN AMATEUR RADIO
OPE ATOR. by \1. F. Eddy
No. 13

POINT-TO-POINT
RESISTANCE
UREMENTS. by ('lifford E. Denton
PRICE; PREPAID

EA('If ROOK
l'IIIh'E PREPAID FOR
ALL 13 BOOKS

S

MEAS-

.45

$5.20

ORDER DIRECT
FROM THIS PAGE
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Miller All -Wave

SHORTIONt 11°°1t
EIGHT METHODS FOR
MPROVING S W RECEPTION"
Oon'You.Answerthese Questions?
I. lbw can you increase the signal
strength of weak foreign stations?
2. 110w can you increase the D. S. range on
your present short wave setY
3. Dow can you decrease the background noise?
4. What will increase your selectivity?
5. What is image frevluencyY
6. How can you match your aerial to l'r:ur set?
7. What is signal to noise rail.?
8. new can you get the most out of short waves?
It gives tall the correct answers
Send for free booklet.
for the
as well as additional valuable Information
short wave fan.

POSTAI©RAIDIC
NEW YORK.

N.Y.

LIBERTY ST.

135 B

STOPPANI CO1IPASS
Instrument made in
Belgium. 1' u r chased by the Ti

(Continued front page 379)
obtained due to the use of a well balabi
LC ratio in the tuned circuits, and
windings of remarkably high "(!." 'lThi
coils are Litz wound and are thoroughly I:
tested against the effects of moisture by n
process known as flash dipping, in a special

cuulponud of highly relined vegetable waxes.
As a further assurance of obtaining n product of uniformly high quality. each intermediate frequency transformer is peaked at

the proper frequency and the gain checked
before packing.
A separate tuner unit, as shown, is admirably suited to rebuilding old type
which are equipped with a high- quali'
amplifier, or as the tuning unit for
power-amplifier you may desire
Furthermore, it is simply necessary u, substitute the 6.3 volt series tubes of comb
spondiug type and provide the proper Ii'.
voltage supply. and an All-Wave battery set
for the mountain cabin, seaside or motor
launch is the result.

each.
Experimenters Labora-

tory, also may
be used as a
G alvanunteter
for detecting
electric currents
In radio circuits.

jeweled,

ss

solid

bronze, 4
,,off case.
Inches square, tatted iu
Oar price prepaid $4.50 each
I

SHIELD PRODUCTS CO
98 Park Place
New York City

GOLD

1

5
1
1
1

Copies of
SHORT WAVE
CRAFT

7

All Wave Antenna Kit
ili -1 46.SÚ1...53.90

as

July, 1933.

If

you do not specify copies we will use
our own judgment in sending assorted
numbers to fill your order. Note we cannot exchange the copies for ones that
have been sent to you.
Practically every copy of SHORT WAVE

CRAFT contains important information
that you should have. Here is a chance
to get those copies.
As we have only a small supply of hack
numbers on hand, this offer will be withdrawn as soon as they have been sold.
We accept U. S. stamps, U. S. coin, or
money order. Rush your order today.

SHORT WAVE CRAFT
New York, N. Y.

AMPLIVOX LABORATORIES

Dent. SWIf. New York. N. v.
Perlman, E. E., Consul, no
Chief Engineer --Sol
Engineer on Antenna Problems to A. H. Lynch, lac.
227 Fulton St..

SHORT WAVE CRAFT
99.101 Hudson Street. New York. N. Y.

10 -34

Gentlemen: 1 enclose herewith 85e. for which you
to rend me six back number copies of SUOBT

At Leading Radio and Dept. Stores.
or Write Us for Full Details

2

1
1

2

H.

LYNCH, INC.

Kit)

Tube Oscillator
Tube First Detector
5$ Tubes Intermediate Frequency

plifier

CO.
NATIONAL RADIO DIST. City,
N.

plifier

Type 55 Tube Detector AVC
Type 41 Tube Power Amplifier
No rectifier tube is necessary.
1

www.americanradiohistory.com

Jersey

IustOfthePress!
Am-

Type 55 Tube Detector AVC
Type 2A5 Tube Power Amplifier
Type 50 Tube Rectifier
If it is desirable to use batteries instead of
AC operation as shown, the following types
would replace those listed above.
Type 37 Tube Oscillator
Type 6CC Tube First Detector
Type 6D6 Tubes Intermediate Fret-wen

1

4.45
)'aró
.59
itradrast tolls -2110.500 ureters
Wired and 'reab,t $1.25 extra.
These kits also in A.C. at same price.
We manufacture a Complete Line of Short Ware Sus
at the Lowest Prices.
Write for full Information.
25 4a deposit with mall orders.
Save by dealing direct with the manufacturer.
406 W. Communipaw Ave.

56
57

$4.65
6.75

srudd,,.

TUN- Kit
Separate l'uerr
3

Tubes Required

1

State

(High Fidelity)
Reception completely revolutionised
on wove lengths from 3 to 650
meters. It's fun to be fooled --but it's
more fun (and better business) to
KNOW. investigate before you buy.

momarlund,
c and Superior Par
\ \ ,,rid Short wave See, outil audit. g ht
Pic
aæir Field.
Foundation Elf: ^ tithe set -World Wide Peoop: Lm
:simple to
with I )'lug -lu Cil: -In lo lm Meters.

Call 10 mf. Electrolytic By -pass Cond. 25 Volt
C11 p mf. Electrolytic Filter Cond. 150 Volt
Cl2 s mf. Electrolytic Filter Cond. 450 Volt

1

Address

before getting details of the two new
patented and guaranteed
LYNCH "HI -FI" ANTENNA SYSTEMS

World Short Wavell Set

CS .0005 mf. Plate by -pass
C9 .01 mf. Coupling Cond.

WAVE CRAFT as follows:

Nome

ANTENNA SYSTEM

227 Fulton St., New York, N. Y.

mf. l'reselector Coupling Condenser
C2 .1 mf. 200 V
Cl .2 mf. 400 V
C4 .25 mf. 200 V
C5 .25 mf. 200 V
C6 .25 mf. 200 V
C7 .001 mf. by -pass Cond.

1

are

DON'T BUY ANY

ARTHUR

.05

Type
Type
Type

$10.95

.

one -half watt.

Condenser List

1

I

I

hardware.

C13 .25 mf. 400 Volt
.0025 mf. Cond. isupplied with
C15 .11111 I'late By pas: Condenser
C16 .05 400 Volt Condenser

OR.

gh

l'nmpleie

R11 100.000
R12 600.000 Potentiometer
500 Ohms 1 Watt
R13
R14 50,000 Tone Control

1

te

$7.50

10.000

Cli

ch

De Luxe Coupler for
spare.
pisci sion 111rá
nuise sou,
5111.onl
$6.00
No. 884, 41 ft. Doubt .t Cage, 35 fi. tilaii
Lightning
Double
Killer Patine f ad -h
Arrester and new )'nive sal Coupler,

R3 100.000
R4 10.000
150
R5
R6 15.000 2 Watt
R7 10.000 2 Watt
R8
1.000
R9 1 Meg
It10 100,000 Ohms

Cl

sw it

For

Luxe All Wave
list
Antenna Kit

Ue

inless otherwise specified.
Ill 500,000 Ohms
R2

limited time only. and

turn

LYNCH NOISELESS ANTENNA SYSTEMS

transformer
Prong Wafer Socket
Prong Wafer Socket
6 Prong Wafer Sockets
7 Prong Wafer Socket 'for power supply connection)
7 Prong Plug (for power supply connection)
Screen Grid Clips
Dial

All resistor wattage rating- are

Issue,

Radio News',.
station by whistle.

,

4

Resistor List

hales

ii.tle dlsa;;n tr'. talion remains at peak. Poe
$8.95
red from remiser. For sials ,lets only
Phone Receptor for RePhone
eiver
Without
J
a c k .
Iusen Utg phone
ing automatically s i t No dis speaker.
irmÁsing of receiver
$3.95

5

2 Knobs
AC Cord, Plug and miscellaneous

long as
they last, we will send you six back numbers of SHORT WAVE CRAFT assorted,
your choice. for 85 cents.
The usual price for six copies would be
$1.50 and most publishers charge a higher
price for back numbers over one year old.
We can supply all copies except the
following: June-July. Aug. -Sept., 1930;
Dec.-Jan., Feb. -Mar., April, May, June,
July, Oct., Nov., 1932; Feb., Mar.. June.

VD).

April

d

I

711 Coil Kit
Receiver Chassis
1 Power Supply Chassis
1 3 Gang Condenser, .00035 mf. per ,ection.
NOTE: Most variable condensers now on th,market have a maximum capacity of .0003E mf.
to .00037 mf.. rather than the usual ranze cf
.00035 mf. The operation of the completed receiver is not affected by using the higher values
found in the newer condensers. 'the effect is -imply
to cause the wave bands to overlap a slight bit
more.
5 Tube Shields
Power Transformer
1
Speaker. 2500 ohm field, 215 output
1 Dynamic

5

Hudson Street

tien Locator
Idr,eribed in

Miller No.

1

Note

Oscillate, Is

1

Ideal for Radio

99 -101

Beat

the Ideal Sta.

i

1

$30.00

For

RECEPTIO

Parts List

S. Government
at more than

6

imploved

Super -Het

A Precision

Ruby,

381

PpOIG GßEpTESV

WiE

rtADIOAMPIFo

1OOPages. Final with Latest Design Portable. Mobile and stark w Panel, Publie
Address Amplifiers. Short -Wace
and All -Wave Itereisers and
Converters. linier - Onice
vsbms, Test Equipment. Replacement l'arts. lais, Tubes.
and Accessories -all at Unbeatable hock Bottom Prices!
Send For Your Cosa To -Day?

COAST-To COAST- RADIO- CORP.123 5. Was? 171E STREET . NEW YOIK.N.Y.

J.

382
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SHORT

94ESSENT"IAI

BOOKS

'RO UND THE WORLD FANS USE THESE GREAT SHORT WAVE BOOKS

These great hooks contain everything on short waves that is really
worth knowing -they are books which have been most enthusiastically welcomed by short -wave fans. The cost of the hooks is

There is not a short -wave fan, experimenter or interested radio.
minded reader who will not want these books. Right up- to -theminute with new material on outstanding developments in the
short wave held. The books are authoritative, completely illustrated and not too highl' technical.

extremely low in comparison with the valuable material which
they contain.

Ten Most Popular Short Wave Receivers.
How to Make and Work Them
alas new volume is a revelation to
those who wish to build their own

short wave receivers. The editors of
SHORT WAVE ('RAPT have
selected ten outstanding short wave

and

eió

the

these are described in

volume.

Each receiver is

fully eilllustrated with
mplete
layout,
pictorial
representation,
photographs of the set complete.
hookup and all worthwhile specificatienn. Everything from the simplest
one
set to a 5 -ttllie T. R. F. retube

ceiver

presented. Complete lists
given to
each set
complete. Von
shown show to
operate the caner to its m erv,u
19i,''
'y.

MOST PoPUTAR
ORT WAVE

are

CONTENTS

RE

2

WORK TEEM

nut WAVE
CRAFT

-It.11. Pentode SW Recei er having two
of
used Radio Freuuenr,. Is,
E Denton and H. W. Serov.
1

Cliifford

My de Lust S -W Receiver. by Edward
G. Ingram.
The Rime... ^Tans 12.000 Mils DX
Receiver. hn' A. Pinner'
Jr.
Rued a Short Ware Receiver
yr
"Rrirl f raw." by Il,ga Gerback
na
and
Clifford E. Doan.
The Denton Tithe All -Wave IteeeNor.
hr Clifford E. Denton.
The Denton StandRy.' by Clifford E.

2J
Sr., ...Pk

Denton.
The 'Soo
G

d-Itv'

E

.

TIrr.Short -N'ay. NI EGAItt' NE.
Cheek.

bylluto

COAT.POCKET Short
n,l Cali LReceiver.
Tlrry Roll In on chi One Tubers
The S.W PENTODE-4. by N. C. Chin.

(a

aril

by Ilse
Roy, Do

40 PAGES
OVER 75 ILLUSTRATIONS

Icy he E. Denton.

MI

IMPORTANT
THERE IS NO DUPLICATION BETWEEN THIS BOOK
AND OUR OTHER VOLUME -HOW TO BUILD AND
OPERATE
WAVE

E.

Martin.

RECEIVER.

I.

Idea of
ode

I

GOOD

Mattis.

S-W

25c

PUBLISHED

THE NEW OON HAS NEVERAAPPEARED IN ANY BOOK BEFORE. .

is Om best and most up -to-date book on
the subject. It is edited and prepared lY
the editors of BIIOlt'l' WAVE (:RAFT,
and contains a wealth of material on the
building and operation. not only of
typical short -wave receivers. but short-

-7=

.

/

i

m
o

kind.

y

expense has been spared
the outstanding volume of
The book measures 7Çaa111

s

Over 150 Illustrations
72 Pages
7x10 Inches

if

SEW

50c
All the books shown
on this page are published exclusively by

SHORT WAVE
CRAFT
Hudson Street,

New York, N. Y.
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Gentlemen: I enclose herewith my remi ttanre for the amount of S
for which you are to send
postpaid. the (rooks ,herbed 1dow
Ten Most Popular Short Wave Receiver..
uild and Operate Short Wave
How to Make and Work Them..25g each
Receivers
SOc each
) The Short Wave beginner'
How to Become an Amateur Radio
Book
25e each
Sec each
1

Nam.

These Books are

Authentic For

All Short Wave
Work and LOW
in Price

Address

State
(rend remittance in form of check or money order.
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BEGINNER'S

How to Become an Amateur Radio Operator
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s
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AND

RECEIVERS

This hook is mod only at sucho a Sid,mtua ins price hereon it it a ai
In
ve this valuable work into the Lends of
every Anew thae enthusiast.
W
We
hat
interested
short waves
ab you Will
will not wish
to po without fhb
this
moa-

ttion.

SHORT WAVE

ZÌl2

BOW TO BUILD

Dozens of
in this look.
which contain, hundreds of illustrntisus;
actual hoto ro ohs of sets built. hookup.
and diagrams
The l
comes with a heav
ed
cover, end.
d throughout oo ir.tas well.
swave
hort-wave sets are found

riches.

TilE

th the S`W
Wag. length
Kilocycle Chut.
Wire Chet -to assist in the eonetruetioa of
Kirk.Rn the esnttroctinn uI :.W Reeerrrr..

How to Build and Operate Short Wave
Receivers

i

no "high- faluting" language and no

technical jargon. Too are shown
how to interpret* diagram and few
are also given to show
you
how
s s
simple
go about it b making
them.
It abound, with many Mast..
tinns, photographs. simple charts
hookups.
fps, etc.. as in simple elamr ,aga
It aie
gives
you a t rra d
rtant informa
fion which very
you usually do not find
in other books. such a. time conversion
all about aerials, noise
elimination, how to get verification
cards from foreign stations. all about
radio tubes, data on coil winding and
doss
of other subject,.
tables,

The DoerIe 2 -Tube Receiver That
Reaches the 12.500 Mlle Mark, by
Walter C. Doane.

HOW TO MAKE AND

98 P969

t.

The Short Wave Beginner's Book

Here i, a hook that will solve your short wa ve problem -lending you in easy stages from
the simplest fundamental, to the present stage of the :rt n. it is known
today lt is the only
low-priced reference look on short
weaves for the beginner.
The (rook is profusely illustrated
all sorts of photos, explanations
and everything worthwhile knowing
about short
'es -the hack i. not
"technical.- It Las no mathematic,.

If letter contains

Stamps, register it.)

cash or unused U. B. Postage
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HJ4ABB
5 5

11.6- Manizales,

-5

Colombia.

S.

A.-

34.

VK3ME --31.55- Melbourne, Australia 5 9 34.
1íW15- 70.20- Knabarovsk, Siberia, U.S .S.R..5.12 34.

RW59- 50.- Moscow, U.S.S.R.- 5'6'34.
CNR -37.33-Rabat, Morocco -5 6, 3 1.
-

TIIE rules for entries in the SHORT
WAVE Scour Trophy Contest have been
amended and only all per cent of your list
of stations submitted need be verified. If,
for example, you send in a list of 100 stations with 50 verification cards, you will
receive credit for the other 50 per cent or
100 stations total. The trophy will be
awarded to the SHORT WAVE Scour who
has logged the yreatcst number of short wave stations during any 30 day period;
(lie must have at least 50 per cent Yetis)
this period need not be for the immediate
month preceding the closing date. The
complete list of rules appeared in the August
issue of this magazine.
In the event of a tie between two or more
contestants, each logging the same number
of stations (each accompanied by the required ao per cent yetis). the judges will
award a similar trophy to each contestant
so tying. Each list cf stations heard and
submitted in the contest must he sworn to
before a Notary Public and testify to the
fact that the list of stations heard were
"logged" over a given 30 day period, that
reception was verified and that the contestant personally listened to the station
announcements as given in the list.
Only commercial "phone" stations should
be entered in your list. no "amateur" transmitters or " commercial code" stations. This
contest will close every month on the first

Back Cover

Inc.

-5
-5

Trophy Contest Entry Rules

M

National
National
National
Newark

WOY- 23.36 -Lawrenceville, N. J. -5/14 34.
5 34.
31.27- Geneva, Switzerland
6 31.
HI31.--- 38.47- Geneva, Switzerland
H VJ -- 19.83 -Vatican City-, Rome, Ray -5 6 34.
HVJ- 50.26 -Vatican City. Rome, Italy 6 31.
FYA- 25.60 -Paris, France -5i1 31.
6;14.
CNR -23.29 -Rabat, Morocco
25 31.
CJRO- 48.85 -Winnipeg, Canada
YV5ItMO- 49.42 -Maracaibo, Venezuela. S. A.5434.

367

362, 377

(While every precaution is taken to insure
accuracy, we cannot guarantee against the
possibility of an occasional change or omission in the preparation of this index.)

day of the month, by w-hicli time all entries moist be in the editors' hands in New

York t'ity. Entries receiv-d after this date
will be held over for the next month's contest. The next contest will close in New
York City, October 1.
The judges of the contest will be the
editors of SHORT WAVE CRAFT, and their
findings will be final. Trophy awards will
be made every month, at which time the
trophy will he sent to the winner. Names
of the contesting Scours not winning a
trophy will be listed in Honorable Mention
each month. From this contest are excluded
all employees and their families of SHORT
WAVE CRAFT nla rnzine. Address all entries
to SHORT WAVE SCOUT AWARD, 99101 Hudson Street, New York City.

www.americanradiohistory.com

GEN -WIN POLICE ANO SHORT WAVE ADAPTER
Convert your broadcasting set into a short -wave net tuning
from 80 to 200 meters. Get exciting police alarms from
stations thousands of miles away. Airplane
lmunleatlolls while planer are In Hight.
Amateur phone and international code communications. The biggest thrill alai full for
SO little money.
Installed in a jRy flogs
directly Into the detector tube socket. Specify
the detector tube in your set. nr if uncertain
as to detector

tube, advise make and model

number of set when ordering.

Pried
1911-for
'30, '40. '99, '12A, '2200A or '201A
Detector Tube
$1.39
Ni,. 191 -for '32 or '34 Detector Tube
1.39
No. 2011 f''r '17, '37 or '06 Detector Tube
1.39
Nu. 201
'21,
'51, ':16, ':t9 tor '44 Det. 'rube 1.39
No 2ne.'s. 77. '7x, 619( tor filth Del. Tube 1.49
6.FN -WIN SHORT WAVE COIL KIT

No.

The GEN -WIN

wave Plug -in
rolls have stood the
Short

test. They have been
In great demand for
the past three years.
sari are still Selling
strongly to the thou sauds Of disrritnittat.
me
xis /ilnrldt I. tole' appreciate ilhe remarkable results
I lie'
are gem ilg Dom these excellent coils. The GENof the
WIN Short %t'al'e COIN can be used In any
many circuits published each month in Short \l'at'e Craft
uagazlne. The rr Its have plate and se, ,Nary whtdi ires
so designers that they will oscillate over the entire slit.
wave band. 15 to 225 Meter with .00014 or Á01/15 Mfd.
Condenser.
Price
No. 404E-4 prong-4 coil kit (15-225 meters)... $1.50
.55
11
(2110 to 550 M.)
No. 40411 -4 prong -Broadcast
No. 406E ----6 prong
coil kit (35 -225 meters) -... 1.95
.65
So. 4061( a prong- Itrrradrast Ceti (2110 -550 31.)
ALL -WAVE COIL KIT -Range 25 to 550 Meters
Comprises a precision wound tuner and
ILK coil. both having tapped secondaries. which permits you to nioy both
BIU)ADCA$T
W%'A\-E
and
SI it /KT
l'ItOGIIA \IS. If you own an Ambassador or any other three circuit tuner
receiver, v u Call easily convert the Pet
frill an all-wave receiver. by replacing
the coil with these new GEN -í\'1N
ALL-WAVE coils. ('oils may he had for
use with either Á0035 or .0505 MIrI.
during.
ndenser. Specify which hen
ring diagram Included freer with Coils. Separately 10e.
90o
All Wave Tuner (as Illustrated)
F.
750
All Wave R.
Coll
.Send remittance in check or money order.
c

360

3 -3

National Company,

J.-

379

McGraw -Hill Book Company, Inc

N

XDA- 20.65-

-5

368
381

Meissner Mfg. Co
Midwest Radio Corp
Miller, J. W., Co

-

364
363

Lancaster, Altwine & Rommel
Lynch, Arthur H., Inc

Mc

GBS-24.69 -Rugby, England -5/25 14.
KNRA -33.42 ---Schooner "Seth Parker " -6'6.'34.
WNC- 19.92-Hiealeah Park, Fla -5/19 34.
WOO-35.05 -Ocean Gate. N. J. -5.12, 34.
KEL-43.70--Bolinas. Calif.- -5/13 34.
G6RX- 69.44- Rugby, England -8, 8 31.
KAY -20.63 -Manila, Philippine Islands.
OER2-49.41 Vienna, Austria -5/16:34.
GBW- 21.- Rugby, England -5 '11/34.
VK3LR-31.3 -Melbourne, Australia-5,'2$ 34.
W4XB- Miami, Fla. -5 15/34.
WES-32.--Lawrenceville. N. J. -5,'6 34.
WOO -22.71 -Ocean Gate, N. J.-5,8 34.
W00-23.36 -Ocean Gate, N. J.-5 10 34.
GDW- 62.34 Rugby, England -6 10, 31.
KEE- 38.89- Bolina.+, Calif.- 5/9/34.
DAN -2644 Nordeich, Germany -5/11,34.
1Cí-49.9- Oslow, Norway- 5/17'34.
FTM -24.47 -St. Assise, l'aris, France -5 /21/34.
EAJ25 -50.- Barcelona, Spain -5 14.34.
VE1OBJ- 49.26 --St. John, N. It -, Can.- 5/26/34.
GCW -30.5- Rugby, England --5'3 34,

362

368

L

CTIAA -31.25- Lisbon. Portugal-5/25/34.

Mexico City -5. "18 34.
5'25,84.
WOF- 30.77 -Lawrenceville, N.
WOO -70.22 -Ocean Gate. N. J. -5 20 34.
GBX-28.44 -Rugby. England -5/23 .-34.

F

Co.

Short Waves

List of Unverified Short -Wave Stations

A
Ace Radio Laboratories
Alan Radio Corporation

Instructograph

QUALITY APPARATUS FOR

(Continued from page 339)

i

Dodge's Institute

383

-4

1

Wi

Register letter

if it

contains currency.

GENERAL WINDING COMPANY
254 W. 31st

Incorporated
Dept. 10 -S

St.

NEW YORK. N. Y.

"HAMS" -Here it is -the'
OHMITE AMATEUR

H

oarawT.AMATEUR

HANDBOOK

A
N
D
B

o
o
K
Hero Is the handl."'.z you hat. 11l,ÿ.,
needed
.slutcen pages of real data
and rheostats
bleeder resistors.

c'I
Ott

resin,'

how to select voltage livid.'
filament clam% ate, plate sup:

Ingenious tables and charts elitniw,
formulas and calculations and save 90% of re.
work.
The Handbook also contains data on r.
A.C. -D.C. Meter- Monitar, a Class -It 3laluhm
wattage and resistance charts and much other u,
fin information.
PRICE: IO Cents Postpaid
Order direct or see your dealer for the biggest
dime's worth you ever received.
systems. etc.

OY
639

Y

LVI ÌI p

E

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Mieago, Ill.
N. Albany Ave.
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Presenting the Advanced Doerles!
THE

NEW

Adtanced

"DOERLE
A.C. Five"
15 to 200

Else$2695

to Purchase

NI

viers

With
ish Built-in
Dynamic Speaker

Complete -Nothing Else to Buy -15 to 200 Meters.

Well. you Doerle Enthusiasts, isn't this what you've been waiting for? A powerful
5 -tube Doerle Reviver, complete with Its hum -free power supply and dynamic speaker;
all mounted n a single chassis and contained in a beautiful, black, rystallluefinished metal cabinet! TWO tuned stages. two A.F. stages with powerful 2A5 output
and perfectly matched dynamic speaker; all contribute to the enormous power and
superlative performance of this "top catcher" of the Doer!, line.
During its initial test, in one sitting, this receiver pulled in on lta loud speaker.
at good room volume. the following enviable log: MID. UJC. and DNA. Germany;
JIAA, Japan: (ISIS and USC. England: CJItX, CJRO and VE9GW, Canada; EAQ.
Spain; 11J3ABF, Bogota, Colombia; XDA, Mexbof FYA, France; WQII and WEF.
testing with the Byrd Expedition and a whole flock of amateurs in practically every
radio district of the United States. After that we could no longer keep our eyes
open, so we "signed off" to bed.
The receiver employe a 58 as RF amplifier, a 57 as detector, a 56 as first audio
amplifier, a 2A5 as power output tube and an 80 as full -wave rectifier. The antenna
Is coupled Inductively to the first toted circuit through the medium of the three winding. 6 -prong plug-in coils used in the first RI, stage. This effectively eliminates
the bothersome antenna trimming condenser. Provisions are made for plug-in` in
earphones. The entire set measures. 11%" wide a S<-" deep a ti%" high. Ship. `Vt.
39

lbs.

No. 226-The Official "Doerle A.C. Fire." self powered, ready to use,
complete with tubes, 2 sets of plugIn coils and dynamic
as

Illustrated.

YOUR PRICE

$21íe95

2-TUBE 12,500 MILE BATTERY SET

I)

cache Speaker

8 Plug-in Coils
15 to 200 Meters
2 Tuned Circuits
Nothing $
Else to
Buy

New
"DOERLE
A.C. Four,

And here's the "t lerstutl" of the DOEIILE A.C. FIVE described
the 1ef .
This DOERLE A.C. FOUR is, In practically every respect, the sane as theatFive
-Tube
Set except that it has one A.F. tage less and uses an external dynamic apelike
Most of the short -wave stations will come In with good volume on the loud speake
Th mure distant ones, however, will have to be tuned in with earphones, for whieb a
jack is provided. Its two tented circuits. toegther with its single A.F. stage an
perfectly matched dynamic speaker, ell contribute to the exceptional performant
of this receiver.
If you are a regular short -wave fan. you probably know about the world -famous
DOEIILE 3 -TUILE A.C. SIGNAL GRIPPER; about Its fine performance etol about
the many thousands of unsolicited testimonials lauding It to the skies. Well. this
DOERLE A.C. FOI'lt is that same receiver, with its special hum -free power supply
on the sane ch
and all housed in a beautiful, black, crystalline- finish.'
mewtel
l cabinet.
The receiver employs a 58 as R.F. amplifier. a 57 as detector, a 56 as first audio
and output tube and an 80 as full wave rectifier. The antenna is induct.vely coup..'
to the first tuned circuit through the medium of the three -winding, 8 -prong plug -in
coils used in the first It. F'. stage. This effectively eliminates the bothersome antenna
trimming condenser. The dyn amie speaker connects to the set through
convenient
plug and rocket arrant.'nent. Provisions are also made for plugging in earphones.
The entire set measures, 11%" wide x Sys" deep x S$" high. Ship. wt. 19 lbs.
Na. 227-The Official "Deerie A.C. Four," self- powered. ready ta Usa,
complete with tubes. 2 sets of plug -in colle and dynamic speaker. as
$25.25
Illustrated. YOUR PRICE
.
.

1

blk,

3 -TUBE A.C. SIGNAL GRIPPER

$868

This world -famous receiver is a low priced set, and yet it
pulla In short-wave stations from the far corners of the world.
It Is GUARANTEED to work. Utilises 2 -30 tubes which are
Requires 2-No. G ire
extremely economical to perate.
cells and 2 -45 volt "B" batteries. Four full pages of detailed instructions and diagrams, covering the assembly and
with
set.
of
operation, are furnished
c

opera i

base,

crystalline.

Ship. Wt.

5

Set Ls
lbs.

beautifully fnished

it black

Convince Yourself
I now have your

3 -tube Doerle set for
a month.
It sure brings In distant
stations.
Souse of them are: F'YA,
DJD, 121í(s, EAQ, CNIt, 11C2RL,
IIJIABB, Il('IDIt, VE9AP, YVIBC,
VE91IX, W3XAL, W9XF, and others.
Not NO bad, OP-Thos. l'.Jordan,1523
N. Main Ave.. Scranton. Pa.

-2

-Tube 12,500-Mile Short -Wave Dowd.
Battery Receiver. in Kit Form, with All Parts
Specified Above But Net Wired: Including Blue-

No. 2141

print Connections anti Instruction., less tubes.
Can be assembled in 1 hour. YOUR PRICE
No. 2140 -2 -Tube 12.500 Mile 8hert -Wave Doerle

Battery Receiver. Completely Wired and Tested.
Len Tubes. YOUR PRICE
Ns. 2142- Aeceuerles Only Including 2 SiaMontha Guaranteed R.C.A. Licensed 230 Tubes:
I Set of Standard Matched headphones; 2 No.
6 Dry Cells; 2 Standard 45 -Volt "W' Batteries.
Shipping weight, 22 lad. YOUR PRICE

ORDER FROM

Ne 2178 -Electrified 3 -Tuba Deane Signal BHp"
per. In Kit Form.
ith All Parti
Specified
Above But Net Wired: Including Blueprint Coneetlons and Instructions. Less Tubes. Can he
assembled in 1 hour. YOUR PRICE

e

!

58.68
9.88

4.34

We guarantee and warrant that all material furnished
In the four sets described In this advertisement,
whether they be complete sets or In the kit form, Is
tint class in every respect: that the complete sets have
been tested before shipping and that we will stroll
back of these sets and kits in every way. We will
replace any parts. with the exception of accidentally
blown out tubes, within three months. if parts are
returned to us within that time.

No.

2177- Eleetrlóad

Daari. Signal OrieCompletely
and Tested; Leas Tubes.
YOUR PRICE
ICS Wired

13.73

3 -Tuba

l.,

No. 2179-Complete Bet of Tubes: 1 -56; 1 -57;
and 1 -56. Special Short -Wave Hunt-Free A.C.
Power Park including 280 tube.

YOUR PRICE

money order or certified check.
C.O.D. only if 20% remittance accom.
ponies all orders. Order NOW- TODAY.
Send

The results obtainable with this Doerle 3 -Tube Electrifiel
Signal Gripper will surprise even the most skeptical. libriuaty there muet be a reason fur its snood two years of
nrld -wide popularity. Can be operate) w.th either an A.I',
tower park or batteries. When used wills batteries the 58
tube is replaced with a 78, the 57 with a 77 and the 56 with
37.
Batteries required, 4. -No. 8 dry cells and 3 -45 volt
"1V' batteries. Four pages of detailed Instructions and dia ¡rams furnished free with each set. Ship. Wt. 7 lbs.

1

5.1 8

9.78

108 -page Radio and Short Wave Treatise; 1,000 illusive.
Lions- Enclose Sc U.S. stamps
Book sent
by
name and address on

FREE return mail. Print or coin for postage.
your request.
RADIO TRADING CO., 1o1A HUDSON ST., NEW YORK CITY
THIS PAGE

www.americanradiohistory.com

FOR

REAL

THRILLS

BE

SURE

TO

SEE

THE WONDER SHAH
OF THE YEAR

GARDEN
MADISON SQUARE
YORK,
NEW

You owe it to yourself to see the year's

biggest thrill treat-1934's great

Army and Navy Radio Research
Radic.
New York Police Department
The Lasi
.
Catches the Crook
Word in Electrical Kitchens . Auditions
Electro
for Coming Radio Stars .
New Electronic
.
.
Chemical Exhibits
Devices.
These and hundreds of other fascinating
exhibits show the incredible progress of the
Electrical Age.
Come! See! Hear! In no other way can
you become so well posted on the latest
developments in the radio and electrical
fields. Be sure to bring the family too
the 1934 Exposition is a treat for all!
.

RADIO AND ELECTRICAL
EXPOSITION

.

.

.

.

.

few short, amazing hours, you'll SEE
the latest scientific wonders have them
demonstrated before your eyes
improvements and inventions that will be
talked about for months to come. Photography by radio
The Latest in
Short Wave Radio Receivers . . . Electic Eye (Photo Electric Cell)
.
Crystal
Broadcasting Studios where you will see
Famous Radio and "Talkie" Stars in Action
In a

.

.

Exposition open every day from 11:00 to 11:00.
SPONSORED

BY

THE

.

-

.

.

-

Admission only 25 cents; after 6

ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATION nF

NEW VORK

MADISON SQUARE GARDEN
EIGHTH AVENUE AND FIFTIETH STREET, NEW YORK CITY

www.americanradiohistory.com

P.

M., 35 cents

W..0 -Wad.

Entertainment
lldlyrriyl, Coy
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thrilling

Almring All -Ware

Foreign
Reception
(d / -Not unlit
it r.1 oil my \Í,dw,-t Ili dut
r what holm
arts,
s al II
r,liv
mom
thrills me
,
"(ant

Performance

lidiv rod, (',d1 -My Midair,

re.

1

mired my new Midwest radio, I
bad n ver thought it pen
to
home to entertainment from hall
way around ,he world ma dearly

s
11

the best set
no.

Cre,s.

lure

and

I !mac ever toed
super foreign

m

n

holm ad v,
on

its perLnm.anee

all hve ware band.:uu:rn..
151(11.111/) .t l; I I

n..11oíaaaaii

prei,
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I

fo4snvira..

i 1d
riv

s

local Im

.:

v1

,sogs

?hri//fo !/neqiio/%d lUor/d-Wide Perfoinnowce wifh fhir.
9 T0
2400 METERS
(12,000 MILE
TUNING RANGE)'

tji'wnnieeld
WORLDWIDE
RECEPTION

BEFORE you buy any

radio, write for FREE

copy of the new 1935 Midwest

"Fiftecuth Anniversary"

catalog. See for yourself the many
reasons why over 110,000 satisfied I'iistomers have bought their radios direct from
Midwest Laboratories
and saved from ;3 to
3. Learn why Midwest radios out-perform sets
costing up to $200 and more.You, too, can make a positive
saving of from 30% to50/oby buying this more economical way.
Why be content with ordinary so- called "An- Wave", '`Dual
11'ave', "Skip Wave" or "Tri -Wave" receivers when Midwest gives
you more gave lengths in today's most perfectly developed 16 -tube Super
de luxe ALL -WAVE radio that are proven by four years of success... that carry
an iron -clad guarantee of foreign reception! These bigger, better, more powerful, dearertoned, super selective radios have FIVE distinct wave bands; ultra short, short,
medium, broadcast, and long. Their greater all-wave tuning of 9 to 2400 meters TERMS
(33 megacycles to 125 KC) enables you to tune in stations 12,000 miles away AS LOW AS
with clear loud speaker reception. Write TODAY for new FREE catalog!
Now. you can enjoy super American, Canadian, police. the world's most distant stations. Thrill
ooyrR

...

ti

amateur, commercial, airplane and ship broadcasts .. .
and derive new delight and
new excitement from unequalled world -wide performance. Now, you can enjoy t he
DX -ing hobby and secure
verifications from more of

50

to the chimes of Big lien from GSH,

...

London, England
tune in on the " Marseillaise"
from FYA, Pointoise, France ... hear sparkling music
from EAQ, Madrid, Spain ... delight in lively tangos
from YVIBC, Caracas, V'enezurla
listen to the
call of the Kookaburra bird, from VK2ME, Sydney, Australia, etc. Send today for money -saving hart.,

...

ADVANCED 1935 FEATURES

.

Here are It few of Midwest's superior features: Controllable Expansion of
Volume -Selectivity -Sensitivity (Micro- Tenuator)
-A -Trot
.
Triple Calibration Plus... Pure Silver Wire ... Ceramic Coil Forms ... SepAudio Generator
Simplified Tuning Guide Lights
Compact
Synchronized Rand Switch
Amplified Automatic Volume Control
7
KC Selectivity
Power Driver Stage
10 Latest Type Tubes
etc.
Read about these and 35 other features in the new FREE Midwest catalo
Never before so much radio for so little money. Write for FREE catalog

...Fidel

... ...

...

...

...

...
...

beautifully with any furniture arrangement. write for
new FREE catalog 1.1.11

OFFER AND NEW 1935 CATALOG

...

Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. Write for FREE cataire-.

Sign and mall coupon

... or, send name and address on

NOW!

.

DEPT. 619

,CINCINNATI, OHIO, U. S. A.
.Cable Address

MIDWEST RADIO CORP.,
Dept. 619
Cincinnati, OMs.
I'
nl.liext inn on my Part send me
r stew FIIEIE I sas rat ...a. und contdetail+ of your liln-ral :ul -I:qI I:I E trial offer. '1 his is SU7' an order.

out

postal card

MIDWEST RADIO CORP.
Established 1920

a 6.3

MAIL COUPON TODAY! FOR.
AMAZING 3ODAY FREE TRIAL

...

CONSOLES can take advantage of Midwest's sensational values you
.
Ti,, uew. oie, Midwest 30. No middlemen's profits to pay. You
can order your radio
pane 111:15 catalog pictures
complete line of beautiful. from t e new Midwest catalog with as much certainty of
artistic de luxe consoles and satisfy Pion as if you were to select it in our great radio
chassis... in four colors...
hboratories. You save 30% to 50%p when 'r,,ri
model for every purse.
hay direct this popular way
you get 30 da
and made by master
FREE trial
as little as $5.00 down put.
craftsmen they harmonise
Midwest radio in your home.

...

rV

west Rives you triple protection with: A one -year auoraso'. foreign reception guaraatn. wary-back guarantee.

Increasing costs are sure to result in higher radio prices
soon. Buy before the big advance
while
NOW!

...

LESS

Neil Hamilton, Maureen O'Sullivan, Gloria Stuart
and Ginger Rogers are some of the movie stars who
prefer the Midwest radio because it gives them
the super ail -wave reception that they desire.
Try the Midwest Inc thirty days before you deride. Mid.

arate

DIAL DIRECT WITH LABORATORIES
NE

..

Jean Marlow, Richard Arlen, Claudette Colbert,

Mireco...... MI Codes

www.americanradiohistory.com

-

-

user- Ay.nts
Make Easy
Extra Money
(-Leek hero
for
1a,

Name
Address
Tawas

State

toil.

